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HH Shrimad Parijnanashram Swamiji as a 
young Batu on Shishya Sweekar Day

Divine Memories of our Guruparampara ....

Flag hoisting in talmakiwadi by 
HH Shrimad Parijnanashram Swamiji

Koti Koti Pranams at the Lotus Feet of HH Shrimad Pandurangashram Swamiji,  
HH Shrimad Anandashram Swamiji and HH Shrimad Parijnanashram Swamiji

HH anandashram Swamiji with Shishya HH 
Parijnanashram Swamiji in deep contemplation

Commemorating Centenary of MahaSamadhi 
of Shrimad Pandurangashram Swamiji and 

Shishyasweekar of Shrimad anandashram Swamiji
Kanara Saraswat Cover - June 2015
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Koti Koti Pranams at the Lotus Feet of HH Shrimad Parijnanashram 
Swamiji and HH Shrimad Sadyojat Shankarashram Swamiji

May 1997 - Pattabhisheka Issue

Our Divine Guruparampara ....
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Hattiangadi Shankar rau -  Was President of KSA in 1917-18 and in 1931-32. He worked for the Dept of Controller of 
Currency and later, the Finance Ministry. When the Reserve Bank was being nationalised in 1932, he was offered its Deputy 
Governorship, but he declined the offer to devote himself to the cause of the Chitrapur Math. Shri H Shankar Rau (or HSR) as 
he was known as,  did sterling work in stabilising links between the Math and the laity at large.

Mangesh  r. Sirur - Fondly known as ‘Kogmaam’, he co-founded the Dadar Book Depot and set up the iconic Sirur Printing 
Press in 1938. He was a philanthropist and provided jobs to many Bhanaps. He was Vice President of the KSA for a number 
of years. The KS magazine was printed in the Sirur Printing Press for over 30 years.

Gopal Mavinkurve – Affectionately known as Dada, he had wide interests in the fields of Konkani drama, sports, art and 
literature. He served the Konkani theatre for over 50 years in all areas – acting, direction, production, lighting. He presented 
plays for ‘Doordardshan’ and AIR (‘Akashwani)’. Many stage artists blossomed under his training. Associated with many social 
organizations including KSA, he was the editor of KS for many years. 

Bhaskar U. Kumble – Babudi as he was called, was an active member of the KSA Managing Committee from 1953 to 1974 
and held several portfolios. A quiet worker, he helped many but shunned publicity. He was on the Editorial Committee of the 
KS and worked as its Editor from 1976, till his untimely demise. An avid reader, he was known for his witty style of writing, 

Sadanand Bhatkal –As Editor of KS Sadanand improved the quality of the magazine substantially,  A four time President  of 
KSA, he successfully  organised the Saraswat Cultural Conference in 1942, the first Saraswat Sangeet Sammelan in 1971, 
established “Kala Vibhag” to encourage artists,  invited well-known personalities for giving talks . He initiated the  renovation 
of the Hall, and got the famous artist P.G. Sirur  to paint the Portrait Gallery of the thirteen “Founding Fathers” of KSA.

Krishna Kurwar –was the editor of the KS magazine for a number of years. A lover of the Konkani language he worked for 
numerous publishing houses like Usha Printers, Popular Prakashan, Karnataka Press etc. He also did tremendous work for 
Konkani stage and was honoured for it. 

Dinesh D. Kalyanpur – A social worker at heart, he worked selflessly and sincerely for over 37 years for the community and 
KSA. A smiling and friendly personality, he was a good Table tennis player  as well. He organised sports and  Konkani drama 
competitions and was actively involved in the fund raising for and construction of  the Nasik Holiday Home.

Gurunath Gokarn – Our 95years young Managing Editor!  Devoted to the development of the KS magazine for over 50 years, 
he brought the magazine up. He encouraged many people to write for the magazine. Today, at this age, Gurunathmam still 
smiles and perks up when the magazine is being discussed! We still consult him when we land in a quandary and his advice 
is valuable! 
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From the 
President’s Desk ....

to book our Shrimad anandashram Hall or Shrimad Parijnanashram Sabhagriha 
Contact: Shobhana Rao 022-23802263, 022-23805655. Affordable Rent and Ample Parking Space.

this is the Centenary year of Kanara Saraswat Magazine, popularly known as ‘KSa Magazine’. Over these last hundred 
years, KSa Magazine has created a niche for itself and has become a Must-read Magazine amongst the Bhanap 
community members.

the history and all the interesting aspects of the magazine’s journey are well captured by the Editorial team 
and some members of our community who were associated with the magazine, in this special issue. So,  
I would not like to replicate what my colleagues have stated. However, in the next few paragraphs, I shall make an 
attempt to analyse why KSa Magazine has remained relevant for many of our community members as a part of their 
cultural, social and familial life over these hundred years.

the first and the foremost reason for the successful longevity of this magazine is the PUrPOSE and the VISIOn of 
the founders of Kanara Saraswat association and its Magazine section. the magazine was started with a view to 
disseminate information related to the social, cultural and religious events in the community to the members of 
KSa, provide scope to our community members to hone their skills in literary writings and provide a medium of 
expression to pay homage to departed and respected personalities of our community. the fact that this PUrPOSE 
and  VISIOn have remained relevant even after hundred years signifies the importance of establishing a Great 
butSimple Purpose and having the Vision before setting up an initiative.

Being rELEVant at all times is the next important contributor to the success of KSa magazine. the magazine has 
always remained relevant to the readers with changing times in different eras of our community’s journey over 
the last hundred years, before independence, during the struggle for independence or in the post-independence 
era. Despite  changing social tides, economic depressions and booms, post-liberalisation in early nineties of the 
previous century and migration of many of our community members beyond the shores of our motherland, KSa 
magazine has remained rELEVant to our members in all these years.

the third major contributor to the success of the magazine to my mind, is the COnSIStEnt COMMItMEnt of the 
successive Editorial teams, Support Staff and the Managing Committee members. the DEDICatIOn, DISCIPLInE 
and DEtErMInatIOn with which this magazine has been nurtured and supported by these teams over the years 
iscommendable.

rESILIEnCE is another important contributory factor for the success of the KSa Magazine over this period of hundred 
years. In this journey of the magazine, it went through many difficult and turbulent times. However, the fact that the 
magazine not only survived these arduous times but emerged as a very successful magazine is a testimonial of the 
rESILIEnCE demonstrated by various team members associated with the magazine over these years.

You cannot succeed in achieving your objectives, goals, vision etc unless you have PaSSIOn. this, inmy view, has 
been clearly demonstrated by the successive members of the teams that have supported the KSa magazine over 
these hundred years. Over these years this contribution by the members of the Magazine team has been voluntary. 
this shows the PaSSIOn of these team members to make this magazine successful.

Over its long journey of a hundred years,the KSa Magazine has emerged as oneof the most popular and well-
read magazine.according to me, thisis because of the PUrPOSE and VISIOn of the founders, the COnSIStEnt 
COMMItMEnt, DEDICatIOn, DISCIPLInE and DEtErMInatIOn, PaSSIOn and rESILIEnCE shown consistently by 
the successive Editorial teams, Support Staff members and the Managing Committee members. Of Course, the 
foremost important factor for this success has been the fact that the Magazine has always remained rELEVant 
despite changing times.

what is true for the success of this magazine is also true for an individual to be successful in life.

I take this opportunity to wish the KSa Magazine all the Best and Great Success for the future.

Praveen  P. Kadle



Acme Soap Works was established in 1947 by Shri Raghuvir Kallianpur with 
his father Shri Gopalrao Kallianpur. Raghuvir was just 21 but had already begun his 
entrepreneurial journey even when in school. Gopalrao was a staunch Gandhian. Gandhiji’s 
call for economic independence along with political independence inspired him and 
spurred him into action. He sold his house in Bangalore and moved to Mumbai around 
the year1946 with four young sons. With the sale proceeds of the house as capital (bank 
financing was very difficult those days), and with Gopalrao’s eldest son Raghuvir as the 
moving force, Acme Soap Works was established on the auspicious Ramnavami day in 
the year 1947, just before India achieved Political Independence.

Right from the genesis the emphasis was on Quality, Value for Money, Fair dealings 
and Excellent service.  A loyal clientele was established with an innovative product, 
Jelly Soap, which was popularised by Direct Marketing and Free Home Delivery- Novel 
concepts in those pioneering days.

Acme Soap Works

Reprint of the oldest ad of 1958
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the Making of the Centenary Issue - a labour of love

_ZmoJV
H°$Zam gmañdV Agmo{gEeZmH$/H°$Zam gmañdV _m{gH$mH$ g§~§Y nm{dë`m 

g_ñV {hVqMVH$m§H$ g{dZ` A{^dmXZ!

1919 gmcm§Vw ""Ì¡_m{gH$'' åhmoUw gwé Om„|c|, Am_Joë`m H°$Zam 
gmañdV Agmo{gEeZmM| _wInÌ ""H°$Zam gmañdV'' eVm`wfr Om„|. 
H¥$îU Ydc (Black & white) a§Jm§Vw gwé Om„| Am{Z AmÎm§ Vo a§JrV 
ñdénm§Vw {Z`{_V àH$m{eV OmËVm. øm e§^ar dgmªVw, {Xd§JV gd©lr EM. 
e§H$aamd_m_w, gXmZ§X ^Q>H$i_m_w, XmXm _m{dZHw$d}, H¥$îUm H$adma_m_w, 
^mñH$a (~m~wS>r) Hw§$~io_m_w hm§Mo Agë`m {X½JOm§Joco, øm _m{gH$mMo[a 
g§ñH$ma Om„o. 1960 YmoZw© JmoH$U© JwéZmW_må_mZo g§nmXH$ _§S>imMo[a H$m`© 
H$moéH$ gwé Ho$„|. 1979 Vw§ Vmo g§nmXH$ Om„mo. AmÎm§ ì`dñWmnH$s` g§nmXH$ 
(Managing Editor) åhmoUw H$m ©̀aV Amñg. nÞmgmner MS> dgªYmoZw© VmÞo 
""H°$Zam gmañdV'' _m{gH$mH$ AmnUmJoë`m MoS²>m©dm[a dmÈ>{`c|,  {dH${gV 
Ho$„|. Am_Mon¡H$s ~hþVoH$m§H$ JwéZmW_må_mZo{M àmoËgmhZ {XìZw, _mJ©Xe©Z 
H$moZw©, g§nmXH$ _§S>imMo[a H$m`© H$moéH$ C_oXr {X„r, àd¥Îm Ho$„|. Am{Z 
VmÁOo \$cñdê$n Am{U Am_Joë`m "H°$Zam gmañdV _m{gH$m'Mr I§Mo{` 
ì`mdgm{`H$ _m{gH$mdQw> VwcZm H$moéH$ OmÎmm. Ë`m~Ôc Amå_r VmJoco 
F$Ur OmìZw Amñg{V.

H°$Zam gmañdV Agmo{gEeZmÀ`m H$m`©H$m[aUrZo Am_H$m§ Am_Joë`m H$m`mªVw 
gX¡d ñdmV§Í` {Xë`m§. Ë`m{_qV, _m{gH$mIm{Va H$m`© H$V©Zm, EH$s J§_{V 
`oËVm, g_mYmZ _oiVm. Ë`m~Ôc Vm§H$m YÝ`dmX.

g§nmXH$ _§S>imMo[a H$m`© H$V©Zm AZoH$ coI dmƒwH$ _oiVmVr. MS>©²dm§Joco, 
hm°È>m§Joco {d{dY joÌm§Vwë`m cjUr` H$m`m©{df`m§Vw dmƒZm\w$S>o A{^_mZw 
{XgVm EH$s àoaUm _oiVm.{X½JOm§dQw  g§dmX àñWm{nV H$aZm\w$S>o, Vm§Joë`m 
H$m`m©_wIm[a ZV_ñVH$ Om§dMr g§Yr _oiVm. Ë`m gdmªJoco Am^ma!

 _m{gH$ dmÀMZm\w$S>o, dmMH$m§Joco \$moZ `oVm{V, H$m¡VwH$mMr H$mJX§ 
`oÎmm{V, ~a| {XgVm, EH$s ZdrZ C_oXr _oiVm. åhmcJS>çm§Zr Á`m CÔoemZo 
""H°$Zam gmañdV'' gwê$ Ho$„oc| Vmo g\$c OmÎm Amñg hmÁO| g_mYmZ{` 
_oiVm. dmMH$m§Joco{` _ñV Am^ma!

 _m{gH$m§Vw Om{hamVr, {ZdoXZ§ {XËco ho _m{gH$mMo AmYmañV§^. hmo 
AmYmé Aer{M _oiV Camo åhmoUw g{dZ` {dZ§Vr.

 ~ao ~ao coI, H${dVm Am{Z BVa gm{hË` noQ>o`m{V Aíer coIH$m§H$ 
{dZ§Vr. _m{gH$m{df`m§Vw H$m¡VwH$mdQw> gyMZm{` H$am{V Am{Z åhmcJS>çm§Zr 
Ho$„oco g§ñH$ma _wIm[a ìhmoéH$ ghm` H$am{V Am{Z XO}Xma gm{hË` àH$m{eV 
H$moMu Am_H$m§ g§Yr {Xæ`m{V, Aíer Am_Joë`m dmMH$m§H$ {dZ§Vr.

 Am_Joë`m H$m`m©M| H$m¡VwH$ H$moZw©, Am_H$m§ nwZ…íM C_oXr {X„oco 
Im{Va H°$Zam gmañdV Agmo{gEeZ Am{Z Vw_Joco gdmªJoco Amå_r F$Ur 
OmìZw Amñg{V.

YÝ`dmX!

CX` _§{H$H$a, gh g§nmXH$          pñ_Vm _m{dZHw$d}, g§nm{XH$m

When we started work on the Centenary Issue the first job to do 
was to look at our old issues. A HUNDRED YEARS AND 12 ISSUES 
PER YEAR! 1200 issues!!! Wow!! It was a daunting task!

We had to check in what form and how accessible they were. 
Shobhana Rao, our manager and a veritable encyclopedia on all 
matters concerning KSA came to our rescue. She had all the old 
issues taken down from the cupboards. Each year’s issues had been 
hardbound in a book. But the books were old and the paper was 
yellowing and tearing. It is thanks to the dedicated work of Gurunath 
Gokarn and late Raghunath Gokarn, who have had these books 
carefully opened, each page scanned, and a soft-file created for each 
year & month. These have been stored on CDs. These soft copies 
were also made available to us. We had crossed the first hurdle!

As we started reading these, we were amazed with the varied 
subjects the articles addressed. The languages used were English, 
Konkani, Marathi and occasionally Hindi and Sanskrit. They handled 
so many topics – the condition of our people in the early 20th century 
– economic want, education, emancipation of our women, questions 
on marriageable age for girls, our Math and Swamiji's visits, the 
independence struggle etc.

The feature which we put today as ‘Here And There’ was called 
‘News and Notes’ and had our people reporting from as far as 
Rangoon, Karachi and of course our Kanaras!

Initially we had decided to print interesting articles from all the 
past years, but it was a gargantuan task. We had to keep the issue 
size within limits too. So we decided to take articles from 1919 
to 1960, though we did pick up a few from later years. Further 
on we will be printing interesting articles in a column titled “From 
our Archives’. While scanning for interesting articles, we came 

across many advertisements which we thought gave an idea of 
the entrepreneurship in the community. We have reprinted some of 
them, giving brief details of the persons who started the business. 
Some of the businesses have closed, some continue to go strong, 
and some have moved into newer fields.

Uday Mankikar, our Associate Editor, known for proficiency in 
Marathi and Konkani also has an elephantine memory regarding 
KSA, its activities in the past and the people involved.  He went 
through all the magazines and narrowed down on few interesting 
articles in each. We then divided these magazines decade wise 
between the members of our Editorial Committee and selected the 
articles. These were printed out and were entered by Shobhana Rao 
and Swati Nadkarni from our office. Initially we were a little worried 
about burdening them with this work in addition to their regular work. 
But not only did they accept it cheerfully but they also completed it 
error-free in record time! Our manifold thanks to them! Thanks are 
also due to Sujata Masurkar who patiently made the layout, revised 
and re-revised it a multiple times before finalizing and Devyani Bijoor 
who shouldered the responsibility of picking the smallest of errors. 
We also thank SAP Printers for co-operating with us to deliver this 
large issue within time.

We have tried to present a birds-eye view of the articles from 
our past issue. We hope you will like what we have presented. We 
welcome your feedback in the form of letters and emails.

Happy Reading!

Editor, Smita Mavinkurve
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Some interesting pictures of 1928

Mrs. Sunderibai D.n. Sirur
President, Kanara Saraswat Mahila Samaj, 

Bombay

Miss Mathurabai ramrao nadkarni
First Saraswat lady student of the 

Gordhandas Sunderdas Medical College

Miss Kamalabai Krishnarao Baindoor
M.a. B.t.

Professor of Philosophy, National College, Benaras

Miss anandibai Krishnarao Baindoor
B.a. B.l.

First lady lawyer in the community

Mr. D.M. Gangolli, B.A. MSc. Chemical Analyst to the 
Rangoon Municipality, who has proceeded to England for 

higher studies

Mr. B.B. Mundkur M.a. who has proceeded to america to 
specialise in Plant Pathology
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Congratulations K S a
Kalindi MuzuMdar

Let me begin by congratulating the KSA’s editorial board both past and present which have strived to showcase the 
community’s writing talent. The KSA has subscribers all over the world as it gives those living abroad a sense of belonging.

The magazine also invites those who prefer to write in Marathi, Konkani and even in Hindi. The inclusion of Kiddies 
Corner is an excellent way of encouraging writing skills and arts among children

It is heartening to note that the magazine never misses an opportunity to honour Saraswats who have achieved fame 
in various fields. Hence army personnel, artists, students and housewives have been honoured for their achievements

Recently a competition was organized for youths on the subject of nationalism. The articles were both interesting as well 
as recreating, as this depicts the thoughts and ambitions of the youth regarding our beloved nation. The Kiddies Corner 
includes articles, poems and paintings by children. They are thus encouraged to write on various topics as per their choice.

The KSA publishes a detailed account of Membership, Corpus Fund and disbursement of aid. This leaves no room for 
doubts and accusations regarding funds collected for various reasons.

During our struggle for independence, various freedom fighters utilized the writing media to strengthen the feeling of 
patriotism among Indians, e.g. Tilak’s “Sakal” and Gandhiji’s “Young India” and “One’s Experiments with Truth.” Hence the 
written media is an active agent of change. The KSA strives to fulfil some of Gandhiji’s idea of oneness among all Saraswat. 
Yet it is inclusive and not exclusive of respect for other communities.

May I venture to suggest that the KSA should encourage songs which will keep strengthening the community’s noble 
ventures in future. A Committee  may be appointed to select the song which would be the future “Anthem” of the Saraswat 
Community and reflect our national integrity.

Messages from our Sister Institutions
Saraswat Mahila Samaj, Gamdevi –

Congratulations to KSA magazine on reaching a historic century.  Started as a news source, today it’s a great ice breaker 
with many amchis, many conversations at gatherings include, “KSA magazinenantu vachilen...!” It has been an invaluable 
source of information and entertainment to many families for over 75 years and with a next-generation settled abroad, we 
eagerly wait for the print and online version each month. Here’s looking forward to another 100 years of success.

President, Saraswat Mahila Samaj

The Canara Union, Bngalore –
That the Kanara Saraswat magazine has completed a hundred years of service to the community is wonderful to know. 

we salute the efforts and the tireless work done by the editors andmembers of the committee to keet it relevant and offer 
spiritual insights and a wide variety of articles of interest. Also  importantly, the magazine has kept the community informed 
about personal happenings ( DOMESTIC Tidings), events and other news.

The Canara Union, Bangalore, sends warm congratulations and good wishes for its continued contribution to society.

Prakash Aroor, President, Canara Union, Bangalore

Canara Union Newsletter, Bangalore –
The Kanara Saraswat magazine has completed a hundred years—what an extraodinary milestone. We feel proud of 

this achievement, especially knowing how challenging it is to keep all the features of the magazine alive and appealing to 
the community all these years. So many generations of readers have grown up with it.

The Canara Union Newsletter has drawn so much inspiration from the mother magazine, the KS, and its ability to reach 
out to so many. We have also valued occasional collaboration with the KS, and deeply appreciate the interest shown in 
our work. The committee sends  its admiring good wishes to the Chairman, Editor and all those connected with the Kanara 
Saraswat.

Usha Aroor, Editor, Canara Union Newsletter, Bangalore

Saraswat Cultural Forum, Pune –
 On behalf of the Saraswat Cultural Forum, Pune, it gives me great joy to congratulate the KSA on the completion 

of a glorious hundred years of the Kanara Saraswat magazine.
For me personally, I grew up with the magazine – and I recall with nostalgia, my grandparents and parents reading it 
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.……So, why did we create this website? And having done 
so, quo vadis?

We do not tell stories; we let the stories speak for them-
selves. Over a century ago, the Social Club of our Com-
munity in Bombay [now Mumbai] started a broadsheet, the 
“Kanara Saraswat Quarterly”, which soon became a monthly 
magazine, a much loved and awaited house- journal of the 
Community that continues to this day. In the Centenary Year 
for the journal, it would be a good time to think of how the 
many heritage writings created through it are being trans-
formed digitally for future preservation. Heritage constitutes 
not only buildings and palaces, as is commonly thought. It is 
also ideas and opinions, mirroring the life and times in which 
these ideas originated. It is this heritage of ideas and opinions 
that my collaborator Shantish Nayel [earlier in Delhi, now 
Bangalore] and myself [in Delhi] have, over the last 7 years, 
sought to collate in a website—a digital library,  where we 
have used a highly selective process to digitize  rare, out of 
print [but physically extant] books and articles  that narrate 
the development of our Community, along with  some of its 
“movers and shakers” in the modern era—the last century 
or more when people moved out of rural existence to urban 
living, a time when employment changed from land holding/
farming to industrial and commercial jobs in rapidly growing 
urban population clusters.

A journey of discovery. As we pause a moment to look at 

ChitrapurEbooks: A Journey of Continuing Discovery
JaishanKar Bondal

our Community, we realize that there are two images—one 
of a distant past, of migration shrouded in popular/folk jargon, 
without a proven geographic indicator by way of epigraphs, 
or mention in parallel texts—in short, a matter of debate. And 
then there is the recent past [last 300 odd years] that emerge 
clearly in the prism of history and records. Our effort has 
therefore been to present writings by, and for, the Commu-
nity that are iconic in our collective memory. We aim to look 
at the present and the future through the prism of this past. 
Works presented on the site are unedited, mirroring the life 
and times they were written in. E-books have dipped into the 
cornucopia of heritage thought to bring to readers the very 
best of these writings which are freely downloadable. The 
Chitrapur Saraswat community has, over last two centuries 
“pulled itself up by its bootstraps”, so to speak. It found its 
place under the sun even as the country was undergoing 
socio economic ferment, the nationalist churnings where 
the democracy of ideas often outstripped the democracy 
of practice. Each phase in time has seen its struggles, its 
successes and failures, and our Community has been no 
exception to this.

A consistently high level of literacy in local languages over 
these last centuries, supplemented with a steady increase 
in English language knowing population spurred awareness 
of other regions of India, and the world. Besides, the Church 
missions along the Konkan coast e.g. the Basel Mission 

with as much delight as the youngsters in our house would! So month after month, year after year, this magazine brought 
in articles of varying interest with humour, reminiscences, information, experiences and thoughts, poems and tributes to 
the departed … the list is vast. Reports from various Amchi centres kept us informed of all that was happening in the Amchi 
World -  especially during those days when social media platforms did not exist. And today - despite the abundance of 
media of varying sorts, every member of my family reaches out for the Kanara Saraswat Magazine. I am sure this holds 
true in every Amchi house!

For the Saraswat Cultural Forum, Pune, the Kanara Saraswat Association has played the role of a parent organisation. 
Many programmes were conducted in Pune under the auspices of the KSA. Hence, we feel proud to witness and be part 
of this momentous event of the centenary issue of the magazine and convey to you our best wishes.

Vivek R Bijur, President, Saraswat Cultural Forum

Saraswat Samaj UK   –
We, as the Committee representing the Chitrapur Saraswat community in the United Kingdom, wish to express our pride 

in our flagship journal the ‘Kanara Saraswat’ which has just completed a century.
The ‘Kanara Saraswat’ has provided steadfast platform to showcase the treasure of talent in our community. It has 

been a beacon for all members of our community. It must be added here that it is only because of the blessings of Lord 
Bhavanishankar and our most revered Guruparampara on our community.

It is highly commendable to see how the ‘Kanara Saraswat’ has progressed with time in its attractive presentation, by 
adding new features such as ‘Kiddies Corner’ and very importantly by going on-line. Congratulations to all at the Kanara 
Saraswat.

Finally, on behalf of the Saraswat Samaj UK, we wish to thanks you and everyone associated with publication  of the 
‘Kanara Saraswat’ for giving us opportunities on various occasions to report on SSUK events.

May the ‘Kanara Saraswat’ continue flying the flag for many years to come.

Rohit Sthalekar, President Saraswat Samaj UK Committee



From Sudha Philar, Bangalore - 

in Mangalore and its environs had active printing presses 
which churned out [besides religious tracts] secular works in 
Kannada / Konkani on a large scale. Though with limited print 
runs, they gave authors from our Community, often teachers, 
lawyers and government officials, their first chance to add to 
local literature. Works covered subjects as geography, history, 
country remedies, plays and novellas, short stories as well as 
comments on systems of governance, social practices [both 
good and bad]. Many were what in today‘s parlance could be 
termed “blogs”. Much of this remains unknown to us, partly 
because works exist in local languages, but more so because 
contemporary generations are unfamiliar with the physical and 
mental terrain in which this body of work was set. This corpus 
of thought is also part of the heritage of the region, and we 
have barely scratched its surface. One can surmise that there 
are a large number of works yet to be uncovered: books that 
were privately circulated/published; ones that never made it 
to a library; those that exist in the dusty corner of a private 
collection; those that predate the digital catalogue era, or 
forgotten books authored under names like “Rao” which are 
sometimes difficult to identify as of Aamchi origin.

Many of us are familiar with the saga of the American 
scholar who “chanced” upon our community in the 1970s, and 
worked on it for his doctoral thesis. Devoid of hyperbole, Dr. 
Frank Conlon`s magnum opus is based on documented facts, 
examining oral / written evidence to record the exponential 
transformation of a micro community from its sleepy, rural 
existence in  18th century coastal Karnataka to its hyper 
urban[national and international]avatar in the 20th century. 
His narrative, however, stops in the  inter -World War space. 
Speaking of our community, it can be confidently said that, 
since that time, never have so few achieved so much, in 
such a short time span!! And, we hope, there is plenty more 
to come, and chronicle!  The strands of thought and words 
we hope to build up via this web library, and beyond, should, 

symbiotically, serve to carry the story forward from where 
Conlon left off. We can then bring the late 20th, and 21st 
century Aamchi goals, mores and values in the ambit of our 
study.

As our efforts at documenting and digitizing progress 
across time, we acknowledge and thank all who have 
encouraged and assisted us, and given of their time over 
the years. First and foremost, our abiding gratitude remains 
with Parama Pujya Swamiji, whose benedictions we treasure 
as a true signpost for future of our venture. A sterling and 
key role played by my collaborator, Shantish Nayel, cannot 
be put down in mere words. From the word “go”, he was 
beavering away at signposting and selecting relevant 
material, formatting it, giving valuable suggestions and ideas 
that created the foundation bricks, as it were, for the website. 
He has since constantly updated it, bringing about changes 
to make the structure more attractive and user friendly. 
His enthusiasm has always been infectious and steadfast, 
keeping our [mental] engines well oiled! Well done, Shantish!!   
But we still have miles to go, and heights to climb!! And I am 
sure, as he is , that we will get there………….

Over these years, the website has built up a close 
collaboration with the Kanara Saraswat Association, and 
I would like to thank  our interlocutors who have always 
maintained a graciously helpful attitude towards us— 
Praveenmam Kadle, President, KSA, Rajamam Pandit, past 
Chairman,  Jairammam Khambadkone, present Chairman 
and Smitapachi Mavinkurve, Editor of the KSA magazine. 
I sincerely hope that our collaborative efforts will have a 
ripple effect within the Community, and set new horizons 
to understanding a glocal community that is Chitrapur 
Saraswats.

ChitrapurEbooks congratulates the KSA journal on the 
occasion of its Centenary,and hopes that it will continue its 
yeoman service to the Community for a long, long time.

Thank you Sudhapachi for your beautiful card .... Editorial Committee
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Wishing You On Your 80th Birthday.
Dr. Anilkumar Umesh Masurkar

20th March, 1940

OrdoV eaX: eV_²
Many Happy Returns!

May God Almighty Bless You With Happiness, Good Health And Contentment.
Love You Always.

Akka, Shaila, Sudhir/Kausalya and Families.
Sital and Children.
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gÒþé lr_V² AmZ§Xml_ ñdmå`m§Zt öfrHo$erH$ dËZm _w§~BªVw _w¸$m_ Ho$„oco doim[a _w§~B©Vwë`m 
{eî`dJm©Z| g{ÞYtH$ An©U Ho$„oc| _mZnÌ

&& lr &&
Z_moñVw Jwado Vñ_¡ Bï>Xodñdê${nUo&
`ñ`dmJ_¥V§ h§{V {df§ g§gmag§kH$_²&&
lr_V²na_h§g n[ad«mOH$mMm`©- lr_Ënm§Sw>a§Jml_mZwJ«hrV-

lr_V² AmZ§Xml_
 lr na_nyÁ` JwéMaUmaqdXm§H$ gmï>m§J d§XZ Amgmo.
Amå_r _w§~B© Am{Z AmgnmgÀ`m CnJ«m_m§Vw am~Vbo Vgbo lr{MÌmnwa 
_R>mMo AZw`m`r lr g{Þ{YZo hm§Jm Am{`ë`m{Z{_Îmt Om„ocmo ^mar 
Cëhmgw àJQ> H$aVmVr. øm {XH$mZo Am_Joë`m OZmZt `odZw am~wH$ gwê$ 
H$moéZw§ AY© eVH$m D§$M Om„|, Ë`m H$m§cm§Vw§ Agcr g§{Y hr n{hcr{M. 
VËnydu _R>mÀ`m {eî`dJm©M| dmñVì` X{jUCÎma H$mZS>m {Oëhçm§Vy§{M 
MS>mdV OmdZw§ Am{eë`m{Z{_Îmr _R>mYrem§Joc| `oU|dMU| Ë`m ^mJm§Vy§{M 
OmÎmmc|. H«$_oU {dÚmä`mgmIm{Va Omdmo AWdm OrdZmW© Omdmo Vmo 
Xoew gmoÊUw ^m`a dÀ`| Adí` nùioë`m§H$ Vgë`m `oU|dMÊ`mMmo 
gw`moJw _oiZm Omcmo. AmÎm§ Om„oVar g{Þ{YM| `oU| ö{fHo$erÀ`m `mÌoH$ 
dËZm WmoS>çm AdH$mem§Vw EH$ _w¸$m_ åhmoU`oX. h| `oU| Aën H$mbm§Vw§ 
KÊUw Am{`ë`m{Z{_Îmt `mo½` ar{V{M {deof g§^«_m{M nyd©V`m[a H$moéH$ 
gmÜ` Om`Zm{Vë`mIm{Va Am_H$m§ ~oOmé {XgVm. VWm{n, øm_wIm[a 
g{Þ{YÀ`m Xe©ZmMmo cm^w Am_H$m§ VmÎmmd{i _oiÀ`mM| h| `oUo EH$ 
àW_ma§^w åhmoUw§ Ampå_ Amem H$aVmVr.
g{Þ{YM| Am_H$m§ AmÎm§ _oùioc| Xe©Z WmoS>çm AdH$mem§Vw Om„ocVar 

VmÁ`m{Z{_Îmt g{ÞYrH$ g§Vmofw Am{Z Am_À`m§Vw Y_©OmJ¥{V Omdmo, 
Am{Z _R>mÀ`m {df`m§Vw§ Am_Jocr ^º$s¶r ÑT> Omdmo A{e Ampå_ 
àmW©Zm H$aVmVr. H$mcmÝVamZo Am{Z n[apñW{VÀ`m A§VamZo Am_Joë`m 
AmMma{dMmam§Vw§ H$mhr \$aH$ nùioc| à{gÕ Amñg; Omë`m[a WmoS>çm 
Jm¡U g§JË`m§Vw MS>CU| Om„ocVar _w»` Am{eë`m {df`m§Vw§ Y_©~w{ÕMmo 
A§Hw$é AOyZr gOrd Amñg, AmZr Ho$XZmB© Zï> OmBeZm, A{e Am_H$m§ 
Y¡`© {XgVm. g{Þ{YÀ`m Vnmo~cmZo Am{Z AZwJ«hmZ| hmo A§Hw$é d¥{Õ 
nmdZw§ _Rw> Am{U {eî`dJm©{^Vacmo ào_w dmÈx>Zw gdmªJoc| H$ë`mU Omdmo 
åhUw Amå_r _m½JwZ KoVmVr. Am{Z \y$c Z§{`Omë`m[a nmH$ir øm 
Ý`m`mZ| Ampå_ Ho$coë`m Aën god|Vw Om„oc| H$m§ht CUonU g{Þ{YZo 
_Zm§Vw ìhaZmñVZm Vr godm ñdrH$ma H$moaZw§ _R>m{df`m§Vw§ Am{Z g{Þ{Y 
{df`m§Vw§ Am{e{c Am_Jo{c ^{º$ dmS>À`mH$ nyU© Am{edm©Xþ qXdH$m 
åhUw Am_Jocr _mJUr Amñg.
 Am{Z öfrHo$er joÌm§Vw AmÎm Am{eë`m A{Ve` W§S>rZ| qH$dm§ 
BVa H$maUm§Zr g{ÞYrH$ H$gcr emar[aH$ ~mYm Om`ZmñVmZm `mÌm 
gwIê$n Omdmo Am{U ñdñWmZmH$ {Z{d©¿ZVoZ| naV nmd{e Omdmo åhmoUw 
lr ^dmZre§H$a XodmH$S>o Ampå_ hmV OmoÊUw _m½JwZw KoVmVr.
 _w§~B©. _w§~B© Am{Z CnJ«m_m§Vw am~Vco Vgë`m. {eî`dJm©Mr lr 
g{ÞYrH$S>o hr {dZ§{V.
Aj` g§. nm¡î`ewÕ 14.

lr_XmZÝXml_ñdm{_{da{MVm Joagßnm-OcànmV-àepñV:

VmVmk`m XÊS>H$_m{lVoZ am_oU crcmnwéfoU ^y_o:&
{Zñgm[aV§ dm[a `Xå~wVrW©o eamJ«V: g¡d eamdVr`_² &&1&&
Zmo MoËànmV§ {J[a_yY©Vmo@ñ`mÐïw>§ OZm ^y[aYZì``oZ&
{dhm` H$m`m©Ê`{n XÿaXoemV² gÝVwï>{MÎmm: H$Wm_md«Oo`w:? &&2&&
Agm¡ MVwYm© à{d{^Þ_y{V©: ñdœoVH$mÝË`m {dYwJd©hmar&
ñdcm|H$YoZmo^w©d_mJVm`: ñd`§ {d{Z`m©pÝH$_w Xþ½Ynya: &&3&&
qH$ àpñWVm`m OZH$mË_Om`m dZ`m ^Ìm© gh gX²d«Vm`m:&
H¥$Vo XþHy$c§ dZXodVm{^{Z©_m©Vw_memo{YVVyceof: &&4&&
Vw“mÀNw>“m{Xh n[anVÝdoJVmo ^yYañ`
KmVme‘>moØd^`demÛon_mZü JO©Z²&
^y`mo JÀN>Þwn[a gVV§ emñË``§ ~mînê$nmV²
""ZrM¡J©ÀN>Ë`wn[a M Xem MH«$_o{_H«$_oU'' &&5&&
ZXr gwaå`m {Ja`mo _hmÝVmo KZmÝ`aÊ`m{Z {d{dº$Xoe:&
gd©ñ` _y¿Ý`}f ObànmV: qH$ Zm_ VÚÞ _wXo@ñVw Zmo@Ì? &&6&&
{ZgJ©aå`mpñV dZñWcr`_oVm§ nwZm aå`V_m§ MH$ma&
{XÑjwd¥ÝXñ` _Zmo@ZwaÎm`¡ gmYw_©hreyaZam{Ynmc: &&7&&
VWm{h hå`ª {ec`m {Z~Õ§ g_mñV¥V§ {MÌ`wVoï>H$m{^:&
gwYmon{cá§ gwn[aîH¥$V§ M ì`Ym{` dmgm` _Zmo@{^am__² &&8&&
VWm@damoTw>§ {^[aJìhamñ`§ `Ì ànmV: à{dcr`Vo@ÝV: &

gmonmZn{L>º$: ndZmXd¥{Îm: {ecmonc¡ama{MVm gwJå`m &&9&&
dZo {dhmam` _hrY«nmíd} H«$moeÛ`m`m_dVr MH$mpñV&
g¥{V{Z©emä`ÝVagm{YVm@Ì Z¥nmoÎm_ñ`mJ_H$mc Efm &&10&&
ñdmÝV§ cmoH$ì`dö{V_wIŠcoeVá§ ànmV§
ÑîQ‰>m{Q>Ëdm dZn[agao erV_å^mo@dJmø&
{dñ_¥Ë`mWmo gH$c_{MamXod ~mø§ ànM§
~«÷Ü`mZmZw^d_w{XV§ Šcoe_wÁPm#mH$ma &&11&&
qH$ÝdpñV OcnmVñ` gm¡^m½`§ YmV¥{Z{_©V_²&
`XÌ gº$m Ñ{ï>Z©: nwZZm©@@d¥{Îm_rßgVo &&12&&
`Ú`§ {H«$`Vo OmVw ànmVmo Ñ{ï>JmoMa:&
ñdmÝV§ _wXm Ðdr^yV§ VoZ gmê$ß`_íUwVo &&13&&
OcYmam@{dÀN>oX§ n[an{VVmÝV{Z©cr`Vo X`m©_²&
VmÛÝ_mZgd¥{ÎmñËdƒaUJVm {Zcd`Vm§ ed©… &&14&&

[These delightful verses from the pages of the Visitor’s 
Book at the Travellers’ Bungalow, Gersoppna, were 
penned by His Holiness Shrimat Anandashrama Swamiji 
during His visit to the famous Falls, last year. E.C.K.S.]

 (Am°ŠQ>mo~a 1938)
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(During His Holiness Shrimath Anandashram Swamiji's 
visit to Coondapoor in the Datta Jayanti week this year, 
the following seven Marathi Abhangs composed by 
Mr.Balkrishnarao Manel, on shree Satchidananda Dattatreya 
were presented by him at the sacred feet of His Holiness on 
the auspicious occasion, implying thereby that, as expressed 
in the Abhangas the actual incarnation of Shree Dattatreya 
presented Himself in human form to bless His devotees during 
the Jayanti celebration.

The first Abhanga represents the devotee's initial stage of 
Dhyana from where gradually rising, by earnest prayers he 
reaches the stage expressed in the 4th Abhanga and begines 
imploring the Lord for his presence in the 5th Abhanga, 
and then ultimately realises His, presence (i.e. experiences 
Sakshatkara) in the 7th Abhanga which depicts the final 
realisation and divine bliss. 

These seven Abhangas, incidentally, represent as well the 7 
days of Gurucharitra Sapthaha.)

 (E.G.K.S.)

A^§J

1) AI§{S>V Ü`mZr& ""XÎm Jwé'' On _mZr &&1&&

AdYyV Zm_ On& ho{M _mPo _hm Vn &&2&&

Eog| Amc| AZw^dmgr& ghO VoUo, VÎd_{g &&3&&

nmd{c`m nX& ghO {dacm Vmo AmZ§X &&4&&

g§Xoh AdKm {\$Q>cm& ~mi åhUo CX` Pmbm &&5&&

2) gI`m XÎmmÌo`m& KS>mo X§S>dV nm`m§ &&1&&

Eog| H$ar AI§{S>V& ewÕ ào_ ewÕ {MÎm &&2&&

doY EH$ _mÂ`m {MÎmm& hm{M cmJo AdYyVm &&3&&

~mi {dZdrVgo MaUt& Vm[a XÎmm ^º$m{^_mZr &&4&&

3)  Ag§»` AdVmam§ gma& Vmohm gX²Jwé {ZYm©a &&1&&

én Jmo{Oa| gw§Xa& Jim d¡O`§Vr hma &&2&&

kmZ `moJmMm nyVim& Vmo hm XÎmJwé ào_im &&3&&

^ñ_moX{cV eara& _mWm§ emo^o OQ>m ^ma &&4&&

~mi ÑT> Yar MaU & dm[a Vmn OÝ_ _aU &&5&&

4) ~«÷m d§Xr Á`mMo nm`& Ë`m{M AZwgy`m Vr _m` &&1&&

~«÷m§S> Á`mM| nmoQ>t& Vmo hm XÎm OJ OoQ>r &&2&&

M§Ð Á`mMm {à` ~§Yw& nm` Ë`mMo jra qgYw &&3&&

doX Mma Á`mMo œmZ& Ë`mÀ`m nm`t Ü`mZ _Z &&4&&

~mi {dZdr OmoSy>{Z hmV& Vm[a `m MaUm§Mm A§{H$V &&5&&

5) `oB© `oB© ~m XÎmmÌo`m& Ü`mg cmJcm ho X`m_`m &&1&&

H${Y _Ocm ^oQ> Xogr& CËH§$R>m cmJo _Zmgr &&2&&

Ym§d KoB© H$éUmKZm & PqU Xm{d _bm MaUm§&&3&&

Og| _Ëñ` Ocm dmMyZ& qH$dm YoZy dËgm drU &&4&&

Vi_i gmogdoZm Xodm& ~mi _mJo MaU godm&&5&&

(VrZ {ea| gmhm hmV.... `m Mmcrda)

6) VwÂ`m MaUm§Mm _{h_m& H$m` Úmdr ZoUmo Cn_m&&1&&

X`m gmJa hmoC{Z XÎmm& {H${V Mmi{dgr Vy§ AmVm§&&2&&

nX H$_ct crZ Omhcm& aOH$ Vmo H$gm CÕ[acm &&3&&

Xmdw{Z {dœén _wZrcm& {Ì{dH«$_ ^maVr Vm[acm &&4&&

{H$Vr {dZdy§ Vw{P`m MaUm§& ~mi _mJo H¡$dë` XmZm &&5&&

nX

7) YÝ` Omhcm, ~mi& XÎm nm{hcm&&

AdYyV nm{hcm &&Y¥&&

gd©én EH$Zm_& EH$ én gH$c Zm_&&

na~«÷ AmË_mam_& nyU© EH$cm&&

Xod, AmO nm{hcm&&1&&

nyU© ~«÷ gZmVZ& gJwU AJwU EH$OmU&&

AmoiIU| ho{M kmZ& Y_© OmUcm ~mi, XÎm nm{hcm &&2&&

our Poets' Corner
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Anandashram Swami’s enlightened and progressive 
approach to socio-economic problems is well known. This 
is reflected in four incidents which took place in the decade 
under review.

(i) Khadi (1927): During the visit to Bombay in 1927, 
one of the things which attracted His Holiness was the hand-
spinning activity of the Bhanap ladies. As a token of his 
approval, He made His first appearance in Bombay in khadi 
and often wore it thereafter.

(ii) Hindi (1929): In December 1929, when His Holiness 
visited Vittal, the South Kanara.Hindi Premi Mandal staged 
a Hindi drama, ‘Mewad Patan’. When the performance was 
over, He gave a pleasant surprise to the audience by making 
a speech in chaste Hindi in the course of which He said that 
Hindi might well be adopted by Saraswats as their mother 
tongue.

(iii) Foreign Travel (1933): The Mahasabha held in 
December 1932 had removed the restriction on foreign 
travel imposed by previous Mahasabhas. As an indication 
of his support, Anandshram Swami participated in a Gram 
Bhiksha at Mangalore in February 1933 and sat together 
with England-returned Bhanaps and other members of the 
community, including those who had once strayed from the 

Progressive Views of Swami anandashram
Late Dr. GopaL HattianGDi

‘Fifty Years of Bliss’

fold. Nearly 1000 women and men took part in this event.
(iv) Gowd Saraswats (1932): During the visit to Madras 

in June 1932, members of the local Gowd Saraswat Sabh 
gave a reception to Anandashram Swami. Rao Bahdur M. 
Keshav Pai made a speech welcoming His Holiness on behalf 
of the Sabha. In a brief reply, Swamiji said He was very much 
touched by the cordiality of the welcome, and expressed 
great pleasure at the charitable work the Sabha was doing 
to help the poor students. The Sabha was performing true 
service as enunciated in the Bhawad-Gita and He hoped that 
all members of the community would co-operate in the work 
of the Sabha.

The liberal outlook of His Holiness which permeates the 
above incidents is as gratifying as it is significant of the times.

thought for the Month
June 1968

I hear it constantly said that had we been given the opportunity 
we might have accomplished great things. Opportunities are 
never given, but man has the divine power to create;  he can, 
if he wills it, create the necessary condition and determine 
his destinty.

Sir Jagdish Chandra Bose
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Añ_mH§$ nyd©O¡: àmVññ_aUr`¡ñVnmoYZ¡:&
JmoH$U}eàgmXoZ gd©g§H$Q>nmaJ_²&&

g§ñWmZ^mgH§$ Xod§ ^dmZre§H$a§ VWm&
n[akmZml_Jwé_kmZ{V{_amnh_²&&

X¡dV§ Jwégm{ÞÜ`_od§ cãYm na§ nX_²&
àmámÝJwéOZmÝÜ`mËdm nyO`m_mo Jwê$ÝgXm&&

Añ_Ý_mÝ`_R>m{YX¡dVn[akmZml_mÝgÒþê$Z²&
VpÀN>î`mÝJwée§H$aml_`VrÝ`moJrÝÐd§ÚmÝ_wZrZ²&&

VpÀN>î`m±ûNw>{VgmaH$mo{dXn[akmZml_m{Þ_©cmZ²&
VpÀN>î`mÝnae§H$aml_damÝ^º¡$H$H$ënÐþ_mZ²&&

VpÀN>î`mÝ`{VHo$edml_Jwê$Z² gØº$d¥§Xm{M©VmZ²&
VpÀN>î`mÝ_w{Zdm_Zml_`VtñVpÀN>î`H¥$îUml_mZ²&
VpÀN>î`mÝJwénmXnÙ{ZaVmZ² lrnm§Sw>a§Jml_mZ²&
VpÀN>î`mÝH$éUm{ZYrÝö{X _wXmZ§Xmlm§ñVËnamZ²&&

AmZÝXml_nmXnyOH$n[akmZml_mÝgX²Jwê$Z²&
jm§Ë`mÚ¡ñghO¡d©a¡Jw©UJU¡: aì`mV¡: gXÑcL>H¥$VmZ²&&

^º$mZm§ gVV§ ^dm{V©e_H$m§ñVËH$m_H$ënÐþ_mZ²&
gmjmÀN>§H$anyÁ`nmXgÑemÝ^ŠË`m ^Om_mo d`_²&&

Ü`mËd¡d§ Jwê$nmXmãO§ H$m_`m_mo@Ú ^y[ae:&
`Xñ_mH§$ VWmñ_mH§$ d§eOmZm§ {Xdm{Ze_²&&

emñÌdmŠ`o Jwamodm©Š`o gË`~wÜ`mZwercZ_²&
doXemñÌmoº$Y_m©Um_Zwð>mZ¡H${Zð>Vm&&

VW¡d Y_©nrR>ñ` øZwemgZnmcZo&
j_Vm YraVm MmñVw VWm {dZ`ercVm&&

`Wm d`§ gmY`m_: lo`mo@ä`wX`gmYZ_²&
Y_ª VÁO§ gwI§ {ZË`§ VWm emñVw Jwé: gXm&&

VXWª d¡ Jwamo: nrR>_mM§ÐmHª$ `Wm pñWa_²&
^dÎmoWm@ZwJ¥ÊhÝVw ^d§V B{V gd©Xm&&

àmW©{`Ëdm@Ú dmo Y_©_yc§ nyd©Ogo{dV_²&
MaU§ eaU§ `m_mo _Zmodm¸$m`H$_©{^:&&

^dÔ`mgwg§àmV_Ë`ÝV§ cjUmpÝdV_²&
AZwJ¥ø ~Qw>§ Mm_w§ {eî`ËdoZmZwH$ån`m&&

gmañdV~«÷d¥ÝXg_mO§ _mo: g_wÕa&
^dËH¥$nmàgmXoZ V[aî`m_mo ^dmU©d_²&&

lr Jwéda àmW©Zm
AmMm`© do. JUoe emñÌr hi{Xnya

gmam§ew
Am_Joë`m nyÁ` åhmcJS>çm§{Z amÌ§{Xg JmoH$U© _hm~ioœamcmp½J àmW©Zm 
H$moZw© àmá Om„oc| Vñc| Cnmñ`-X¡dV lr^dm{Ze§H$é Ver{M lrg{Þ{Y 
n[akmZml_ Am{Z Vm§À`mZ§Va Om„o{c Jwéna§nam hm§Joc| Ü`mZ H$moZw© 
Am{Z Vm§H$m àUm_w H$moZw© àmW©Zm H$mo{M© H$ñcr {H$ åhi`m[a Am_À`m§Vw§ 
Am{Z Am_Joë`m d§eOm§Vw§ emñÌdMZ Am{Z Jwê$dMZ gË` åhmoUw nmcZ 
H$mo{M©Vñcr ~wÕr, d¡{XH$ Y¡`© Am{Z Z_«Vm `oìZw Bhna Aä`wX`w, Am{Z 
_mojw AWm©V Y_©nmcZ Ho$„oco{_qV _oiM| Vñc| {ZË`gwI àmá Omdmo; 
Ver{M h| Am_Joc| Jwê$nrR> {MaH$mc pñWa OmìZw Mmo„mo.

lrg{ÞYtJoë`m MaUH$_cm§H$ Amå_r _ZmodmH²$H$m` H$_mª{Z eaU `oìZw 
_m½JwZw KoÎmm{V {H$ Vm§Joë`m H¥$noZo àmá Om„oë`m ~Qy>H$ {eî` åhmoUw 
ñdrH$mé H$moZw© Am_Jocmo CÕmé H$moH$m©. hmo ~Qw> Am_H$m§ nyÁ` OmìZw 
Ampíeë`m ewŠc d§emVwë`m lr e§H$aZmam`UmJocmo nwÌw OmìZw Amñg.

øm Am_Joë`m àmW©ZoH$ g_ OmìZw em{cdmhZ eH$ 1881, {dc§~r 
g§dËga, _mK dÚ gá_r, a{ddmé, Xþgamo _whÿVw© øm ew^ g_`mMo[a  
""lr_V² nm§Sw>a§Jml_ ZJa'' åhiboë¶m aå¶ ‘§S>nm§Vw§ lr‘V² 
AmZ§Xml‘ñdmå¶m§Zr {eî¶ñdrH$mê$ H$moZ© {eî¶mH$ ""lr‘V² n[akml‘'' 
åhùioc| Zm_H$aU Ho$„|.

Aer{M Am_Jocr ~wÕr gX²Y_m©Vw§{M gX¡d VËna OmìZw Amñgmo åhmoUw 
lr^dm{Ze§H$amcmp½J Am_Jocr Z_« àmW©Zm.

 (_mM© 1959)

Añ_Ëg_mOo n[aewÕd§eO_²&
gX²d¥ÝX_Ü`o {d~wYm{Xg§ñVwV_²&&

ewŠcm»`d§eñ` ccm_dV²pñWV_²
lre§H$amZwJ«hnyU©^mOZ_²&&

lrd|H$Q>oemË_Ocú_Uñ`&
Á`oð>ñ`gyZmoJw©édmJ«Vñ`&&

Zmam`UmìhmoÎma^mJ`wº$m§&
Vm§ e‘>am»`m§ dhVmo@½è`mgyZw_²&&

em§{V{à`§, nyÁ`, a{dÝÐ_oZ§&
H$m¡pÊS>Ê`JmoÌ§ g_wnmJV§ Ëdm_²&

ñdrH¥$Ë` `mo{JZ² Hw$é nrR>nmcZ_²&
ñdm^rî`H§$ MmpñËd{V H$m§_`m_:&&

Aï>mXeeVmãÚyÜ`ª emHo$@er{VV_o@ãXHo$&
g§dËgao {dcå~m»`o gáå`m§ _mKdÚJo&&

gw_whÿV} {ÛVr`o Vw adm¡ gÝ`mg Vmo Jwé:&
AÝdJ¥ÊhmV² ~Qw>§ àoåUm n[akmZml_m»``m&&

nm§Sw>a§Jml_m»`o@pñ_ÞJao aå`_§S>no&
àojm_ho g_ma§^§ ^dmZre§H$amo Y«wd_²&
àMmoX`oÕ_©_mJ} {Y`mo@ñ_mH§$ gXo{V e_&&
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Destiny has a strange way of fulfilling itself and one of its 
strangest feats that we have witnessed during these many years 
is the transformation, one fine morning, of Kumar Ravindra 
Shankernarayan 
Shukla, a school 
boy of twelve, into 
H.H. Parampoojya 
Par i jnanashrama 
S w a m i j i  t h e 
successor designate 
to the holy gadi 
o f  the Chi t rapur 
Guruparampara , 
“Who is this lad and 
why, of all the people, 
he has been selected 
for the august office 
of our future guru” 
is the question that 
haunted the minds of 
many an inquisitive 
enquirer. The following sketch is therefore given to satisfy 
the legitimate curiosity 
of the public.

Young Ravindra 
w a s  b o r n  a t  t h e 
picturesque village of 
Chitrapur, Shirali on 
15th June 1947, and 
he is eldest son of 
Shri Shankernarayan 
Laxmanbhat Shukla 
a n d  S h r i m a t i 
Shantabai. There was 
nothing spectacular 
or singular about his 
birth. He grew up in 
Shirali till the age of 
six, under the tender care of his parents and studied upto the 
second standard in Kanarese. One striking feature of his life 
during this period was his popularity in the neighbourhood.

The family shifted to Bombay in 1953 and Ravindra 
continued his education by joining the Poddar High School, 
Santa Cruz. His school days in Bombay were very happy as 
he was not only bright in his studies but smart in all the school 
games. He particularly liked cricket and cycling.

He was very religious-minded from his childhood. He 
was taught selections from Ramaraksha, Marutistotra etc. 
mostly by his mother at a tender age. When at Shirali, he 
used to attend punctually all poojas, deepanamaskars, and 
other religious celebrations every day. His thread ceremony 
was performed on 16th May 1056 at the age of eight. He was 
regular in the performance of Sandhya-vandana.

our new Shishya Swami
March 1959

His horoscope showed that he was possessed of keen 
intelligence and that he would one day become a man of 
great learning. Acting upon this cue, the parents decided to 

give him the best of education.
His school career, short as it was, gave 

ample evidence of this prognostication 
coming true. One of his creditable 
performances of this period was that 
he recited without blemish the whole 
of the twelfth chapter of the Gita before 
H.H. Shrimat Anandashrama Swamiji 
during the competition of Gita recital at 
Matunga. He had prepared himself for 
this recital only a fortnight before the 
event. True to his innate religious bent 
of mind, he was used to reading religious 
books and stories and was also fond of 
bhajans and kirtans.

He has great taste for instrumental 
music and plays harmonium and tabla 

and the flute. It is just as well that this taste for music should 
accompany a devotional frame of mind.

Ravindra was in the sixth class when 
he was selected for Shishya-Sweekar. It 
speaks of his pre-disposition towards his 
future mission that when the news of his 
selection for the peetha was communicated 
to him at Shirali on Gokulashtami Day in 
1958, he was neither scared nor surprised, 
but readily gave consent to the proposal 
provided his parents were willing. Those 
that have had the privilege of watching 
him closely during the Shishya –Sweekar 
ceremonies know how he was ready all 
the time for the psychological change 
implied in his elevation to the holy office 
of Shishya Swami.

The Shishya Swami is of an amiable and affectionate 
disposition. Characteristically enough, he displayed a non 
violent nature during the pre-ordination days also. He would 
never beat anyone but would be ready to accept the blows 
from others with cool dignity.

By all accounts, the Shishya Swami shows the signs of 
a bright future in his predestined role of spiritual ministry. 
The main equipment for this role, namely innate religious 
disposition, scholarly bent of mind and impressive personality, 
is already there. And we may confidently hope that by the 
grace of God Bhavanishankar and the blessings of the past 
Gurus and H.H. Shrimat Anandashrama Swamiji and the 
good wishes of the whole community, he will be able to do 
full justice to his mission in the days to come.

Guru Pada Pooja

Shishyopadesha
Photo credits: Shri B.G. Kalthod
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At a ceremony held on 31st October 2004, at Karla, Lt. Gen, Prakash Gokarn, President, 
Kanara Saraswat Association and Sadanand Padbidri, presented a “framed original message” 
conveyed by H.H. Swami Parijnanashram to Shri Bhaskar Chandavarkar, Trustee of Shree Trust 
and Chairman of KDPT at Karla Math.

Speaking on this occasion before a distinguished gathering that had assembled at Karla, Lt. 
Gen. Prakash Gokarn, said: “In 1947, septuagenarian, Shri Sadanand Padbidri of Santa Cruz, 

whom I had not met earlier, sent me a few photographs relating to his experiences in the Territorial Army, as a trainer of 
messenger pigeons. He had learnt the art in his childhood in the vicinity of Vamanashram Math, Mangalore. I had the good 
fortune of meeting this wonderful person only in 2003 and discussed with him the measures of this dying art. He also gave 
m a rare yellowing paper with the letter head of the now extinct Bombay Homing Pigeon Society. This was a message sent 
by H.H. Swami Parijnanashram on 11th Jan 1977 through a pigeon. After writing in the K.S. Magazine in the March 2003 
and in the souvenir issue of the recently concluded Defence Convention at Pune, I went to return his precious document to 
Sadanandmam. He graciously said I could keep it and that I could do whatever I wished with it”.

“H.H. Shrimat Parijananashram could not only communicate on the spiritual plane but also enjoyed sending messages 
by various means such as wireless and pigeon service. H.H. was also a firm believer in the collection and preservation of 
heritage items. Under the circumstances, I felt that as Part of the Defence Initiative of Project Amchis (Archival Mission of 
Chitrapur Saraswats) initiated by Mahesh Kalyanpur, the best place to conserve this document was near the Samadhi of 
His Holiness. I am sure the Trustees will display it prominently where maximum devotees can see it at eye level. Therefore 
on behalf of KSA we present to you this rare document duly framed”.

“We also present on behalf of KSA, our gold plated Saraswati Memento to Shri Sadanand Padbidri for this magnanimous 
gesture of parting with this precious document. Lastly, we present the Souvenir issue and Directory- Defence Convention 
to the Trustees of Shri Karla Math and Temple. Thank you.”

On the dais were Shri Sadanand Padbidri, Shri Bhaskar Chandavarkar, Lt. Gen. Prakash Gokarn, Shri Ratnakar Gokarn 
(President, KSA Designate), Dr T Satyendra (Vice President Designate) and Shri Uday Nileshwar.

Thereafter Shri Padbidri spoke on H H Parijnanashram’ s love for nature, birds and animals. Shri Bhaskar Chandavarkar 
stated that he was overwhelmed by the gesture of KSA and that the beautifully crafted frame would find pride of place in 
the Karla Math. He also urged the New President Shri Ratnakar Gokarn to open avenues so that there could be greater 
togetherness between KSA and Karla Math. President Designate Shri Ratnakar Gokarn reciprocated the sentiments of Shri 
Bhaskar Chandavarkar. Shri Uday NIleshwar gave the Vote of Thanks.

Presentation Ceremony at Karla
December 2004
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the Saraswat Quarterly

The Saraswat Quarterly
(Organ of the Kanara Saraswat Association, Gamdevi, Bombay)

_______________________________________________________________
Vol I                                                        April 1919                                                   No 1

OURSELVES
At last the Saraswat Magazine has seen the light of the day, and may it have many a bright day. Its advent was 

heralded by the last Annual Report of The Kanara Saraswat Association whose official organ it is intended to be, and 
needs no apology. The largest number of members the Association could boast of during the first quinquennium of its 
existence was 102 and consisted almost entirely of members residing in the city of Bombay and its suburbs. The last 
year, however, witnessed a marvelous rise to 712 of whom no fewer than 405 were nonresident members spread over 
as many as 145 in different places. A Magazine for keeping the various members in touch with one another and with 
the association, though it seemed a mere convenience, before, now became an imperative necessity. Accordingly, the 
General Body of the Association unanimously voted for its establishment at their last General Meeting.

This is how the KS Magazine was born.....
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FROM OUR ARCHIVES – Saraswat Quarterly

our First editorial
APRIL 1919

Founder editors
R. S. Padbidri, H. Shankar Rau,  R. K. Golikeri, R.R. Padukone,  S . K. Divgikar,  U. A. Mudbidri
At last the Saraswat Magazine has seen the light of the day, and may it have many a bright day. Its advent was heralded 

by the last annual report of the Kanara Saraswat Association, whose official organ it is intended to be, and needs no 
apology. The largest number of members the Association could boast of in the first quinquennium of its existence was 102 
and consisted almost entirely of members residing in the city of Bombay and its suburbs. Last year, however, witnessed the 
marvelous rise to 712 of whom no fewer than 405 were nonresident members spread over as many as in 145 different places. 
A magazine, for keeping various members in touch with one another and with the Association, though it seemed a mere 
convenience before, now became an imperative necessity. Accordingly, the General body of the Association unanimously 
voted for this at their last General Meeting.

Being the organ of the Association, the journal will record the doings of that body. Being mainly a communal concern it 
will also deal with questions of special interest to the Saraswat Community . But the Saraswats must and do own kinship 
with other children of the sacred soil of India, and therefore, the magazine will humbly but cheerfully co-operate with the 
other communities of India in the common task of the uplifting of the Indian Nation.

It will not carry on or identify itself with any political agitation so long as the present institution, viz, the K.S. Association 
remains a non political body. The magazine is however as free as is the Association to deal, in dispassionate academic 
manner , with the principles and problems of political science, illustrated where necessary with modern instances, Indian 
and foreign.

Within or without the Saraswat fold, this little magazine will strive to uphold the principles of brotherhood, co-operation 
and social service which appear in the forefront of the Association’s aims and objects.

We wish to conclude with a few remarks on the size of the journal. It will be limited for the present, in view of the high cost 
of paper, to about 24 pages of reading matter; this limit has been exceeded in the first number owing to the accumulation 
of matter, which makes it, as it were, a double issue.

H. Shankar rau

A self-made man, Mr. Mangesh R. Sirur (fondly known as ‘kogmaam’), who ventured to erstwhile 
Bombay from Baindur  co-founded  the Dadar Book Depot. The setting up of the iconic Sirur Printing 
Press by him in the year 1938 not only demonstrated his entrepreneurship but also his qualities as 
a philanthropist that has etched on the minds of many Bhanaps of that time who migrated from 
their village in Karnataka  to  the then Bombay in search of a job. Sirur Printing Press served as a 
stepping stone to them for other better opportunities. Mangeshmam was the Vice President of 
the KSA too for a number of years. The kS magazine was printed in the Sirur Printing Press for 
over 30 years. 

Reprint of an old ad of 1980
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The periodic enumeration of a population is the basis of 
Vital statistics, which are the foundation of all sanitary effort, 
and have been defined as the science of numbers applied 
to the life history of Communities and Nations; for, upon this 
base must be raided the store-house containing the essential 
requisites of all knowledge concerning health, fecundity, 
prosperity, disease and death.

The census is thus the most important means of gaining 
insight into the various sociological problems with which the 
statesman and the administrator, the educationist and the 
sanitarian are so deeply concerned.

Census on a Communal Basis
The figures of census as taken in India, though affording 

valuable material for study and thought from a National or 
International point of view, cannot enable us accurately to 
judge of the problems of any particular class or community, 
owing to considerable variations in the conditions governing 
the different classes of people in our country. In order, 
therefore, to render the figures useful in this direction, and 
thereby enhance value, they require to be supplemented 
by communal censuses on the lines proposed by this 
Association.

Its object
The object of a communal census is, or should be to 

ascertain chiefly the geographical distribution of a community, 
its social, economic and hygienic conditions, and the changes 
which take place in those conditions, at stated intervals, 
and to find out the causes which make for, or retard, its 
progress in these various directions; with a view chiefly to 
ameliorating the ills of the community by seeking to amend 
the circumstances by which they are occasioned. Thus, the 
census is, or should be, a starting point for the formulation 
and adoption of further measures for amelioration and 
advancement.

The Saraswat Census of 1896
The first organized census of our community residents in 

Bombay and its suburbs was taken in January 1912; but it was 
not the first census of our people. For, in 1896 a synchronous 
enumeration of our entire community wa attempted, under 
the patronage of the Late Mr. ShamraoVithal; who first 
conceived the idea as an integral part of a larger programme, 
which he planned for the collection and publication of various 
dates regarding religious, social, economic, educational and 
literary history of our community. His whole scheme was 
carefully thought out, and propounded in a letter which he 
addressed in 1894 to the religious Head of our community 

the need for the CenSUS
relation to Vital Statistics

a.H.K.

January 1932

under whoseauspices Mr. shamrao was anxious that the 
collection and collation of information should be commenced 
and continued, an account of which is contained in a very 
lucid and inspiring report made by Mr. N. S. Kowshik.

In a report which RaoBahadur S. S. Talmaki submitted, 
in 1909, to the Managing Committee of the ShamraoVithal 
Co-operative Credit Society, Ltd, he took occasion to remind 
them of the importance of a classified enumeration of our 
people as the starting point of any organized effort for the 
promotion of common weal.

the idea of periodic census revived
The idea of making fresh efforts for the enumeration of 

the whole community had since 1912 exercised the minds 
of many amongst us, especially of those who had helped 
in the labours of 1912 and are fortunately still with us. On 
every suitable occasion, at any considerable concourse of 
our people, the idea was now and again discussed, but at 
no time did it seem to sufficiently appeal to the imagination 
of the young and more energetic amongst us.

the suggestion taken up
In March last year Mr. G. A. Chandavarkar made a 

suggestion in the Kanara Saraswat that it wa high time to 
take a census of the whole community. This was supported 
by Mr. H. Shankar Rau, our President in the November issue 
of the Kanara Saraswat. The newly elected committee has 
undertaken this task with great alacrity and it is to be hoped 
that a large measure of support would be accorded to them.

When the figures are correctly ascertained under the 
different heads proposed by us, they will not only enable us to 
understand our numerical strength, but also furnish important 
data for a study of some of our social and economic problems, 
and might eve engender in us an impelling force capable of 
directing our activities into useful channels, making for the 
general progress and well-being of the whole community.

The Committee takes this opportunity to appeal for 
Volunteers and they feel sanguine that our brethren, both 
in and outside Bombay, will cheerfully respond to the call of 
duty, and be ever ready to render assistance in the cause 
calculated to promote the common objects and general well-
being of the whole Community.

It is needless to say that advantage will also be taken, while 
engaged in the operations of the Census, to make known 
the aims and objects of the Association to all the members 
of our Community, to enroll new members and to enlist their 
sympathy on its behalf and invite co-operation, suggestions 
and subscriptions to enable the Association to be more and 
more useful to the Community.
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The years 1926 and 1927 A.D. will go down in the annals 
of the history of the Kanara Saraswat community of Bombay 
as memorable years. On the 25th day of December 1926, the 
first Kanara Saraswat Conference was held in Bombay. On 
the 16th day of January 1927, His Holiness Shrimat Anan-
dashram Swamiji of Shri Chitrapur Math graced Bombay 
by his presence, and was given a reception by the Kanara 
Saraswat residents of Bombay and its suburbs which, in its 
splendor, fervor and sincerity, was perhaps unequalled at 
any time in the history of the community. These two events, 
which came so close upon each other, were nevertheless 
so unlike and far removed from each other in their character 
and significance, that it is worth while pausing for a moment, 
in the midst of the whirl of life to which we in Bombay are 
accustomed , to consider whether they throw any light on the 
psychology of our community and whether we cannot draw 
any lessons from them.

In the short interval between the two dates mentioned 
by me, the pendulum swung from one end to the other. The 
watchwords “Reform and more Reform” were replaced by 
the watchwords “Orthodoxy and Loyalty to the Math”. The 
zealous, and even pugnacious, reformer of December 1926, 
who in his reforming zeal had left the Math severely alone, 
so much so that the President of the Conference complained 
in his presidential address that the Conference had done 
“small honour to that sacred and vulnerable institution…… 
by treating it with severe neglect, and by omitting it altogether 
from (your) consideration,” was transformed into the most 
loyal disciple of the Math and the Swamiji.

We shall attempt to discover the cause of this sudden and 
wonderful transformation, and also consider how far it is likely 
that the change will be lasting . 

In my humble opinion, it is the magnetic personality of the 
Swamiji that has wrought this sudden transformation  of which 
I have been speaking. Personalities have been known to work 
wonders. The sight of the young Swamiji, endowed by God 
with an attractive figure and a most charming address, with 
sparkling eyes which bespeak a keen intellect and an ardent 
desire of acquiring more and more religious knowledge and 
spiritual training, has captivated  the hearts of all the Kanara 
Saraswats. A halo of religious romance surrounds the Swa-
miji, and it would require a mind sadly wanting in imagination 
and a heart devoid of all religious emotions, not to be drawn, 
as if by an invisible power, towards the Swamiji in a spirit of 
reverence and love. 

The visit of the Swamiji to Bombay, the first of its kind dur-
ing the stay of Kanara Saraswats in Bombay for half a century, 
as pointed out in the address presented to the Swamiji by the 
residents of Bombay and its suburbs. It did more, within a 
couple of days, than any amount of propaganda could have 

two Important events
S. r. D.

January 1927

done, to revive the loyalty of Kanara Saraswats to their Math 
from which they were drifting further and further way, in the 
words of the President of the Kanara Saraswat Conference. 
The religious fervor and devotion to the Swamiji displayed 
by them during that short period was little short of a miracle, 
seeing how only a few days earlier the same persons, many of 
them, were loud in their denunciation of the orthodox modes 
of life which are associated with strict followers of the Math.

We may now pass on to the next question, namely, wheth-
er this religious fervor and loyalty to the Math will continue, 
now that the Swamiji has left Bombay.

The question is not easily answered. Possibly it may, but 
there are equal or, perhaps, greater chances that it may not. 
In any event, there has been a sort of religious renaissance, 
an awakening such as Mahatma Gandhi created in another 
sphere of life on a larger scale by his personal example. It 
is now up to us, Kanara Saraswats, not to let this wave of 
religious enthusiasm subside, but to  take the tide at the 
flood so that it may lead on to the religious progress of the 
community. The loyalty is no doubt there for the present, but 
it is not deep seated enough. It is not enough to have given a 
magnificent reception to the Swamiji. It is not enough to have 
paid lip-homage or shown any kind of external devotion to His 
Holiness while He was here. There must be a real change of 
heart. The strayed lambs must go back to the fold. At the next 
conference the mistake should not be repeated of leaving 
the Math out of consideration, if the sentiments expressed in 
the address given to the Swamiji are sincere. I do not mean 
that there should be no reform at all. Let there be, but let us 
take to heart the words of the Swamiji that, while we must no 
doubt move with the times, we must not become the slaves 
of the times in which we live. 

Scheme by KSA for Differently Abled 
Young Adults

the Managing Committee is pleased to announce a new 
scheme for Differently Abled Young Adults, who have 
started a small Business Venture of their own, in order 
to be independent. 

KSA will allow such Differently Abled Young Adults 
to insert a Quarter Page Free advertisement every 
alternate month in our “Kanara Saraswat” Magazine.

Those desirous of taking benefit of this scheme, are 
requested to write to:

Admin Manager, Kanara Saraswat Association, 13-/1-2 
Association Building, Talmakiwadi. Mumbai -7

or E Mail: admin@kanarasaraswat.in or 
editor@kanarasaraswat.in or 

kanara_saraswat@hotmail.com
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A clerk was I and typist too, 
And drove my quill so fast
Though I turned out the work of two 
My pay was low and downcast!

I had to wear a decent dress,
To please my masters kind
‘Tis only dress that doth impress
And move employer’s mind

So I spent my dear friend
A moiety for my dress,
The other half, please do not laugh,
Was spent no doubt for mess.

My wife was wild, but I kept mild
And showed her my empty purse,
She got no pie and with a sigh
From her I got a curse!

No peace at home, much did I roam
In search of money’s source
Sporting friends drew me then
Right to the Race-Course!

Sometimes I won, more often lost,
Lost all I had in bet

Break the quill !
UmanatH DonGerKery

April 1928
Then raised a loan, began to groan,
When drowned I was in debt!

To be frank , to Shamrao Bank
I bend my steps, but they
Send me out, with grave doubt
If gamblers can ever  pay!

My loving wife, partner in my life
Doth pawn her ornaments
My little child, with tears wild
To sell its toys consents!

Unhappy life! I tell you my wife!
I break my cursed quill
In native place I seek solace, 
My ancient fields I till!

Now come to me and kindly see
What plenty I  possess
My fields are rich, and the bewitch
And honest sweat doth bless!

So break the quill and lands do till,
Take up this real line
Yours too will, to keep out ill,
Be blessed and in plenty shine

The manufacturing of snuff and 
other tobacco items was started 
by late Shri Krishnarao Bellare in 
1918. After his passing away, his 
son late Shri Anantrao K. Bellare 
took over this business from 
1950 onwards. Manufacture of 
Heavy Duty Office Punching 
Machines was started from 1964 
onwards. Thereafter from 1967 
manufacture of Cheque writers 
for protecting the Cheques from 
being tampered, by perforating 

on them, was started. 

May 1966

July 1966

reprint of old ads
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The year 1916 was unique in the history of the Association, 
in as much as in that year it acquired out of its own funds 
a permanent habitation for its office and its activities, viz, a 
tenement in the Saraswat Co-operative Buildings at Gamdevi, 
specially designed as a Hall. With the easy availability of this 
amenity there was a proliferation of activities in our community 
under the auspices of the Association. 

That year-1916-17- also saw the appearance of a new 
class of members on the rolls of the Association under the 
head “Non – Resident” i.e. resident outside the town and 
island of Bombay. The idea of enrolment of non-resident 
members originated with Shri G P Murdeshwar and Shri D 
V Nadkarni, (the then Chairman and Secretary respectively) 
and was enthusiastically propagated by Shri R K Golikere with 
the result that the membership grew in number. Whereas the 
local members could get the benefit of all social, the mofussil 
members could not. Moreover, it was desirable that some 
contact with non-resident members be established through a 
medium of the Association.  That was how the idea of maga-
zine, quarterly to start with, originated in the Committee. Shri 
R S Padbidri gave it a concrete form. He was, I believe, the 
Chief of the Editorial Committee. The editorial of the first issue 
stated the aims and the policy of the magazine.

In the very second year after the birth of the Saraswat 
Quarterly, the Managing Committee convened a Special Gen-
eral Meeting of the members of the Association to consider the 
question of its discontinuance on the plea of paucity of funds!

It must surprise anybody why sanguine calculations of 
1919 should have gone amiss by July 1920. The story of the 
contemporaneous happenings to which this “catastrophe” 
can be linked may have some instructive value and so may 
interest readers of this Number.

That year saw the birth of an institution by the name 
“All India Saraswat Association” with its organ by the name 
“All India Saraswat”- a quarterly magazine. G P Murdesh-
war happened to be chosen as Chairman of its Managing 
Committee and R K Golikere as one of its Hon. Secretaries. 
There was a movement for the unification of all sub-sects of 
Saraswats settled in Deccan and South India under the style 
Samyukta Gowd Saraswat Parishad and prominent leaders 
of our community such as R B Gangolly, Raghavendra Rao, 
S B Koppikar V V Kallianpurkar and many other had taken 
part thereat.

Their acceptance of the office of Chairman and Secretary 
respectively carried with it the responsibility of recruiting 
members, whose subscriptions would be required for the 
publication of the material for it. No wonder then that letters 
went to the moffusil residents of our community, who hap-
pened to be members of this All India institution; and though 
such letters may not have suggested transfer of members, 
their effect was reflected in the nonpayment of subscriptions 

the KSa’s Magazine - Its  early travails
D. r. UGranKar

October 1969

by a considerable number of the Association’s nonresident 
members and the consequent depletion of funds available 
for publication of our magazine.

It is not surprising that some minds should have reacted to 
this situation by doubting the necessity of a separated organ 
of the K S A, when the news relating its activities and to our 
community and its institutions in general could be incorpo-
rated in the pages of the ‘All India Saraswat’, not surprising 
that the Managing Committee should feel obliged to do some 
rethinking and to consult the General Body of members. At the 
Special General Meeting, however practical commonsense 
prevailed and it was resolved to persevere in our effort to 
publish an organ of own, even in a skeleton size of economy.

So the Saraswat Quarterly survived through this crisis but 
had to submit to a fresh christening- the Kanara Saraswat- to 
distinguish it from the organ of the bigger institution whose 
membership was open to all Saraswats. If the name had 
been accurately descriptive of the sub-caste mark of our 
membership, why ‘Chitrapur Saraswats’ was not thought of 
for substitution in the name of our Association, as well as 
its organ, passes my comprehension. The magazine was 
somehow kept alive until 1923 in which year my term of office 
in the Association came to an end.

It gladdens my heart to see that this magazine of the 
Kanara Saraswat Association, which in its infancy had to 
be somehow saved from the throes of death, has survived 
and thrived by the efforts of loyal workers of the later peri-
od- among whom grateful mentioned must be made of R K 
Golikere who after his release from Mahatma Gandhiji’s staff 
gave his devoted attention to his first love- the Association’s 
magazine now celebrating its Golden Jubilee.

To all those who have thus contributed to this success 
my humble salute.

From the beginning of the Magazine, a ‘Thought for the 
Month’ used to be published on the first page. 

  thought for the Month
Sept 1968

“He stepped at the thresholds of the huts of the thousands 
of dispossessed, dressed like one of their own. He spoke to 
them in their own language. Here was living truth at last, and 
not only quotations from books.
For this reason the Mahatma, the name given to him by the 
people of India, is his real name. Who else has felt like him that 
all the Indians are his own flesh and blood? When love came 
to the door of India, that door was opened wide. At Gandhiji’s 
call, India blossomed forth to new greatness , just as once 
before , in earlier times, when Buddha proclaimed the truth 
of fellow feeling and compassion among all living creatures”.

- Guru Dev Tagore 
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‘ Bending over Backward’ published in the Golden Jubilee 
Number (October 1969) outlined the brilliant work of this 
journal during its first 50 years

THE GENESIS:
The Kanara Saraswat Association was ushered into its 

existence in July 1911  as the ‘Friends Social Club’ which 
appellation was soon shed for the present one on the 26th 
November of the same year.

The membership of the Kanara Saraswat Association rose 
quickly from 64 in 1911 to 712 in 1917-18, a journal for keeping 
the various members in touch with one another becoming 
an imperative necessity, the Association decided  to start a 
journal of its own, and the first issue appeared in April, 1919.

The journal was not without its ups and downs, and 
underwent several transformations in the very first decade of 
its existence: started in April 1919 as the Saraswat Quarterly 
; the title was changed in January 1922 to the Kanara 
Saraswat;  commencing as a quarterly, it was made into a 
monthly in July 1929, after a joint number in April / July 1921, 
it ceased to be published until its  revival in 1922.

The lethargic pace at which the Quarterly issues were 
brought out, earned it the nickname Gotarli (centipede).

DECADE 1: 1919-1929
In the  first decade, the principal contributors were H.N.R. 

(Hattiangadi Narain Rao), S. S. Talmaki, S.N. K. (S.N. 
Koppikar), R.S. Padbidri and S.R. Dongerkeri; and authors 
who used pseudonyms included Rusty Rustic, Recluse, 
Faddist, and the irresistible Trob and Gach. If Bhagwat- 
Dharma, Removal of untouchability, the Parishad, and 
Religious Education were ‘heavy’ reading, one could turn 
to our Friend the Cigaretti. The Perfect Wife, The Story of a 
Gramophone Record, or How to Kill and Institution etc., were 
on the ‘lighter’ side. Our departed worthies were not forgotten, 
and nearly two dozen biographical sketches were published.

News concerning far-flung members of the community 
first appeared in January 1922, in the shape of “Our Calcutta 
letter” by H.S.R. , and this was followed by similar letters or 
Notes from Karwar, Dharwar, Madras, Nasik, Hubli, Delhi, 
Simla, Mangalore, Bhatkal, Coondapur, Burma and Rangoon. 
There was a separate item, ‘News and Jottings’, which briefly 
covered, among other things, happenings to members of 
the community in London, Cambridge and Manchester! 
The “Domestic Occurrences” included Births, Upanayan 
Ceremonies, Betrothals, Marriages, Forth Coming Marriages 
and Deaths. Successes in University Exams (changed to 
University Results and later to Examination Results), Council 
Elections, New Year Honours and Benefactions, were 
reported separately. The journal also ran a symposium and 
published  a series of articles on “What is the most Pressing 
Need of the Saraswats at the present Day? (1919) “Saraswat 
Industrial Enterprises” (1919), and “How to improve the Status 

through the (P) ages
panDUranG n naDKarni

of the Chitrapur Math and its Relations with the Community” 
(1928) ; published the “Census of Saraswats” of 1922 and 
fully covered Saraswat Conference held at Santa Cruz in 
December 1926, and the first official visit of H.H. Shrimat 
Anandashram Swamiji in January 1927.

DECADE 2: 1929-1939
In the second decade, the journal was dominated by H. 

Shankar Rau, who contributed 53 articles! Other Principal 
contributors were G. A. Chandavarkar, S.N. Koppikar, G. 
Annaji Rao, V.M. Chickermane, S. R. Dongerkeri, S.B. 
Nayampally and R. R. Talcherkar; occasional writers 
included 14 ladies, of whom Kamla S Dongerkery contributed  
5 articles, and authors, who wished to remain anonymous 
included Omkar, Outspoken, Obscures, and Options. The 
articles ranged from topics covering the historical, social, 
cultural and religious aspects of the community to other 
progressive matters of the day to physical culture and health. 
Letters to the Editor appeared in column entitled “Our Mail 
Bag”  likewise, book reviews, were published in “Our Library 
Table”, and poems  in “Our Poet’s Corner”. One of the poets 
was none other than H.H. Shrimat Anandashram Swamiji 
whose poems in Sanskrit on the Gersappa Falls appeared 
in the October 1938 issue. The “Editorial” was unpredictable; 
it did not always feature on the first page; It was sometimes 
called Editorial, and on other occasions Editorial Notes, and 
from April 1937  three more features were added- A Thought 
for the Month, Editorial Chat, to bring the readers and Editors 
close to each other, and a concluding Special Number. For 
sometime during the decade, the journal covered the special 
features entitled “Konkani Column”, “Marathi Column” and 
“Ladies Section”. Also, towards the end, “Household Hints” 
began to figure in every issue.

DECADE 3: 1939-1949
In the third decade, H. Shankar Rau, G.A. Chandavarkar, 

G. Annaji Rao, and V M Chickermane were joined by 
Dayanand Dhareshwar, B. Sanjiva Rao and Dr S.S. Ugrankar. 
At least 8 ladies contributed articles and anonymous writers 
included among others Cynic, Bickerstaff, UNO.ME and 
Flash. As in the previous decade, the “Editorial” was entitled 
thus or as “Editorial Notes”. “Newsy Notes” settled down as 
“Here and There” in July 1947. “Domestic Occurrences” was 
rechristened as “Domestic Tidings” in May  1948; new feature 
items were “Children’s Page”, “Random Jottings”  “As We 
see it” and “In the Focus”

Despite war time restrictions, the journal extensively 
reported the major events of the decade viz., the opening of 
a newly constructed building to house the Kanara Saraswat 
Association (1939) the Silver Jubilee of the Ordination of 
H.H. Shrimat Anandashram Swamiji (1940), the attainment 
of Independence of the country (1947) and assassination of 
Mahatma Gandhi (1948). On the occasion of its Silver Jubilee 
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in (1944) the journal oriented and article entitled “The Kanara 
Saraswat” – A chip of the Old Block” in which Pandurang N 
Nadkarni dealt with its excellent record during the 25 years 
of its existence.

Decade 4: 1949-1959
The fourth decade saw the rise of two new writers  Mr N S 

Ullal and K Gurudatt besides the principal contributors in H. 
Shankar Rau, Dayanand Dhareshwar abd R. K. Golikere. By 
a strange coincidence, three founder editors and mainstays of 
this journal- R.S. Padbidri, H.Shankar Rau and R.K. Golikere- 
joined the Lord in rapid succession and the periodical dropped 
a filial tear on each occasion.

the major events of this decade – The Third and Fourth 
Mahasabhas of Chitrapur Saraswats (1950 and 1955); the 
fifth Konkani Conference (1953); The Chitrapur Saraswat 
Census and its Report and Directory (1956) the Golden 
Jubilee of Shamrao Vithal Coop Bank Ltd., (1956) the homage 
paid to the centenarian of the Community, Laxminarayan 
Sheshgiri Haldipur (1956) and Saraswat Convocation 
presided over by H.H. Shrimat Anandashram Swamiji (1957) 
were reported exrensively by this journal.

Decade 5: 1959-1969
In the fifth decade, the main contributors were Prabhakar 

N Nadkarni, N.S. Ullal, K. Gurudatt, Dayanand Dhareshwar 
and Dr G.S. Hattiangdi. The emphasis now had shifted 
from articles to news and notes. Apart from the Deepawali 
Numbers the remaining 11 issues rarely contained  any 
articles of permanent value

The major events reported in this journal during the 
decade were: The acceptance of a Shishya by H.H. Shrimat  
Anandashram Swamiji (1959), the Golden Jubilee of the 
Kanara Saraswat Association (1961) the passing away of 
Jawaharlal Nehru(1964) the Golden Jubilee of the Ordination 
of H.H. Shrimat Anandashram Swamiji (1965) the last official 
tour of H.H. Shrimat Anandashram Swamiji (1964-) 65), the 
fifth Mahasabha of Chitrapur Saraswats (1966), the Golden 
Jubilee of the Saraswat Mahila Samaj, Bombay (1967) the 
Opening of the KSA Holiday Home at Nasik (1968) and 
the Birth Centenary of Rao Bahadur S. S. Talmaki (1968). 
Among the correspondents were P. Annaji Rao, K. Shankar 
Rao, T. Nagesh Rao, K.P. Appaji Rao, D. Annaji Rao and R. 
R. Talcherkar.

Towards the end of the decade in the Sept 1969 issue, 
there was an article, “Marriage among Saraswats” By Dr 
Shankar Koppikar, in which he lamented the fact that although 
our community was the most forward and cosmopolitan in 
many respects, it continued to cling some old customs like 
arranged marriages. He urged the young men to take lead 
in reforming the unnecessary and antiquated portions of 
our marriage customs. He pooh-poohed the ‘horoscope-
matching’ substantiating his convictions by stating that 
nowhere in Vedas was there mention made to the matching 
horoscopes before marriage. This article brought in a flood 
of comments both pro and against the stand taken by 
Dr Koppikar. Amongst these “A Mother” from Bangalore, 
justifying Dr Koppikar’s views goes on to add that not only 

the matching horoscopes be stopped but also pleads that the 
practice of taking the girl to the boy’s house for the ‘dheko’ 
be discontinued and thus “save our girls their self-respect, 
embarrassment and humiliation”. So much for Women’s lib!

Decade 6: 1969-1979 & (1980)
In the 70’s there were Shanta Bajekal, L.N. Baindur, as 

also Sadhana Kamat who wrote on this institution of marriage 
in our community asking to do away with the practice of 
matching horoscopes on the grounds that our community 
had always been in the forefront in social reforms like 
widow marriage, abolition of untouchability, education of 
and equality of status for women, as such, this was totally 
unwarranted in the 20th Century while choosing life partners. 
‘Shriman’ and ‘Mangirish’, however through a series of 
laborious explanations, concluded that horoscopes are used 
not because we are blindly bound to traditions but as they 
serve as “Letters of introduction”.  Lively articles concerning 
marriages in our community have continued in rather sporadic 
bursts throughout the 70’s and now gradually crept into the 
80’s too! By this time the journal started reporting of nearly 
20% of inter-caste marriages.

The February 70 issue carried and article about the 
‘Sensational’ findings of Bhanap Pathologist that Chitrapur 
Saraswats were prone to a rare kind of incurable hereditary 
anemia, known as Cooley’s anemia.

Important events covered in this magazine during this 
decade were: The Mahasabha in Madras(1969), The 
Illustrated Weekly of India’s reportage on the community 
(1970), The opening of India’s first international quality 
recording tape manufacturing plant through the efforts and 
enterprise of a Bhanap (1970), the Census of our community 
(70-71), Bhanap writers meet(1972) and Indo- Pak Conflict 
(1972).

During the tenure of Sadanand Bhatkal as President of 
the   KSA in 1971m a new column “Letter from the President” 
was started as a monthly feature alongside the Editorial. 
Amembal Sunder Rao continued it as “From the President’s  
Desk”. Editorials were dropped for a short time and have not 
appeared since.

In 1976, the format was changed from the Royal Size (6 
½ x 9 ½ )  to the Crown size (7 ½ x 10). The coverage has 
since then constantly undergone new innovations in a bid to 
brighten up the magazine.

Women found a place on the Editorial Committee for the 
first time in 1971, Suman Chickermane, Sushma Nadkarni 
and Shaila G Hattianadi served on the Committee for some 
years. Kunda Kagal is a member of the current Committee.

Some of the regular contributors to the “KS” during this 
period were Dumble Raja, Jyoti Nirodi, Sadhana Kamat, 
H.N. Rao, Dayanand Dhareshwar, B.U. Kumble (whose 
LOH became a household favourite), Savitri Babulkar, R.P. 
Nadkarni, S.S. Talmaki, N.S. Ullal and others.

‘Drama- Reviews’ started appearing regularly in the ‘KS’ 
magazine from 1971 onwards. Chief contributors were 
Ramkumar Mallapur, Gopal S Mavinkurve, and B.U. Kumble 
who also covered the Kala Vibhag activities with great zest. 
Sports events were covered by D.B. Gangolli and Nitin 
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Gokarn. Articles on Music by Mohan D Nadkarni were well 
appreciated.

The Golden Jubilee Survey concluded with some musings: 
“What about the future?” We have, as readers know, issued 
a questionnaire in the July 1980 issue, inviting suggestions 
and hints for the improvement of this journal. Some friends 
have responded to this. We would however, like to wait till 
the end of the year for receiving more suggestions and then 
venture to make our own comments on the same.

All of us are, nevertheless, convinced, as our former 
editors wrote that: This little magazine will strive to uphold 
the principles of brotherhood, cooperation and social service 
which appear in the forefront of the Association’s aims and 
objects”.

Source Golden Jubilee Number KS October 1969

Moving ahead - 
The years 1981 onwards saw many more writers and poets 

contributing their articles. The year 2000 saw the KS donning 
colours and the cover page became  more attractive. As the 
printing technology improved, we moved from Letterpress to 
offset printing – Shri Dev Nadkarni helped in this phase,  - and 
then to totally computerized printing.

More women started contributing – Muktabai Chandavar, 
Savitri Babulkar, Nalini Nadkarni, Rekha Rao are regular 
contributors and many more send in their articles now and 
then. A column for recipes, old and new was started and saw 
contributions from Nina Murdeshwar, Shantabai Vokethur, 
and many  others. We even had a series of articles from 

Prathamesh Kumta, a chef in his own right! 
Mayur Kalbag has been sending copious articles 

on different aspects of Personality development and 
Management techniques. Many others write on diverse topics 
ranging from economy and finance to fiction, travelogues, 
reminisces and medical advice.

new Features
Our ‘Kiddies Corner’ feature has become popular, thanks 

to the enthusiastic parents who send in their children’s 
artwork to be printed. Prizes instituted by late Shri Ramesh 
Nadkarni for the best contributions has no doubt added to 
their enthusiasm!

‘Down Memory Lane’ also is popular with many seniors 
sending in their memories.  The ‘Science Corner’ received a 
fillip with Shri Sanjay Gokarn’s articles.

 Unfortunately the ‘Young Viewpoint’ feature did not receive 
much response. It may be that they find the electronic media 
more attractive … 

As always the KS strives to give publicity to our people 
who excel   in their fields. to those who get awards and those 
who toil in the fields of social work, education etc. 

Recently, keeping up with the times, the Kanara Saraswat 
magazine has gone green … a softcopy is available to our 
readers instead of a hard copy should they so wish. We hope 
more readers will come forth and opt for this initiative.

We wish the magazine more popularity in the years to 
come.

... Editorial Committee

Reprint of Kaikini's Bombay Pharmacy Ad

Born in July , 1907, in Kaikini , a sleepy village near Murudeshwar, Ramakant Kaikini was one of few bhanap 
pharmacists of the early 30’s. He founded The Bombay Pharmacy, which went on to become a leading pharmaceutical 
distributor and dispensing chemists which he managed till the early 60’s.

An avid musician and dramatist, he was one of the key members of the bhanap drama venture , “Natya Kala Mandal”. 
He was known for his portrayal of the role of “ Sindhu”, in the Konkani version “Ekuch Ghot” of the famous Marathi 
play “Ekach Pyaala”.

 His wife Malati and children supported him in his ventures in Arts and business.
He passed away in 1985. His creative legacy is carried forward by his son and 3 daughters.
Son Ravi is a noted stage magician ( Magician Ravindranath), his eldest daughter Shakuntala ( Manelkar) is a gifted 

creative artist , known for her paintings and handicrafts, his 2nd daughter Late Damayanti ( Shiroor) was also an artist 
and well known chef . His youngest daughter Purnima ( Anupama Deshpande) is a Filmfare Awardee , and a well known 
Hindi and regional films playback singer.
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Convocations

Year Chief Guest
1932 H. Shankar Rau
1936 S. R. Dongerkery
1939 Kamlabai Dongerkery
1941	 Hattikudur	Sakharam	Rao
1946	 Justice	S.	R.	Tendolkar
1948 Mr G. N. Joshi
1949 Dr B. P. Divgi
1950	 Mr	P.	M.	Lad
1951	 Justice	P.	B.	Gajendragadkar
1955	 Kumari	Sulabha	Panandikar
1957	 H.	H.	Shrimat	Anandashram	Swamiji
1958 Prof G. D. Parikh
1959	 Principal	T.	K.	Tope
1960 Smt Rama Rau
1962	 Dr.	R.	R.	Hattiangadi
1964	 Mahamahopadhyaya	Datto	Vaman	Potdar
1966 Dr. V.K.R.V Rao
1967 Shri Dinkar Desai
1969	 Shri	V.P.	Varde
1970	 Shri	T.a. Pai
1973	 Shri	S	K	Wankhede
1974	 Judge	Shri	Balmukund	B	Nadkarni
1975	 Padmashri	Smt	Avabai	Wadia
1976 Dr K S Basu
1978 Shri Sharu Rangnekar
1980 Dr Salim ali
1983 Sushilarani Patel

1988 M. R. Pai
1990	 Vimla	Patil
1992	 Dr	Vijay	Gupchup
1994	 Dr	Guruprasad	Murthy
1995	 Dr	D.	R.	Sardesai
1997 Shri Julio Rebeiro
1998	 Ms	Pratibha	Gopujkar
1999	 Shri	Jeppu	Krishna	Rao
2000	 Prof	(Dr)	M.	V.	Nadkarni
2001	 Dr	Pramod	Talgeri
2002 Prof Smt Mohini Mankikar
2003	 Dr(	Smt	)	Indu	Shahani
2004	 Dr	Shantanu	Nagarkatti	(Shri	Govind	Das)
2005	 Dr	Ajit	Phadke
2006	 Prof	Vijay	Gupchup
2007 Dr Mohan S Mankekar
2008	 Smt	Shyamala	Vinekar
2009	 Shri	Kuldeep	Kalavar
2010 Dr Urmila Rai
2011	 Prof	Sadhana	Kamat
2012	 Dr	Meena	Chandavarkar
2013 Smt Nirmala Bellare
2014	 Smt	Shobhana	M	Bijoor
2015	 Shri	Kuldeep	Kalavar
2016	 Dr	Aruna	Narayanan	(Nee	Udyavar)
2017 Dr (Prof) Suneela S Mavinkurve
2018	 Dr	(Smt)	Urmila	Thatte	(Nee	Jamalabad)
2019 Dr Jayesh Bellare

the Convocation which is called ‘at Home’ today has been started as long ago as 1920! Given below is the list of 
the illustrious people who have graced the occasion as Chief Guests and addressed our students over the years.

KSA now using technology for an additional channel for  
two-way communication with members

WHATSAPP Messenger
WHATSAPP NUMBER +91 8879557536

Please include KSA in your WhatsApp contacts &send us a message giving your details (full name, address, mobile number & 
email). We shall include you in the KSA WHATSAPP Group through which we shall disseminate information regarding  events, 
activities, announcements etc. Having registered your mobile number as above, you may also send Short Text messages 
for matters requiring our urgent attention like updating information, change in address, classified advertisements etc.

•	 Do not send attachments like articles for magazines, photographs, paid advertisements etc – email may be used 
for such matters and if you desire you may send Whatsapp message informing us that you have emailed details.

	 •	 Please do not use this number to make phone/voice calls (phone on silent mode and may not be answered).
•	 Please refrain from sending any FORWARDS and unsolicited messages.

 https://www.facebook.com/kanarasaraswatassociation
 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmYx7Yvsd0TQrplxNVEbSAQ
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Our dear Aai, Manorama Pandurang Sashital
(daughter of Vishveshwar Nagappayya Koppikar)

Completes 104th and Enters 105th year on Gudi Padwa day,  
25th March 2020 

Love you lots
Dilip – Roopa

Aparna & Navin Suri
Anuj Sashital

Great-grandchildren- Krishna and Kabir

With Best Wishes From
Sashitals, Koppikars, Suris, Hosangadis, Bijurs, Naimpallis

Near and Dear Ones
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Regd. Office :
101, 102 Amar Business Centre,
Ram Mandir Road, Goregaon West,
Mumbai - 400104. India.
Tel : +91-22-66952980 to 82

Factory :
8/8, E. D. Estate, Off Kaman Bhiwandi Highway,
Sagpada, Chinchoti, Vasai East,
Palghar - 401208. India.
Tel : +91-8879866788 / +91-8879012388

Email : aipl1951@gmail.com                 Mobile App :                                     Web : www.anaesthaids.com

Critical Care, Oxygen Therapy & Anaesthesia Equipment

Mr M R Rao: The Man Behind Anaesthetics

Mr. Mundkur Raghuveer Rao started a small firm manufacturing and selling anaesthesia equipment on the advice of his 
brother Mr. G. S. Mundkur. After obtaining a licence in 1951 he set up shop at H7 Anandashram, Proctor Road, Grant 
Road, Bombay and this is how “Anaesthetics” started ! At that time there was no Indian manufacturer & supplier; his only 
competitor was the foreign company British Oxygen Ltd., which later became Indian Oxygen Ltd., based in Calcutta.

As the business grew he got his own gala in Vakharia Industrial Estate, Ram Mandir Road, Goregaon West and increased 
the range of products to include laryngoscopes, manually operated bellows, vaporizers, masks, and other anaesthetic 
instruments which were essential for anaesthetists starting their private practice. He would attend all exhibitions to display 
and popularise his products. By word of mouth the news spread that Mr Rao of Anaesthetics provided high quality instruments 
for a newly qualified anaesthetist. He prepared a kit ready with all the essentials for any anaesthetist starting his career, 
even providing it to those who could not afford it, free of cost on a ‘payable when able’ basis. It was his aim to provide all 
the requirements of anaesthetists under one roof and develop & offer indigenously manufactured import substitutions at 
economical prices. He was known for his after sales service including sending out his representatives to provide delivery, 
service and minor repairs on site. Most anaesthetists and nursing homes sourced their equipment from him.   

Even today Mr M. R. Rao is held in great esteem and revered by senior anaesthetists in India. Anaesthetics came to be 
known as a reliable and honest establishment due to Mr Rao’s hard work, dedication and customer focus. He was an easy-
going and fun loving bachelor who dedicated his life to building the firm.

Sadly, he passed away in 1992 but not before introducing his nephew Mr. Nitin Koppiker, who follows in his footsteps. His 
elder brother had taken over the running of the company on the strong foundation laid by Mr. Rao. Since he also passed 
away in 2003, Mr Nitin Koppiker and his son Nitish run the company with the same dedication and vision as it’s founder 
Mr Rao had since its inception in 1951. The company remains a successful enterprise despite several competitors who 
have entered the market, selling equipment at much lower prices. The firm’s integrity and service shines through and is the 
essence of Anaesthetics today !
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Cover of 1938

TRADITION has it that, about the year 1560 A.D. a member 
of the community proceeded to Subramanya, and worshipped 
the God; the God appeared to him in a dream, directed him 
to take away an image for future worship, instructed him to 
install it in a particular place, and disappeared. Accordingly, 
he brought with him an image to Vokkettur, a mile to the 
north east of Vittal, erected a shrine there with the help of the 
community, and consecrated and image in it.

It is related that, under instructions from the God, the 
image was transferred to, and installed at, Vittal about 1660. 
And, in token thereof, it is custom to this day to bring some 
earth from original spot at Vokkettur, to sow a little grain in it 
and let it sprout, and to hand the sprouted grain to devotees 
as prasad prior to the commencement of the annual shashti 
festival at Vittal.

It is believed that this Ananteshwar Temple at Vittal was the 
first temple of the community in Kanara. Until fairly recently , 

The Shrimad Ananteshwar Temple, Vittal
H.S.r.

March 1938

a choula vantiga of 8 annas per household was being col-
lected for it each year from the members , from Gokarn in 
the North and Nileshwar in the South, by priests who used 
to go about with prasad; there was darshan at the temple 
from the start; large crowds congregated at the shashti car 
festival and on other sacred occasions; lepers used to take 
prasad, bathe daily in the adjoining tank and be cleaned; 
vows and offerings were being made from different quarters; 
and the temple prospered.

Before Vittal came into British possession in 1800, it was 
being ruled by the logal Heggade. He imagined that the 
temple was a gold mine and planned to plunder it in 1791. 
But the temple priest got scent of this, hid the valuables and 
frustrated the plan. Later, in 1800, when the greater portion 
of the district had been wrested by the British from Tippu, the 
Heggade, who had sided with the latter, made a second, and 
this time a successful, attempt , had the temple plundered , 
and took away property worth Rs 8360 (Siddharthi, Vaishakh 
Shudh 5). The Brahmans in charge, however, managed to 
save the images, removed them to Mangalore, arranged 
for worship there for about a year and half, and brought 
then back to Vittal only after the Heggade was safe in the 
custody of the British. Thereupon, in 1804, the temple was 
reconstructed and the image re-consecrated by Shrimat 
Keshavashrama, our fifth Guru (Rudhirodgari, Vaishakh 
Shudh 13). This was followed in 1810 by the installation of 
a shivalinga in the temple.

But more was to come. 1821 saw the  temple destroyed 
by fire. Mr Manjeshwar Babannaya and the Bantval people 
had it rebuilt , however- only to see it devastated by the 
same agency once more, even before its  re-consecration. 
Finally, in 1835, the work was taken in hand again, the roof of 
the inner shrine was copper –plated, and the following year 
witnessed its re-consecration by Shrimat Vamanashrama, 
our Sixth Guru (Durmukhi, Jesht Shudh 15). The building 
of the chandrashalas which had also been commenced in 
1835, was, however, completed only in 1855.

In course  of time, the process of darshan stopped, 
probably about  1860. It was deemed necessary to have 
a further consecration, and the Bramhakalasha ceremony 
was performed with great éclat, under the aegis of Shrimat 
Pandurangashrama, our eighth Guru, on February 23, 1912 
(Vidodhikritu, Phalgun Shudh 5)

The above account is based on the Kanarese introduction 
to the report of the ceremony which was prepared by Mr 
Padukone Ganesh Rao and others in 1912 after verification, 
where possible form the records of the Shri Chitrapur Math.

The temple is presumably the oldest now possessed 
by the community in the Kanaras. It has had a chequered 
history and survived numerous shocks. And its origin and 
survival alike are of more  than passing interest. Curiously 
enough, even its name has undergone a change. What was 
the “Shrimat Ananteshwar Temple.” At any rate till 1801, has 
been known as the “Shri Madananteshwar Temple” latterly; 
much as “a norange” has been transformed into “an orange”, 
observes a Puttur friend. Yes, the dear old institution has 
suffered a lot- plunder, fire, and bad grammar!!!
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Swamiji began his address in a humorous vein with a 
reference to his toothless condition. He said that when the 
Chairman of the Managing Committee approached him a few 
days ago with a request that he should deliver the Convoca-
tion Address this year, he was little diffident about the under-
taking as, apart from other considerations, he was laboring 
at the moment under the disability of a dental vaccum. Any 
outward physical defects could be successfully concealed or 
camouflaged by the resources of modern photography, but 
he was not sure whether the same could be said of defects 
in speaking arising from a state of toothlessness. He had yet 
to hear about the possibility of such vocal deficiency being 
made up by the skill and cunning of tape-recording technique 
and that was where he currently suffered from a great disad-
vantage. He, however, accepted the invitation owing to the 
importance of the occasion and in deference to the earnest 
desire of the public who would not mind his halting delivery 
in the circumstances.

Turning to the present day conditions, he said that the 
world was today in a state of terrible flux, an unprecedented 
revolution which was threatening to root out the old ideals 
and traditions and no  one can foresee the upshot of all this 
startling change. It is not that there were no radical changes in 
the history of mankind in the past; for example, the institution 
of yajna, which was so popular and deep rooted in our social 
and religious life during the Vedic period disappeared almost 
entirely at a later stage yielding place to the idea of self-con-
trol and meditation. All the same, this ideological revolution 
furnished no parallel to what was taking place in this modern 
world of speed. For one like him, with a conservative outlook, 
it was difficult to keep pace with the times, and this made him 
wonder whether he was quite the kind of person who could 
justice to the task of advising the students, notwithstanding 
the magnificent expectations of Dr Kowshik about his com-
petence in the matter.

As regards instruction to the students, Swamiji said that 
he could do no better that invite their attention to the rele-
vant Upanishadic precept, the celebrated advice which the 
Acharya gave to his pupils when the latter after completion 
of their studies at the Gurukul, were about to enter the work-
a-day world namely sa%yaMvad ,,, Qama-macar , maatRdovaao Bava ,  iptRdovaao Bava 
, Aacaaya-dovaao Bava  which means ‘Speak the truth, act according 
to Dharm, revere your father and mother and respect your 
Guru.’  These teachings were the bedrock of a successful 
worldly career and would contribute not only to individual 
happiness but also social peace, harmony, and progress. It 
was necessary that one should respect one’s teachers even 
though they might be imparting secular education only. Such 
an attitude and conduct were really profitable to us in the 
same way in that a cow, when tended lovingly, yields good 
and nourishing milk to us. Nowadays it is observed that the 

HH Shrimat anandashram Swamiji’s address 
on Convocation Day

October 1957

Acharyas themselves have to be afraid of students, which 
is quite undesirable. Under such conditions, the Acharyas 
have no encouragement to give their best to the students. It 
is only when they enjoy the love and affection of the students 
that the latter can derive the maximum advantage from them. 
Similarly, they should respect and revere their parents, how-
ever high their own station in life might be and whatever be 
the drawbacks of the parents that came to their notice when 
they are grown up. It has been rightly stated that one can 
never repay the debt of gratitude one owes to one’s parents. 
Egoism, AhMkar, AiBamaana  was the besetting sin of mankind 
which was responsible for discourtesy and disrespect which 
they displayed towards parents and teachers and it was up 
to the students to avoid this pitfall.

Swamiji then referred to the common misconception that 
with the end of their academic careers, it was no longer nec-
essary for them to maintain studious habits. There was no 
end to knowledge  and one’s efficiency and ability to face life 
often depended upon one’s stock of knowledge which should 
be enriched continuously by discriminating study and reflec-
tion. This meant maintenance of reading habits and devotion 
of some time daily and regularly to AQyayana  even after one 
passed out of school or college. Knowledge was of two kinds, 
namely, praivaVa (spiritual knowledge) and   ApraivaVa (secular 
knowledge). While the latter was important for one’s material 
well-being, the former was even more important, both from 
the points of view of material and spiritual welfare, as without 
it the true mission of life could not be said to be fulfilled. Our 
national leaders were good examples of dedicated lives and 
worthy of emulation by the younger generation. But this did 
not mean that they should be followed or imitated blindly. Their 
good points should be noted and copied, but when they are 
found to be weak – and every great man has his weaknesses 
and shortcomings, their weak points should be rejected. For 
example, a leader who had scant regard for religion deserved 
to be ignored to the extent justified by his irreligiosity and one 
should make good such shortcomings by one’s own steady 
conformity to religion. The same attitude of discrimination 
was necessary in one’s relations with elders, but should be 
joined with dignity and  respect for them.

Swamiji then turned  to the subject of married life, on which 
the students would embark sooner or later. The real object 
of married life was procreation (p`jaao%padna) and continuation 
of family traditions (kulaacaar). Nowadays, however, the idea 
was spreading that the sole object of marriage was BaaogaÊ kamaÊ 
that is sensual enjoyment, which was the cause of much 
unhappiness. Formerly, the parents used to select brides and 
bridegrooms, as the case may be, by a careful examination 
of such vital factors as character and heredity. The modern 
trend was towards what are called ‘love marriages’ which 
more often than not ended in failures. This was because 
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kama (passion) was mistaken for p`oma (love) and it was natural 
for immature and impressionable youths to rush into such 
mistakes which they realized and regretted later, after the 
initial effusion of ‘love’ had subsided. He was not against 
love marriages as such, he wanted the public to realize the 
dangers latent in them. Pure love was not bad. In fact, it was 
a noble and exalted ideal and impelled its votaries to the 
highest kind of sacrifice, a thing which was not so common in 
this world. What passed for love was only a fleeting emotion 
and the momentary excitement which smacked of nothing 
better than carnal attraction and appeal. If modern boys 
and girls preferred to make their own selection, they should 
do so after due regard to the considerations just mentioned 
and after obtaining the consent of the parents. Love for the 
other partner to the exclusion of any consideration or respect 
for the parents or other members of the family denoted a 
narrow and mediocre (saMkuicat) mind and ingratitude towards 
the elders. The suffering of the mother during conception 
and the pain and the worries which parents undergo for our 
sake throughout cannot be repaid even after serving them 
for one hundred years. ‘Do not bow down to  kama  and Baaoga  
and tinsel love. The so-called love endures only so long as 
the other party is serviceable whereas real love will persist 
even when the other party is unserviceable. The former 
was fickle and opportunist while the latter was enduring and 
ethical. Although this subject is not an immediate problem 
with the students, it will have to be faced by them at some 
future date’ said Swamiji.

Swamiji then made a call for a life of moral discipline and 
restraint  naOitk jaIvana  that is, a life of plain living and high 
thinking. We did not mean by ‘plain living’ a life of poverty. 
There was nothing wrong in earning wealth by right means 
and using it for the right purposes. One was entitled to the 
employment of wealth rightfully acquired, but only in moder-
ation. Surplus wealth was to be diverted for charity dana and 
religion Qama- - . The ideal to be followed was a life of continence 
and according to moral principle, free from the taint of attach-
ment and hatred. Such a life made possible to devote time for 
spiritual pursuits and the Realisation of God which was the 
true end of human existence . The Upanishads attach less 
significance to rituals ya& yaaga and give more importance to 
high thinking and simple living. Ours was a Qama-p`Qaana  ideal of 
life and artha and kama were subordinated to Dharma which 
was the means to attain Moksha, the final goal of life. Our 
religion, while permitting restrained enjoyment of material 
goods, exalted a life of renunciation and service to humanity. 

Referring to the role of  Brahmins, Swamiji said that 
they were born to propagate noble ideals and set up a 
high standard of ethical living naOitk jaIvana. The injunction of 
Qama-ma\car did not mean observance of mere rituals but ordering 
of daily life in accordance with the tenets of Dharma. Man 
owes his wealth , his education and his progress to the soci-
ety which makes these possible for him and it is only by the 
service of the society that he would discharge the debt he 
owed to the society. Social service was really a part of our 

religion and it is best done when there is behind it the intention 
of discharging one’s debt to the society and not the egoistic 
notion of ‘doing good to others’ which was preposterous. 
One should also learn the dignity of labour and the art of 
self-reliance as man prospers by these qualities.

Swamiji then dwelt upon the basic necessity of Faith in 
God as the governing principle of life. Gayatri Mantra was the 
means of putting oneself in tune with God and it behooved us 
to hold fast  to this mantra even if we were not able to perform 
several rituals owing to the stress and strain of present-day 
living. This mantra purifies our life, strengthens our mind 
and spirit and enables us to lead a noble life and be  true to 
Brahmanya. The holy thread was a symbol  of dedicated life 
and should be worn by all Brahmins.

Swamiji concluded his address by blessing the students 
and praying to God Bhavanishankar for their moral and ma-
terial progress. He also hoped that they would turn out to be 
true servants to the society.

a tree Politician
S. annaji rao

August 1957
I went and sat beneath a tree

That stood on the sands of Chowpatti
Where Leaguers, Royists and Congress speak

Of their achievements, week by week.

Suddenly the tree got an inspiration
To speak on trees to the nation

Pointing out to all us men
It made bold for oration.

The tree began “Sisters and brothers
Our slogan is ‘All for Others’

We live for you, we die for you,
We bear those fruits and flowers for you.

We give your body shelter and shade
In sun, rain and weather so bad

Smilingly with all our might 
We serve you day and serve you night.

But never a day we complained yet
For fame and prestige like hypocrite
Silently for service we firmly stood
But you people call us only wood.”

I, the poet, who heard this speech 
Have a lesson for you to teach,
Give and Give but never take,
Live and Die for other’s sake.
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Declaring that India as a nation lacked character, Mr 
Justice Tendolkar blamed parents for giving their children a 
bad start in life. Mr. Justice Tendolkar was addressing the 
Kanara Saraswat Convocation,  a function revived after a 
lapse of four years, at the Association’s Hall, Talmakiwadi, 
on Sunday, the 18th August 1946.

Mr Justice Tendolkar began with a compliment to the 
Association, whose activities had greatly impressed him. 
Turning next to the students he remarked that every student 
who passed any examination deserved congratulations, irre-
spective of the fact whether he had done so with distinctions 
or not , because it marked the end of his period of apprentice-
ship and brought him to the threshold of the realities of life.

It would be well for the student at that stage to ask himself 
– “What has education done for me? What has been purpose 
of my education – was it intended  merely to enable me to  
secure lucrative employment , or  a wealthy father-in-law, or 
( in case of a girl)  an I.C.S. husband?”

The speaker hoped that every successful lady succeeded 
in getting an I.C. S. husband and that boys got all the com-
forts in life. But was that, that they came into the world for? 
Did they owe nothing to the society in which they were born? 
Service to the country was not the privilege of any particular 
class or sector.

Even the most ordinary individual , one not well-placed in 
life, had it in him to give something to the country in which 
he lived. Let each one do something that will satisfy at least 
his conscience and make him feel proud that he had done 
his bit for the country.

India, Mr Justice Tendolkar remarked, was on the eve 
of democracy. Was the youth of the country going to prove 
itself worthy of that independence? Independence could not 
be conferred by foreign power. In fact it could not be retained 
in such circumstances.

It was then that Mr. Justice Tendolkar made his assertion 
about lack of character among Indians. “There are” , he 
said, “so many petty things in which we all try to cheat that , 
it is matter of shame to confess that Indians as a class lack 
character. I am sorry to have to say this, but unfortunately, 
it is  true”.

“How is that such a great nation as ours with all its high 
traditions and philosophy lacks character? It all starts with 
the father, which in order to save half-an-anna during a tram 
journey minimizes his son’s age. Does he ever give a thought 
to the effect such conduct  has on his child? Will not the child 
become a confirmed believer in the potency of untruth?”

“In schools we see another form of cheating. There is a 
race for monitorship and the reason for this competition is 

Saraswat Convocation
address by Justice S. r. tendolkar

November 1946

that the student occupying that position can lay his hands on 
chalk-sticks, ping-pong balls and such other things, belonging 
to the school. His excuse is that if he does not take them the 
teacher will. (Laughter)”

“It is not the fault of the student but that of the environment 
in which they live”. 

Mr Justice Tendolkar contrasted student life in India with 
that in England and said while he w as in London University 
he was a member of an excellent lending library. The library 
had no staff. Students chose their books, themselves made 
entries in the register and took away the books they have 
chosen. A fortnight later the books were back in the places. 
The speaker was surprised and asked the librarian how the 
library could risk such a procedure The reply was that “trust 
begot trust” and that hardly 200 of the thousands of books 
taken out by the students were lost to the library. On the 
other hand, the library saved the expenses of supervising 
and issuing staff. ‘Not only do we save the money, but we 
also teach the students to be honest..’ was the comment of 
the librarian.

 In direct contrast to that was the library started by the 
Indian Students’ Hostel in London. The library opened with 
3000 books, but at the end of six months hardly 400 remained. 
Another note-worthy example of lack of character was within 
the experience of most people. When the Swadeshi move-
ment was beginning to take root there were enough unpatri-
otic people who turned it to their own advantage by palming 
off coarse mill-made cloth or cloth imported from Japan as 
hand-spun khadi.

These were comparatively trifling incidents in every day 
life, but they all went to show lack of character among the 
people as a whole. Bribery, and corruption were everywhere 
in evidence and black marketing was a scourge which no 
government would be able to abolish for at least half a dozen 
years.

“Why does this happen?” asked the speaker. Providing the 
answer himself he added: “if you and I decide tomorrow that 
no matter what happens we shall not buy anything in black 
market the scourge will disappear in no time. But this requires 
public consciousness of what is right and what is wrong”.

Concluding, Mr Justice Tendolkar said,, “No matter how 
you are placed in life, you must always be able to hold your 
head high. If you keep truth as your guiding principle, no 
matter where you are placed in life, you will be happy. It will 
certainly give you strength in your days of adversity. If you 
do that one thing in life you will have proved that you have 
been worthy of the education imparted to you. If, on the other 
hand, you lead a life of untruth, your education will have been 
utterly wasted.”
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^mZn {dÚmÏ`mªJbo ñZmVH$m§Jbo gå_obZ
àmÜ`mnH$ E_ dr ZmS>H$UuJob| ^mfU {XZm§H$ 21.10.2000 AmZ§Xml_ hm°b

""ñÌr OrdZ Am¡a {ejU''
Hw$. em§Vm Ymaoœa, h¡Ðm~mX X{jU

{d{dY nXì`m° KoìZw. lo` àmá H$moZw© Ko{Îmë`m {dÚmÏ`mªZmo. åhmbJS>`m§Zmo§ 
Am{Z ^md ^¡Ê`mZm|§ n¡b± hm§Jm O_rë`m gJio {dÚmÏ`mªH$ Vw_Vw_Jë`m 
AÜ``Zm§Vw A{^d¥ÜXr. d¥ÎmtVw àJVrµ OrdZm§Vw `e Am{U da|nU Omìdm° 
åhmoUw hm§d _Joë`mo hmXuH$ ew^oÀN>m ì`º$ H$Vmª.
 Vwå_r gdmªZr {deof OmìZw H°$Zam gmañdV g§ñWoMm° AÜ`j lr 
gwaoe hoå_mS>r Am{Z CnmÜ`j lr {Xbrn gerVb hm§Zr _m¸$m {àVrZ| 
AmnmoìZw Vw_À`m gJù`m§ gm§JmVr _oiMm° AdH$mew {X„oë`mH$ hm§d 
H¥$Vk Amñg§.
{dÚmmÏ`mªJoë`m _mJ©Xe©Zm ImÎmra Mmar eãX C„m|H$m åhmoUw {XbrnmZo 
_m¸$m gm§Jë`m. Vm‚mo H$m_ Mma hOma dgmª_mjr Ì¡Voar` Cn{ZfXmZo 
Ho$ë`m§. Aml_m§WmìZw ^m`a nS>Vë`m ñZmVH$m§H$ Vm§Joë`m Hw$bJwê$§Zr 
EHw$ CnXoew qXdMmo Am{ebm° Vm° åhi`mar "gË`§dX. Y_©_Ma. ñdmÜ`m` 
Z² _m à_X…' ñdVm… H$moM] Mw¸$moZm¸$mVr "_mV¥Xodmo ^d. {nV¥Xodmo ^d. 
AmMm`©Xodmo ^d. A{VWrXodmo ^d.' hm° CnXoew. AmXoew AmµÎm§`r àgwV 
Amñg.
 Amå_r Aä`mgw, AÜ``Z H$V©Zm Omdm°, Am_Joë`m d¥ÎmrÀ`m 
H$m`mªVw Omdm° Vm§Vw `e _oiH$mµ V± OmæZm Omë`mar H$ñbo H$moH$m© 
Ë`m ~Ôb N>§Xmo½` Cn{ZfXm§Vw gm§{Jbo Amñg. narUm_H$maH$ AWdm 
H$m`©Hw$eb H$m_mH$ Cn{ZfXm§Vw dr`©ËdH$ma§ åhiioë`m eãXm§Mm° Cn`moJw 
Ho$„m. øm Cn{ZfXm§Vw gm§Jë`m `Xod {dÚm-lwÜX`m Cn{ZfXm H$amoVr 
VXod dr`© dº$a§ ^d{V. Oo I§Mo H$m_ Vm¸$m Om{` Oê$a Ampíebo 
H$m¡eë` Am{Z kmZ dmnmoZw© lÜXoZo Am{Z gImob J§^ra {dMma H$moZw© 
Ho$ë`mar V| narUm_H$mar OmÎmm.
 Amå_r H$ñb|`r H$m_ H$V©Zm Vm‚mm° CÔoew ñdV… {hVmIm{Va _mÌ  
d° åhiiob°m àíZw `oÎmm. {MHo$ {dMmê$ Ho$ë`mar H$iVm H$s ñdV…Mo {hV 
Hw$Qw>§~mÀ`m {hVmH$ OmoÊUw Amñg. VerMr, Hw$Qw>§~mMo {hV g_mOmÀ`m 
{hVmgm§JmVr g_mOmMo {hV amï´>mgm§JmVrµ Am{Z amï´>mMo {hV OJmÀ`m 
gm§JmVr OmoÊUw Amñg. hr {demb Ñï>r KoìZw I§{M ì`ŠVr, I§Mo g_mO 
H$m_ H$aVm H$s, Ë`m ì`ŠVrH$ Am{Z g_mOmH$ `e Am{Z loð>Vm 
àmá OmÎmm. Am_Joë`m ^mZn g_mOmH$ Var EHw$ Jm¡adw Am{Z loîR>Vm  
OmB Omë`mar Am_r Am_Joë`m ì`ŠVrJV ñdmWm©Im{Va _mÌ H$m_ 
Ho$ë`mar V| _oiZm. Am_Joë`m ñdmå`m§Zr lrdbr Q´>ñQ> ñWmnZ H$moZw© 
{eambrMo Amgnmg Am{eë`m gJi`m OmZm§H$ ~aonU Om§dH$m åhmoUw 
Ho$„obr hr `moOZm øm Ñï>rZo AË`§V ñVwË` Am{U ñdmJVm©ø Amñg. øm 
H$m`m©H$ Amå_r ghm` {XdM| Am_Jobo H$V©ì`. Vm‚mmZo Am_Joë`m OmVrµH$  
_R>mH$ _oiMm° Jm¡adw _ñV dmS>Vbm°.
 Amå_r Am_Jobo H$m_ ~ao [aVrZo Ho$„obo Var {H$ËboH$s \$m§Vm {Zame 
Om§dMm° AZw^dw `oÎmm.Vmdir øm OJm§Vw AW©w Zm g§gmam§Vw gma Zm åhmoUw 
d¡am½` nmìZw, Amå_r Am_Jobo H$V©ì` Ho$ÝZm`r gmoÊUw XrdZ`o. EH$m 
àdMZm§Vw lr_V² AmZ§Xml_ ñdmå`m§Zr Jmo_Q>o H$moZw© Am_Joë`m AÑï>mMr 
aoIm AWdm JVr H$íer {ZUuV OmÎmm åhmoUw ñnï>rH$aU Ho$ë`m. 
Am_Joë`m AÑï>m_mjr VrZr eº$s AmñgVr åhmoUw VmÝZr åhi`m§. 
nyd©OÝ_mMr H$m_§µ  XodoÀN>m Am{Z Amå_r øm OÝ_m§VwMr AmÎm§Mr H$moMu 
H$m_§. Amå_r øm OJm§Vw øm OÝ_m§Vw H$moÀ`m© H$m_m§H$`r _hËd Amñg.  
øm {VÝZr eŠË`m§Vw X¡doÀN>oH$ Am{Z Amå_r AmÎm§ H$moÀ`m© H$m_m§H$  
EH$s Jm§Q>r Amñg. Aµ²må_r ~ar H$m_§ Ho$ë`mar Am_H$m§ XodmJobr H¥$nm 

AmñVm. Am{Z Z¡{VH$ Y¡`© AmñVm. n¡gmo H$moM] nmn Ýh§`rµ Omë`mar nmn 
H$moZw© n¡gm H$moZ©`| AZ¡{VH$ H$m_mZo Am_H$m§ Y¡`© dÎmm. Am{Z XodmJbr 
H¥$nm _oiZm.
 AmÎmm§À`m `wdOZm§H$ _Jobr AmÝZoH$s {dZ§Vr Amñg. Am_Jobmo 
g_mOw gmZw Ampíebo{_Vr Am_Jobr g§ñH¥$Vr, ^mg ht Am{Z WmoSo> 
dgmªVw ZmMr Om§ìMm° Anm`w _ñV Amñg. Am_À`m_Ô| Am_Joë`m Kam§Vw 
C„¡VZm gwÔm§`r AmÎm§ B§½bremZoMr Amå_r C„¡VmVr Am`Mm° hm° g_ma§^w 
gwÔm`r _Jobr Mmar CÌ§ gmoù`mar, gJim° B§½brem§VwMr Om„m°. Am_
Joë`m H°$Zam gmañdV _°JPrZm§Vw`r B§½bremH$Mr àmeñË`. OmoŠg gwÔm§`r 
B§p½bem§VwMr. gaXmaOr OmoŠgm§ åhUHo$Mr ^mZn OmoŠg`r AmñgVr. 
AmÎm§ V| nwam Am_Joë`m åhmbJS>`m§ gm§JmVrMr dÎmmVr. Am_Joë`m  
g_mOmH$ {d{eï> g§ñH¥$Vr Or Am_Jobr ^mg Vr {dñgmoZm©¸$mVr.
 _Jbo h| gmZ ̂ mfU nyU© H$moM}n`b| gJio {dÚmÏ`mªH$ dmng _Jbo 
hm{X©H$ A{^Z§XZ Am{Z ew^oÀN>m!

""MmoX{`Ìr gwZ¥VmZm§ MoV§Vr gw_VrZm§ `k§ XYo gañdVr.''
Bg doX _§Ì Ho$ AZwgma ^maVHo$ ñÌrH$mo gw{e{jVm Am¡a gwercm ~ZH$a 
AnZo H$V©ì`m|H$m nmcZ H$aVo hþdo n[admaH$m gwI ~T>mZo _| cJr ahZm 
Mm{h`o. {Og ñÌrZo AmnZr AmË_mH$mo gw{ejmHo$ Ac§H$mago ̂ y{fV {H$`m 
h¡ dhr ñÌr AnZo OrdZ Ho$ àË`oH$ H$m`© joÌ_| g\$cVm àmá H$aHo$ 
Xoe, OmVr, Y_© VWm g§ñH¥${V H$s ajm H$a gH$Vr h¡& h_ XoIVo h¡ H$s 
g§gma _| {H$gr ^r àH$maH$s d¡`{º$H$, gm_m{OH$, amOH$s` CÞVrH$m 
H|$Ð {ejm_| h¡, AV: g~go àW_ {ejmH$m à`ËZ H$aZm Mm{h`o. {dZm 
{ejm àmá {H$`o h_mao ~{hZm| H$s Xem Zhr gwYa gH$Vr h¡& AmO h_mao 
^maVH$s eV_wI AdZVr Ho$ AZoH$ H$maUm|_ogo EH$ àYmZ H$maU h_mar 
~{hZm|H$m A{e{jV ahZm hr h¡& àË`oH$ ñÌr H$mo Bg ~mVH$m ñ_aU 
aIZm Mm{h`o {H$ h_ Cgr ^maV _mVm H$s nw{Ì`m§ h¡ {Og ^maV _mVmZ| 
dra H$Ý`m H¥$îUm Hw$_mar, AnZr MVwamB©go nVr H$mo H¡$Xgo Nw>S>mZodmcr 
gVr nX{_Zr, Xoe ^º$s go ào[aV hmoH$a AnZo {à` nwÌH$m ~{cXmZ 
XoZodmcr CXma nÞmXmB©, {edmOr O¡go dra nwÌH$mo OÝ_ XoZodmcr YÝ` 
{OOm_mVm, AnZo àOmH$mo g§VmZ g_PH$a Ý`m`nyd©H$ emgZ H$aZodmcr 
A{hë`mXodr, VWm Pm§gr H$s AZwn_ eyam cú_r Xodr O¡gr AJ{UV 
dram§JZmAm|H$mo OÝ_ XoH$a AnZm Zm_ g§gmaHo$ B{Vhmg_| A_a ~Zm`m 
h¡& h_mar ~{hZm| H$mo A~ ^r CÝhr AmXe© pñÌ`m| Ho$ g_mZ ~ZZo H$m 
à`ËZ H$aZm Mm{h`o. {dÛmZm|H$m H$hZm h¡ {H$ ~mcH$ ~m{cH$mAm|H$mo 
_mVmH$s JmoX_| ahVo Omo {ejm {_cVr h¡ Cg {ejm H$m à^md OrdZ^a 
ahVm h¡& AV: `{X g§VmZH$mo gw{e{jV ZmJ[aH$ VWm H§$Q>H$_` OrdZ 
g§½ma _| nyU© {dO`r ~ZmZm hmo Vmo {ó`m§oH$mo gw{e{jV ~ZmZm Amdí`H$ 
h¡& nwZ: ̂ maVH$s CÞVr H$s Amem V^r g§^d h¡ O~ h_mar ~{hZo n[ajm 
_| CÎmrU© hmoZo Ho$ Ü`o` Ho$ gmWhr "{dXþcm VWm _Xmcgm' O¡gr dra_mVm 
~ZZoH$s BÀN>m aIVr hmo& `h {ejm {H$g Vah hmoZm Mm{h`o `h {df` 
na Am¡a H$^r _oao {dMma àH$Q> {H$`o Om`|Jo&
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Most people in Bombay have heard about or seen the 
training ship “Dufferin” lying off Mazagaon Pier, a little more 
than a mile away. Perhaps they have seen the cadets in 
their smart white uniforms, in some of the thorough-fares in 
Bombay on their shore leave days, and may have wished 
they were cadets too. To such people a brief account of what 
the “Dufferin” is doing will be of interest.

aims and objects
The aims and objects of this institution are to obtain 

suitable Indian candidates for the Indian Mercantile 
Marine and to train them in such a way that they may, with 
confidence, be expected to follow the sea as a career, and 
be fit in all respects to hold their own as good and efficient 
officers.

the Curriculum
With this object in view, boys are taken at an early age 

(between thirteen years eight months and sixteen years), and 
a sound general education lasting for three years is given 
them which is of a standard recognised by the Government 
of India and the Universities as equivalent to the Matriculation 
Examination. Coupled with this, a knowledge of elementary 
engineering, practical mathematics, applied mechanics, 
mechanical drawing, etc. is given to Engineering Cadets; and 
navigation, chartwork meteorology, nautical astronomy and 
seamanship to Exercise Cadets. An extensive workshop is 
maintained to train the band in fitting, carpentry and forging 
– so essential to an engineering career. A well equipped 
laboratory for practical work to mechanics and heat is 
fitted out. For Executive cadets taking compass bearings, 
plotting on a Bombay Harbour chart, the use of the sextant 
astronomical observations, etc. are taught.

In addition to these facilities, the daily routine boats from 
Ship to Pier and back are manned by cadet crews, thus 
enabling them to become good boat- handlers and drivers.

other activities
To foster a spirit of healthy rivalry and team spirit among 

the cadets they are divided into tops, each consisting of 20-25 
cadets. Inter-top races in pulling, sailing and swimming are 
frequently arranged. The ship has large playing fields at Hay 
Bunder, where the cadets land for the games in the evenings. 
Hockey, Football, Tennis and other games are provided for. 
In the morning on board, they have their Physical Training. 
Instruction in boxing is also given. The “Dufferin” boy is noted 
for his healthy physique and smart appearance.

evening lectures and entertainment
To make up for the restriction imposed upon them by a 

sea-faring life, the cadets have their cinema shows in the 
evenings. Educational pictures and talks are given with the 
help of the Projector and Magic Lantern. Sometimes, visitors 

The Indian Mercantile Marine Training Ship “Dufferin”
G.K. Koppikar, B.A., B.Sc., B.T.

December 1938

are invited to give talks to them.
The boys have their concerts, once or twice, every term. 

These are very much appreciated by them. They take great 
pains and make the programme interesting and humorous.

Hobbies
Proficiency badges for various hobbies are a feature of 

“Dufferin” training. Boys are encouraged to win these badges 
by making use of every minute of their spare time. There is 
so much keen competition amongst them that there are few 
boys who do not possess a badge. The winners have to satisfy 
the authorities that they maintain proficiency in the particular 
hobby for which they have earned their badge.

Discipline and Character
These qualities, which are so very essential for a ship’s 

officer, receive particular attention on board. Each top is in 
charge of a senior Cadet Captain who is selected by the 
Captain Superintendent from among the senior cadets. This 
rank is highly valued by the cadets. The Cadet Captain can 
be relied upon to be trust-worthy and of good character. He 
is the model whom his top copies and emulates. He has 
certain powers and responsibilities. Any act of disobedience 
or defiance of his order by the cadets is reported to the Court 
of Honour, which again consists of the cadets themselves, 
and suitable punishment is meted out. The officers guide the 
Cadet Captains who take their orders from them.

a day in the life of the Cadet
The life on board is a busy one for everybody, not excluding 

the cadets. Punctually at 5.50 a.m., the bugler wakes the 
cadets from their slumbers. By 6.15 the cadets have made 
their beds and finished their washing, tea etc. At 6.20 they 
fall in for prayer, then clean the decks. From 7.20 to 7.30 
they have their P.T. then their bath, and at 8.10 they sit at 
their desks for one period doing some school preparation 
or ‘homework’.8.50 brings the long awaited breakfast. Then 
“School” is sounded at 9.30 and lasts upto 12.45 with an 
interval for divisions and drill. At 12.45 the lunch is taken 
in the Mess room, the cadets sitting according to tops, with 
the captains at the head of the table. The afternoon school 
session begins at 1.30 and lasts till4.20 p.m. The cadets fall 
in on the upper deck and the evening activities are detailed. 
Some parties land for games, some go out for sailing and 
others remain on board for boxing or other games. At 6.20p.m. 
the cadets are on board again after hard day’s work. They 
bathe and are glad to have their supper at 7.20. Then after 
till 9.15 when the last post is sounded, they have free time 
for recreation.

By 9.45 they are all in bed, except the duty top who keep 
watch at night.

The “Dufferin” is a huge family of about 130 cadets, besides 
the officers and crew. They hail from different parts of India, 
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but are there tp share in common the hardships and joys 
of life at sea. The ship, though not a sea-going vessel, is 
regarded as such, and the activities are so designed as to 
give the cadets an idea of what sea life is, and how essential 
a sense of discipline and esprit de corps are for such a life. 
The cadets appreciate and imbibe that spirit. They learn 
to sink their personal prejudices for the wider interests of 
the ships to place the ship before their tops, and the tops 
before themselves. Nothing illustrates this more than the 
ship’s song:

editorial - M.r. Sirur
FEBRUARY 1941

We offer our hearty congratulations to Messrs Mugwe Bros. on their plucky victory in the  finals of  All India  Badminton 
Championship Tournament held at Calcutta recently. It is not the winning of the match so much as the initiative which these 
young men, so little known in big sport, displayed in making a debut in an All India event with such conspicuous success. 
We commend their example to our young friends in Schools and colleges. Athletics and sports do not receive as much 
attention at the hands of our students as they should. It is indeed a pity that this aspect of education is so lamentably 
neglected. How else can one explain that such an important match as the finals of the Inter University Cricket Championship 
Tournament  which was played in Bombay between the Bombay and Benaras University teams was witnessed by hardly 
200 spectators in the specious stands of Brabourne Stadium? In any country of the west,  cricket enthusiasts would have 
mustered in their thousands to cheer their own men  play or to watch  the prospective aspirants of Test cricket at play. The 
fact is that education in our country has never been understood as something that fits a man for life. The importance of a 
well developed body and good health to life cannot be sufficiently emphasized. We hope our young men who are still at 
school or in the University will not fail to take advantage of the facilities provided in their own schools or colleges for physical 
education. Let Messrs. Mugwe Bros. who have brought credit not only to themselves but to their college and community 
inspire them to greater effort.

A record was created by our members when no less than seven of them, representing their colleges, were seen in action 
in the recently concluded Inter Collegiate Table Tennis Tournament conducted by the University of Bombay

New Collegians M. V. Halady, and S. V. Nadkarni, representing Siddharth College were the cynosure of all eyes,  in 
the Open Tournament that was conducted last week. M.V. Halady  gave his flashing display to shake the popular player 
Sudhir Thakersey  in extending him and then in partnership with his colleague Yatin  Vyas snatched the title of  the Doubles 
events by surprising the last year’s winners V. M. Nadkarni and N.B. Mistry. Halady’s fast and effective forehand drives are 
a factor worth mentioning and a little more experience will earn him the T.T. titles. He has also fared pretty well in the Open 
Tournaments and lost only to the seeded players.

S. V. Nadkarni has achieved a similar distinction in the tournaments. But the greatest triumph was that of V. M. Nadkarni 
, who with his usual dazzling style won the mixed doubles event. In addition, he was the winner in the Doubles in the St. 
Xavier’s Open Table Tennis Tournament. Partnering with N.B. Mistry he went on creating surprises even to beat Kumar 
Ghosh and Shroff in the final. 

Others who represented their respective colleges were: Ashok Amladi- Siddharth College; R.D. Halady and R.M. Ugrankar 
– Wilson College; Ms Leela Nadkarni and S.N. Kumta – G.S. Medical College; Ramdas Chandavarkar –Ismail College.

The Managing Committee of the Kanara Saraswat Association has pleasure to announce that the Bombay Provincial 
Table Tennis Association has given us the permission to hold Open Table Tennis Tournaments in the first week and the 
second week of December 1950. The Committee also takes this opportunity of requesting our Bhanap T.T. enthusiasts 
to be well prepared for these duels. It is hoped that all will cooperate with us to make their first O.T.T. T. a grand success.

Sports Sphere
August 1950

We’re on the road, we’re on the road to anywhere
With never a heart-ache and never a care,
Got no home, Got no friends,
Thankful for everything the good Lord sends
We’re on the road, we’re on the road to anywhere
Where every mile stone seems to say,
That the road to anywhere, the road to anywhere
Will lead to somewhere some day.
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The issue of “The Evening News of India” dated 4-8-1970 
bore the bold headlines thus: “BIG HAUL SEIZED”  followed  
by a detailed narration of the drama at sea that took place 
in the high seas off Apollo Bunder the previous night. The 
drama concerned two country crafts in the turbulent sea, the 
first one running in zig-zag manner at high speed and the 
other giving it a hot chase. The second craft, after an hour’s 
chase in rough seas and against odds such as poor visibility 
on account of torrential rains, is successful in catching up 
the first one and one Officer immediately jumps into it and 
arrests both the occupants. Finding a rope in the craft roping 
towards its keel and over into the water, the officer tries to 
retrieve it by pulling up the rope. Sensing that some heavy 
matter is submerged in water at the end of the rope, the 
officer with over a quarter of an hour’s hard trying, stumbles 
over and gets hold of a few gunny bags, all wet, and what 
are the contents- lo! 25,000 tolas of pure glittering gold worth 
Rs 75 lakhs, all smuggled.  A rich catch indeed! The officer 
concerned is none other that Shri D. G. Mugve, the Asst. 
Collector in the Directorate of Revenue Intelligence.

Like the above, Shri Mugve has to his credit many such 
rich seizures, the major among them deserving mention 
being: 70,000 tolas of gold worth Rs 2 crores on 14-9-1966 
from Shri T. G. Gaonkar, gold and watches totally valued 
over  Rs 2.20 crores on 23-5-1970, ganja woth Rs 55 lakhs 
on 30-7-1970 near Bhiwandi. The other seizures numbering 
over hundreds , through smaller in value , if taken together, 
will run into another Rs. 10 crores.

It was only on October 14, this year, Shri Mugve retired as 
Asst. Collector, in the  Directorate of Revenue Intelligence, 
15 months before his time to continue his 2nd L.L.B. to qualify 
for the legal profession.

Joining the Central Excise & Customs in 1941 as a 
Preventive Officer, after his graduation, Shri Mugve, by 
sheer dint of hard work and merit, got quick promotions in 
this department, as Examiner and thereafter as Principal 
Appraiser within 16 years. On transfer to Directorate of 
Revenue Intelligence as Asst. Collector, he held the post 
over 15 years, which itself is considered a record in this 
Directorate.

His service of 15 years in the Directorate was both 
meritorious and hectic- “meritorious” because he won the 
President’s Gold Medal in 1965 and “hectic” because his work 
entailed dealing with the bringing to book the notorious and 
well-organised international gangs of smugglers in diamonds, 
gold, silver, watches, ganja, narcotics, foreign exchange, etc. 
The smugglers often change their modus-operandi. Because 
they deal in crores and run a parallel economy, (of over 4,000 
crores) their  use of latest armaments , though illegally , for 
their own safety,  is not without reasons.

D. G. Mugve
September 1979

In the course of his tenure in the Customs, Shri Mugve, 
the immediate brother of Shri M.G. Mugve, the present 
Commissioner of Police and Additional  I.G.P. , Bombay 
was personally responsible for apprehending over 500 
wanted persons for smuggling and seizing a record of over 
Rs 15 crores worth of goods. Shri Mugve was instrumental 
in apprehending  ‘Jagru Jagan’ who was caught in the act of 
smuggling diamonds worth Rs 5 lakhs, neatly concealed in 
a pram. To effect the seizures, Shri Mugve often had to don 
many disguises including that of a khalasi, fisherman, a porter 
or even a ‘begger’ outside the Metro Cinema in Chowranghee 
in Calcutta. On another occasion , he entered  straight into an 
opium smuggler’s den in the guise of a local narcotic buyer!

Just before his retirement, Shri  Mugve used to deliver 
lectures to the new recruits and officers in Customs on the 
intricacies of the Customs’ Act, methods of cultivation and 
harnessing of intelligence sources and informers, modes 
of effecting seizures and arrests and investigation and 
presentation of a case in Court before Judges and Collectors.

Shri Mugve has also equally carved a niche for his name 
in sports. He won the All India badminton title thrice once in 
1940 with his younger brother, Shri M G Mugve, then with 
Khandu Rangnekar in 1944 and with Bala Ullal in 1949. He 
represented India in the Thomas Cup against  Canada in  
1948 and in the All-England at Wimbledon in 1949.

Interviewing Shri Mugve at his residence at Saraswat  
Co-op. Buildings, Gamdevi, the other day, hearing his 
anecdotes and going through the various photographs taken 
soon after each seizure, showing gold and silver ingots, 
ganja/narcotics etc, and scanning the various back issues 
of newspapers, its cuttings neatly pasted on plain fool-scape 
papers took me over an hour and I was so much engrossed in 
it that even the cup of hot coffee that I was sipping in between 
had gone cold. In one corner of the  drawing room was an 
old styled but well polished glass cup-board, crammed with 
medals, trophies and shields, all won by Shri Mugve, which 
spoke volumes of his prowess in badminton and athletics right 
from his childhood and Dattu giving them a nostalgic look with 
a benign smile and this, they deserved because they were 
all his prized collections, lovingly  treasured.

The experience gained and instances of adventures 
quoted by Shri Mugve, one after the other, are so varied 
and many that they can easily fill a comprehensive book, 
which, we hope, Shri Mugve, would certainly bring out in 
right earnest.

After enacting in the dramas in the high seas quite 
successfully, I am glad   that Shri Mugve intends to take part 
in the dramas in high court (i.e. in Court Room) on completion 
of 2nd L.L. B.  I wish him all success.
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On Dussera Day this year, I was listening to a radio 
commentary on the Third Cricket Test Match between India 
and New Zealand which was being played at Hyderabad. The 
pathetic performance of our batsmen was matched only by 
that of the commentators. Switching off the radio, I decided 
to call on a friend of mine whom I had not met for some time 
and who, in more senses that one, 
can be described as the greatest 
Bhanap cricketer of all time

Vasant R Amladi was born at 
Calicut on 27th January 1919. And is 
a product of the Podar High School, 
Santacruz, Bombay. His early 
boyhood was evenly distributed 
between education and sport, but it 
was soon clear that the “open” lured 
him more than did the classroom. 
Any game which suggested speed 
and skill attracted him greatly, 
and he had an innate aptitude for 
whatever he took up, athletics, 
volleyball, hockey, badminton and 
cricket. Apart from occasional 
advice and a word of cheer from Mr R. D. Kumbhar, the 
sports master, Vasant had no systematic coaching as is now 
understood. Through sheer perseverance and self training, he 
blossomed into a fine athlete; he was the Champion Athlete 
of our community from 1931 to 1936, and represented the 
South Kanara team in the Bombay Olympics.

Vasant saw the peerless C.K. Nayudu for the first time in 
the early ‘30s, and became an admirer of his magic prowess: 
with the willow, with the leather, on the green and as a leader 
of men. Himself , a keen student of this game, Vasant saw 
intuitively that CK’s success lay in his “attacking” approach. 
So passionately did he devote himself to the game that he 
rapidly graduated to the level of a first class cricketer. Small 
wonder that, in 1937, when he was barely 18, Vasant was 
offered an appointment by the BEST, for whom he played 
competitive cricket for four years. He joined the House of 
Tatas in 1941, and has been with them ever since.

Vasant started his cricket career as a medium-fast bowler 
and always opened the attack. He represented Bombay 
in the Ranji Trophy tournaments from 1947 to 1949, and 
had  the distinction not only of opening the attack but also 
of capturing a wicket in the very first over which he bowled 
in the tournament! Holding the leather, Vasant had but one 
objective; to beat the bat and get the opponent out. His run 
up to the wicket and the follow through were easy and natural, 
and belied how hard he concentrated on but one stump.

As a batsman, Vasant was a strong player in front of the  

the tall Man of ebony
GoSH

October 1969

wicket, his drives to the off as well as on being  outstanding 
features of his batting. Possessed of supple and powerful 
wrists, he hit the ball tremendously hard, usually from the 
middle of the bat and invariably along the carpet. The cover 
drive was his favourite stroke, but he took equal pleasure in 
hooking a fast rising bumper. In the early days, Vasant went 

in the middle of the batting order but, 
later on, he used to open the innings. 
Vasant scored many centuries in a 
long and distinguished career, but the 
innings he fondly remembers is one of 
101 runs which he scored for Bombay 
on his first appearance in the Ranji 
Trophy Tournament. That was in 1947, 
and he scored the century going in after 
the fall of 7 wickets!

Tall, slim and full of vitality, Vasant’s 
fielding was a delight to watch.: he did 
the most amazing things in bending, 
stooping and turning to catch or stop 
a ball. He excelled in the slips, and his 
throws to the wicket from the mid-off 
and mid-on were unerring.

In 1955, Vasant was appointed as 
Captain of the Tata side, a position in which he distinguished 
himself until he retired from the game in 1962. His planning 
of the game and his understanding  of the men who played 
with him were remarkable. One had only to see the little, 
measured wave of his hand while arranging the field to know 
that he was a born cricketer.

The Bombay Cricket Association appointed Vasant as a 
Coach in 1962, and, in the following year, he was elected a 
member of the BCA’s Coaching Committee. Cricket practice 
has always meant to him a minimum of one hour devoted 
to batting or bowling, and one hour to fielding – running, 
sprinting, jumping, picking, catching and throwing, A great 
believer in the maintenance of health and discipline, he instills 
into the minds of the youngsters whom he is now coaching, 
a respect for these ideals.

Vasant holds the unique record of having played for a 
Quarter-Century (1937-1961) in the Times of India Shield 
Tournament. During those 25 years, the finest bowlers 
suffered from his punishing bat, and the finest batsmen groped 
and grumbled at his bowling. On the eve of his retirement 
from first-class cricket, the House of Tatas honoured him 
appropriately as the Best Sportsman of the Year.

Vasant, is not only a fine athlete and cricketer but an 
equally fine sportsman and gentleman. This tall man of ebony 
love his cricket, he also loves his family and friends. Long 
may he live to teach us the importance of discipline, devotion, 
concentration and team spirit.
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The event which will take place before our eyes in a 
little while, namely,  the opening of the Kanara Saraswat 
Association’s new building, will be an important landmark, not 
only in the history of the Association , but also in the history 
of the community. In order to understand its significance, it is 
necessary to grasp two outstanding facts. In the first place, 
thanks to the seemingly unending exodus from the Kanaras, 
Bombay, which once seemed so forbidding, has now become 
the most important centre 
of our population. In 1896, 
Bombay had 226 Chitrapur 
Saraswats, in 1912 as many 
as 1252; and now we are 
over 3000. In the second 
place, the Association, 
which was no more than a 
social club in 1911, has now 
blossomed into the most 
important social institution 
of the community.  And 
this it has done through 
i ts invaluable monthly 
magazine, through the lead 
it has been giving in various 
matters concerning the 
welfare of the community.

That such an institution 
should have a habitation 
of its own was a question 
of time. At its very start in 
1911, it was content to have 
the use, on hire, of a room  
rented by Mr. B. Dattaram in 
Shete’s building, Lamington 
Road. Very soon thereafter, 
in the same year, it was 
using a room at 343, Cross Lane, Grant Road, jointly with 
the Kanara Saraswat Hostel, then managed by the Late Mr 
K Sanjiva Rao. In 1913-14, it rented one independent room 
at Andrade’s Place, Chikhalwadi. And on January 1, 1916 it 
moved into the hall now occupied by it in the Saraswat Co-
operative Buildings, Gamdevi. Its membership, which was 64 
in the first year, is about 800 now, and includes a large body 
of non-resident gentlemen distributed all over the country.

The idea of a Building Fund was first mooted in  1914-15 
when the Association had decided to be a tenant member of 
the Housing Society and had to make its contribution in that 
capacity. The end of  1935 saw the Fund still at Rs 2,375, 
but it rose to Rs 7,515 by the end of 1938 , as a result of the 
very determined efforts made by Mr S R Dongerkery, the 

a new landmark in our history
By H. SHanKar raU , C.i.e.

1945

energetic President of the jubilee year. The  Reserve Fund 
of the Association, which was being slowly built up from the 
very first year, stopped at Rs 15,804 at the close of 1938, 
having been made up mainly of contributions from patrons 
and life members.

The possibility of an independent building was first 
considered at a Conference of Presidents etc in October 1936. 
In August 1937, the Managing Committee of the Association 

a p p o i n t e d  a  S p e c i a l 
Committee in this behalf. 
In February 1938, that 
Committee made its report. 
In April 1938, a special 
general meeting of the 
Assoc ia t ion  approved 
the report in the main 
and appointed a Board 
to advice the Managing 
Committee. In July 1938, 
the annual  general meeting 
appointed a Special Board 
with executive powers. 
After considering various 
a l ternat ives and af ter 
some delay necessitated 
by war rumours, the new 
Board published a detailed 
scheme in December 1938. 
The building was to be 
erected on the Plot 13 of 
the Talmakiwadi Estate of 
the Housing Society, more 
or less on lines approved 
in April of that year. Later in 
response to public opinion, 
the Board decided to add a 

mezzanine floor with an internal gallery. The foundation stone 
was laid on April 23, 1939, by Mr S. N. Kalbag, a founder and 
past President, while the preliminary religious ceremonies 
were performed on November 22nd and 23rd .

I am glad to be able to say, firstly, that all contracts were 
signed in good time prior to the recent rise in prices, and, 
secondly, that the requisite finance through deposits, which 
all bear interest at 3 percent, per annum , has also been 
fully arranged.

Let me say how grateful we are to the Managing 
Committee of the Housing Society for their ungrudging co-
operation at the various stages in the negotiations. They 
have not only sold Plot 13 to the Association, but have also 
placed it under a great obligation by agreeing to sell Plot 11 

The Kanara Saraswat Association Building - 1939
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to it at half price on condition that it should be kept open for 
the common use of the Society and the Association. The 
open plot, small as it is , will provide much needed room 
for games, pandals for ceremonials etc. and will be useful 
to members of the Association and to tenants of the colony 
alike. But  for this concession, the cost  of land would have 
been higher by Rs 5700. I do not think it is incorrect to say 
that the Housing Society owes its origin to the revelations of 
the Bombay census undertaken by the Association in 1912, 
and I consider it is in the fitness of things that  the Society 
should have come to the Association’s aid this year in the 
manner just narrated, and enabled it to have its abode in a 
colony which is growing fast and which will soon house a third 
of our entire population in Bombay and its suburbs. 

It is my duty now to announce the names of the principal 
of donors, names which, under the arrangement approved by 
the Special Board, will be inscribed on a marble tablet which is 
to be installed  in a prominent place in the building. At the top 
of the list is the Late Mr D.N. Sirur, who was a patron and past 
President of the Association, and who , in the jubilee year, had 
promised a donation equivalent to the proceeds of the sale 
of one-fourth of the plot of land owned by him at Santa Cruz. 
In the conditions created by the war and by the levy of the 
immovable property tax by the Government of Bombay, the 
prospects of selling the land seemed rather distant, and when 
the position was explained to Mrs Sundrabai Sirur,  the worthy 
lady readily  agreed to pay Rs 5,000  in full satisfaction of the 
earlier promise. The donation has been received , and the 
Board has decided to name Plot 11 as the “D.N. Sirur Square” 
in memory of the generous donor to whom the Association is 
greatly indebted. Next on the list is a valued friend who has 
promised Rs 2,500 , but who , despite all my entreaties, still  
persists in remaining anonymous. I am hoping to persuade 
him to lift the ban in due course , but I cannot help saying 
now that he did magnificent work for the institution when he  
was connected with its administration, and that he continues 
to have the true interests of the community at heart. Third 
on the list is the Shamrao Vithal Cooperative Bank Ltd, our 
premier co-operative institution, which donated a slice of its 
profits regularly from year to year between 1924 to 1934. 
These donations total Rs 1025, and we cannot be sufficiently 
thankful to the Bank for the help rendered in this manner 
before the Association seriously thought of a building of its 
own. Finally, we have Mr. S.N. Kalbag, Mr S.R. Dongerkery 
and the speaker each of whom has given or is giving Rs 1000 
to the Building Fund. 

Turning next to the revenue position of the undertaking, 
I am glad we have secured tenants for all six tenements on 
the three upper floors. The new Hall has an area of 1,535 
square feet against 600 square feet which is the area of the 
present one. In addition , we have a specious verandah the 
two rooms on the ground floor, and the mezzanine floor. All 
these should be able to accommodate 400 to 500 persons, 
while the open space around should hold a somewhat a 
larger number.

Our architects, as you know, are Messrs Nadkarni,  Talgeri 
& Co., who have agreed to charge us the same rate of fees 
as they charge to the Housing Society, namely, 2 ½ percent, 
but have promised to let us have half the amount back as 
donation. For this special kindness we are truly grateful 
to them. Our Contractors  for the building and its sanitary 
installation are Messrs Ratilal & Co., who are a model of 
courtesy and have given no room for complaint. I should 
say the same of Messrs. J. D. Mody & Co., who are the 
contractors for the electric installation.

I have just three minutes more, and in those three minutes 
I intend giving you a welcome surprise. That  surprise is in 
the form of a gracious message from our beloved Swamiji. It 
is in Hindi and  runs thus ( The message was printed in  the 
December issue). His Holiness has also been good enough to 
favour us with a personal donation of Rs 101 for the Building 
Fund. For the prayers, good wishes and blessings conveyed 
in the message as also for the kindly thought which prompted 
the donation, we are, in all humility, duly grateful.

For my own part I wish to say just a few words in conclusion. 
I strongly feel that what the Math is to the community in the 
realm of religion, the Association is to it in the social sphere. 
They are the community’s two vital connecting links. And, as 
in the case of Math, so in that of the Association, I thank God 
from the bottom of my heart for allowing me to share with my 
colleagues in the privilege of doing our humble bit of service 
to it, through it, to the community. 

I now request you, Mr Vice President, to be so good as to 
declare the new building open....

A KONKANI PRAYER
 (The following is the prayer composed by  
Dr. M. Rama Rao which was sung on the occasion of 
naming of the Association Hall as Anandashram Hall.)
 && › &&
 àW_ Z_Z lr AmZ§Xml_ gÒþê$À`m nm`m§&

_mÝ` àmW©Zm Ho$„r, Ë`m§Mmo Am^mê$ _mÝ`m§ &&1&&
{Xdgw gw_§Jc Am{O CJdcmo Anyd© ^m½`mMmo&
H$igw C^mcm} AmZ§Xml_ ào_i Zmdm§Mmo &&2&&
gwào_mMmo {Xì` nVmH$mo ew^« _§{XamH$&
gØmdmZo g_mO godm gwa{iV MmobÀ`mH$ &&3&&
EoŠ` nañna CnOmo A§Jt ^{J{Z~m§Ydm§Vy&
H$cm Hw$ecVm dmT>V Omdmo OmVr dJmªVy§ &&4&&
{dÚm ~wÕrMr g§nÎmr àmá OZm§ Omdmo&
g§gmam§Vy gËH$m`m©Mr BÀN>m C~Owdmo &&5&&
AmZ§Xml_ Zmdm§Mr hr gm¡»`mMr ImUr&
Jwé H¥$nm hr nwÊ`mB©Mr A_mocrH$ XoUr &&6&&
A§V:H$aUmnmgwZ H$mo`mª {dZd{U ^º$sMr&
X`m j_oMr N>m`m Amñgmo gÒþéam`m§Mr &&7&&
godH$ OmìZy Amñ`m§ Amåht emœV MaUm§Vy§&
pñWa em§VrMr _oiV{c loUr Bhna cmoH$m§Vy§ &&8&&
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the Song of the Charkha
By G. annaji  rao, m.a., B.t.

October 1928
I am the wheel of India’s Fortune,

And greater far than Mars or Neptune
And while I play my destined game,

My critics sneer at my name!
I merely spin for India’s sons,

I bring the food to starving ones;
The pittance that I gladly give

Is worth a Nation’s late reprieve!
They can’t intern me nor extern,

While round and round I ever turn,
My whirr is pleasant to the peasant’s ear,

My presence driveth off his fear!
To every child or girl or boy,

I’m both a useful and pleasant toy!
The aged, poor and infirm souls,

I help them now to earn their doles!
As round I move on merrily now,

I chase the cares from every brow!
I’m born of Vishnu’s revolving Wheel,

I vanquish foes quicker than steel!
The Demon Sloth my presence flees —
The Demon Hunger bends his knees —

The Demon Death with the money I bring
Is chased away minus his sting!

I lure back Lakshmi to India’s doors,
Who erstwhile fled from India’s shores!

I save the country crores of sums,
I’m welcome more than costly gems!

The shapeless mass that’s cotton called,
I change to yarn and thence to gold!

I clothe the naked, feed the poor
And bring a blessing to every door!
Hark! Hark! to my whirring sound!
With me a Nation’s life is bound—

With me will India earn her dower —
Through me will Indians gain their power!

For I’m the wheel of India’s fortune

Participation in India’s struggle for Independence

Motherland
ramaBai C. t.

Sept 1941 

Courage, Faith and Love
Let these three be mine,

Through my selfless service
May Motherland reshine.

Every man is always born free, 
When on him a yoke is thrown,

He has every right to rebel, 
Till his freedom is his own,

In all embracing Motherland, 
Let us forget the caste and creed,

A source of strength in unity 
Is India’s present need.

India shall fight through her way
- Opposition may arise –

India will come out winner
It shall not be otherwise.

Indians too shall act and think
Live again a nation free.

Indians shall hoist up once more
The Banner of Liberty.

Carnage holds the field today,
The Clarion call has come
Love united Motherland
March onward freedom.

And greater far than Mars or Neptune!
Thus the wheel in joyous song
Calls on us to join its throng!

But we are wise and cannot see
What good in it there can be!

We shut our eyes — our vision flies!
’Tis thus a helpless Nation dies!
Unto those who shut their eyes

And grieve they cannot see!
Annaji says - “for once be wise

And use what God has given Ye!”

Reproduced from the Indian Daily Mail with the 
permission of the Author.
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The time has arrived for India to conserve and release her 
immense spiritual power to counteract a mighty destructive 
force which is striving to subdue and dominate the human 
race. India is a land of many religions and has given birth to 
a galaxy of saints and sages. The divine heritage which has 
been handed down to the present generation from india’s 
hoary past is abounding with infinite possibilities for good. 
India is a mother who fosters under her care various races 
and faiths. The time has come when the children of this sacred 
soil should rouse themselves up and unite in peace and 
harmony for invoking Divine help and grace for extinguishing 
the blazing conflagration of war which is causing incalculable 
disaster and havoc in the world.

Real political, social and economic progress and freedom 
in the life of nations can depend only upon the spiritual 
awakening and the realization of unity of mankind. The 
recognition of the spiritual values of life can alone knit people 
with people and bring harmony and goodwill on the earth. 
The liberation and peace of the individual is surely based 
upon his or her contribution towards the collective human 
happiness and harmony.

Every man and woman is a store – house of inexhaustible 
spiritual energy. Only this latent energy has to be made 
manifest. India must give up her indifference and lay aside 
her lesser preoccupation and stand up united in the glory 
of a divine revelation to guide mankind along the path 
of mutual co-operation, love and goodwill. The Spiritual 
Power is omnipotent. The way is to propitiate and raise the 
Power and make it shed its beneficent light and peace upon 
mankind. India should purify and elevate her heart to make 
it throb in unison with this universal power – God. Prayer is 
the most efficacious means, Let a tremendous wave of pure 
and selfless devotion and aspiration rise from the heart of 
India towards the immanent and transcendent God. India 
knows fully the miraculous power of prayer. All the more 
wonderful is its work when it starts simultaneously from the 
hearts of millions for achieving a world unifying purpose. For, 
prayer releases an invincible Divine Power that stands for 
righteousness, harmony and peace. World adjustment along 
various other lines have been tried without abiding results. 
True and lasting peace and freedom of humanity can be 
possible only when its affairs are controlled and set in the 
light and realization of the inner Spiritual Kingdom which is 
at the basis of this world manifestation.

Now, what is the practical course to be adopted by 
India to utilize for the good of humanity her latent spiritual 
potentialities? People of all religions and sects in India 
can join, in their own way, in this great and urgent task of 
conquering the dehumanizing spirit of hate and greed rampant 
in the atmosphere of the present day, and of disseminating 
the soothing grace of Divine Love and Kindness. Let a day in 

India  - arise !
(Being a message to India By Swami ramdas of anandashram)

July, 1941

a week be appointed on which congregational or individual 
prayers are offered to the Almighty in every temple, mosque, 
church, ashram, math and home. In this universal prayer let 
Hindus, Muslims, Christians, Sikhs and Parsis and others 
freely participate. God of all religions is One – the same 
Merciful Master of the worlds. An appeal to Him, with a heart  
longing for the uplift of mankind, is bound to bring about a 
transformation in its outlook and illumine its mentality. Prayer 
purifies, softens and enables the human heart. By its power 
we can certainly avert the impending world catastrophy. We 
hear of the wails of countless human beings in the throes of 
agony in the battle-field of Europe and elsewhere. A veritable 
orgy of slaughter and bloodshed is going on, on a vast scale. 
Humanity has suffered long and suffered intensely. Let every 
heart melt in the fire of this terrible dance of death and reveal 
the glory of the Spirit so that his grace and power may prevail 
on this earth to create an atmosphere of peace and harmony. 
It is high time for God to come to the rescue – God seated in 
the heart of mankind – God of peace, compassion and love. 

Let every Indian dedicate the enlightened powers of his 
or her head and heart for liberating the world from the grip 
of strife, war and misery. Now comes the clarion call to India 
to make a great spiritual endeavour to stem this Asuric tide 
that threatens to engulf the entire mankind, and instead to 
usher in the era of peace and goodwill among the nations of 
the earth. By the Divine Grace all things are possible. May 
God guide India and use her as an instrument to fulfil His 
plan of regeneration of mankind.      
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December 9, 1941, dawned with anxiety and excitement 
for the half million inhabitants of Rangoon. “Pearl Harbour 
attacked” screamed the morning radio news bulletin”. “Japan 
declares war on Britain and the U.S.A.” were the headlines 
in special supplements of the local newspapers. Most of us 
had read with horror vivid descriptions of the ravages of war. 
Few had dreamt that we, too, would go through this hell. The 
nightmares of the few were to become a grim reality!

The first and worst raid was on the 23rd December when 
a horde of Jap bombers swooped down on Rangoon and 
swiftly performed their deadly mission. Worst, yes, because 
Rangoon’s inhabitants, not knowing what bombs and 
bullets actually meant, rushed out into the streets to watch 
the fireworks and fell by the hundreds. Days later, one 
could still get the stench of dead bodies piled up on streets 
and in gutters. And so event followed event with stunning 
suddenness, Singapore, the stronghold of the East fell into 
Jap hands. Rangoon was captured, then Yenangyaung, 
Mandalay, Shwebo and finally Myitkyina. Practically the 
whole of Burma and other countries in East Asia had been 
wrested from British and American hands by the end of 1942.

After a few months of Jap occupation, Burma conditions 
approximated to normal and there was peace and quiet save 
for a few British and American raids. Admittedly, during the 
interim period when the British ran away after opening up jails 
and madhouses, many Indians were looted and massacred 
by “armies” of dacoits and lunatics. The Japs, however, put 
these undesirables away, and ensured internal law and order. 
Meanwhile, the Indians in East Asia lost no time in forming the 
Indian Independence League under Sjt. Rash Behari Bose. 
Soon the League expanded. Capt. Mohan Singh, a British 
prisoner in Jap hands, formed the first I.N.A. Due to some 
misunderstandings the 1st I.N.A. was soon dissolved. Our 
Independence movement lacked leadership at that stage, 
but God was kind. The dynamic personage of Netaji Subhas 
Chandra Bose appeared on the scene.

Netaji was an inexhaustible generating dynamo to the 
whole of East Asia. The day after he arrived in Syonan 
(Singapore), the I.N.A. was formed. Three months later, the 
Provisional Govt. of Azad Hind was declared to the world 
and recognized by Germany, Italy, Japan, Ireland and some 
other countries. Soon, civilians were absorbed into the Army 
and training camps were opened all over Malaya, Thailand 
and Burma, Netaji assumed his post as Head of State, Arzi 
Hukumat-e-Azad Hind(Provl. Govt. of Azad Hind)President 
of the Indian Independence League which had become part 
of the Government and Supreme Commander of the Azad 
Hind Fauj.

It was in October 1943 that I joined the I.N.A. and after 
three months of preliminary training was absorbed into the 
Field Propaganda Unit of the I.N.A. at Rangoon. Two months 

I was in the I.n.a.
rameSH BeneGaL

August 1946

later, I was one of the four cadets from Burma selected by 
Netaji to be sent to Tokyo for higher military training. The 
memorable night before my departure to Tokyo is one never 
to be forgotten. We were given a farewell dinner by Netaji 
at his bungalow in Rangoon and the advice he gave us 
will always be remembered. Our journey from Rangoon to 
Syonan via Bangkok was full of adventure. We travelled by 
famous Burma-Thai Railway, popularly known as the “Death 
Valley” because of the thousands of lives sacrificed in its 
construction, flimsily built bridges and wild animals being 
the least of our perils. Dead bodies all along the road told 
their own story. It took 21 days to reach Bangkok. Here we 
recouped our health and proceeded by rail to Syonan. We 
appeared for our final examination before actually leaving 
for Japan, and had to undergo a medical examination which 
was very strict. Six cadets selected from Malaya joined our 
batch of four and owing to lack of air transport we decided 
to go by sea.

Our convoy consisted of nine ships, four gunboats and a 
destroyer. While in the South China Seas we experienced our 
first submarine attack. The very first torpedo hit our engine 
room. The ship reeled over to an alarming angle and started 
sinking rapidly. We jumped into the water, from the top deck 
– a terrific height. One of our brother cadets was drowned. 
Out of 2000 on board, only 250 were saved. After floating in 
the sea for over 3-1/2 hours we were rescued by a gunboat. 
The night was passed without food or water and next morning 
we reached an island, Santa Cruz by name.

We were then transferred to an oil-tanker, a tempting target 
for submarine attacks. And sure enough, we were attacked 
again. Three of our ships went down. It was a horrible sight 
to see burning oil all over the sea and horrible suspense, 
with the knowledge that we could be burnt alive any second. 
Thank God we reached San Fernando in the Philippines 
safely, without a spare shirt or towel. Three days we passed 
without food. Fighting between American troops and Japs 
was still in progress, so we made our way to Manila. We left 
for Tokyo by plane via Formosa.

We first joined the Preparatory School and after graduating, 
ten of us, including myself, were selected for entrance to the 
Imperial Aviation Academy after a series of tests. The others 
were sent to the Military Academy for Infantry training. Netaji 
visited us and gave us great encouragement. In the cold 
winter, we entered our respective Academies and although 
our lectures were in the Japanese language, we beat the 
average student. A huge portrait of Netaji was hung up in 
our study room and any person –he may be a general – had 
to bow before it before entering. This was a quid pro quo to 
the order that all should bow to their Emperor’s portrait in 
the Academy Hall.

During the cold foggy nights, we hardly snatched a little 
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sleep owing to frequent American raids. 1500 to 2000 planes, 
including Superfortresses (B 29) nightly shattered many parts 
of Tokyo. Our airfield and Academy were favourite targets, 
but we are lucky.

This life went on for full eight months, the air attacks 
mounting in intensity. Then came August 6th – the atom bomb 
attack on Hiroshima, followed by a great B-29 raid on Tokyo. 
On August 15th, the Emperor made his first broadcast about 
the unconditional surrender. Many committed hara-kiri. One 
of our instructors – a Captain – cut open his stomach in front 
of his barracks. The country was stunned but rallied to the 
Emperor’s orders. 

On 24th August we left the Academy. That very night we 
heard the fateful news that our beloved Netaji died in a plane 
crash at Taihoku aerodrome. The shock was terrible in its 
intensity. Immediately we appealed to the Jap authorities 
to bring the body to Tokyo to be embalmed. But that was 
not to be. Three of my friends and I went to the local airfield 
and brought home Netaji’s suitcase which had arrived by a 
preceeding plane. A couple of anxious days later, Col. Habibur 
Rahman, Netaji’s A.D.C. arrived, burnt all over the body. We 
carried Netaji’s ashes and with due respect, we held a funeral 
ceremony at twelve midnight.

The Americans, on finding us to be I.N.A. cadets and 
knowing our ideal treated us with great respect and gave 
us all possible help, even supplying us with their uniforms. 
After coming into contact with the British embassy, we shifted 
to one of the American repatriation camps and then flew to 
Manila via Okinawa – the island that sealed the fate of Japan.

A mistake led us to the British camp at Manila, where we 
were mistaken for British troops and were treated tolerably 
well. On learning that we were of the I.N.A., the treatment 
changed. Anyway, the American Red Cross helped us to pass 
one splendid week in Manila. And then British Tommies, with 
Tommy guns and bayonets, escorted us as prisoners-of-war 
to the aircraft carrier HIUS VINDEX. We were thoroughly 
searched, spat at and prodded with bayonets, and shoved 
into a small mess room under deck with only one porthole. 
Even when we went to the lavatory, an armed sentry followed 
us. Three days of hell, and we reached Hongkong. Here, we 
were handed over to the British garrison. Our journey from the 
harbour to Stanley Prison, Hongkong, was a memorable one. 
The escort-all British soldiers – relieved us of our personal 
possessions. Those of us who showed any resistance got 
blows and knocks with rifle butts. We were thrown into prison 
for 28 hellish days. All our belongings were taken away and 
presents of pens and watches had to be given to everyone, 
right from the Captain of the jail to the lowest private. Our 
food consisted of cooked grass, with or without salt for variety. 
The rice was spiced with stones or dirt. We were in solitary 
confinement. In each cell there were three pots – one for 
food, one for water and one for use as a lavatory. Twenty 
eight days, and then another move. We were taken aboard 
H.M.S. Glenhearn. As on the Vindex, our quarters were below 
deck and we were allowed 2 hours a day on deck for fresh air. 
Our ship touched Shanghai and then turned South, reaching 

Madras via Singapore.
The day we stepped ashore in India was the day of the 

release of the I..N.A. officers, Maj.Gen. Shah Nawaz, Col. 
Sehgal and Col. Dhillon. So we were released too, to go to 
our homes. But our goal has not yet been reached.

Book Review

Netaji, Where Art Thou!
April 1958

OUR READERS, whose interest was aroused by 
Shri Trikannad Sundar Rao’s articles appearing in the 
Kanara Saraswat Deepavali Number - October, 1956 on 
“Reminiscences of the Indian National Army” and again in 
the August issue on the “The Last War of Independence “ 
1942-1945 will not hesitate to possess a copy of his book 
“Netaji, Where Art Thou” now published by Malji of Lipini 
Prakashan, Bombay. It has an appreciative Foreword by Late 
Shri H. Shankar Rau.

The book is the story and the diary of his experiences and 
reminiscences narrated by the author. It has been divided into 
six parts under appreciative headings and the main features 
are his childhood, struggle for existence, his experiences 
in Burma, Burmese customs and traditions, the I.N.A. and 
his connections with it, Netaji’s activities, Rani of Jhansi 
Regiment and his family re-union. The portions describing 
the separation and disintegration of the happy family during 
evacuation of Burma and their subsequent re-union makes 
a very touching reading. Though the subject matter mostly 
covers the period of Second World War, it is brought out so 
well and with such refreshing frankness, that the readers will 
find it still interesting in spite of the lapse of time.

The book provides a lot of humour too. Shri H. Shankar 
Rau in his Foreword has aptly said “What is important to the 
reader, however, is the way in which he faced these turns as 
they came. Thoroughly honest at all times even in the face 
of great temptation, generous to a fault when in prosperity, 
strong and determined in uprooting weakening habits, 
moderate and systematic in all matters and so maintaining 
fairly vigorous health despite heavy odds, persevering in 
his efforts to improve living conditions around him wherever 
possible, he presents a picture of a strenuous life nobly 
lived, a life which is full of interest, particularly to the rising 
generation. The numerous anecdotes narrated, some of 
which are at the author’s own expense, provide interesting 
sidelights and have an intensely human interest”. 

The book should find a place in the library of those who 
are eager to draw inspiration from the author’s experiences. 
The book covers 150 pages and is priced at a nominal charge 
of Re.1.00 per copy. Only a thousand copies have been 
printed and those who desire to possess one can obtain it 
by communicating with Shri T. Sunder Rao. No 22, Shilla 
House, Sion, Bombay 22.
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The 26th of this month is a memorable day in the history 
of India. On that sacred day, the new Republican constitution 
of India as framed and adopted by the Constituent Assembly 
was ushered into existence and the last vestige of the British 
connection – the British Crown-vanished. Twenty years ago 
the Indian National Congress took the oath of “Purna Swa-
rajya” as its Lahore Session, on this date. It is a proud day 
for India and happy is the generation which will witness this 
consummation.

The Indian Constitution is the lengthiest of the written 
constitutions, with 395 Articles. But the Preamble gives “gist 
of our hopes and desires in words as brief and simple as 
are the words of the American Declaration.” The Preamble 
appears on page 3.

The logical sequel to these ideals of Justice and Humanity 
are the Articles affording equal opportunity to all and abolish-
ing untouchability in every form:-

“No citizen shall, on grounds of only religion, race, caste, 
sex, descent, place of birth, residence, or any of them, be 
ineligible for, or discriminated against in respect of any em-
ployment or office under the State. (Article 16(2))”.

“Untouchability is abolished and its practice in any form 
is forbidden. The enforcement of any disability arising out of 
untouchability shall be an offence punishable in accordance 
with Law” (Article 17)”.

The other articles are the practical details which may vary 

Hail! the Indian republic
January 1950

with the times, but the Preamble constitutes the bedrock of 
our hopes and aspirations.

Let us treasure these lofty ideals embodied in the preamble 
and live up to the great faith that has inspired the declaration. 
Let us salute our New Republic and in doing so lift our hearts 
in gratitude to the Almighty who has crowned with fruition 
the heroic sufferings and sacrifices of our people; let us also 
remember Mahatma Gandhi and other leaders who have 
led us with such skill, courage and wisdom through all these 
weary years and ever try to be worthy of them.

— JAI BHARAT

oUr FIrSt PreSIDent
We heartily congratulate Dr. Rajendra Prasad on his 

unanimous election by our Constituent Assembly as the first 
President of the Sovereign Democratic Republic of India 
which has come into being on January 26, 1950. Dr. Rajendra 
Prasad is a man of sterling character, a scholar, an intellectual 
and a humanitarian trained in Gandhian school of politics. 
This highest honour has deservedly come to him unsought. 
To recount and review his career in this small compass of 
our magazine is not necessary as he is too well known to 
everyone in this land of ours.

We only pray to God to give him good health and strength 
so that the ship of state which is under his command may 
sail smoothly and safely to the port of progress, happiness 
and prosperity.
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7th Death Anniversary 
Fond Remembrance

Gurudas Vithal Masurkar
(11th July 1922 - 2nd March 2013)

 You will always live in our hearts...
  Wife:
  Mira

  Children:
	 Nandini-Shivaram	 Vinay-Sujata	 Kishore-Rita

  Grandchildren:
	 Neeta				Sheila-Prashant	 Amit-Aastha			Anirudh	 Nikhil-Anjula			Namita-Mihir

  Great-grandchildren:
	 Ojas												Vihaan	 	 Aanya		Anaaya

All his near and dear relatives and friends

Staff of Entod Pharmaceuticals Ltd.
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Chitrapur Heritage Foundation
711 Daylily Court, Langhorne, Pennsylvania, USA

Connecting US Amchis to Chitrapur Math

Founded in 2005, Chitrapur Heritage Foundation (CHF) is a Section 501 (c)(3) 
not-for-profit charitable organization and donors receive the maximum charitable 
deduction allowed by law. The mission of CHF is to provide a vital link for amchis in 
the US to stay actively connected with our Chitrapur Math and our Guruparampara. 
Currently, CHF Chapters are located in four main regions across the United States 
of America. Over the past decade, amchis in the US have supported students’ 
education and promoted sustainable development of the village of Shirali.

For more information, please contact Arun Heble (arheble@yahoo.com) Tel: +1-215-666-3200
or Pramod Mavinkurve (pmkurve@gmail.com). Tel: 908-616-1497. 

The activities of CHF includes:

•	 Facilitate the collection of annual “Vantiga” payment from every earning 
Saraswat in the US - “Vantiga” is used to support and maintain the upkeep 
of our spiritual centers in Bengaluru, Gokarn, Mallapur, Mangaluru, and 
Shirali 

•	 Support education institutions administered by Math-sponsored trusts: Srivali 
High School, Kotekar Campus of Saraswat Education Society, and Parijnan 
Vidyalaya.

•	 Finance the post-primary education of 100 students at the Srivali High School 
through the “Sponsor-A-Student” Scheme

•	 Contribute towards the preservation of the rich cultural heritage of the 
Chitrapur Saraswat community in the US, by celebrating festivals like 
Yugadi, Ram Navami, Gokulashtami, Navratri, Diwali, monthly satsang, and 
Prarthana Varga for children

CHF is a philanthropic organization that provides an avenue for US-based “amchis” 
to support the operation and maintenance of Shri Chitrapur Math as well as support 
the post-primary education of students in Chitrapur, Karla, Mangalore,and Shirali, 
and women empowerment programs administered by Parijnan Foundation.

CHF is set up with many Corporations/Organizations such as Bristol Myers Squib, 
Johnson & Johnson etc. to receive Matching Gifts. CHF has also registered with 
Benevity in order to make it easier to participate in workplace giving programs 
such as those at Apple, Google, and Microsoft.
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HONAVAR ELECTRODES PRIVATE LIMITED 

Regd. & Head Office : 305-309,3rd Floor, Damji Shamji Industrial Complex, 
9, L.B.S. Marg, Kurla (West), Mumbai – 400 070. INDIA 

Tel. No. : 91-22-49742850/49762854/42156238  
E-Mail : honavarelectrodes@gmail.com 

 

 

 

Knowledge is our Strength 
It Keeps Increasing Steadily 

By Sharing with Welding Industry 
 

 

ULTIMATE – 18MET 
SFA 5.5 AWS E 7018-G  H4 
EN499 : E 42 5 □ B 42 H 5 

 
An Outstanding electrode, approved by Indomag Steel 
Technology, for special application for steel plant. ULTIMATE-
18MET displays remarkable weld metal properties: 
Resistance to repeated thermal cycles. 
Resistance to ageing. 
CVN impact values >40 joules at minus 50OC. 
Used successfully for LD CONVERTER VESSELS, during the last twenty 
years. 

 

ULTIMATE – 18NC And 
ULTIMATE-18(SPL.)NC 

SFA 5.1 AWS E 7018 And E 7018-1 
IS:814-2004 EB 5426H3JX And EB 5629H3JX 

FOR SOUR SERVICE 
Meeting the test requirements of: 
NACE standard TM-0284 for H.I.C. Test. 
NACE standard TM-01-77 for S.S.C.C. Test. & 
EIL Specification for sour service 
Used successfully in welded fabrication out of HIC resistant 
steel plates, during the last twenty years. 

 

CRYOMATE – 3NS 
                                 AWS A 5.11 ENiCrFe3 

DIN 1736 EL-NiCr15FeMn 
                                 ISO: 14172   E Ni 6182 
Nickel base alloy non-synthetic electrode gives outstanding 
performance in welding Inconel-600, Nimonic 75, Has high 
degree of resistance to hot cracking. Service temperature  
range  900O C to -250OC 

 

CRYOMATE - 5 
                                 AWS A 5.11 ENiCrMo3 

DIN 1736:ELNiCr20Mo9Nb 
                                 ISO:  14172   E Ni 6625 
A basic coated non-synthetic electrode for welding of NiCrMo 
alloys and super austenitic stainless steels.  

 

 

Duplex and Super Duplex 
Stainless Steels 

                                                            SFA 5.4 
            Silvershine-4462    E 2209-16 
            Silvershine-4470    E 2594-16 
            Silvershine-4475    E 2595-16                                             

Widely accepted and used in the Foundry Sector. 
 

   

CROMOMATE-91 
(for welding of Gr. 91) 

AWS A 5.5 2014   E 9015-B91 – H4 
                         DIN / EN  1599 E CrMo 9 1 B 42 H5 
                         ISO:  3580A E CrMo91 
Highly successful in the foundry sector & power sector. Meets 
test requirement for creep rupture & for impact property with 
energy values of 45 – 75 joules at +20oC. 
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Who has not heard of it, if not also seen,  Deshbhakta 
Karnad Sadashiv Rao, one of the greatest leaders that 
Karnatak has produced in the present century.

Sadashiv Rao was the only son of Karnad Ramachandra 
Rao and Radhabai and was born on Yugadi, the Chaitra 
new year’s day (April, 1881) at Mangalore. The family was 
affluent and had lands and mansions. The son 
grew up in prosperous circumstances, but his 
mother inculcated in him many good qualities 
such as charity, kindness, simplicity, humility, 
resignation to God, devotion to duty, love and 
consideration for all created beings as they 
were all God’s handiwork.

After graduation from the Madras University 
and taking the law degree from Bombay, 
Sadashiv Rao soon established a flourishing 
practice at the Mangalore Bar. However, soon 
he was moved, like Prince Siddhartha, by 
poverty, economic distress, social inequality and ostracism 
about him and traced almost all of them to India’s political 
subjection, superstition, general ignorance and thoughtless 
intolerance.

Charmed by Mahatma Gandhi’s call to the nation to awake  
and to arise, Sadashiv Rao gave up his lucrative practice 
and plunged into Congress work, especially it’s constructive 
programme. He opened schools and classes to training 
women especially in spinning, weaving and handicrafts, 
the Harijans received his particular attention. He toured the 
district of South Kanara and carried the Congress message 
to every hamlet and cottage. Gandhiji’s name soon became 
a household word in the whole of Karnatak. He strained 
every nerve to educate the people and disabuse them of 
superstition and ignorance especially in matters religious, 
social , economic and spiritual. At meals, he used to have 
‘Harijan’ guests. During times of famine, he opened his purse 
wide and let the poor have rice, their staple food, at prices 
within their reach. To the very poor, he gave it free.

The Congress faced a difficult time often, especially in 
the years during and following World War I. But Sadashiv 
Rao never allowed the national cause to suffer; he kept the 
work going by spreading his own money. This sometimes put 
a strain on his family, but the latter put up with it cheerfully, 
knowing that it was all for the cause of the country’s freedom 

Though the leaders had known of the yeomen service he 
was rendering the country, he did not receive the treatment 
and consideration he so richly deserved. He attended  the 

Book Review

life and work of a Great Saraswat Patriot
KarnaD SaDaSHiv rao memoriaL voLUme

Faizpur session of the Congress in  1936 as a mere visitor 
and caught a bad cold there to which succumbed in Bombay 
on January 9, 1937. 

Such, in brief, is the life-history of this noble son of India; 
for his unique sacrifices this Gandhi of South will forever 
be remembered by a grateful nation. Unlike a number of 

Gandhiji’s followers who rolled and are still 
rolling in wealth, Sadashiv Rao sacrificed his 
all for the freedom of the country.

The Deshbhakta Karnad Sadashiv Rao 
Memorial Committee has done will help make 
the martyr known to the younger generation 
and place the noble ideal of absolute 
sacrifice, devoted serving and unswerving 
faith in  a worthy cause before it, so that it 
may tread the hallowed path of service to 
nation. Who lives if the country dies?

The volume is divided into five parts; Messages, Life and 
Work, 1917- 37, Tributes and Reminiscences and Karnataka 
, Yesterday and Today.

The late Zakir Hussain, President V.V. Giri, Smt Indira 
Gandhi and G.S. Pathak figure among those who had sent 
the messages. C. M Desai’s article on Sadashiv Rao’s life 
and work is so far the most comprehensive and enlightening 
contribution that affords us an intimate glimpse into the 
patriot’s life and work.  The third part carries letter to and 
from Sadashiv Rao . In the fourth part are the tributes paid 
to him by those who had worked with him, had known him, 
or had heard of him. Mention may be made in this category 
of Kaka Saheb Kalelkar , R. R. Diwakar, C. Rajagopalachari, 
H. V. Kamath, B. Shiva Rao, K. S. Karanth, S. R. Dongerkery, 
Smt B. Tara Bai and Smt Sita Kaikini.

There are English, Hindi and Kannada sections.
The Memorial Committee and the Editorial Committee 

as also the publishers, Popular Prakashan, are to be 
congratulated on preparing and publishing this worthy 
biography of a worthy son of India. Every library and cultured 
home in Karnatak especially ought to have this book on their 
shelves as a source of never ending inspiration and guidance 
to the citizens of tomorrow who will be helped to become 
worthy burghers of a great and worthy land.

Apostle of Sacrifice- A Memorial volume prepared by the 
Deshbhakta Karnad Sadashiv rao Memorial Committee and 
published for the Committee by Popular Prakashan, 35-C, 
Tardeo Rod, Bombay -34 WB pp. 139 Rs 15.00, 1971
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Education 
the Balak Vrinda nursery School

February 1934
The Balak Vrinda Nursery School is making good progress. Mrs Sulochanabai Padbidri  has been appointed Hon. Su-

perintendent and she is efficiently managing the school with the assistance of a paid teacher. The increasing number of 
non Saraswat children in the school is a pointer to the reputation the institution enjoys even outside the community. The 
success of the school is in a large measure due to the keen and active interest taken by Mrs Lilabai Kagal. The children in 
the school are happy and cheerful.  They are reluctant to keep at home. To vary the Shakespearean smile, they creep like 
snails unwillingly to their homes after the day’s work. All this is due to the genuine interest of the Samaj and the teachers 
in the problem of nursery education. Those who have not seen the school at work are requested to pay a visit on any week 
day and share in the happiness of the children as they go through their daily work.

A careful survey of the work carried on in a Nursery School 
gives one a true idea of what is meant by Nursery Education. 
Children with hilarious joy and innocence shining in their eyes 
enter their classes in a Nursery School punctually with right 
earnestness. Of course it is an exception with the new ones, 
who are at first reluctant to go to any school on account of 
the fact that they are incessantly frightened by their parents  
that they would be sent to school if they do the least kind of 
mischief at home. But it is very interesting to find that even 
such children who were most reluctant to go to school get 
easily adapted to the Nursery School, so much so that they 
are loath to stay at home even when ill.

Nursery Education is designed for children between 
two and half and five years of age. It is discovered by 
psychologists that children at this early age, besides being 
sensitive  and tender , are active and crave for some sort 
of activity. They find ample, varied, pleasant activity in a 
Nursery School.

Some critics of Nursery Schools say that it is all play there 
and children can better play at home-without having to pay 
high fees. But the play in the schools is so planned as to be 
educative. The British Board of Education’s report on Infant 
and Nursery Schools truly remarks; “The daily programme of 
the (Nursery) Schools comprises a succession of happy and 
joyous pursuits and activities in which the distinction between 
work and play disappears.” The children work when they think 
they are playing and play when they think they are working. 
Building houses, ‘castles’, ‘bridges’ etc. with wooden blocks, 
making all sorts of things with clay, weaving various patterns 
with paper strips, cutting out pictures from illustrated papers, 
colouring outline pictures or letters with coloured crayons, 
and generally arranging things of varying sizes and shapes 
and colour in required forms or order- these are only a few 
of the joyous pursuits in a Montessori Nursery School like 
ours and children vie with one another in sticking on to their 
jobs- always chosen by themselves - for many minutes at 
a stretch. It may all appear mere play but the children learn 
quite a lot from these occupations. Manual dexterity and 
sense training are acquired unconsciously and pleasantly. 
And many of these activities can be made occasions for 
simple lessons in addition and subtraction.

nursery education 
mrS SULoCHana r paDBiDri

It is the rather pleasant environment of the teaching of any 
formal lessons that is counted most in a Nursery School. Right 
order of things induces children to keep themselves neat and 
orderly. No hard and fast rules are enforced on them. The 
environment itself teaches them what they ought to do. It is 
the freedom in this peaceful environment which gives them all 
facilities for their activities. The spirit of Dr. Montessori’s ideal 
is to teach little children self-help, self-control, consideration 
for others and to instill into the young minds a desire to render 
help to others. The teacher so prepares the environment that 
children delight to work. No study of any subject is enforced 
upon them. They themselves are to choose the materials, for 
example, clay, beads, crayon colours for drawing, locks and 
their respective keys, blocks for buildings etc. etc. The choice 
of the work is undertaken by self-determination according to 
their individual ability. The limit of the work is carried as long 
as the child continues to take interest in any particular activity. 
Thus the materials stated above not only fulfil the purpose 
of toys but also develop creative activity and concentration. 
There are no specified periods to snatch away children from 
any activity when they are deeply engrossed in their work 
which is to their taste.

When children achieve the power of concentration and 
when there is an urge for learning, the teaching of alphabet 
and numbers is slowly introduced. Nursery Education is not 
confined to class rooms, they are given hints in the structure 
of plants and leaves and flowers side by side with reading 
and writing as they have great fascination for nature.

Nursery education is very popular in the West. In Russia 
in particular, generous state aid is given to nursery schools. 
These schools impart free education to the children of the 
laboring classes. The state provides even clothing and food 
to the children during their twelve hours’ stay in schools 
and also provides free medical examination. In India, in the 
absence of State or Municipal aid , there are but few Nursery 
Schools and these charge very high fees, those in Bombay 
city generally charging Rs 5 or more per month. The fee of 
Rs 2 charged by our school is as low as it can be. Though the 
Gamdevi school is at present suspended under the abnormal 
conditions created by the war, it will, I feel confident, be 
reopened before long.
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the Balak-Vrinda
Speech of the President of the Saraswat Mahila Samaj at the inauguration 

of the Balak Vrinda on October 14, 1937.

It gives me great pleasure to say a few words about the 
latest activity of our Mahila Samaj, the inauguration of the 
children’s section : Balak-Vrinda. We have been far too much 
pre-occupied in the past with things which interest only grown-
up folk, and given far too little thought to the social side of the 
lives of our children. At our gatherings, whether  held by the 
Association or by the Mahila Samaj, children are to be seen, 
but they are like fish out of water, and the ceaseless prattle 
with which they while away their time while their elders are 
talking of things above their heads makes them a nuisance. 
They have long been denied their turn. These ideas had often 
occurred to me, and I have been thinking of putting them into 
practice by organising a children’s group which would give 
to the little ones an opportunity of training themselves up for 
citizenship right from their childhood.

You will not, therefore, be surprised that I feel elated with 
joy today, to find that my ambition is beginning to materialize. I 
am, indeed , fortunate in my colleagues who form a marvelous 
band of workers – the Managing Committee – with their 
able chairman – all working selflessly for our Samaj and 
through it for the community. But for their co-operation and 
boundless enthusiasm, the balak-Vrinda would have been an 
empty dream. That it has become a reality within less than 
three months is mainly due to our Chairman, Mrs.Mainabai 
Belthangadi’s capacity for leadership and her sterling 
qualities of head and heart which have enabled her to carry 
her Committee with her in everything. The Secretary and 
Treasurer too have never spared themselves. Mrs. Sitabai 
Padbidri, has, as you know, been one of the most active 
and zealous of our  workers, and with her knowledge of the 
work of the Samaj since its inception, she has been a most 
invaluable helper.

The September issue of the Kanara Saraswat must have 
given you a rough idea of what the Balak Vrinda is intended 
to achieve. Here I shall tell you something more about it in 
order that you may give us your co-operation in rearing this 
new institution. The idea underlying the Balak Vrinda is to 
provide instructive entertainment to children. It will furnish a 
common meeting ground or them where they can exchange 
ideas, form friendships and enlarge their vision. It will make 
them social, teach them to be good and useful to their fellows, 
and help them to spend their time in innocent pastimes. the 
main object of the Balak-Vrinda is to foster a spirit of service, 
self-help and sacrifice, which will make the children more 
useful , both now and later, to their families, their community 
and their country.

We wish to have weekly gatherings on Saturdays, with 

programmes consisting of a variety of items like those you will 
have seen today. You will agree that each item has a distinct 
educative value. Thus, their debates will teach them to speak 
clearly, boldly and well. Story-telling will improve their power 
of naration. Lezim and dancing will strengthen their muscles 
and make their bodies supple. An item like playing the mother 
will cultivate their powers of observation. The Powadas will 
tell them of the heroic deeds of their ancestors and inspire 
them with noble ideals. Religion too, will come in for its share. 
Visual instruction through lantern slides and visits to places 
of interest will expand their knowledge. Excursions will breed 
a spirit of adventure.

We have hopes of enlarging the scope of the Balak Vrinda 
still further in course of time, so that even the toddlers can 
walk into that “charmed” circle. If the Balak Vrinda receives 
an encouraging response from you all, my ambition is to 
organize a small school for the little toddlers and prattlers, 
somewhat on Montessori lines.

I need hardly assure you that the Balak Vrinda is going 
to be a children’s common wealth where there will be no 
distinction between those who have been born with a silver 
spoon in their mouth and those whose lot is cast in a humbler 
sphere of life. The doors are wide open, and the children of 
our community , one and all, are welcome subject of course 
to an age limit. If there were no age limit the elders might 
be tempted to join and thus encroach upon the children’s 
preserve. 

Before I close my remarks, I wish to make an appeal to all 
of you who have children, or take an interest in the welfare 
of children, to give us your whole-hearted co-operation and 
support, and financial assistance, if need be, in making our 
new activity a success. The co-operation of the parents must 
precede that of the children. You are requested to help us 
with ideas, goodwill and all that is essential for the growth of 
this new-born institution. I feel confident that like the Kanara 
Saraswat Association and the Mahila Samaj, this “Children’s 
Association” will soon become a part and parcel of the life 
of the community.

The Chairman of the Managing Committee has asked 
me to announce that it has been decided to charge a 
membership fee of annas two per month for the Balak Vrinda. 
We should have been happy if we could have dispensed with 
the fee altogether, but, as you will realize, some expenses, 
however small, have to be incurred for the maintenance of 
the members’ register, the issue of notices of gatherings, 
printing charges and similar minor items, and we feel sure 
that no parent will grudge the payment of this negligible fee. 
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The origin of the Nursery School movement in England 
is associated with the name of Robert Owen, who had 
unbounded faith in the influence of favourable environment 
in early childhood. He started the famous Infant School at 
New Lanark in 1816 to put his educational ideas into practice. 
From the middle of the nineteenth century, the infant School 
system in England to assimilate the ideas of the Kindergarten 
system of Freidrich Froebel by introducing greater freedom 
of activity, and the use of play-occupations for children. The 
first official recognition given to the movement was when 
the Consultative Committee  of the Board of Education 
recommended the establishment of Nursery Schools, in its 
report in 1908 on the “School Attendance of Children below 
the age of five.”

In 1913, Rachel and Margaret McMilan established the 
famous Nursery School in Deptford. The Education Act of 
1918 empowered local authorities in England to establish 
Nursery Schools and thus gave a great impetus to the spread 
of the movement, which has been responsible for the benefits 
of improved health, good habits and self reliance enjoyed by 
the younger generation.

Instruction in its formal sense has no place in a nursery 
school. The nursery school takes its stand on the basic 
idea that the foundations of character are laid during the 
first four years of life. Parents must not expect their children 
to receive instruction in the three Rs at the nursery school 
stage. They must judge the progress of the child by an 
entirely different standard. They must rather look for a healthy 
and normal physical growth, an increase in physical control 
the development of the faculty of sustained attention, a 
multiplication of interests and an increase in creative activity 
– qualities which will prepare the child for adapting itself to 
the new environment in which it will find itself when it leaves 
the home and comes into contact with the outside world.

The nursery school is not a substitute for home. It is 
rather an extension of home-life which preserves its organic 
connection with the home. It is a place where the child is 
slowly and imperceptibly brought into touch with real life 
through playful activity. The nursery school teacher has 
therefore to work in cooperation with the home. She must 
welcome the help of the parents.

The nursery school provides the right type of environment 
for the development of the child’s personality. In the home 
everything is planned according to the needs of the grown 
up people. The nursery is planned for the children only. 
Here, everything is adapted to the  child- miniature furniture, 
pictures and objects of interest within its reach. The children 
in a nursery school have grown up friends.

Who do not get tired of playing with them, or of answering 
their questions, or of teaching them their little daily duties, 
which is not possible in a normal household where the elders 
are pre-occupied with their own work and have neither the 
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time nor the patience to attend them. Again, the presence 
of other children of about the same age with whom they can 
share their games and other common activities makes life 
less irksome, and helps to inculcate self control and discipline 
and a spirit of give and take as a result of a community life.

An ideal nursery school must provide, among other things, 
conditions for free and healthy physical development. The 
school building must be well-ventilated, specious and clean 
and have good surroundings. The   teacher must see that 
the children get healthy exercise and that their personal 
hygiene is attended to. Stories, conversation, music and play 
of various kings are the means whereby the child’s interests 
are awakened and enlarged, and it is encouraged to express 
its ideas, feelings, love and sympathy. There should be no 
rigid scheme or time table. Self-expression through creative 
play and the development of social relationships should be 
the main objects of a nursery school education. The details of 
the routine of a nursery school should be left to the teacher.

The cooperation of parents, as I have already said, is 
essential for the success of nursery school education. That 
co-operation may be given in several ways. On entering 
the school, the  child goes through a complete physical 
examination, and the report is supplied to the parents. It is 
the latter’s duty to see that any defects in the constitution of 
the child are removed by proper medical treatment. In the  
same way, the parents can do a great deal to inculcate habits 
of cleanliness in dress and personal hygiene when the child 
is at home. They should not hesitate to get into touch with 
the teacher if they want her co-operation in getting rid of any 
idiosyncrasies or awkward habits which they notice in the 
child. Frequent consultations should take place between the 
teacher and the  child’s mother so that they may compare 
notes to find out how far the child has progressed or whether 
it needs any special attention.

KAnARA sARAsWAt AssOCIAtIOn
proudly presents

A 2- ACT KONKANI DRAMA

ChItRAPuR VAIBhAV

On sunday, 12th APRIL 2020 at  8.30 p.m.

at YAshWAnt nAtYA MAnDIR,  
Manmala Tank Road, Matunga (W)

Tickets : Rs. 300, Rs.200 and Rs.100  
Contact Smt. Shobhana Rao at KSA office 

tel - 022 23802263, 23805655
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AmXe© {e{jH$m - lr_Vr aI_m~mB© V„za
E{àb 1958
_w§~B©gma»`m ~hþ^mfr eham§V AmO amï´>^mfm {eH$Ê`mMm Omo CËgmh 
{XgyZ `oVmo Ë`mMo ~aoMgo lo` lr_Vr aI_m~mB© V„za `m§ZmM Úmdo 
cmJoc. gm{hË` {Z_m©U H$aUo EH$ doi gmono åhUVm `oB©c na§Vw 
gm{hË`mÀ`m àMmamgmaIo IS>Va H$m`© Xþga| Zmhr. 1965 nmgyZ 
Amnë`m amÁ`H$ma^mamMr ^mfm {hÝXr hmoUma ho Oar KQ>Zo_Ü`| {Z{üV 
Pmcoco Agco Var KQ>Zm ApñVËdmV `oÊ`mnydu AZoH$ df} _hmË_m 
Jm§YtÀ`m àoaUoZ| qhXrÀ`m àMmamgmR>r Á`m AZoH$ cmoH$m§Zr Amnco 
OrdZ dm{hco Ë`m_Ü`o lr_Vr aI_m~mB© V„zam§Mo ñWmZ \$ma _moR>o Amho.
g_mOm_Ü`o AË`§V {~H$Q> n[apñWVtVyZ Y¡`m©Zo Á`m pñÌ`m§Zr dmQ> 
H$mT>cr, Kmoa A§YH$mam§VyZ MmMnS>V, Y¸o$ ImV Á`m pñÌ`m àH$memV 
Amë`m; Amnë`m nm`mda C^o amhÿZ Á`m§Zr ñdV:Mm n[adma d  
g_mOmg§~§Yr Amnco H$V©ì` Ho$co, Ë`m pñÌ`m§_Ü`o lr_Vr aI_m~mB© 
V„za `m§Mr JUZm H$amd`mg hdr.
lr_Vr aI_m~mB© V„za `m§Mm OÝ_ 24 OmZodmar 1908 _Ü`o _§Jiya 
`oWo Pmcm. Ë`m§À`m KaMr Am{W©H$ n[apñW{V ~oVmMrM Agë`m_wio 
Ë`m§Zm chmZnUr Ho$di H$mZS>r gmVdr d B§J«Or Mm¡Wrn`ªV {ejU 
{_imco. Ë`m§À`m _mVmolr gm¡. AZwgy`m~mB© _§Jiya øm AË`§V gÁOZ 
hmoË`m. AmOmar _mUgm§Mr {ZîH$m_ godm H$aU|, Ym{_©H$ J«§Wm§Mo dmMZ, 
_ZZ, qMVZ dJ¡ao gmYZm§Zr Xþ:Ir pñÌ`m§Zm Ë`m§À`m Xþ:ImMm {dga 
nmS>Uo dJ¡ao H$m_o Ë`m {Z`{_VnUo H$arV AgV. OZVm OZmX©ZmMr 
eŠ` VodT>r godm H$aÊ`mMo {ejU lr_Vr aI_m~mB© V„za `m§Zm Ë`m§À`m 
_mVmolrH$Sy>ZM {_imc|.
1920 gmcr Ë`m§Mm {ddmh Pmcm. Ë`m§Mo n{V gaH$mar ZmoH$ar H$arV. 
lr_Vr aI_m~mB© V„za gZ 1921 {Xdmirn`ªV Amnë`m gmgarM 
hmoË`m. Z§Va Ë`m§Zr H$madmacm {~èhmS> WmQ>c|. 1920 gmcr {edamÌrcm 
Ë`m Amnë`m gmgar Amë`m. Z§Va nwZ: Ë`m§Zm Amnë`m {~èhmS>mMo Vm|S> 
H$Yr nhm`cm {_imc| Zmhr. H$maU Ë`mZ§Va Ë`m§Mo n{V AmOmar nS>co 
d AmOmamVM Ë`m§Mm A§V Pmcm.
lr_Vr aI_m~mB© 1927 _Ü`o _w§~B©g {ejU {_i{dÊ`mgmR>r Amë`m. 
H$moR>o amhm`Mo, H$m` {eH$m`Mo Am{U H$go {ejU {_idm`Mo R>mD$H$ 
Zmhr. nU {eH$ë`mdmMyZ nwZ: Om`Mo Zmhr Agm {Zü` H$ê$ZM Ë`m  
_w§~B©g Amë`m hmoË`m. Ë`m§Zr _w§~B©À`m godmgXZ g§ñWoVrc  
AZmWml_mV OmJ {_i{dÊ`mMm à`ËZ Ho$cm. nU AmoiIrÀ`m A^mdr OmJm  
{_imcr Zmhr. Voìhm§ Ë`m Xþgè`m§À`m Kar am{hë`m. nS>Vrc Vr, 
gm§JVrc Vr H$m_o H$ê$ bmJë`m Am{U godmgXZÀ`m hmo_ Šcmgog_Ü`o 
OmD$Z Ë`m _amR>r {eHy$ cmJë`m.
_amR>r lrJUoemnmgyZ ìhZm©Š`wca \$m`Zcn`ªVMo {ejU Ë`m§Zr XrS> 
dfm©V nyU© Ho$co. \$m`Zc Pmë`mda Ë`m§Zm godmgXZ AZmWml__Ü`o 
OmJm {_imcr. VoWo amhÿZ, Ë`m§Zr Amnco Q´>oqZJMo {ejU nwao Ho$co. 
àW_ Xþgè`m§À`m Kar, Z§Va godmgXZ_Ü`o amhÿZ {Xdg^a H$m_| H$ê$Z, 
~{jgo, {eî`d¥Î`m `m§VyZ H$nS>ocÎmo, nwñVHo$ AmXrMm IM© ^mJdyZ 
Ë`m§Zr {ejU {_i{dco Am{U Ad¿`m gmS>o Mma dfm©V Ë`m Amnë`m 
nm`mda Cä`m amhÿ eH$ë`m. godmgXZmÀ`m MmcH$m§À`m AmJ«hmdê$Z 
Ë`mM g§ñWoÀ`m àmW{_H$ emioV Ë`m AÜ`mnZmMo H$m`© H$ê$ cmJë`m.
godmgXZ _Ü`oM Ë`m§Zr amï´>^mfm qhXrMm Aä`mg OmoamZo gwê$ Ho$cm. 

1933 gmcr \o$~«wdmarV Ë`m qhXrMr n{hcr narjm CÎmrU© Pmë`m 
d Ë`m§À`m JwéOtÀ`m Amkoà_mUo bJoM Ë`m§Zr qhXr àMmaH$m`m©cm 
dmhÿZ KoVco. lr_Vr aI_m~mBªZm n[adm[aH$ H$m`} gm§^miyZ, XoemgmR>r 
AWdm g_mOmgmR>r Amncm Xoh OodT>m {PO{dVm§ ̀ oB©c VodT>m {POdmdm 
Ago dmQ>o. nmoQ>mgmR>r emioMo H$m_ Zìho, Va Amnë`mà_mUo BVa _wcr 
d pñÌ`m `m§Zm ñdV:À`m nm`mda eŠ`Vmo cdH$a C^o H$aÊ`mgmR>r, 
Amnë`m emioVrc _wcr d pñÌ`m§Zm, emioVrc d emio~mhoarc doir 
Ë`m {eH$drV AgV. `mà_mUo Ë`m§Mm gH$minmgyZ amÌn`ªVMm doi 
AÜ``Z d AÜ`mnZ `mVM OmB©.
lr_Vr aI_m~mB© V„za 1945 OyZ_Ü`o godmgXZ emioVyZ godm{Zd¥Îm 
Pmë`m, VoìhmnmgyZ Ë`m§Zr qhXr àMma H$m`m©cm g§nyU©nUo dmhÿZ KoVco. 
1946 gmcr _w§~B© àXoe H$m±J«og g{_VrZo H$m±J«og amï´>^mfm g{_VrMo 
H$m_ H$aÊ`mgmR>r Ë`m§Zm nmMmaU Ho$co. lr_Vr aI_m~mBªZr Ë`m g§ñWoMr 
O~m~Xmar KoVcr Am{U Voìhm§nmgyZ AmVmn`ªV Ë`m VZ-_Z cmdyZ Ë`m 
g§ñWoMo H$m`© H$arV AmhoV.
H$R>moa n[al_ ho lr_Vr aI_m~mBªÀ`m g\$cVoMo J_H$ Amho. amï´>^mfoÀ`m 
godo_Ü`o Ë`m§Zr ñdV:cm g§nyU© dmhÿZ KoVco Amho. EH$m hmVmV W¡cr d 
Xþgè`m hmVmV N>Ìr KoD$Z AZoH$ emim§_Ü`o OmD$Z amï´>^mfoÀ`m _mo\$V 
dJm©V XmIc hmoÊ`mgmR>r Ë`m dJm©dJmªVyZ àMma H$aVmZm Ñï>moËnÎmrg 
`oV AgVmV. Ë`m§À`m {eH${dÊ`mÀ`m nÕVrZ| Ho$di _wcm§ZmM Zìho 
Va _moR>çm§Zmhr AmZ§X hmoV AgVmo. lr_Vr aI_m~mBªZr ^maVr àdoe, 
qhXr dmŠ` aMZm ^mJ 1 d 2, qhXr ^mfm {ejm nÕ{V, _Zmo{dkmZ 
nmR> nÕ{V AmXr AZoH$ nwñVHo$hr {c{hcr AmhoV. lr_Vr aI_m~mBªZm  
g_mOmMr, n`m©`mZ| amï´>mMr A{YH$m{YH$ godm H$aÊ`mgmR>r XrKm©`wamamo½` 
cm^mo hrM gdmªMr BÀN>m.

After retirement Rukmakka worked for the poor 
in Alandi near Pune. In 1986 she started a Trust 
“Punyatma Prabhakar Sharma Seva Mandal” in her 
brother’s name to continue his work for the poor in 
remote villages helping  schools and poor students 
in Pulgaon, Alandi, Dudalgaon and Surgaon near 
Pavanar. In 1993 Shikshan Prabandh scheme started 
to help needy students   to two more schools in 
Dadar :Pragati and Sadhana Vidyalya for the deaf 
.Later on Mukbadhir Balvikas Kendra, Dahanu, Nilesh 
Murdeshwar Karnabadhir Vidyalaya, Jawhar where 
wards were coming from very poor tribal community 
were also started. As per her last wish the Trust has built 
a boarding school for differently abled poor students 
giving vocational training. Now our Trust is running  
‘Anusuyatmaja Matimand Nivasi Vidyalaya’, ‘Indira 
Bharati Karnbadhir Nivasi Vidyalaya’ and ‘Rukmabai 
Apang  Yuvak Swayam Sahayata  Kendra’ in Igatpuri. 
There are 125 tribal students who are staying and 
learning free. All these three institutions run with the 
help of Donors without any aid from Govt. As these 
children come from tribal community we are trying to 
train them in Poultry and sheep breeding so that they 
can start small businesses. This is our Shradhanjali 
to her divine soul.

Shitala Pandit (Rukmakka’s niece)
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[The following are excerpts from an inspiring address in 
Konkani delivered by Mrs Rukmabai Prabhakar Chandavarkar 
at the “Convocation” held recently under the auspices of the 
Saraswat Mahila Samaj, Bombay to congratulate women 
students successful at the recent University and other 
examinations.]

You, Girls, are now among the educated women of our 
country. Now, let us see what education means. It is the 
acquisition of knowledge, and knowledge in the most precious 
of all treasures. It can neither be lost nor be stolen. It remains 
with us till the end of our lives. However wealthy a man 
may be, without education he is poor. At the same time, it is 
necessary for us to have a clear idea as to what education 
does for us, and what is the exact purpose of educating a 
child. One simple and obvious answer is that education helps 
our progress and growth.

Education must first and foremost help our spiritual 
progress, and as we acquire knowledge and are educated 
more and more, our actions and behaviour should also be 
purer and loftier. At this point, I must remind you of the various 
types of education in order to remove any misconceptions 
which may exist in your minds. As we understand education 
ordinarily, it consists of the knowledge we acquire from books 
and schools and colleges. Do we mean that a person, who 
unfortunately is not given an opportunity to go to a school or 
university, should be stamped as an uneducated person?  I 
for one do not think so. There is a higher school in which we 
acquire a higher type of education every moment of our lives 
— it is the school of life, and the education is the practical 
knowledge we acquire in it. And there is a greater book we 
read than all the monuments of literature that have even been 
written, and that is the book of experience. The knowledge 
we receive from books and the practical knowledge we obtain 
in life are the twin pillars of our life work. Both are necessary 
for our progress on all sides, for the absence of either, may 
weaken our faculties and may leave a gap in our attainments.

Let us first consider book knowledge. Your intellect should 
assimilate what you read just as your body assimilates the 
food that you eat. While reading, make it a point to note down 
whatever you find worth remembering. Education is never 
finished. The more we learn, the more we realize how much 
there is still to be learnt. Plan your day and always arrange to 
set apart a little time for reading. Cultivate the habit of reading 
good books, and not merely reading them but studying them 
thoroughly. You can never be lonely if you have books for 
your friends and guides.

You probably know what Macaulay and Ruskin have said 
about books. Macaulay said he preferred to be a poor man 
in a garret with plenty of books to read, rather than be a King 
with all the enjoyments of life such as palaces, gardens, fine 
dinners, beautiful clothes and hundreds of servants.  Ruskin 

advice to women Students
December 1938

refers to books as a society continually open to anybody, 
consisting of people who will talk to us as long as we desire, 
irrespective of rank or occupation and talk  to us in the best 
chosen words. This society, because it is so numerous and 
gentle, can be kept waiting around us all day long, not to 
grant audience but to gain it — Kings and Statesmen lingering 
patiently in plainly furnished narrow ante-rooms, our book 
case shelves. We do not take into account that company nor 
care to listen to a word they would say all day long. Another 
old writer says, “These are the masters who instruct without 
rods and ferules, without hard words and anger, without 
clothes or money. If you approach them they are not asleep; 
if investigating you interrogate them they conceal nothing, if 
you mistake them, they never grumble, if you are ignorant 
they will laugh at you. The library, therefore, of wisdom is 
more precious than all  riches, and nothing that can be wished 
for is worthy to be compared with it. Whosoever therefore 
acknowledges himself to be a zealous follower of truth of 
wisdom, of science, or even of faith, must of necessary make 
himself a lover of books.

Let us now turn to what I called practical knowledge. Just 
as in schools you had to study different subjects like history, 
mathematics and science, similarly practical knowledge also 
consists of the study of different subjects which, as I said 
before, are to be learnt from the book of experience. These 
are love, sacrifice, patience and forbearance, forgiveness, 
courtesy etc.

Let us consider love. There is a magic in the very word 
love, and all it signifies. What is unconquerable to everything 
else, can be easily conquered by love. It is love more than 
anything else that keeps men together, reigns supreme in 
the community as well as in the family.

It is natural that we either do not detect or ignore the 
flaws and weaknesses of those we love. Why? Obviously 
because we are attracted to them by affection and therefore 
unconsciously look at them and all that they do from a par-
ticular angle of vision. On the other hand, in our dealings with 
strangers the angle of vision is changed, because there is 
little of sympathy and much less of forbearance. This human 
tendency is very aptly described by the well known Marathi 
saying, “ Aaplaa tao baabyaa AaiNa dusa ̂̂yaacaa tao kaTa- . Let us consider 
where the difference lies. The same thing can be interpreted 
in different ways just as the same picture if looked through 
different coloured glasses will give different impressions. 
Does it not exist in our own view of things, which entirely 
depends on our minds? It naturally follows that a change in 
our outlook, a widening of our vision will result in a change in 
our behaviour towards others. If we make a conscious effort 
to show sympathy and forbearance, or a loving attitude, not 
only towards those who are bound to us by the relationship 
of blood and friendship, but towards all those whom we come 
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across, will it not entirely change the whole basis of relations 
between man and man?

George Eliot says in “The Sad fortunes of the Rev.  Amos 
Barton” in “Scenes from clerical Life”,  “It is so much easier 
to say that a thing is black, than to discriminate the particular 
shade of brown, blue or green to which it really belongs. It is 
so much easier to make up your mind that your neighbor is 
good for nothing than to enter into all the circumstances that 
would oblige you to modify that opinion”. In this story a poor 
family was badly criticized and misjudged and it was only after 
the death of the poor wife that people realized how mistaken 
they were in their judgment. But it was then too late. Let us 
be kind to people always Saint Tukaram says :

H$R>rU ZmaimMo A§J È ~mhoar {^Var Vo Mm§J
V¡gm H$ar H$m {dMma È ewÜX H$maU A§Va
dar H$mQ>o ’$Ug’$im È ‘mOr A§Var {Oìhmim
D$g ~mhoar H$R>rU H$mim È ‘mOr {Oìhmbm agmim
{‘R>| ê$M{dbo AÝZ È Z¶o gVV H$maU 

We must not judge people by their outward appearance. 
There is always some good in everybody and we must try to 
discover it. There is no man ever born who is entirely fault-
less. Every man is born with some weaknesses. We should 
remember this always and in our dealings follow the example 
of the hen which picks up the grains only and discards the 
rubbish. The world is like a mirror in which we generally see 
our own reflection. Others will be kind to us if we are kind to 
them and will be unkind even as we are unkind. Christ said, 
“Do unto others as you would that they should do unto you”. 
If we remember these words and set accordingly, our life will 
be full of happiness and bliss.

The second subject we have to study with equal care is 
sacrifice. We are told, of all creatures man is the highest 
creation of God, and  according to Hindu belief, we are born 
as human beings after passing through eightyfour lakhs of 
different births as lower creatures. So this life in the world as 
human beings is a great opportunity, and we want to utilize 
this to the utmost. We have only to remember the words of 
Ramdas “maravao prI iktI-$pI ]ravao”. The Spirit of this advice lies 
not in a life of selfishness in which we live only for ourselves, 
and ignore the interests of others, but our interest and cares 
should be as wide and liberal as to include the well being 
of those whose lives are linked with ours. James Allen said, 
“Let first things be put first. Work before play, duty before 
enjoyment and others before self. This is an excellent rule 
which cannot lead us astray.

For us women, the primary duty lies in looking after the 
household:  the first considerations should be the comfort 
of the older members of the family, to look after the children 
and generally to take care of every member of the family 
before we think of our own comforts. In order to do this, we 
have to cultivate the quality of selflessness, which can be 
acquired only by effort and practice. I remember to have read 
somewhere that the first lesson in this is to acquire the habit 

of eating things we do not relish and curbing our desires to 
have a particular thing we like exceedingly.

The other subjects to be mastered are patience and 
forbearance. This world is a large museum of different 
varieties of characteristics in which we often come across 
people whose opinions and ways we do not like. But because 
we do not like them it does not mean that we should treat 
them with indifference and scorn. Everyone has the right 
to have his own individual opinions, likes and dislikes and, 
therefore, it is the duty of everybody to pay proper regard to 
the different opinions and likes of others. It is not an easy 
thing to do so. We can cultivate this attitude only by learning 
and practising patience and forbearance. One of the means 
of acquiring patience is to welcome the scorn of others. For 
this, Saint Tukaram says, inaMdkacao Gar Asaavao SaojaarI . Nobody, be 
he a great saint  or a leader has ever been spared criticism 
and ridicule. Lord Buddha was once told by his disciple that 
he had been severely criticised. He said to his disciple “If a 
man tries to give you money and you do not take it with whom 
does the money remain?”  The disciple replied “With him”. “In 
the same way” said Buddha, if a man criticises  you and you 
ignore the criticism, it cannot affect you”.  If others through 
their fault hurt you, remember “To err is human, to forgive 
divine”. To ignore ridicule, when it is wrongly and unjustly 
directed, is to follow the path of righteousness in obedience 
to the dictates of our conscience- this is the golden rule to 
follow. “Speak your praise aloud, but keep your criticism to 
yourself”, says  a Marathi proverb. Patience must be learnt 
and practiced in the home and family. Unless we learn to be 
forbearing in the home and to be generous and forgiving to 
the faults of our relations, we can never be fit to work for the 
country, which is but a family on a larger scale. In this attitude 
of patience, there is only the nobility of a love that seeks to 
defeat evil not by evil but by good.

When I come to the special province of women, I must 
remind you that however educated you may be and whatever 
activities you may have to undertake, as a necessity or by 
chance, the home must be your first and foremost consider-
ation, and a skilful fulfillment of your household duties, your 
primary aim. You are the pillar of your future homes. What is 
a home? A house without love may be a castle or a palace, 
but it is not a home. Love is the life of a true home. A house 
without love is no more a home than a body without a soul. It 
is in your hands to make a home, a real home. You must be 
ready to put your hand to anything and everything. You must 
be able to adapt yourself to all conditions. To do the duty of 
a mother is the task that probably lies before all of you. It is 
a task well worth doing.

All that I have tried to put before you so far may be gath-
ered in a simple rule. Treat your elders with love and respect, 
those who are younger with love and forgiveness, everyone 
with sympathy; and here I repeat what I have said before; 
in everything that you do, follow the path of righteousness 
fearlessly.
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Mr. K. N. Nagarkatti’s suggestion of a combined Gurukula 
and Modern School at Shirali is worth consideration, provided 
that sufficient funds are forthcoming, Remoteness of Shirali 
will not stand in the way. Such institutions have thrived in 
more remote villages.

There is combined Gurukula and Modern School at Innan-
je, a remote village 8 miles from Udipi, started by His Holiness  
the Swamiji of Sode Mutt in June 1943. The experiment has 
been thoroughly successful. At the very outset over 150 
students flocked from all quarters. At present the school has 
first three forms. Higher three forms will be added one by one 
annually till – in 1946 – it becomes a full fledged High School. 
March 1947 will see the first batch of students appearing for 
Madras Government S.S. L.C. Examination. The extensive 
playground, buildings, and equipment are worth over Rs 
30,000.00 The Gurukula section, located in a separate build-
ing, is residential and restricted to young Brahmacharis, with 
the beginners having a course of religious study. The resident 
Gurukula boys are also students of the school section, which 
however, has to admit non-resident students also, irrespec-
tive of caste or creed, as required by the grant-in-aid rules. 
The combined institution aims at giving true education to the 
children, attending to the physical, mental, moral and religious 
aspects, so that the students who come out of it may be in a 
fit state of body, mind and soul.

Shirali has additional advantages. It is midway between 
the two Kanaras, and is our magnetic religious centre. With 
a combined institution like this, it will be a citadel of ancient 
and modern culture. The inner working of the School has to 

a School at Shirali
BainDUr ananD rao

May 1945 

be settled in conformity with the Departmental rules and in 
a conference of Saraswat Educationists. But there are some 
other difficulties. Out of the  funds collected , a lot of amount 
will have to be spent  on buildings and equipment; and the 
School and Gurukula will have to be maintained and con-
tinued out of the interest of the balance amount. Starting a 
school may not be difficult; but maintaining it successfully and 
perpetually will be hard, unless fresh funds flow in from year 
to year incessantly, and unless there are Saraswat graduates 
prepared to work on small salaries like the teaching staff of 
the Poona Ferguson College, or like the graduate Sanyasis 
of the Sri Ramakrishna Mission.

The curriculum of study in the Gurukula itself is not known 
to us. It is best to leave these matters to His Holiness. The 
Mutt Shashtri and Acharya educated at Benaras and at 
present in charge of Sanskrit Pathshala will be of invaluable 
help. Some others who are now being trained at Benaras  
will also return in due course to assist. The training of Puro-
hits and Pracharaks is laudable and necessary. In some 
native states, the Government trains the Purohit and awards 
Sanads. But in few years the supply of these Purohits will 
exceed the demand for them; and there will be no need for 
fresh recruits for some years. Thus there is the problem of 
future livelihood of these surplus “Purohits” and the other 
students after finishing their Gurukula course. It is therefore 
best to widen the curriculum to enable the students to appear 
for the University Oriental titles  examinations, so that they 
can get the University Diplomas which of course, will have 
a “market value”.

Shri Krishna Vidyalaya, 
Ramnagar, S. Kanara

January 1945 
The Sri Krishna Vidyalaya was founded by Sri Swami 

Ramdas in 1942 for the amelioration of the large number of 
poor children;  especially Harijans, in the locality of Ramnagar. 
These people resided in most insanitary dwellings and were 
unfed, unclean, and ill-clad and uneducated. With a view to 
make them self-reliant , industrious and of equal vision, this 
institution was started. The type of education imparted to 
the children has been based on true Indian culture, having a 
universal background for their physical, mental and spiritual 
well-being.

The pupils in this school, boys and girls, number about 100. 
They are given free education, free meals twice a day and are 
also provided with free clothing, books and writing materials. 
The secular education imparted in the school is combined 
with training in useful handicrafts such has hand-spinning, 
handloom weaving, leather-work- shoes, belts, straps, purses 
etc, manufacture of horn articles- buttons, combs, hairpins, 

etc, papermaking, carpentry, smithy, mat-weaving, coir-work 
etc. The ultimate object of such vocational education is not 
only to train up the children in handicrafts, so that they can 
earn livelihood by producing useful articles after they leave 
the Vidyalaya and set up , wherever possible, their own 
small enterprises, but also that they may contribute towards 
the maintenance of the VIdyalaya, the Boarding Home, and 
the Industrial workshop , attached to Vidyalaya (which is  
now under construction) by the sale proceeds of the articles 
turned out by them.

Situated amidst simple surroundings, the sea, the hills, 
and the coconut groves, the school creates an inspiring 
atmosphere. The pupils breathe the air of truth, purity 
and love. Here they learn that castes and creeds are  
man-made divisions, and that all humanity is united in Him. 
An institution which has before it such an ambitious ideal 
requires adequate resources and funds for accomplishing 
its purposes. Donations, however big or small, would be 
highly appreciated and may be sent to the Headmaster, Sri 
Krishna VIdyalaya, Ramnagar or to Mr S.B.Mallapur, Hon. 
Secretary, Anandashram, 16, Guruprasad, Talmakiwadi, 
Tardeo, Bombay.
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education through Self respect
rev. Fr.  H.o. maSCarenHaS , m.a. pHD, D.D.

October 1958

There was a time when the first years of a child’s life 
were not considered particularly important, educationally. 
The prevailing assumption among parents was that an infant 
cannot learn much at home.

Without the help of the alphabet, no education was 
believed to be possible among us. For Konkani speakers 
particularly, without being made to read and write some 
words, at least, in Marathi or Kannada or English, no real 
progress was imaginable. In short, we had persuaded 
ourselves that whatever students learns spontaneously 
without strange books is not educationally sound , and will 
be   forgotten anyway.

And yet, before being admitted to a classroom any 
child has learnt far more from its parents, brothers and 
sisters, friends and relatives in a natural spontaneous way 
through the mother-tongue than can ever be estimated by 
any intelligence test. Life itself and all its problems can be 
faced by a child whose sensible parents have been true 
enough to themselves. Their child grows up spontaneously 
and naturally into being true to himself, his parents, and 
his environment. By introducing an unfamiliar medium of 
instruction other than the mother-tongue into a child’s life, 
we violate and shock his sense  of values at a very tender 
and impressionable stage. Unnecessarily all the previous, 
natural impressions of the home are thereby condemned 
and regarded as highly improper, inferior, unwanted and 
altogether undesirable by our respectable learned society. 
Here lies evidently one of the deepest roots of our educational 
troubles. Hence springs the unreality of our students’ lives 
and the deplorable worthlessness of our modern youths. 

During the last few decades, it has become more and 
more obvious to educationists that the early experiences 
of childhood , subconsciously retained exert a very strong 
influence upon the formation of a person’s character and 
personality . It is at the dawn of life rather than during later 
school or college days that the question is decided whether 
a child will grow adjusted or mal-adjusted to his social 
environment consequently whether he will be an asset 
or liability to his relatives and community and eventually  
whether he will develop into a good citizen or a criminal – 
with all  the gradations between these extremes.  The social 
elements involved in psychology or critical education are 
not only the competence of a child’s teachers in School but 
much more decisively the personalities  contacted by him 
early in life, the mother and the father, relatives and  friends 
and chance acquaintances at home and in the street. In 
fact, everybody counts who in one way or another exerts the 
earliest and most direct influence upon the child. In the light 
of these principles, education has now begun to be defined 
in John Dewey’s words as “the constant reorganizing and 
reconstruction of experience” (Democracy and Education , 
1931)

No one interested in education should be allowed to forget 

that a child grows and lives on reverence, sympathy and love, 
more than on food. Love, affection and understanding are 
matters of prime importance in security for him. Every healthy 
and normal child is eager to learn and to get adjusted to his 
natural environment, But if the parents do not agree between 
themselves or if the mother and father are emotionally 
unstable, in the sense of approving of one kind of action at one 
time and of disapproving of a similar action at another time, 
the child feels perplexed, uncertain, puzzled and insecure. 
Being imitative by nature and necessity, he will find little in 
such parents to imitate consistently; and their instability is 
likely to be reflected in his own vacillating behaviour .

Beginning specially with the first few months of the second 
year, any child requires a lot of respectful cooperation 
and understanding, especially on the part of the mother. 
Pampering will spoil the child, but respect for its personality 
is the true foundation for noble character building. The first 
words are often lisped, but clear words from the lips of all 
in the home begin to be at once understood . The child has 
to be respectfully helped at all the early stages, with the 
mother’s love in the mother tongue. Only as an equal, can 
he be stimulated into walking and talking and playing like an 
equal with members of the household. He needs his mother’s 
respect or he may cling to his father for self respect or some 
elderly person in the house as a worthy partner, a partner 
who is mature enough to respect  the child in life and life’s 
many problems. It is surely in the mother tongue that he can 
begin to be instructed in the use of the proper toilet facilities, 
in the formation of respectful eating habits, in getting properly 
and decently dressed by himself. Then as he grows, he 
wants his parents to tell him again and again some favourite 
tale or story, and, in turn, to listen sympathetically to his first 
brave efforts at self-expression. As the third and fourth year 
pass by, the parents’ cultured tone and habits of speech are 
profoundly impressed on him for life; their discriminative 
advice, honourable example and respectful cooperation 
determine his own tastes and preferences. They naturally 
influence his future moral views and direct the course of his 
social activities in school and college.

While “home” and “street” education continue naturally 
impressing their influences upon the  child, is it not tragic to 
introduce, as we do, an unfamiliar type of education like that 
of a strange medium of instruction like Marathi or Kannada 
or English into the child’s life? The wonder is that more harm 
is not done.

School education, whether disguised as “kindergarten” or 
“primary” is often dispensed in frightful, unfamiliar buildings, 
where hundreds and hundreds of strangers are at School. 
There is more or less regimental drilling and perhaps some 
systematic instructions according to the code and local 
syllabus. There is an artificially all-embracing programme 
of studies, progressively rising level, with a most highly 
artificial procedure for mass production according to pattern. 
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A qualified and trained staff of teachers, works with special 
apparatus and numerous text books etc. Even more cruel 
to the child (that is not being instructed through its mother- 
tongue) is the fact that in a Marathi or Kannada or English 
School, its own mother tongue represents the standpoint of 
educational inferiority rather than of educational self-respect. 
Primary and Secondary education at various levels in Bombay 
stands for an attempt on the part of Bombay society to utilize 
the successive stages of a child’s growth and abilities for 
conditioning him to the will of the majority in an unnatural 
social environment.

Because of the differences existing between the personal 
and the social aims of education as we have it among us , 
the child finds himself under the influence of two opposed 
sources of authority, the home and the School. It is obviously 
better for all concerned if there were no sharp contrast 
between the home and the School. Strict discipline in school, 
under these circumstances is therefore usually accepted, but 
resented. Crude compulsion on the part if teachers may turn 
the students into a cultural slave or make him social rebel 
(a truant, for instance). What he really needs is “disciplined 
freedom” to use W.C. Bagley’s expression.

The disciplined element must be introduced by the 
personal example and prestige of the teacher (assisted, 
but  on no account openly opposed, by the parents) . The 
teacher  should know how to exercise his authority “with the 
consent of the governed” by way of pupil’s own mind and 
the parents’ good will. In fact, “disciplined freedom” does not 
mean a mixture of hotchpotch of discipline and license, but a 
pleasant colloid of freedom and reverence which is willing to 
recognize certain responsibilities arising from its own nobility, 
Noblesse oblige.

This self-respecting attitude can be achieved without much 
difficulty, if the teacher has the cooperation of the parents and 
avails himself of every opportunity to study the student’s own 
traits and emotions and reactions, as a means of pedagogical 
guidance. “Give a youth” says  W.S. Learned when dealing 
realistically with situations of great difficulty in American 
Education, “ideas that to him are big enough and important 
enough, and you can, with proper guidance, marshall behind 
them all the emotional resources and moral qualities of his 
nature. Without ideas that, to him at least, seem big and 
important, morale vanishes in education, as everywhere else.

All authorities now agree that discipline in the form of sheer 
compulsion is educationally worthless. Education succeeds 
only when the pupil’s self-respect in the highest personal and 
most universal sense has been roused. Co-operation with the 
teacher and intense attention as well as sustained interest 
spontaneously follow, M.F. Guyer in ‘Speaking of Man’ as a 
sublimated individual who contributes to the  welfare of all 
and sundry, clinches the issue of genuine self-respect and 
declares it to be fundamental in education. He has no doubt 
that “the  students’ best training will always be the self-training 
he gets in unearthing facts for himself”.

Every student can consciously experience the thrill of 
discovering facts of a true, genuinely Catholic, or universal 
interest for himself and for all. Teacher do not generally know 
or practise this valuable secret of  Self-respect, by adjusting 

to it the whole scheme or modern education in Kindergarten, 
school or college. In the other words; if a child or anybody 
else, for that matter- - is himself interested in a certain subject, 
it is because it caters to his self-respect in the best sense, 
individually and socially as well as universally.

For self-felt purposes of his own, the student, if given half 
a chance, will learn about a congenial subject by himself or 
from others. He will learn easily and effectively and without 
external compulsion. Corporal  punishment will automatically 
disappear; and despair on the part of parents will yield to 
enthusiasm and joy in the achievements of their offspring. 
The student himself will begin to remember fully what he 
has learnt with self-respecting accuracy and interest for life.

On the contrary  if a child- or anybody else- is set to learn 
something in which he himself and his true self respect are 
not involved, namely, some subject in which he sees no use of 
his own highest self-felt purposes, he learns the subject badly 
–unwillingly, slowly, inaccurately , incompletely – and forgets 
it afterwards with a really astonishing celerity and totality.

Self respect in learning is no less important for mental 
assimilation that gastric juice is indispensible for the proper 
digestion of food. Self respect stimulates the imagination; 
it leads to insight and foresight; it fertilizes the information 
given by the teacher and brings forth fruit abundantly, a 
hundred-fold. It will be remembered that the English Sage, 
Thomas Carlyle, when preaching his doctrine of silence, 
upheld self respect in every one of his forty volumes and 
finally summarized his denunciation of professional spiritless 
pedagogues by exclaiming: “How can he teach who has no 
live coal of self respect within him, but is all burnt out to a 
grammatical cinder!”

Why have we forgotten in Modern India that in ancient 
and medieval times everywhere in the world, education was 
imparted almost exclusively through agency of teachers 
who were themselves experts in the science and art of Self-
respect?

The Balak Vrinda Nursery School : On Sunday, 
September 17m at 10.30 a.m. the Balak- Vrinda Nursery 
School was declared open by Mrs Padmabai Sanjiva Rao 
Benegal, B.A. in the midst of a crowded gathering in the 
Hall of Kanara Saraswat Association at Gamdevi. The 
function was held under the joint auspices of the Saraswat 
Mahila Samaj and the Kanara Saraswat Association. The 
proceedings were opened by a welcome speech from the 
President in the course of which she gave a brief account 
of the origin of the Nursery School, the latest branch of 
the activities of the Saraswat Mahila Samaj. She said that  
the school was an off-shoot of the Balak-Vrinda, started 
two years ago. At the inauguration of the Balak-Vrinda, 
she had expressed the hope that the Samaj might be able 
to set up a nursery school on modern lines for toddlers. 
Thanks to the energy and enthusiasm of the members of 
the Samaj, and particularly the untiring zeal and efforts of 
Mrs Sitabai Padbidri, they had succeeded in realizing that 
hope soon enough. 

 - October 1939
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Intellectual needs
H. n. r.

april 1920
English education tends to breed two intellectual habits- 

one is to neglect a study of local institutions, and the other 
to look upon education as only a means of getting on in the 
world. Thus  many educated Hindus speak a post puberty 
marriages as a Western custom, as if it is not common enough 
in India. It prevails as much in Japan and China as in Canada 
and Peru. It is the prevailing custom of the world. But in as 
much as we live intellectually in an English atmosphere, we 
think of English society and forget our next door neighbours. 
The effects of the  custom must differ according to the early 
training of boys and girls and their surroundings. There is 
truth in the admonition that what was good for Rishis may 
not be good for us. They and their women led a different kind 
of life. We must judge what would be good for our own girls 
and not imitate either Rishis or Sahebs. Individual parents 
must have the liberty to decide what would be conducive to 
the interest of their children. They may now and then err, as 
the err in one way or another under the present system and 
as the foster-father of Shakuntala might have felt he too was 
not prudent enough. Under no scheme of society can errors of 
judgement be prevented. We must look to the balance of good

In Europe they spoke of the revival of classical learning, 
and therefore we speak of revival of Konkani. Fortunately or 
unfortunately, Konkani is not dead, and we have no need to 
revive it. To use it in private correspondence would be a new 
practice, which is desirable because we write much more 
frequently than our ancestors, and to write to one’s kinsmen 
in the common mother-tongue is as natural as to speak in 
it. To learn Kanarese or Marathi, Tamil or Bengali, may be 
a need for s Saraswat. He may have to learn Hottenhot if 
he goes to South Africa, Arabic if he goes to Basra. But to 
forget his mother tongue is not one of his needs. On the other 
hand, a common language is one of the bonds which hold 
the Saraswats together.

Philosophical investigation is an intellectual luxury. Like 
music or philosophy it satisfies a craving, where the craving 
exists. A Saraswat may be as indifferent to the chemistry of 
fire as to the origin of the words he uses in connections with 
it. Yet a few minds may be interested to learn that ]jjaao  = ]
Vaot , saanaip  = saMdIp   inava[ = inavaa-Na , vaaDva = [  = vaanayait   and 
so forth. This kind of knowledge is not necessary to get on 
in the world. It may be knowledge for its own sake, which 
means that it satisfies one’s innate curiosity  to know, and of 
course we disparage what we do not know.

DEVOTE a part of your time for rendering social service. 
When working in this field, your angularities will get 
rounded off by your constant contact with people of different 
views, opinions and experience and you will then learn to 
understand and appreciate their points of view. Such contacts 
will enable you to work with them in harmony and cooperation 
for a common purpose in life.

You should have an ideal in your life. In addition to the 
usual ideals such as to live an exemplary and selfless life, to 
pay reverence where it is due- to God, Guru, and parents, to 
cultivate love and sympathy for all mankind and living beings, 
you should strive after the Supreme ideal ‘Ishwara Nishta’. 
Havea living faith in the unseen power responsible for all 
creation, preservation and annihilation , and endeavour to 
acquire the knowledge of Self with fervency  and zeal. Try to 
understand the Divine Plan in the Universe, the real meaning 
and purpose of life. Regulate your conduct of life accordingly 
and live a full and rich life.

His Holiness Shrimad Anandashrama Swamiji
- Address to Students at Canara Union, Bangalore.

“SADACHAR, or right conduct has to be followed by 
human beings in their daily life. This is possible only if one 
acts in the belief that there is a Supreme Being in the hearts of 
men with whom we come into contact.  If this is realized, it is 
not possible for anyone to deviate from the path of Sadachar. 
This is also possible only when one is a firm believer in God.  
A believer in God has always that consciousness that he is 
observed by the Supreme Being. All children should be taught 
to have unshakable  faith in the existence of God.

 It may appear to some that meditation would best be 
carried on when one retires from service; but this is not so, 
Sadachar has to be observed in our day to day life. In fact 
it is only during their intercourse with other human beings 
that an excellent opportunity is given to practice Sadachar. 
In the belief, that the Supreme Being exists in all men and 
women all mortals should be treated with as much civility and 
uprightness as one would behave in the presence of God.

His Holiness Shrimad Anandashrama Swamiji
- Advice to students at the Canara High School

 It may not be given to everyone to reach the heights; many 
are called but few are chosen. No one knows who the elect 
are to be. Honest endeavour, the exercise of one’s talents, 
unremitting toil will carry one far, and if, as may happen, 
failure should be the end, the consciousness of health not 
abused, intellect rightly employed, and service faithfully 
attempted will be a source of comfort and solace. And what 
can one do more than try? You cannot be leaders all; but 
you can be useful in your humble spheres and have faith in 
those who are selected to lead you. Above all, have faith in 
the country that gave you birth. We have much to learn, it 

thoughts on education
October 1958

is true. But it is true also that our civilization and culture are 
possessions of which we may legitimately be proud.

  - Prof. Amarnath Jha.
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Platinum Jubilee Cover - December 1980

Having been honoured with the Presidentship of the KSA for the second term,I have the unique opportunity of speaking 
to the entire Bhanap community once again  through the medium of the ‘Kanara Saraswat’ which is being published this 
time as a combined Diamond Jubilee – Diwali Issue.

This year, instead of enjoying the usual festive atmosphere before and during the Diwali celebrations , we are not a 
little perturbed by disturbed economic and political conditions prevailing in the country as well as in West Asia. All the 
same, life has to go on with a permissible degree of optimism . Though it is conventional to exchange greetings in this 
season, I have , as the President of the KSA, the extra-ordinary satisfaction of conveying my good wishes to the entire 
Bhanap Community, not only in India but also those who are abroad and receive the magazine.

MAY DEEPAWALI – THE FESTIVAL OF LIGHTS BRING ALL HAPPINESS TO BHANAPS WHEREVER THEY ARE 
AND BRIGHTEN THE FUTURE OUTLOOK FOR EVERYONE. 

Members of our Community are more and more scattered now, and so the KANARA SARASWAT,  which has already 
crossed its 60th year, has been playing a more and more important and effective role, year after yaer , in maintaining 
a close link amongst the members of our Community.  It has all along thrived on the devotional efforts of a long row of 
Bhanaps, who eminently contributed in several ways to keep it going, and to serve a useful purpose. I wish therefore 
to place on record my sincere appreciation of the work done by a number of Bhanap luminaries who made it possible 
for the magazine to serve the community as well as it did.......

... Shankar D Nadkarni, President. Kanara Saraswat Association
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Social Life and Conditions

An old saying goes that tastes differ. We may add to this 
that tastes differ with the time. Long long ago, “Plain living 
and high thinking” was the ideal of the Indians. Western 
people think that the standard of living in India is abnormally 
low, and what with their efforts and the percolation of their 
ideas, Indians are getting more and more luxurious. Formerly 
contentment was the highest goal for this world and religion 
preached it. The modern ideal is divine discontent, for therein 
lies the goal to improvement. Civilization is said to be the art 
of converting luxuries into necessities. Our ancestors used 
to lead a very simple life. “Valkals” were their daily wear 
and fruits and roots of the trees were their food; but as time 
passed on, they began to make changes in their mode of 
living, so much so, that nowadays we cannot imagine how 
these good old people used to live on such poor food.

Luxury is said to be practiced when we demand a thing 
which is not quite indispensible, while in the case of necessity 
one can’t do without the thing . One important factor in this 
classification is the consideration of the purse. The luxury 
of a man of limited means will be a necessity for the one 
with a long purse. It is therefore rather difficult to write on a 
subject like this.

I would therefore adopt the standard of a middle class 
Saraswat family and try to portray its luxuries and necessities. 
Naturally my conception of the family will be of one which 
is in a city.

Cleanliness is the first necessity of any family and the 
more so of a Saraswat Family, for cleanliness and health 
always go hand in hand. Without health a family will never 
be happy and the Doctor will be a constant visitor.

Well, is a Drawing Room a luxury or a necessity? I should 
think the latter. It may not be furnished with Romeneys  and 
Christies or Jacobian suites; but a plain one with the efforts at 
oil by the lady of the house , a few family photographs to hide 
the barrenness of the walls, and a few pieces of comfortable, 
though not old, furniture is practically a necessity.

The kitchen is the portion of the Saraswat home which 
is entitled to more attention than it receives now. All will 
agree that the kitchen is a necessity but it is the one which 
is well furnished with the necessities that attracts people. 
With the kitchen is connected the question of the cook. I 
would emphatically say that the institution is more a curse 
and a luxury than a necessity, except to those unhappy 
families where the fairer sex is crippled by illness. It is a 
matter of regret that this institution is becoming a necessity 
in several Saraswat families. I suppose I need not dilate 

luxuries and necessities in Saraswat homes
vatSaLa natH

September 1929

on the difficulties and insults of the cooks one has to put 
up with. Suffice it to say that apart from their nuisance and 
inconvenience, their prohibitive pay increased by their foolish 
employers is enough to deny them the right of being classed 
as a necessity in the Saraswat homes.

Is a tailor necessary? This is a difficult question to answer 
in as much as he is practically indispensible to the male 
section of the house. But nevertheless his attacks on the 
family purse may be checked by the careful housewife. In this 
connection it is pleasant to note that many of our Saraswat 
ladies are taking more to sewing. Of course a sewing machine 
will become necessity. But I hope it won’t be long before the 
tailor will be driven away completely form Saraswat homes.

A small medicine chest containing some first aid remedies 
is a necessity to a Saraswat home. The doctor might be 
handy but first aids are always a necessity especially in 
families where there are children. Of course this will entail the 
members of the household to know the elements of First Aid.

Literacy in Saraswat home is undoubtedly a necessity. 
In fact I have never heard it being denied that right in any 
home. The advantages and comforts of reading are many and 
various. It is a most entertaining and yet innocent pastime. 
A small library will be a necessity. A daily newspaper is also 
a necessity in as much as it will enable us to keep in touch 
with the times. A monthly magazine will certainly not verge 
on being called  a luxury

There is a good deal of truth in the statement that some 
elderly person is a necessity in the Saraswat family to guide 
the younger generation in their life. Much can be said in favour 
of bringing up of the youngsters in the traditions and glory 
of our ancestors, though of late our ancestors have come in 
for a lot of contempt.

Above all, there must be perfect understanding and 
cheerfulness in the Saraswat Home. Without these no 
Saraswat family will be happy. The wife should be afforded 
a little more independence than she is generally given.

There is one other point which I put off writing as it is 
rather touchy- whether children are necessities or luxuries? 
Pious god-fearing people might be shocked to know that 
such a question is raised at all. One great national leader’s 
writings seem to show that they are not necessities. In these 
hard days when the addition of a soul into a family means so 
much more strain on the purse, they might be a luxury. At any 
rate they are not a necessity when they come in plenty. But 
perhaps I am treading on doubtful and controversial ground. 
So I has best stop.
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At a time when men of light and leading are devising 
ways and means to bring about the social amelioration of 
a group of Saraswats known as Kanara Saraswats, it is 
worth one’s while to bestow a moment’s thought on some 
characteristics peculiar to this group. In making such an 
estimate no attempts will be made either to dogmatise or to 
make sweeping statements. When certain statements will 
be made, it should be clearly understood that at best they 
are only of general application and wherever there may be 
any exceptions they will only go to prove the rule. The main 
purpose of this short note is neither to tickle the vanity nor 
to exaggerate the difficulties in the path of our communal 
reformers. But it is an attempt just to see how and where we 
stand in our ‘onward’ march.

1. The first and foremost characteristic that strikes a 
casual observer is that the members of this group are neither 
fanatic nor bigots as far as their religious views are concerned. 
Although in view of the fact that the group owes its allegiance 
to a Shaivite Matha at Chitrapur, they are a set of very tolerant 
Shaivites, among them there are as many followers of Vishnu 
as there are those of Shiva. For all practical purposes it may 
be assumed that there are as many Bhavanishankars and 
Mangeshas as there are Gopal-Krishnas and Padmanabhas. 
Even among their Mathadhipathis there were Keshavas, 
Vamanas and Krishnas. Among the ladies we commonly 
find such names as KrishnaBai, RadhaBai and LakshmiBai 
side-by-side with such names as GirijaBai and ParvatiBai. 
Their temples are dedicated to Mangesh, Rama and Krishna. 
It can therefore be safely asserted that their religious outlook 
is very cosmopolitan. Among the Kanara Saraswats there 
are Brahmos, Aryas, Theosophists, Vivekanandites and 
Prarthana-Samajists. They are no longer looked down upon 
as outcastes. Such manmade distinctions as Vilayati Bhanaps 
and Pakka Chitrapuries and Tenkees and Badgees are fast 
disappearing. Even where they exist they are distinctions 
without differences. Such an attitude is highly commendable. 
Their motto is and should be “unity in essentials, liberty in 
non-essentials, and charity in all things”. When all this is said, 
one cannot be blind to the growing sense of agnosticism or 
indifferentism to eternal verities or things spiritual among the 
rising generation. Rationalism seems to march triumphant.

2. Next to this cosmopolitan outlook, their sense of 
adapdability to environments is remarkable. In whatever 
part of the world they may be, they quietly adapt themselves 
to their local environments and become one with their 
fellow-beings. Their children learn the local languages with 
remarkable diligence. In Calcutta, the Saraswat children 
learn Bengalee. In Mysore, they have adopted Kanarese as 
their mother-tongue. In Hyderabad, Urdu is the language of 
their adoption. Perhaps this is due to the fact that Konkani 

Some Characteristics of the Kanara Saraswats
G. a. CHaDavarKar, m.a.

May 1932

is not a literary language. This linguistic disability needs 
careful consideration. Attempts to make Konkani a literary 
language, however laudable they may be in themselves, 
are mere fleabites and have no more than mere academic 
interest. The community has no linguistic individuality.

3. The percentage of literates among the community is 
pretty high. Female education has made great strides. Social 
reform is slowly but surely gaining ground even without the 
aid of legislation. Post-puberty marriages are being tolerated 
and are very common. Inter-communal marriages and widow 
remarriages are not unknown. Time spirit demands reform 
on progressive and evolutionary lines and on this score 
none need despair of the future. The dowry system however 
has not died out. Educated young men are not in favour of 
it but the elderly ladies and gentlemen do not seem to be 
bold enough to discard it. Pecuniomania is still rampant. A 
Dhanvantari is still to be born to rid the community of this 
malady.

4. Economically, the community is still backward. 
Service-Government or private – is still the greatest ‘industry’ 
followed by a vast majority of the members. Sirurs, Ullals, 
Udayawars and Kalbags are few and far between. The 
few families owning lands in Kanara are dwindling. Want 
of money and organization is eating into the vitals of these 
land-owning families. Their children are migrating to cities in 
search of “service”. Limited resources, costly ceremonies, 
love of jewellery and physical deterioration due to city-life 
are all driving the community to the verge of economic ruin. 
Family budgets are unknown. Love of prestige and honour 
is reducing the number of contented middle class families. 
The economic problem will surely baffle the attempts of 
any reformer. Higher education has become very costly. 
Unemployment even among the educated is staggering. 
Saraswat young men even with foreign qualifications find 
no suitable jobs. The proposed census may reveal some 
more melancholy facts. We hope readers will pardon our 
pessimism. Facts are facts. 

Let us not lay unction to our souls and say that everything 
is all right with us. Economically, there is something rotten 
in the state of Denmark (The phrase means “things are 
unsatisfactory; there is something wrong). We cannot imagine 
a duty more sacred than that of arresting the progress of 
grinding poverty among the community. In cities perhaps 
there may be a few families who are passing rich with “forty 
pounds a year” but in the distant villages of Kanaras the 
demons of ignorance and chill penury are still stalking. From 
cock-crow to sun-down the struggle rages fiercely. It seems 
as though the Mahabharata is perpetual. Lord Krishna’s “The 
Song Celestial” is badly needed. When shall we hear it? The 
echo answers “When?” 
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Vishveshwar Rai Mangesh Kulkarni (1862-1924) A Naturopath, Sanskrit Scholar, Healer, Author and Vegan, who by 
the dint of his own deep study and research into the subject of Homeopathy acquired a large practice and established the 
firm Roy & Company in 1889 in Bombay. A Visionary and Pioneer. At the age of 16 he fell ill and allopaths could not cure 
him. A Jesuit Priest, Father Jelowitz, cured him with Homoeopathy. He then learnt Homoeopathy from Father Jelowitz by 

assisting him and reading books in his quest to be a Homoeopath. After being transferred 
to Bombay from Vengurla (he was working for for Post and Telegraph Dept.) he started the 
First Homoeopathic Pharmacy in the state and went on to establish institutes as there were 
none then. He lived a pious, philanthropic life in the service of humanity till his last days.

Second Generation - Dr. Manohar  Vishveshwar Kulkarni(1910-1965). The youngest son 
followed in his father’s illustrious footsteps continuing the good work taking the company to 
new heights. He was the first importer of Homeopathic medicines from Boericke and Tafel, 
USA and Willmar Schwabe Germany. He set forth in popularizing Homeopathy, establishing 
a vast and wide network nationally and internationally. His era saw the surge of Homeopathy 
and gave it recognition and credibility. Regarded as the doyen of homeopathy in Bombay, 
Mahatma Gandhi sought his expertise and services regularly.

third Generation - Dr. Vivekanand Manohar Kulkarni-(1936 -2012). The eldest Son  
embraced his late father’s cause. Generous to a fault, his deep humanitarian approach 
fostered and guided various other institutions, pharmacies that proliferated and prospered. 
He laid ground rules and guidelines that cleansed various malpractices that had crept into 
the system.

Fourth Generation - Dr. Jitendra Vivekanand Kulkarni and Dr.Tejaswini Kulkarni – Bhat. The present generation 
ardently believes in the pure tradition of Homeopathy as espoused by their fore fathers. Essentially a family firm, as we 
enter into the 131st year we seek to continue our legacy of commitment and service of humanity through Homeopathy.

Our business has been started by our fore fathers, and will go forward with our future generations too. The Values 
and Wisdom from our forefathers have stayed with us in continuing the good work of ‘Spread and Love of Homeopathy’..

ROY & Co. - HOMOEOPATHS
ESTD - 1889

Roy & Co. ad in the April 1919 issue – 
1st issue called Saraswat Quarterly

Mr. S. K. Bijur Apr 1920 to July 1932
Mr. N. R. Bijur Aug 1932 to Dec 1937
Mr. M. R. Sirur Jan 1938 to Dec. 1938
Mr. N. R. Bijur Jan 1939 to Dec 1940
Mr. M. R. Sirur Jan 1941 to Oct 1943
Mr. M. N. Kulkarni Nov 1943 to Aug 1945
Mr. B. G. Dhawale Sep 1945 to Dec. 1945
Mr. M. R. Sirur Jan 1946 to Dec. 1947
Mr. A. H. Kulkarni Jan 1948 to Dec. 1950
Mr. K.S. Mavinkurve Jan 1951 to Dec. 1951
Mr. D. S. Hattangady Jan 1952 to Dec 1952
Mr. R. R. Padbidri Jan 1953 to Aug 1963
Mr. D. D. Kalyanpur Sep 1963 to Dec 1963
Mr. R. R. Padbidri Jan 1964 to Dec 1964

Mr. D. D. Kalyanpur Jan 1965 to Jun 1965
Mr. R. R. Padbidri Jul 1965 to Aug 1970
Mr. D. D. Kalyanpur Sep 1970 to Aug 1973
Mr. S. V. Nadkarni Sep 1973 to Dec 1973
Mr. D. D. Kalyanpur Jan 1974 to Sep 1974
Mr. G.S. Mavinkurve Oct 1974 to Dec. 1975
Mr. B.U. Kumble Jan 1976 to Dec. 1979
Mr. S. G. Bhatkal Jan 1980 to Aug 1986
Mr. Krishna Kurwar Sep 1986 to Jun 1988
Mr. Gurunath. S. Gokarn Jul 1988 to Nov. 2002
Mr. Gurudutt Mundkur Dec 2002 to May 2003
Ms. Sujata Haldipur Jun 2003 to Feb 2005
Mrs. Jyoti Mudbidri Mar 2005 to Aug 2010
Mrs. Smita Mavinkurve Sep 2010 to date

Editors through the Years



With Best Compliments From:

 Prashant P Amit Sharad Kulkarni
 Ashwini Prashant Surdeep Amit Kulkarni
  Ansh                 Sohah

In loving memory of……the brightest stars in the sky……

 Sharad &Monisha Kulkarni P. Renuka Laxman 
 (nee Usha Gokarn)  

IN MEMORIAM

VIMLANAND RAMKRISHNA PANDIT
DOB – 18.04.1919     DOD – 12.02.2020

Passed away peacefully at Pune on 12th February, 2020. 
He was a noble and caring person, with lots of compassion and humbleness.

Deeply mourned by ARVIND STHALEKAR and family, Dombivli 
Relatives & Friends.
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The pillar of strength of our family:
Mother of– Late Anand Kabad, Veena (Sudha) Chandavarkar & Vidya Harite

Mother-in-law of –Pushpa Kabad, Chaitanya Chandavarkar & Ravindra Harite
Grandmother of –Ameet - Ankita,Ankit - Chitra, Aniruddha & Aniket

Fondly remembered by:
Kabads, Aldangadis, Koppikars, Raos, Bantwals, Ulpes

Relatives & Friends

SMT. GEETA GURUDATH KABAD
2ndOctober1935 – 9th February 2020

Radhabai K. Haldipur
16-10-1927 To 02-02-2020 

An epitome of grace. Inspiration to us all.
Geeta and Ravin Mankikar, Jaya and Prakash Kundapur, Varsha and Vikas Karnik, 

Chaya and Mahesh Haldipur
Jaydeep, Ranjeet, Priya, Divya, Kunal and Kaustubh

and great-grandchildren
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Centenary of the Kanara Saraswat association
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I have been asked by the Editorial Committee of the 
Kanara Saraswat to write on The Saraswat Youth. But at 
the very outset I want to confess that having lived for many 
years in an upcountry mofussil town, far away from the home 
district. I possess no accurate knowledge of the peculiar 
needs of the youth in our community, and so I hope I shall 
be pardoned if some of my inferences in regard to them and 
our community in general are a little vague and sometimes 
even inaccurate and biased. At the same time I believe that 
as a youth myself, though I have passed the immediate 
stresses of youth and its ardours and aspirations, and as 
one whose profession gives him the rare privilege of coming 
in contact with youth of all castes, creeds and religions, my 
observations and conclusions cannot entirely be unjust and 
absurd, however one sided or insufficient my readers may 
consider them to be.

The scene was a marriage pandal a few years ago in a 
Saraswat family. After the dinner a group of elders were sitting 
at ease and talking. The most important man in the group 
was a big officer – the type of man who has risen from the 
“ranks” and thinks that he has conquered the world. There 
is nothing more tragic than the spectacle of a man who has 
forgotten in his present prosperity the memories of his past 
struggle. The discussion turned on the younger generation 
in our community, a favourite post prandial subject in such 
gatherings, and this big man in an authoritative and pontifical 
manner pronounced his judgment that the bhanap young men 
of those days were inefficient and extravagant. Being the only 
one representating the much maligned “youth”, I stammered 
a feeble protest against the attack of these Olympians. My 
protest was met with the sullen looks and obvious resentment, 
and the big man thundered, “These young men, you see, 
are not only worthless, but also provokingly bad mannered.” 
I withdrew with what little self-respect was still left to me.

The self-complacent elder, prosperous and supercilious, 
with a big bank-balance to his credit and securely beyond 
the petty worries and annoyances incidental to the sordid 
“struggle for existence” in the India of today, is a common 
type among the bhanaps. During my college days when great 
things were happening in India and the youth of our nation 
had awakened to the call of a mighty destiny, a small group 
of bhanap young men used to discuss such questions as the 
one I have chosen as the title of my article.

We had then an expression to designate our elders. We 
used to call them, “aristos”. Snobbery is the blessing sin of 
this type of man and to my sorrow I must confess that it is a 

the Saraswat Youth
proFeSSor SUnDer rao HemmaDi, m.a.

August 1935

Oh! Wad some power  the giftie give us
To see ourselves as others see us

- Robert Burns
vice much more prevalent in our community than in others, 
and the result is that the cleavage of attitudes between the 
old and the young is greater among us than among other 
communities.

It is not my object to carry on a tirade against the old and 
to represent the Saraswat youth as an angel. I have only 
given an instance of an attitude which is not uncommon. I 
know there are exceptions- men free from snobbery of any 
kind, good with goodness that far transcends social and 
economic distinctions, helpful and sympathetic men, of whom 
the community can justly be proud. Nor do I want to say that 
the Saraswat youth is free altogether from that vice as I shall 
presently point out. But this just shows that the distinctions 
of the character between the old and the young are after all 
elusive and we can at best speak of mental attitudes as far 
as they fall within the sphere of intelligent observation which 
I shall discuss here. But before I do that, let me clear a few 
difficulties and misconceptions of which I had given a typical 
instance in a previous paragraph.

In the first instance, is the Saraswat youth today.  
“Inefficient and  extravagant” as my friend  said to me? I 
think, honestly, that the accusation is too general. Much 
of the inefficiency we see among our young men owing to 
peculiar circumstances of the times over which our young 
men have no control whatever. These are not days when 
men could enter government service on Rs 15/- and retire as 
high gazetted officers or titled aristocrats by sheer seniority 
of rank. Questions of merit are again, vague. Hundreds 
of young men who are without employment both in our 
community and elsewhere have at least as much merit as 
those who have been more fortunate. Besides, one should 
always reckon with the fact that success often means 
nothing more than that a man has been a skillful today or 
an intelligent opportunist. And even when merit is taken into 
consideration , it is opportunity  that ultimately counts more 
than merit, so that when the prosperous, successful elders 
speak of the efficiency of the younger generation, they 
leave out of account factors that are peculiar to our times, 
the keen competition, the overcrowding in the “black coated 
professions” and the lack of opportunities. Regarding “bad 
manners” the Saraswat youth to my mind is like the youth of 
any other community. Modern youth in all countries is more 
outspoken and less conventional, and these traits are not 
peculiar to us. People of older generation will, perhaps, find 
it difficult to sympathize with or understand these traits. We 
of the present generations are more intolerant of snobbery, 
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more frank and less bound by customs  and traditions than our 
elders , These traits have been tremendously accelerated in 
the present times by the latest revolutionary changes through 
which India and the rest of the world have been  passing in 
the last few years. Everything is in question ; every aspect 
of life is in the melting pot – religion, conduct and love. That 
some of these manifestos are very pronounced among the 
present generation of the Saraswats cannot be denied, and 
I also agree that they are a little alarming to some of us who 
are older.

Having cleared the ground and removed, as I hope, some 
of the prevailing misconceptions regarding the younger 
generation in our community. I shall now proceed to say a 
few words about what I regard as the characteristic mental 
attitudes which distinguish the younger generation among 
us today. Not all of these attitudes are good and some of 
them are definitely harmful. One of the encouraging signs I 
see among the youth of our community is, as I have already 
said, its intolerance of snobbery, that curious but ubiquitous 
product of a variety of mental, moral and spiritual perversities. 
I want the Saraswat youth to steer clear of this feeling of 
“superiority” more and more.. This feeling of superiority is a 
dangerous thing. It is at the root of much of the malice and 
unhappiness that we see in the modern world. It is a subtle 
mental attitude based on false and silly notions about oneself. 
Apart from giving rise to trifling irritations in our ordinary 
human relationships, it strikes at the very roots of one’s 
spiritual personality . Infinite and varied are its manifestations; 
a conviction that a man’s respectability is in exact proportion 
to his salary or to his social connections; a fear of “sentiment” 
forgetting that sentiment is one of the things that sweeten 
the cup of life for a vast majority of men, and that there is 
more of human worth in the “little, nameless, unremembered 
acts of kindness, and of love” than even in the securing of 
a university doctorate; a veneer contempt for the simpler 
aspects of life and a pose of admiration for things of the spirit 
forgetting that “where there is no vision, the people perish” ; 
a pre-occupation with the frivolous things of life and a habit 
of despising the underlying verities of human existence… 
These are some  of the manifestations of snobbery, a vice 
which is one of the easiest things to acquire, but one of the 
most difficult things to get rid of.

I am deeply convinced that neither our community not 
the world at large wants young people who are accustomed 
to think that to be smart is better than to be good or to be 
supercilious is nobler that to be humble, and to be dressed in 
the latest style or to be bumptious in manners is an evidence 
of culture and education. In an India which is seething with 
discontent and strife, with communal animosities, squalor , 
poverty and misery, it is the duty of every educated Indian 
youth, whatever community he may belong, to so integrate 
his life that he may be a dynamic for individual happiness 
and social peace and harmony. Our community, I believe, is 
peculiarly gifted with the qualities necessary to make each 
one of us a true servant of our country in this age of communal 

, social and political rancor. We have less of clannishness 
than most other “castes” of India and we are freer from caste 
obsessions than many of the other Brahmin communities 
of India, particularly in the South. Educationally we are 
far ahead of many communities, and our young men and 
women have a power of initiative which is often the envy of 
others and we have one very great advantage in our having 
been for years, an isolated community in the midst of people 
with manners, customs and traditions so different from our 
own- a thing which while it has induced in us a fine sense of 
communal solidarity, has at the same time given us a capacity 
for harmonious adaptability which only a few advanced 
communities in our country have exhibited. Some of these 
advantages we are gradually losing, partly owing to our own 
weaknesses and inefficiencies and partly owing to factors, 
economic and political, over which we as a community have 
no control. For example the sense of communal solidarity 
is fast disappearing among the younger generation as a 
result of the currency of vague, false and flatulent ideas 
of “cosmopolitanism”- a thing which often enables other 
communities to exploit us both socially and economically 
– while the growing stress of unemployment among the 
educated has hit our younger generation to an extent that 
snug “safely employed” members of the community, both old 
and young, can hardly realize. Accustomed to a standard 
of life higher than what obtains in many other communities 
and depending mainly on our education for keeping up that 
standard, the present situation has brought about infinite 
misery among many Saraswat families. This is a situation 
which demands the concerted efforts of the whole community 
and the more young men we have in our community with 
character, initiative and idealism, the better for us.

I am not a pessimist and would, therefore, not like to end  
this article on a note of despair. There are already signs 
that self complacence of our community has been rudely 
shaken today as a result of the overwhelming forces of the 
outside world, and there is , therefore, a great need for a 
radical re-orientation of our lives. I would therefore ask our 
young men and women to develop more and more a spirit 
of service both to the community and to the outside world, 
to be less pre-occupied with the frivolities of life and to be 
more occupied with its essentials, and to cultivate attitudes 
and evolve a technique that will make for both individual 
and national efficiency and happiness. One of the important 
ways of doing this is to bring back into our live something of 
the spirit of the ancient Indian culture which the process of 
indiscriminate westernization has slowly and steadily driven 
out  of our community, so that we have nothing to say to those 
who regard our community as one of the most “anglicized” 
communities in India. I am sure with these ideals before them 
the Saraswat youth can confidently look forward to a big future 
both for themselves and for their community.
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Should women enter Service
mrS SHaraDa S UDiavar, B.a.

February 1945
(The following is a slight abridgement of the essay which won the first prize at the Essay Competition organized by Saras-

wat Mahila Samaj and the Saraswat Club, at Santa Cruz in December last. Alternative subjects for essays were announced 
on the spot and the time was given two hours- ED. K.S.)

This question was solved for women as well as the 
“stronger sex” by this war. Women, at first abroad, and in our 
own country, had struggled long for ‘franchise’, ‘sufffrage’ and 
‘equality’ with men. And they have won. Woman today has 
an equal right to vote with man and is considered to be an 
equal of man in certain spheres. When women got this power 
it was but natural that she should aspire to be a bread winner 
too; if not bread winner, at least a contributor to the family 
budget. Thus came the question whether women should 
enter service. Girls were given higher education a decade 
before and with higher education came higher ambitions 
and higher goals. 

There are wide differences of opinion regarding this 
question. And the pros and cons on this subject are perfectly 
balanced. Man, from the earliest times of cave dwelling had 
been the bread winner and active participant in the battle of 
life. Woman was for the home and hearth. The multitudinous 
duties attending housekeeping fell to her share besides 
looking after her children. Gradually the strict barriers dividing 
man’s duties from the woman’s wore away till at last in 1944 
we see hundreds of girls going to the office daily with their 
brothers or husbands and contributing their mite to the family 
budget. 

War upsets the normal peaceful way   of life and especially 
the World War II has been more oppressive than the last. The 
need for more hands for faster war work on the one hand 
and the need for some sort of diversion when the menfolk 
were fighting across the seas drove the women to work. One 
word from the Government and women flocked to enter the 
factories, fighting services , and any sphere of work where 
they could earn enough for themselves and their children or 
family. The rise in the prices of all commodities drove many 
of our middle class girls to work and help their parents. But 
is this type of life suited to us women? When a boy is given 
higher and better education, it is because he should have a 
better chance in this world. Today , higher education, college 
education, for women is the fashion, and every girl enters 
the portals of college. And afterwards when she cannot get a 
suitable husband she enters service, apart from the financial 
and economical point of view.

Home is the woman’s place. Woman is meant for the 
hearth, and the very word woman brings up an image of 
a smiling, graceful, feminine being, not the tom-boyish 
manly woman sporting man’s dress and aping him in many 
other ways- and disgraceful ways too. It is she who keeps 
the sacred fires of the hearth burning, encouraging when 
the man feels depressed, supporting him when he gets a 
backward thrust, sharing his joys, and his sorrows- that is 
true woman. Of course, a woman who fights with her man 
on the “life front” may be a true woman in that she shares 
her husband’s joys and sorrows, encourages him and helps 

him in every way. But the very idea of woman working for 
bread gives her a manly ‘cover’ , so to say, and a part of her 
feminity is lost. Perhaps rubbing shoulders with men in office 
or the factory wears away her smoothness and she becomes 
a more hardened being, lacking in something of the softness 
of a real feminine woman.

Man, without the healing and softening touch of woman, 
would be a brute. And an office going woman, would hardly 
have time for healing and softening her husband. The age 
old concept of woman being soft and comforting is still with 
us and this deep rooted impression gets a very rude shaking 
when we see women working.  A woman’s duties, at home, 
are not easy. They are, perhaps, more difficult than merely 
going to office and coming back. She has to worry about 
the food , clothes, servants’ problems, children’s health, 
their schooling and such other household duties. Woman is 
not fitted for life of aggression. Bearing pain, worrying and 
planning, all these are nothing to her; because, physically and 
psychologically , she is able to stand strains longer without 
snapping and again to recover their normal state. As steel 
is tempered by fire, woman is (often) softened and purified 
by pain and sorrow. But going out in the world and winning 
her bread is too much. She may do it for one year, two years 
or say ten years. But all the while, she will be wanting the 
comforts of a home and children- both her own.

When a girl first thinks seriously of her future life, it is in 
terms of a husband, a home and children – and never in 
terms of “fixed scales”, “efficiency bars”, “gratuity” and such 
other items. She may be persuaded or necessitated to enter 
service, but her heart will be set on things other than ‘a higher 
grade’. Thus a woman who is temperamentally and naturally 
unfit for service, will soon be tired of going to work daily.  
To-day, it is a novelty to her, a new experience, she is excited 
and crazy about going to work, because it is a taste of the 
forbidden fruit to her. But soon the novelty wears off. The 
wild joy of being independent is soon quelled and her heart 
longs for a comfortable home where she visualizes herself 
working and straining to make the home happier. Lifelong 
service is not for woman.

By saying that women should not enter service, I do not 
mean that they should be helpless. When something happens 
–perhaps the husband dies or he marries again when his first 
wife is still living and the wife is thrown out helpless she can 
win her bread. Education helps her now to secure a job for 
her. She is perfectly justified in entering service. But normally, 
under all comfortable circumstances, a woman should not 
enter service. She does it merely as a sort of defiance of 
man’s dominance over her, just to show him she is as good as 
he is and she too can win her mouthful. We admire a woman 
who faces life undaunted by any adverse circumstance, but 
the idea loses its value if every one of us goes to office.
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“No nation can be free when half its population is enslaved 
in the kitchen” – Lenin

The question whether woman should enter service or the 
professions is not merely for women to decide but for men 
also. When slavery was abolished in America, the slaves were 
not consulted; if they had been, slavery would have continued 
much longer than it did. It is for men to decide whether women 
should be encouraged to work. Further, the decision has to 
be taken in the context of the economic state of the present 
day society. The present stage of economic development, as 
well as the future development of society, which proceeds 
according to an inexorable dialectic, are favourable to, and 
demand, women’s participation in work. Above all, we should 
not forget the fundamental equality of man and woman, and 
the need for equal freedom for woman, freedom in any sense 
you like, provided it is meant in the same sense for both man 
and woman. This freedom is vitiated if woman is economically 
dependent on man.

Hitherto woman has been under the vassalage of man. 
The father decides how far the daughter should be educated 
or instructed and when; to whom she is to be married; once 
married, it is the husband and the ‘in-laws’ who veto her 
activities outside  the home. This state of affairs, however, 
is rapidly changing in our community. It is not the father 
or the husband who decides but the economic necessity. 
Notwithstanding all that can be said against women taking up 
work outside the home, there is one argument that commands 
assent; it is paying, and it eases the situation for many needy 
families. The experience gained by women in war-time will 
not go in vain. They will surely ask for more avenues of 
employment and we will be well advised to encourage them.

Let us, men, be fair and honest  and let us think out things 
deeply and not superficially. Why should man deny to woman 
the same freedom that he enjoys?  Woman has a mind, a 
personality, desires, aspirations and potentialities as great 
and deserving  of respect as man. Man has revolutionized 
his own task of bread winning with the help of science. Why 
should woman’s task of cooking and managing the household 
remain substantially the same as in the pre-historic days 
and not made lighter so that she can share in the activities 
outside the home? Woman has as great duties to society 
as to her own family. The idea of a family as an atomic unit 
of society is disappearing and the future family will be one 
which shares freely in social toil and life. Woman’s brain, 
talents, natural gifts are not to be kept idle in the precincts 
of the home, as exhibits in a glass case, to the untold loss 
of society; but they have to be utilized to enrich the manifold 
social life. Woman has right to demand that she should be 
allowed to work shoulder to shoulder with man and enjoy the 
economic freedom, which is fundamental to all real freedom. 

Should women enter Service
D. B. CHanDavarKar

May 1945

That, opportunities for women to take up careers have, up 
till now, been few is no answer; there will be more of them in 
the future and it is our duty to enable women to utilize them.

It may be mentioned, finally, that fear is expressed in 
some quarters that work will rob women of their essential 
feminity or softness. To my mind, the maudlin softness of 
cloistered women, blissfully ignorant of the sufferings and 
trials of working people in the outside world, is not much worth 
preserving. . It is the result, in our own country, of the fact 
that, in modern times, we have not gone through sufferings 
and misfortunes anything like those which have befallen 
the war-torn countries of Europe and China. The feminity 
of the women of the bombed cities of these countries has 
not disappeared on account of their sharing the toils of war 
with their men. On the contrary, woman has risen from the 
ordeal with a deeper and more real feminity which, despite 
all that might happen to her, is ineradicable from her nature. 
We have in fact nothing to lose, and everything to gain, by 
women entering service or the professions.
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(This appears to be an article written when the purchase of 
the plot for what is Talmakiwadi today was being considered. 
Interesting, since if finances had permitted, a larger area 
could have been purchased right upto what is Sleater Road 
today. Unfortunately the drawings are not given in the issue 
and hence could not be reproduced here.... Editor)

In the April number of this magazine, the Editor had his 
privileged dig at the patient and considerate Committee who 
had to report on the proposed New Hosing scheme. The 
Editor’s remarks appeared to have left 
unsaid some matters merely to enable 
the readers to draw the necessary 
inference that the Committee was 
rather dilatory in their report. But that 
unhappy Committee had a delicate 
task before them. They no doubt felt 
the need for a New housing Scheme 
as acutely as even the enthusiastic 
individual of the Editorial Committee 
who penned those lines probably did. 
But feeling the need acutely is one 
thing and translating that feeling into 
the action of Aladdin’s genie, who 
could produce a palace overnight, is 
another thing. It is only a few like Rao 
Bahadur Talmaki that have the tact to 
rub Aladdin’s lamp the right way and 
at the right time and even when the 
genie of the lamp appears to construct 
the magic apartments for our Saraswat 
Housing Schemes, there are always 
lesser but mischievous genies to 
obstruct and retard the progress of the 
benevolent one by all the dexterities 
available outside of the simple-minded 
Arabian Nights world. Now that the 
Special Committee have reported at long last, as the Editor 
says, all Saraswatdom will be eager to know something about 
the location, extent etc., of the proposed sites to be selected 
for this third important colony of ChitrapurSaraswats round 
about Bombay.

Overleaf is given a rough sketch Map* of these Plots 
serially numbered. It will be evident that the map is not drawn 
to any scale. I am obliged to Messrs. Abdulla Peermahomed & 
Co., Architects and Engineers of Apollo Street, Fort, Bombay, 
for supplying me with a blue print of the ground plan of these 
plots, drawn to scale. This sketch map is prepared from 
that blue print, but to meet the exigencies of the size of this 
Journal, this sketch is not drawn to scale, but only to show 
the plots in their juxtaposition to each other.

the new Housing Scheme For Saraswats
G. annaji rao, m.a., B.L.

July 1934

The total area of the Sir Adamji Peerbhoy Compound 
available for house-sites is about 36,300 sq. yd., after allowing 
for the layout for roads. These plots are in all thirty-four in 
number, of which Nos. 21 to 26 and 31 to 34 are suited for 
private residential bungalows. Plots Nos. 6 to 9 and 11 to 14 
are suited for the construction of Chawls, while plot No. 10 is 
eminently suited either for a Market or for the construction of 
a Common Hall for a meeting place or for marriage and such 
other festive occasions.The total area of the plots – Nos. 6 

to 14 is 10,000 sq. yd. approximately. 
At an average price of Rs. 15 per sq. 
yd., this area which is recommended 
for the consideration of the housing 
society would require one and a half 
lakh of Rupees for purchase of the 
land, which it is satisfactory to note 
is of Freehold Tenure with none of 
the cumbersome covenants which 
are usually found in properties of 
leasehold tenures. These plots are 
on Tardeo Raod and are situated 
within a stone’s throw of Chikalwadi, 
where Javji’s Chawls and Tukaram 
and Bhagirathi Bai buildings form the 
strongholds of Bhanaps. An excellent 
Saraswat Neighbourhood is thus 
assured, while the Gamdevi colony is 
within two furlongs. In course of time, 
and even for the mere asking, the 
Bus service of the B.E.S.T. can link 
up Bellasis Road with Gowalia Tank 
and thus bring the Bus service at the 
very door of the proposed Colony. 
At present both the Tardeo and the 
Gowalia Tank tram termini are within 
five minutes’ walk from this place.

 If the whole area of the Compound 
with its 36,000 sq. yd., could be monopolized by the 
Saraswats, we could house all surplus Saraswats left over 
from the present two prosperous colonies in this third Colony. 
But that would require the presence of the real Aladdin with 
his real lamp. Our humbler Aladdins require the inevitable 
loans from Uncle Sham’s gracious coffers. And Uncle Sham 
is fond of asking very many unpleasant, though necessary, 
questions before loosening his purse-strings to oblige even 
a long standing customer. But I ask, and I ask this in all 
humility and yet with all insistence at my command, is there 
not capital enough or enterprise enough among individual 
Chitrapur Saraswats of Bombay to make any one of them 
purchase and build on these sites at his or their own risk 
without troubling Uncle Sham?
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AX_mg| 55-60 dfm} nydu Amnë`m kmVrÀ`m Aem g§ñWm ZìhË`m. 
H$maU Ë`m doit Amncr cmoH$g§»`m H$_r AgyZ _w»`V: Ë`m§M| dmñVì` 
CÎma d X{jU H$ÞS> {Oëøm§Vrc chmZ IoS>çm§VyZ hmoV|. VoWo aWmoËgd, 
JmoHw$imï>_r, am_Zd_r, JUoemoËgd, Xgam-{Xdmir `m àg§Jr EH$Ì 
O_yZ cmoH$m§Mo g§~§Y Mm§Jco d H$m`_ amhV. OgOer cmoH$g§»`m dmTy> 
cmJcr VgVer gw{ejrV VéUm§Zm ZmoH$argmR>r _w§~B©, _Ðmg, ~|Jiwa 
gma»`m _moR>çm ehar OmU| ^mJ nS>co.

Aem ehar EH$Ì amhUo qH$dm gUmdmargwÕm O_U| H$R>rU Pmë`mZo 
_w»`V: H$mo-Am°nao{Q>ìh gmogm`Q>çm§Mr H$ënZm {ZKmcr. lr. lrnmXamd 
Vmc_H$sZr naXoem§VyZ `m {df`mMr _m{hVr AmUyZ Am{e`m I§S>mV 
àW_ hm à`moJ Jm§dXodrcm Ho$cm. Vmo `eñdr R>ê$Z nwT>| gm§VmH«y$P, 
VmS>Xod, àm°ŠQ>a amoS> `oW| AZwH$aÊ`mV Amcm. `m Ë`m§À`m gm_m{OH$ 
H$m`m©~Ôc lr. Vmc_H$s¨Zm amd~hmXÿa nXdr XoÊ`mV Amcr d VmS>XodÀ`m 
gmogm`Q>rV Vmc_H$sdmS>r ho Zm§dhr XoÊ`mV Amco. nwT>o Aem arVrZo 
_mQw>§Jm, dm§Ðm, {dconmc} d BVa {R>H$mUr hm¡qgJ gmogm`Q>çm ñWmnÊ`mV 
Amë`m Am{U Ë`m§Mm \$m`Xm Amnë`m g_mOmcm \$ma Pmcm Amho.

lr. em_amd {dÇ>c H$m`{H$Ur ho _w§~B©g OmD$Z d{H$crMm Y§Xm 
Ho$coco àW_ J¥hñW, Ë`m§Mo _mJ©Xe©Z d Aml` _w§~B©g àW_M Jocoë`m 
Amnë`m {H$Ë`oH$ cmoH$m§Zm {_imc|.

c¾H$m`©, ì`mnma-CÚ_ H$aUmè`m§g H$Om©D$ n¡go XoÊ`mÀ`m CÔoemZo  
em_amd {dÇ>c ~±H$ {ZKmcr. Am_À`m g_mOmMo Vo AÜd`y© åhUyZ 
Ë`m§MoM Zmd {Xco ho gmW© Pmco.

JmdXodrÀ`m hm°c_Ü`o CËgd, g_ma§^mÀ`m doir EH$Ì `oV Agcoë`m 
Vê$Um§Zr H°$Zam gmañdV Egmo{gEeZMr ñWmnZm Ho$cr. Ë`m§Mo _wInÌ 
åhUyZ ""H°$Zam gmañdV'' ho àW_ Ì¡_m{gH$ d Z§Va _m{gH$ àH$m{eV 
hmoD$ cmJco. AmO Ë`mMm gwdU© _hmoËgd gmOam hmoV Amho.

pñÌ`m§À`m g§ñWm 1917 gmcr _w§~B©Vhr VrZM hmoË`m. gmañdV _{hcm 
g_mOmMr ñWmnZm lr_Vr cú_r~mB© M§XmdaH$am§À`m AÜ`jVoImcr 
lr_Vr grVm~mB© nS>{~Ðr, H$ë`mUr~mB© Vmc_H$s, em§Vm~mB© {eê$a 
d dËgcm~mB© {eê$a `m ^{JZtZr Ho$cr. g_mOmZo \§$S> O_dyZ àm¡T> 
pñÌ`m§gmR>r _amR>r, qhXr, B§J«Or d ^OZmMo dJ© gwê$ Ho$co. Ë`m 
H$mithr _amR>rV "ñdXoerd«V', "g_mO godm' d "Y«wd M[aÌ' ̀ m Zm{Q>H$m 
a§J^y_rda AmUë`m. `mn¡H$s "ñdXoerd«V' hr Zm{Q>H$m {chÿZ a§J^y_rda 
AmUÊ`mMr g§Yr _cm {_imcr. hr Zm{Q>H$m {c{hÊ`mMr àoaUm _cm 
1921 gmcr nyÁ` _hmË_m Jm§YtZr ZwH$Ë`mM gwê$ Ho$coë`m ñdXoer d 
AghH$ma MiditVyZ {_imcr.

àW_ _{hcm g_mOmZ| ñWmncoë`m {eew{dhma d àmW{_H$ emim§Mm 
Vmc_H$sdmS>r d AgmnmgÀ`m _wcm§_wcrg cm^ Pmë`mZo `m emim 

Mmc{dÊ`mgmR>r EH$ {Zamir g§ñWm ñWmnÊ`mV `oD$Z hm`ñHy$cn`ªVMo 

dJ© Ë`m§À`mM ñdV§Ì B_maVtV AmVm§ Mmc{dco OmVmV.

hmD$qgJ gmogm`Q>çm, em_amd {dÇ>c ~±H$, H°$Zam gmañdV Agmo{gEeZ 

d gmañdV _{hcm g_mO `m Mma _w§~B©Vrc à_wI g§ñWm, Z§Va 

{Za{Zamù`m gmogm`Q>çm§V amhUmè`m§Zr ñdV:À`m CÞVrgmR>r doJdoJù`m 

g§ñWm ñWmnë`m. `mVrc C„oIÊ`mgmaIm "nm°ß`wca H$mo-Am°nao{Q>ìh 

~mBªJ Šc~' hm CnH«$_ hmo`. `mM YVuda ~|Jiya d _Ðmgcmhr 

Agmo{gEeZg², H$mo-Am°nao{Q>ìh hmD$qgJ gmogm`Q>çm, _{hcm g_mO 

dJ¡ao ñWmnÊ`mV `oD$Z Cn`wº$ H$m`© hmoV Amho.

gwédmVrg _§Jiyacm ñWmnZ Ho$cocr gmañdV godm g{_{V gÜ`m 

Cùimccm Amnë`m ñdV:À`m B_maVtV d¥Õm§Zm d BVa Aghmæ` 

cmoH$m§Zm Aml` XoV Amho. _w»`V: XoU½`m§daM ̀ m g§ñWoMo H$m`© MmcV|.

na_nyÁ` AmZÝXml_ ñdm_rOtÀ`m H$ma{H$XuV {eamcrÀ`m {MÌmnwa  

_R>mMr IynM CÞVr Pmcr. _R>mÀ`m H$m`m©_wio d ñdm_rOtÀ`m 

doimodoir {R>H${R>H$mUÀ`m Xe©Zm_wio cmoH$m§À`m Ym{_©H$ ^mdZocm  

CË\y$V© dmd {_imcm.

JaOy d hmoVH$ê$ emco` d H$m°coO {dÚmWu-{dÚm{W©Zrg _XV XoUmè`m 

gmañdV EÁ`wHo$eZ d àm°pìhS>§Q> H$mo-Am°nao{Q>ìh gmogm`Q>r d {MÌmnwa 

gmañdV EÁ`wHo$eZ gmogm`Q>r `m XmoZ g§ñWm hmoV.

H°$ßQ>Z harha ^Q> ho {_crQ>ar S>m°ŠQ>a n{hë`m OmJ{VH$ `wÕH$mcr  

_m`Xoer naVVm§Zm Ë`m§Mr AmJ~moQ> ~wSy>Z {ZYZ nmdco. Ë`m§À`m ñ_

aUmW© _w§~B©V amoJmon`moJr CnH$aU| JaOy§Zm CncãY AmhoV. {Xd§JV 

gXm{edamd ~cgoH$a d S>m°. nm§Sw>a§Jamd dmJio ̀ m§À`m ñ_aUmW© nm°ß`wca 

A±ã`wcÝg A°gmo{gEeZMo A±ã`wcÝg amÌ§{Xdg _w§~B©Vrc amo½`m§Mr  

Zo-AmU H$aÊ`mg CncãY Amho. {R>H${R>H$mUÀ`m g^m g_ma§^àg§Jr 

Cn`moJr nS>Umè`m ñd`§godH$ g§ñWmhr ñWmnZ Ho$ë`m AmhoV.

ZdrZ d Cn`wº$ CnH«$_m§n¡H$s àm_w»`mZo Zm|X KoÊ`mgmaIm "_°aoO Jm`S>Ýg 

ã`yamo' hm hmo`. VgoM H°$Zam gmañdV Egmo{gEeZZ| Zm{gH$cm ~m§Ycoco 

Amamo½`Ym_ hmo`. `m{edm`m H¡$H$ {R>H$mUr gm_m{OH$ CÞVrgmR>r g§ñWm 

ñWmnyZ H$m`© Mmcco Amho.

gd© Ñï>rZr nmhVm gmañdV g_mO \$ma N>moQ>m. Varhr g_mOmÀ`m 

godm^mdr cmoH$m§H$Sy>Z gVV Or gËH$m`} Pmcr AmhoV d hmoV AmhoV 

Vr A{Ve` ñVwË` AmhoV. VWm{n godm^md nydu BVH$m am{hcm Zmhr 

hr \$ma IoXmMr Jmoï> hmo`. Vê$U {nT>rV A{YH$m{YH$ godmd¥Îmr CËnÞ 

hmoD$Z Amnë`m gd© gm_m{OH$ g§ñWm§Mr CÎmamoÎma ^a^amQ> hmodmo Aer 

B©eMaUr Z_« àmW©Zm.

Am_À`m gm_m{OH$ g§ñWm
- C_m~mB© Hw§$Xmnya, hþ~ir
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H$m|H$Ur gm{hË` g{_{V

Sangeet & Theatre

Readers of this journal will recall a mild sensation caused 
in Bhanap circles in Bombay in July last when Kumari Maya 
Mallapur, a teenage girl from Sholapur, gifted with wonderful 
histrionic talents, gave a couple of performances to some 
select audiences of what has come to be known as ‘ek patri 
natak’. A short notice performance staged under the auspices 
of K. S. Association and which yet drew a packed house was 
reviewed in our August 65 issue. She had then regaled the 
audience with some select scenes from the famous Marathi 
drama ‘Swayamvar’.

Encouraged by the response she received in Bombay and 
at some private circles in her home town of Sholapur, Kumari 
Mallapur presented the entire drama ‘Swayamvar’ under the 
auspices of ‘Shruti Mandir’ at Poona. She played all the roles 
herself except that of Krishna which was played by her tutor 
and guru Shri Padmakar Deo. This dwi-patri drama literally 
took Poona by storm what with her brilliant characterisation 
of diverse roles, all alone, with perfect ease and aplomb. Both 
her acting and her music cast a magic spell on the audience 
and distinguished connoisseurs of music and drama like 
Sardar Abasaheb Muzumdar, Smt. Hirabai Badodekar, and 
public persons like S. M. Joshi and N. G. Gore and doyens 

a new Dramatic Venture
May 1965

of the Poona Press lavished their praise on this brilliant star.
Bombay had the opportunity of witnessing this ‘dwi-

patri swayamvar’ on 6th March last when it was staged at 
Rangmandir, Dadar, under the presidentship of Acharya Atre. 
The theatre was packed to the full and for a full three hours 
the artiste held the audience spellbound by her superb acting 
and melodious music which gave one glimpses of the veteran 
actors of the Marathi Stage, particularly Balgandharva. There 
was the Balgandharva touch in her music and her rendering 
of some of the famous stage songs. It was hard to believe 
that the self same girl who sang the soft and melodious 
songs of Rukmini could warm up into solemn and stentorian 
accents of the aged Bhishmaka with faultless ease. She 
had such a control over her voice that she spoke in five 
different tones charactristic of the five different roles which 
she plays singly in one scene and switched on from one 
tone to another in a trice, creating illusion of five different 
personalities exchanging conversation. No wonder Acharya 
Atre who presided on the occasion spoke in superlative terms 
of Miss Mallapur, who if she perseveres, has a great future 
before her as a star actor on the Marathi stage.

øm g§ñWoMmo CX²KmQ>Z g_ma§^w Vm. 2 gßQ>|~a 1945 gH$mir 9.30 
K§Q>çm[a Om„mo. Ë`m àg§Jm[a g§ñWoZ| N>mßnyZw§ àH$m{eV Ho$„oco ZmQ>H$ 
"àr{V Im{Va' ho "ZmQ>çH$cm _§S>im'Z| IoiZw§ Xm¸${`c|. ho ZmQ>H$ ~¢Xÿa 
Xodam`mZ| ~a{`c| AmñgyZw§, H$m|H${U gm{hË`-g{_{VZ| à{gÕ Ho$„oc| 
n¢c| nwîn OmdZw§ Amñg. øm g_ma§^m doim[a AÜ`jr` ^mfUm§Vw§ lr. 
hQ>§J{S> lr{Zdmg am`mZ| gm§Jc| H$s Agë`m g§ñWo{M Oê$[a {XñgyZw lr. 
gdya lr{Zdmgam` Am{Z BVa AÝ` J¥hñWmqZ øm _m{j cmJm`V à`ËZ 
H$moaZw§ Am_Joë`m ̂ mfoÀ`m àr{VIm{Va Am{Z àgmamIm{Va Ho$„oco H$m`mªVw 
Am{å_ gdmªqZ ̂ mJw KodZw§ Vr ̂ mg-{Za§Va Am_Joë`m {Oã~oar AmgH$m-
Am{Z Vm¸$m `oHw$ AmH$mé XrdZw§ Vr nwñVH$ ê$nmZo àH$Q> H$moH$m© hr øm 

g§ñWoMr Ü`o` OmdZw§ Amñg{V. h| H$m`© Mmo„m|dM| Im{Va EH$ H$m`©H$m[a 
_§S>i ñWmnZm H$moMmªVw Am`c|. Ë`m _§S>im§co J¥hñW :- lr. hQ>§J{S> 
lr{Zdmgam`w, lr. ~cgoH$a gXm{edam`w, lr. nSw>H$moU AmË_mam_am`w, 
lr. Hw$cH${U© _§Joeam ẁ, lr. _w§S>Hy$a gm§Îmßnam ẁ, lr gwaHw§$X AÊU{O, lr. 
~¢Xÿa Xodam`w, lr. VcJo[a {edmZ§Xþ Am{Z hQ>§J{S> XÎmmÌ`w. øm ZmQ>H$mM| 
CËnÞ:- {V{H$Q> {d{H«$ 884-2 é., Om{hamV 70 é., nwñVH$ {d{H«$ 
45 é. dÅz> é. 999-2. "àr{V Im{Va' øm ZmQ>H$m nwñVH$mM| _yë` é. 
1 Amñgm Am{Z Vo§ lr. X. e§. hQ>§J{S>; Z§. 6 JwéàgmX, Vmc_{H$dm{S>, 
VmaXod, _w§~B©-7, hmÁOocmp½J _oiVm. (øm nwñVH$mMmo nam_ew© (review) 
_wImdoë`m _{hÝ`mÀ`m "Ho$Zam gmañdV' _m{gH$m§Vw§ `oËcmo.)
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U. R. Gautam created a landmark in Konkani Theatre by 
putting on boards a magnificent teacher; he was a part of 
the students’ families or households. He frequently visited 
their houses and  sixties. The play is a sensitive portrayal 
of Mohammed Bin Tughlaq, the ill-starred idealist whose 
grandiose schemes ended in colossal failure because they 
were far ahead of his time- a theme which is highly relevant 
to us today.

Translated and directed by Gautam himself, the play 
had splendid array or actors- Sudhir Nadkarni (Tughlaq) 
Ramchandra Kodange (Barani) Uday Bhatkal (Najib) Suneela 
Nagarkar / Lalita Mullerpaten (stepmother) Vidyanand 
Mullerpaten (multiple roles). U.R. Gautam (Aziz) Chandan 
Talgeri (Town crier) and a host of others in lesser roles, Sudhir 
virtually mesmerized the audience as only he can do. The 
others gave solid support. Newcomers Girish Benegal and 
Ashwin Balsavar impressed in their respective roles. The 
crowd scenes (which are bugbears to most directors) were 
very well managed and lent authenticity to the production. 
The smooth flow of the script, the colourful custumes, on 
stage singing by Shashank Sanade, and lighting by Guru 
Shukla made it a complete production with  very few flaws 
considering the gigantic nature of the task.

Originally announced as a venture of his own off-beat 
theatre group “Ankur”, Gautam eventually put it up under 
the banner of “Trinity Arts” to confirm to the new role of the 
Venkatesh Bhajana Mandali’s annual competition which 
does not now permit an actor to go on stage in more than 
one drama. His alliance with Youthopia and the financial 
sponsorship of Canara Union Arts Section for the first show 
at Guru Nanak Bhavan enabled Gautam to fulfill his ambition 
of completing the onerous task. All praise for this imaginative 
and enterprising youngster for his tenacity. The show at the 
Amembal Narayan Pai Competition was even better, some of 
the rough edges having been removed after a critical viewing 
of the video tape of the first show. The play was unlucky not 
to get the first or the second prize, presumably because it 
is not an original Konkani play – a factor which apparently 
carries a lot of weightage in this competition. However the 
judges acknowledged its superior stagecraft by nominating 
Gautam as the Best Director and Sudhir as the Best Actor 
of the competition.

The other play from our Malleswaram groups was 
“Vidhilikhit” by Natyapremi. Director Radhika Savkur was 
driven to near distraction by the absence of some of her usual 
seasoned artistes who had been earlier booked for “Tughlaq” 
and could not take supportive roles in her play on account of 
the new restriction. It was only her indomitable spirit which 
enabled her to overcome almost insurmountable difficulties 
in staging the play.

“Vidhilikhit” is a Konkani version of Vasant Kanetkar’s 

a landmark in Konkani theatre
G.r. mULKy, BanGaLore

September 1988

“Akhercha Sawal”. It presents the all-too familiar story of a 
girl in her teens struck by the dread decease of cancer when 
she is on the threshold of an exciting life. Salvaged from the 
musty files of the Canara Union Arts Section for whom Ramu 
Kodange  (who translated it) had produced it almost ten years 
ago, the play came to life because of good performances 
by the two central characters – Radhika Savkur (Dr Mukta) 
and Preeti Voketur (Nandu). The comic interludes of Lilanath 
Kombrabail (father) and Annappa Bhat (Compounder) gave 
the much needed relief in an otherwise morbid environment. 
Anand Kilpady, Nitin Koushik, Shivshankar Mullerpaten, 
Namita Basrur and Siddharth Savkur played the other 
supportive roles. The play got three awards- best actress 
(Preeti Voketur) , best supporting Character (Radhika Savkur) 
and the best Child actor (Siddharth Savkur)

“Tughlaq” may go on a tour to Bombay and Hyderabad 
later in the year. Meanwhile Gautam is already planning his 
next venture of Peter Shaefer’s “Equus” for which he has 
already written the script. He has also kept his sights on Vijay 
Tendulkar’s  controversial play “Ghashiram Kotwal” about 
the Maratha statesman Nana Phadnavis. Konkani drama is 
at last stirring to break away from its slavish attachment to 
conventional Maratha  theatre and is seeking its own identity.

In loving memory of 
Smt. Padma Dutt (Udyavar)

Wife of late Shri Udyavar Gurunandan Dutt, 
92 years, left for her heavenly abode 

on 14-12-2019 at Pune.
She was a brave, wonderful human being full of 

love, compassion and kindness. 
She is fondly remembered by Vivekanand, Usha, 

Nandita, Shashank, Namrata, Daniel, Shobha 
Kalyanpur, Uday Trupti, Nilesh and Abheer.

Family and friends.
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In the life of each person, a time comes, when he stops 
in his stride and asks questions; who am I, from where did 
I come, and where am I going? Only a thinking being like a 
human equipped with sense of discrimination , Vivek-buddhi, 
can ask such questions.

The bedrock of Indian life has been the commitment to 
Dharma, the basic principle -  the Cosmic principle, on which 
the eternal values of 
human behaviour have 
been shaped and have 
evolved. Dharma is 
not religion but the 
set of values on which 
the Universal Order, 
the Cosmic Order, is 
based. Any deviation 
from the values brings 
imbalance in the cosmic 
order. 

A commun i t y  i s 
but a part of humanity 
which has got together 
with common goals 
and objectives. The 
‘Saraswat’  Community 
t o  w h i c h  c e r t a i n 
common goals, duties 
have been assigned in 
the Cosmic Order, Rta, 
are imperfectly known 
to us. The Saraswat is 
the child of River of life – the Saraswati - the river that was 
flowing in all its freshness and which when sullied with ills 
and imperfections of  human greed and avarice deemed fit 
to hide its face from the face of the Earth.

Why is it so? Why has that to be so? For searching the 
truth and knowing the unknown one has to delve  deep in 
the pages of history.

There are three debts or duties that have been briefly 
laid down in the Taittiriya Samhita. The first is the individual 
debt which an individual owes to himself, to his family, to his 
community, to the Society as a whole. “Prajaya Pitrubhyah” 
. “praja” in broader sense means the community to which 
we belong, the society of which we are part. By coming 
together, by enjoying together, be exerting together, may we 
become brilliant. May we not hate each other has been our 
well known prayer.

Om Sahanavavatu saha nau bhunaktu
Saha veeryam karavaavahai
Tesjaswinaavadheetamastu maa vidvishaavahai
Om shaantih …. Shaantih…. Shaantih

The second duty revolves around the Rishis “Svadhyayena 
Rishibhyah”, the  preparation of ourselves, making ourselves 
fit to serve the humanity both intellectually and physically.

The third duty is to the Gods, “Yajnena Devabhyah” – to  
God through sacrifices. Our duty also should be to them who 
have become the epitome of  and the consummation of all 
duties in life.

The objectives which 
the Sages set before them 
and achieved through 
arduous penance should 
be the duties which each 
common man should place 
before him . Atma Jnana 
need not necessarily have 
an esoteric meaning. It 
could also mean the down 
to earth desire, exotic 
meaning to know who one 
is, from whence one came, 
what is the situation one 
presently lives in, where 
one is destined to go.

“Chi t rapur Vaibhav” 
is one such book which 
through the powerful media 
of drama, seeks to put 
before a community, its 
high pedigree and the noble 
ancestors who had reached 
a higher stage of being. 

The Drama, even though written about Chitrapur Saraswat 
Community, however, has a message which spreads far 
across its confines. To each one who calls himself a human 
being, a Brahmin, a Saraswat Brahmin, it beckones to 
ponder over the basis, fundamental purpose in life. In an 
alien land, far from the cuddling sound of mother’s lullaby, 
one tends to be wishful and likes to be told in a language,  
that is simple and smooth. No other language other  than 
mother’s language, could be as simple and smooth. Only 
that can touch the core of the heart. And it is the heart that 
needs to be tended. In an effort to develop our Mind and its 
intellectual powers far beyond imagination,  we seemed to 
have widened the space between the heart and the Mind. 
As a result, our civilization, our culture, our achievements in 
the present day world, have divorced from each other. The 
Mind that is not shaped by the heart or on which the heart’s 
honey is not sprinkled can but become a Robot.

Saraswat Community, by whatever sectarian label it be 
called, has not yet been successful  to divorce heart from the 
mind. And “Chitrapur Vaibhav” is testimony to it. It is simple, 
direct, and persuasive. These are methods that touch the 

‘CHItraPUr VaIBHaV’ - a reVIew
naGeSH D SonDe, BomBay

November 1988

At the show of ‘Chitrapur Vaibhav’ in 1965 in the presence of 
HH Swamijis 
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A unique opportunity to hear the cream of local bhanap 
artistes, vocal and instrumental, professional and amateurs, 
all on one platform  was offered to the community  when the 
Kanara Saraswat Association held the Saraswat Sangeet 
Mehfil as a part of its Diamond Jubilee celebrations. Nearly 
forty artistes participated in the concerts held in the Indira-
bai Kallianpurkar Hall, off Talmakiwadi from Jan 25 to 31. 
Although the programme spread over six sessions, close 
on the heels of the six day Konkani Drama Festival, was 

The Saraswats are, by and large, an intellectual 
community. Their ardent devotion to learning is matched by 
their deep involvement in the artistic pursuits , more especially 
music. Their interest is not just one of appreciation. It is one 
of creation and propagation, too. In fact it will not be an 
exaggeration to say that music to them is a way of life.

The validity of these observations was brought home once 
again by the recent festival of music sponsored by the Kanara 
Saraswat Association. To say the least, the five day event 
gave us something more than a mere glimpse into the musical 
talent of the community. For, besides quite a few senior 
professional artistes, there were, among the participants, 
several up-coming youngsters and a large number of busy 
housewives, both young and not so young, who seemed to 
pursue their art more as a serious life-work than as a side-
activity. It was indeed a matter of pleasure and privilege for 
this writer to manage the compereship of the programme.

Music in a compact hall has a charm all its own. Its 
congenial setting helps to establish instant rapport between 
the artiste and the listeners. The artiste is at ease in such 
an environment and his (or her) mood blooms with the warm 
response from discerning listeners. The choice of the Indirabai 
Kallianpurkar Hal as the venue of the festival was thus ideally 
conducive to the full and proper enjoyment of music. A very 

crowded the response was unexpectedly very good. That 
on two occasions the listeners sat through late sessions 
prolonging beyond 2.30 a.m. was  itself a measure of its 
success. More than anything else, the performance brought 
to light the little known or realized fact that the community 
was blessed with such a large number of talented artistes, 
almost all of them often heard on the AIR from Bombay and 
some on the National Programmes from Delhi.

Saraswat Sangeet Mehfil - In retrospect
GUrUDev SHaran

March 1972

Saraswat Sangeet Mehfil
February 1971

large measure of credit for undisturbed listening must also 
go to the agency in charge of the mike arrangements. They 
were superb by any standard.

This year festival, the second in series, was held almost 
under the shadow of a great tragedy- the sudden death of 
Pandit Chidanand Nagarkar, one of the most eminent and 
versatile musicians and musicologists from the Saraswat 
community. It was in the fitness of things that the festival was 
dedicated to his memory and a colour portrait of the departed 
veteran adorned the auditorium.

Another welcome feature of the festival was the public 
honour done by the community to some of the veteral music 
stalwarts. They were invited as Chief Guests at the day-to-day 
sittings. These veteran included Pandit S. N. Ratanjankar, 
Tabla Maestro H. Taranath Rao, director-singer Amembal 
Bhaskar Rao, conductor-composed Dinkar Rao (D Amel to 
radio listeners) harmonium veteran Anantrao Bellare, Krishna 
Parulekar (nee Udyavar), and another percussionist Nikhil 
Ghosh- whose contribution in the field is too well-known to 
need mention. These ceremonies were simple and brief an 
without any speeches. The organizers deserve kudos for 
their thoughtful idea.

heart.  The heart needs no complicated formulae which 
enrapture and bewilder the intellect. The heart needs love 
feeling, understanding, hope, belief, assurance, which only 
the history can give. Only the Guru can garner, only the Gods 
can condescend to grant.

We see in this book too that with consummate art the 
author has brought out the fruit of Triveni Sangam in his 
characters, who  are intellectual, powerful, yet could be 
down to earth, humble, human seeking for the guidance of 
the Guru and the benevolence of the divine. They become, 

as it were the Persons in whom the aspirations of Saraswats 
get crystallized and achieved for them a miracle for the very 
God, who is the Jagadguru.

The human mind is a strange phenomenon. It can 
preserve, achieve, catch great many things, but has not the 
patience to hold the fruits which it has achieved. Community’s 
future, our future , lies in preserving our heritage, enlarging 
its scope and making it divine with sacrifices. 
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KSa’s Sangeet Sammelans

Music forms the life-blood of Saraswats. KSA has been 
holding Sangeet Sammelans to give a platform to our singers 
and instrumentalists. This has provided a veritable feast to 
the audience through the years. Many celebrated musicians 
and vocalists have graced the stage. 

A total of 18 Sangeet Sammelans have been held by KSA 
starting from 1971 upto 2018. A list of these follows - 

First Saraswat Sangeet Mehfil - 25th Jan to 31st Jan 
1971

Inaugurated By N.S. Rao, President, KSA
The 1st Sangeet Mehfil was organized in 1971 from Jan 

25th to 31st Jan during the presidentship of Shri Nalkur 
Shripad Rao who took initiative to organize this mehfil. Nearly 
40 artistes participated in 6 sessions and on 2 occasions the 
listeners sat in late sessions prolonging beyond 2.30 a.m.

Artistes participated : S.C. R. Bhat, Chidanand Nagarkar, 
K.G. Ginde, Mohan Chikarmane, Nagesh Benegal, 
Murli Manohar Shukla, Gurudutt Heblekar, Kousalya 
Manjeshwar, Lalith J Rao, Vasanti Kodikal, Shaila Savoor, 
Laxmi Nayampally, Lalita Kalambi, Vijaya Yederi, Bhaskar 
Chandavarkar (Sitar) Vasant Kumar Jothady ( Sitar) Gajanan 
Karnad (Violin) Vasant Karnad (Violin) Sadanand Naimpalli 
(Tabla) and Mohan Balvalli (Tabla Jugalbandi), Indumati 
Koppikar, Ashalata Gokarn, Sita Sharma, Sudha Deshpane, 
Jyotsna Bellare, Jyoti Bellare, Shyamala Halad, Savitri 
Babulkar and Arvind Nadkarni. 

2nd Sangeet Sammelan – 25th Feb 1972 to 29th Feb 1972
Sushila Rani Patel, S.C.R. Bhat, K.G, Ginde, Ramesh 

Nadkarni, Gurudutt Heblekar, Suman Savkur, Murli Manohar 
Shukla, Gajanan Karnad, Saguna Kalyanpur, Lalita Kalambi, 
Lalith J Rao, Shanta Karnad, Suman Savoor, Vasanti 
Kodikal, Laxmi Nayampalli, Veena Shirali, Shaila Savoor, 
J.Vasant Kumar, Naresh Kumta, Vatsala Nadkarni, Kousalya 
Manjeshwar.

3rd Sangeet Sammelan –March 2 and concluded on 
March 10 (1974

Devendra Murdeshwar (Flute), Pt. K.G. Ginde, Ramesh 
Nadkarni, Gurudutt Heblekar, Suman Savkur, Murli Manohar 
Shukla, Bhaskar Chandavarkar (Sitar) Indudhar Nirody, 
Naresh Kumta (Flute) Kamal P Naik, Laxmi Nayampally, 
D.G. Divgi, Nityanand Haldipur, Narendra Padukone, 
V.G. Karnad, Dinkar Kaikini, Shaila Savur, Lalita Kalambi, 
Mohan Chikarmane .Taalmala by 8 students of Pt. Taranath 
Hattangadi, Tabla (Percussion – by trio Mohan Balvalli, Omkar 
Gulvady and Sadanand Naimpalli.

4th Sangeet Sammelan –March 4 to 16 (1976) -
Inaugurated by Mogubai Kurdikar
Bhaskar Chandavarkar (Sitar), Lalita kalambi, Kausalya 

Manjeshwar, S.C.R. Bhat, Indudhar Nirody, Malati Betrabet, 
Lakshmi Nayampally, Gurudutt Heblekar, Shashikala 
Kaikini, Lalitha Ubhayakar, Gajanan Karnad, Dinkar Kaikini, 
Shashikala Manjeshwar, Kamal P Naik, V.G.Karnad, Ramesh 
Nadkarni, Vasanti Kodikal, Shanta Hemmadi, Lalith J Rao, 
Murli Manohar Shukla, Suniti Shirali, Narendra Padukone, 
Shaila Savur, J. Vasant Kumar, K.G.Ginde, Omkar Gulvady. 

5th Saraswat Sangeet Sabha – 27th March to 1st april 
1979

Inaugurated by Ustad Khadim Husain Khan Saheb
Ashok Bellare (Swar Mandal), Kausalya Manjeshwar, 

Suniti Gangolli, Sulabha Vaidya (Mohile), Malati Betrabet, 
Mohan Balvalli, Sadanand Naimpalli, Kunda Weling, 
C.R.Vyas, Ashwini Bhide- Deshpande, V.G.Karnad, Shruti 
Sadolikar, S.C.R. Bhat, Ratnakar Pai, Siddhanand B. 
Gulwadi, Veena Shirali, Lalith J Rao, Arvind Parikh (Sitar), 
Arati Anklikar, Shrikant Bakre, Prabhakar Karekar, Ranakar 
Vyas, Indudhar Nirodi, Bhaskar Chandavarkar,Gajanan 
Karnad, Malini Rajurkar, K.G.Ginde.

6th Sharada Sangeet Sammelan – March 30 to 31 April 
1 to 3 (1988)

Inaugurated by Padmabhushan Kishori Amonkar
Veena Shirali, Kousalya Manjeshwar, Vrinda Mundkur, 

Tulika Ghosh, Lalith J Rao, Sushila Mehta, Kamal P Naik, 
Susheela Rani Patel, Vinata kadle, Kumudini Mundkur, 
Saguna Kalyanpur, Suman Nagarkatti, Mangala Nagarkatti 
(nee Kallianpur), Vasanti Kodikal, Suniti Balvalli, Sadanand 
Naimpalli, Seema Mistri.

7th Saraswat Sangeet Sammelan – August 22 to 27, 
1995

Inaugurated by Seeta Anant Kagal
Vrinda Mundkur, K. Upendra Bhat, Pt. Prabhakar Karekar, 

Mohan Balvalli, Vijay kabinhittal, Indudhar Nirody, Padma 
Talvalkar, Ashok Bellare, Veena Shirali, Milind Chittal, Ashwini 
Bhide- Deshpande, Malhar Rao Kulkarni, Naresh Kumta, 
Uttara kulkarni, Murli Manohar Shukla, kumudini Mundkur, 
Pranati Mhatre, Sadanand Naimpalli, SCR Bhat, Nityanand 
Haldipur, V.G.Karnad, Gurudutt Heblekar, Vishwanath 
Kanhere, Seema Mistri- Shirodkar, Girish Nalavade, 
Vishwanath Shirodkar, Yogesh Samsi, Sudhir Nayak, Omkar 
Gulvady.

8th Saraswat Sangeet Sammelan – November 23 to 26 
(1996)

Inaugurated by Pandit SCR Bhat
Sweta Hattangady, Uday Raikar, Hemant Hemmady, 

Suniti Gangolli, Omkar Gulvady, Gurudutt Heblekar, Pt. 
Dinkar kaikini, Yogesh Samsi, Dhrubjyoti Ghosh, lalith J 
Rao,Tulika Ghosh, Nayanjyot Ghosh, Anand Murdeshwar, 
Vibhav Nageshkar, Manik Bhide, Seema Shirodkar, Alok Irde, 
Vandana katti, D.K.Datar, Padmini Rao, Archana Kanhere, 
Sudhir Nayak, Zarine Sharma, Prabhakar Karekar, Subhash 
kamat, Aditya Kalyanpur.

9th Saraswat Sangeet Sammelan – 15, 18, 19 August 
2001

Inauguration by Ustad Abduk Halim Jafar Khan
Samarth Nagarkar, Arti Anklikar-Tikekar, Vinayak Prabhu, 

Parameshwar Hegde, Sadanand Naimpalli and Team for 
Taal Vadya KAcheri, Bhaskar Chandavarkar, Kiran Kamath, 
Devki Pandit, Brij Narain (Sarod) Priyanka Kalbag, Nityanand 
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Haldipur, Lalith Rao, Gourang Kodikal, Shantanu Shukla.

10th Sangeet Sammelan – Parampara at Pune – 28th & 
29th Sept. 2002

Lalith J. Rao, Dr. Smt.N.Rajam (Violin), Ashwini Bhide-
Deshpande, Shubha Mudgal, Pt. Budhaditya Mukerjee 
(Sitar), Yogesh Samsi (Tabla), Omkar Gulvady.

11th Saraswat Sangeet Sammelan – 30th April to 4th 
May 2004

Inauguration by GaanSaraswati Padma Vibhushan Kishori 
Amonkar

Ronu Muzumdar (Flute), Shubha Mudgal, Vinayak 
Bhandari (Shehnai), Vinayak Chittar, Prabhakar Karekar, 
Deepa Hattangady, Basant Kabra, Shivani Haldipur, Dr. Ram 
Deshpande, Nihar Kabinhittal, Pratima Tilak, Bharat Balvalli, 
Sadanand Naimpalli – Laya Taal Samvad.

12th Saraswat Sangeet nritya Sammelan – Chidanand 
Smriti – Oct. 29, November 10,11,12 (2006)

Inauguration by Pt. SCR Bhat and Pandit Dinkar Kaikini
Vrinda Mundkur, Mangala Ranade, Nityanand Haldipur, 

Geeta Gulvady, Alka Lajmi, Milind Raikar, Vasant Karnad, 
Sampada Marballi, Ganesh Mohan (Sitar), Pradeep Barot 
(Sarod), Samarth Nagarkar, Meera Savur, Ramdas Bhatkal.

A Tribute to Late Pandit SCR Bhat on April 13th and 
14th 2008

Inauguration by Yeshwant Mahale, Senior Most Musician
Sunilkant Gupta (Flute), Ramdas Bhatkal, Sudhindra 

Bhowmik, Pooja Gaitonde, Meera Bhagwat, Narendranath 
Padukone, Swami Chaitanya Swaroop (All vocal)

Flute: Nityanand Haldipur; Sarod : Zarine Daruwala 
(Sharma)

Tabla: Accp- Sadanand Naimpalli, Jayesh Rege, Shantanu 
Shukla, Milind Joshi

Harmonium: Pt. Tulsidas Borkar, Pt. Gurudutt Heblekar, 
Niranjan Lele

Tanpura: Vilas Pednekar and Prakash Nayak

13th Sangeet Sammelan – 18th & 19th October 2008
Inauguration by Pandit Nityanand Haldipur
Sangeeta Bhatkal, Pooja Gaitonde, Sameera Koppikar 

(Sugam Sangeet), Nivedita Hattangadi (Harmonium Solo), 
Mallika Mudbidri (Vocal Classical), Nihar Kabinhittal (Flute), 
Shibani Rao (Sugam Sangeet), Vinayak Chittar (Sitar), Aditya 
Kalyanpur (Tabla Solo), Pandit Vinayak Torvi.

14th Sangeet Sammelan – 22nd to 24th April 2011
Nivedita Hattangadi (Vocal), Jyoti Chandragiri (Natya 

Sangeet), Soumya Ullal (Vocal),Krishna Chandavar (Natya 
Sangeet), Roopak Ubhaykar (Vocal), Kalyani Hemmady 
(Vocal), Geeta Gulvady (Vocal), Dr. Sampada Bhat Marballi 
(Vocal), Suvarnagauri Ghaisas (Kagal), (Natya Sangeet),

Vinayak Chittar (Sitar), Sachin Sashital (Vocal), Shivani 
Haldipur (Vocal), Divya Bijur (Natya and Sugam Sangeet), 
Anuj Sashital (Piano), Vrinda Mundkur (Vocal), Pt. Omkar 
Gulvady (Tabla Solo), Pt.Nityanand Haldipur (Flute) Tabla 
Accompanists: Pt. Sadanand Naimpalli, Arun Hattangadi, 
Pramode Hattangady, Jayesh Rege, Vivek Kaikini. 
Harmonium Accompanists: Pt. Gurudutt Heblekar, Hemant 
Hemmady, Sudhir Nayak and Siddhesh Bicholkar.

15th Sangeet Sammelan – 18th, 19th and 20th August 
2012

To Commemorate Pannalal Ghosh Centenary and to give 
tribute to Late Smt Kousalya Manjeshwar

 Sameera Koppikar-Sharma (Sugam Sangeet), Nihar 
kabinhittal (Flute), Milind Raikar (Violin), Tulika Ghosh 
(Vocal), Dhruba Ghosh (Sarangi), Mihika Bolangady (Vocal), 
Dr. Leena Gangolli (Vocal), Girish Sanzgiri (Vocal), Mallika 
Kilpady (Vocal), Anuradha kuber (Vocal), Nayan Ghosh 
(Sitar), Kalyani Hemmady (Vocal), N. Abhay (Guitar) – 
Carnatic Classical, Dr.Santosh Chandavarkar (Tabla), 
Pratima Tilak (Vocal), Pt. Sadanand Naimpalli with Jayesh 
Rege and Sameer Naimpalli on Lehra, Pt. Nityanand Haldipur 
(Flute). Tabla Accompanists: Pt. Omkar Gulvady, Jayesh 
Rege, Shantanu Shukla, Ishaan Ghosh, Yogesh Samsi, 
Kaushik Basu, Uday Raikar.

16th Saraswat Sangeet Sammelan 2014. Smruti-”Din” 
Commemorating Late Pandit Dinkar Kaikini, 18th april 
to 20th April 2014 

Chief Guest Smt Shashikala Kaikini
Shailesh Mavinkuve, Yadnesh & Milind Raikar (Violin), 

Bharathi Prathap, Anjali Gangolli, Aditi Upadhya, Roopak 
Ubhayakar, Sarangi Ambekar, Kailash Kulkarni, Shivani 
Haldipur-Kallianpur, Aboli Sulakhe- Aparna Deodhar, Nihar 
Kabinnital, Dhananjay Hegde, Vinayak Prabhu, Pt. Nityanand 
Haldipur, Pt Sadanand Naimpalli- Laya Tala Samvaad Jayesh 
Rege

17th Sangeet Sammelan 1st May to 4th May 2015 In 
memory of Pandit Taranath Hattangadi, Chief Guest : 
Pandit Arvind Mulgaonkar, Guest of Honour Mrs Sita M 
Heble

Pt. Sadanand Naimpalli, Sveta Hattangady-Kilpady 
(Vocal), Pandit Sudhindra Bhaumik (Vocal), Rajan Mashelkar 
(Violin) , Pranati Mhatre (Vocal) , Kalyani Hemmady (Vocal), 
Soumya Ullal (Vocal), Aditya Modak (Vocal), Nivedita 
Hattangadi (Vocal), Vrinda Mundkur (Vocal), Madhav 
Paranjape (Samvadini Solo Recital) Raka Mukherjee (Vocal), 
Apoorva Gokhale and Pallavi Joshi (Vocal- Jugalbandi), 
Mihir Kallianpur (Tabla Solo), Pt Nityanand Haldipur (Flute 
Recital), Shivani Haldipur-Kallianpur (Vocal), Balachandra 
Prabhu (Vocal) Chitraragini by Saraswati Vrinda Gaan, Pandit 
Ramdas Bhatkal (Vocal)

18th Sangeet Sammelan : 14th & 15th May 2018 , In 
memory of Shri Prakash Burde

Chief Guest: Pandit Murli Manohar Shukla
Dhanashree Nageshkar Wagh (Tabla Solo), Priya 

Purushothaman (Vocal), Nishant Panicker (Vocal), Shivani 
Haldipur-Kallianpur (Vocal),Vinayak Chittar (Sitar),Nivedita 
Hattangadi (Vocal), Milind Chittal (Vocal), Ashok Bellare 
(Santoor), Sveta Hattangady-Kilpady (Vocal), Tabla 
Jugalbandi by Kiran Patil and Pushkar Bhuse (Students of 
Pt Sadanand Naimpalli) & Smt Geeta Gulvady.
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Articles Contributed by Readers

Back in the late sixties, my sister-in-law, Pramila 
Chickermane visited her husband’s kin in TalmakiWadi. 
She still recalls the rolls of mattresses piled one on top of 
the other, standing against a wall in the hall. The pile was 
a reminder of the days when several Saraswats migrated 
to Bombay from the Kanaras, seeking higher education or 
employment. They arrived, armed with ambition and the 
ability. But inexpensive accommodation was not easy to find. 
That is when lion-hearted Saraswats stepped in to provide 
food and shelter to the new-comers, expecting nothing 
in return. The cosmopolitan set-up in the city brought the 
Saraswats together instilling in them a sense of belonging… 
a sense of identity.

Then, in April 1919, the publication of the Saraswat 
Quarterly, bound them closer together. Since each new issue 
took three whole months to appear, the Quarterly came to 
be called the ‘Gotarli’, the centipede creeping at a dignified 
pace. Most members being from North or South Kanara, the 
magazine was re-named Kanara Saraswat in April 1922. 
With increasing membership in 1929, came an intensified 
need to connect. As a result, theKanara Saraswat came to 
be published every month, becoming a happy focal point for 
all Saraswats.

Several remarkable Saraswats rose to great heights during 
that period; too many to enumerate… But two giant pioneers 
who painstakingly toiled for the middle-class Saraswats 
Community deserve special mention. Rao Saheb Shripad 
SubbaraoTalmaki, the first President of the KSA, ‘plunged 
into the co-operative movement with insatiable appetite. 
‘The Saraswat Co-operative Housing Society at Gamdevi, 
registered in March 1916, was the first of its kind in India; 
nay, in Asia! Despite his various activities, he managed to 
publish Co-operation in India and Abroad, Konkani Proverbs, 
Part I and II, and Saraswat Families, Part I, II and III.  ‘The 
Institutions (Shri Talmaki) helped to found and foster and his 
self-denying activities in numerous untrodden fields have 
made history.’ 

Another remarkable Saraswat luminary, Shri Shamrao 
Vithal, was ‘the founder and patron of a social institution’ 
at Grant Road - the Chitrapur Club. He hoped to publish ‘a 
fairly reliable, (comprehensive), manual of communal history 
and calendar’. The Chitrapur Panchang, published in1896, 
was only part of his ambitious dream, which was suddenly 
shattered by the shocking outbreak of plague. Rao Bahadur 
Talmaki carried forward the torch that Shri Shamrao had 
passed on. Gathering a team of eight enterprising friends, 
Shri Talmaki started the Shamrao Vithal Urban Co-operative 
Credit Society in 1907. This Credit Society continues to 
flourish today as the Shamrao Vithal Co-operative Bank, 
fondly known as the SVC.

The Co-operative Housing Society took shape thanks to 

the Gotarli Grows up
Savitri BaBULKar

the material help of this Credit Society. It was no mean task. 
Despite Shri Talmaki’s honesty and transparency, he had to 
first ‘dispel ignorance, overcome prejudice, answer criticism 
and pacify opposition.’

Saraswat Housing Societies sprang up elsewhere in 
Mumbai- in Santacruz (1919) and at Dubashwadi (renamed 
TalmakiWadi) in Tardeo, (1938). The Saraswats now had 
affordable homes to walk into when they arrived in Bombay. 
These two giant pioneers will surely inspire others today in 
the upliftment of our community!

Meanwhile, the Kanara Saraswat attracted more readers 
and more contributors. It also reached out to Bhanaps who 
had moved abroad for higher studies and job opportunities!

I was fortunate to have been asked to edit a few articles 
in the 1980s when there was an avalanche of contributors. 
Thankfully, it helped to hone my precis-writing skills!

Everyone looked forward to news of the Community. 
Inevitably therefore, the readers turned to Domestic Tidings 
and Classified Ads and titbits from Here and There:  the 
easiest way to update what you missed out.

The KS has, since then, grown and expanded in every 
way. The layout and the quality of printing and the contents 
have gone way beyond everyone’s expectations. Eager 
subscribers wait for the postman who brings the new issue 
early every month.

Gokarn Gurunathmam’s Interview in the November 2019 
issue, mentions stalwarts like Bhatkal Sadanandmam, Dada 
Mavinkurve and B.U. Kumble (Babudi), among the earlier 
Editors of the KS. Gurunathmam took over the Editorship 
in 1979. Later, slipping into the role of Managing Editor, he 
inducted Ms SujataHaldipur as Editor in 2001 and Mrs Jyoti 
Moodbidri in 2005. Mrs Smita Mavinkurve took over in 2010. 
Each of these remarkable editors enhanced the quality of 
the magazine in her own distinctive way. In the backdrop, 
the computer composing is handled by the competent Mrs 
Sujata Masurkar. And Mrs Shobhan Rao’s cheerful responses 
to the calls at the Kanara Saraswat office at Talmaki Wadi, 
reveal her phenomenal memory.

It is a matter of pride that the Kanara Saraswat has 
reached the peak of excellence even as it celebrates its 
centenary. May God bless the KS and continue to unite the 
Saraswats the world over!

Rates for Classified Advertisements 
in Kanara saraswat 

For the first 30 words: Rs. 650/- for KSA Members and Rs. 700/- 
for Non-members. For every additional word, thereafter: Rs. 
25/-  +GST 5% on all ads.
All remittances are to be made by D.D. or cheque, in favour of 
‘Kanara Saraswat Association’.
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gmZnU åhùi| H$s, _Zm§Vw AZoH$ AmZ§XmMo, gwImMo àg§J Xm°ù`m§BÐm[a 
`oÎmm{V. Vm§Vwcmo EHw$ åhù`m[a, ""Jm°Q>acr.''
Am_Joc| H$Zm©S> Hw$Qw>§~ h| gm{hË`-g§JrV ào_r. gmZYmoZw© g§JrV 
gm{hË`mMr MMm© H$mÞm[a nS>Vmcr. YmadmS> AmgVZm _Joco Amå__m, 
nmƒr, AmÁOmo, nßnm-_å_r ""Jm°Q>acr'' Am`c| do? gmS>oVrZr åh¡Zo 
Om„o _§@ AÁOw{Z `oZo? åhmoUw nmoñQ>_ZmJocr dmQ> nio{`Vmct, AJXr 
AmVwaVoZo. AmZr Jm°Q>acr hmÎmm§Vw _oiMo {^Îmar _m¸$m Xr, _m¸$m Xr'' 
åhmoUw hmÎmm§WmìZw VmÊUw KodZw, IwemcoZo dmƒwH$ gwê$ H$Vm©ct. Vm§Vwë`mo 
I~è`mo dmƒwZw MMm© H$Vm©ct. Vm§Jocr Iwemc, MMm©, I~è`mo Am`Hw$Zw 
_m¸$m J§_{V {XgVmcr.
hm§d {Z_{JVmcr, ""Jm°Q>acr'' åhù`m[a, _°Jo{PZdo? V[aMr hm§d 
c°H$Vm, Vm¸$m nmoñQ>_Z BË`mH$ Om{`? hm§Jm Am§JUm§Vw _ñV Amñg{V. 
Am{Z nmdgmS>tVw Kam§Vw§{` `oËVm{V. VmÁOoIm{Va nmoñQ>_Zm Jocr dmQ> 
BË`mH$ nio{`Vm{V? ""Am½Jmo ~o~r (Ë`mdoir hm§d gm{Z Am{ect, 
_m¸$m gJit ~o~r åhUVmct) h| ""H°$Zam gmañdV'' _°Jo{PZ. VrZr 
åh¡Ý`m§WmìZw EH$ \$m§Vm `oÎmm åhmoUw IwemcoH$ Amå_r ¹$mQ>©cuH$ 
""Jm°Q>acr'' åhUVmVr.''""Omë`m[a Vm§Vw BËc| H$ñc| AmgVm H$s, Vwå_r 
hm°È>§ V| dmÀMwH$ PJS>VmVr? hm§do {Z_{Jc|.
AmÁOmo åhUmcmo, ""~mim, Vm§Vw Am_Joë`m cmoH$m§Jocr åhù`m[a, 
^mZnm§{df`m§Vw nwam{` _{hVr `oÎmm, Am_Joë`m Jwé§Joco Amerd©MZ, 
Vm§Jocmo d¥Vm§Vw, {edm` H$m°U I§{` dMwJoc|, H$m°UmH$ MoSw>ª Om„| H$m°Um 
Joc| c¾ Om„|, _w§Or Om„r, H$m°U J„mo hr nwam{` _m{hVr _oiVm.'' 
^mZnm§Joco ""Q>mB©åg Am°\$ B§{S>`m§'' åhmoU`oX.
""ìh{`. _m¸$m n`c| cmñQ> noO åhù`m[a, ""S>mo_oñQ>rH$ Q>m`qS>½O'' 
nmoim|dM| AmgVm.'' nmƒr åhUmcr, ""V| H$ñc|, _m¸$m{` dmƒwH$ 
{Xæ`m{V.'' hm§do åhùi|. ""n`c| Aä`mgmM| ~wH$ dmƒwH$ {eH$, _mp½J[a 
""Jm°Q>acr'' dmMr.'' nßnm åhUmcmo. Vmìdir YmoZw© _Jocr Jm°Q>acrMr 
AmVwaVm dmS>cr. gmZYmoZw©, øm Jm°Q>acrMmo AmZ§Xþ, CËgwH$Vm hm§do 
nio{`cocr, _Joë`m Am‚mmJoë`m, Am‚moJoë`m Vm|S>mar. _mp½Jar, AmÁOmo 
AmÁOr Jo„t. nßnmJoë`m ZmoH$atVwë`m ~Xcr{_Vt, Amå_r _hmamï´>m§Vwct 
AZoH$ Jm§d§ ^m|dcr. Ë`m{_Vt ""Jm°Q>act''Mo ""H°$Zam gmañdV'' _m{gH$ 
Ho$XZm Om„| V| H$iZo. aO|Vw§ YmadmS> Am{`co Vmìdir, H$moUmJoë`m 
Ymam dMwJoë`m[a, nßnm-_å_r ""H°$Zam gmañdV'' d¡cod`[a nio{`VZm 
{XgVmct. Omë`m[a, _m¸$m Vm§Vwco {deof H$ñc|{` H$iZm{ec|.
c½ZmCàm§Vo, hm§d§ _w§~B© Am`ct. Ka, g§gmé, Zm¡H$ar hm§Vw ì`ñV 
AmgVmct. Ë`m{_Vt, ""H°$Zam gmañdV'' _m{gH$ nio{`Zo. _mp½Jar 
Ym dgª Amå_r Ho${Z`m Ampíect. Wm§{`WmìZw dmng _w§~B© `oZm\w$S>o 
Amå_r ""H°$Zam gmañdV Agmo{gEeZmMr ""AmOrd g^mgX Om„t 
Am{Z ""H°$Zam gmañdV'' _m{gH$ à{V åh¡Ý`mH$ _oiwH$ gwwê$ Om„|. 
Vm§Vwco coI d¥Îmm§V, H${dVm, ao{gnr BË`m{X dmƒwZw, _m¸$m{` ~moam|dMr  
C_oXr Am`cr. hm§do, _Jocr Amdgw {ham H$Zm©S>mMo[a EH$ coIw ~moamodZw 
noQ>o{`cmo. Vmo dmƒwZw _ñVOUm§Zr H$m¡VwH$ Ho$„|. JwéZmW _må_mZo Vo_o{` 
\$moZw H$moZw© ""Vy§ Mm§J ~ao{`Vm AmdgwJoco JwU KoVë`mVr, Aer{M ~ao{`V 
am~'' åhmoUw gm§JwZw àmoËgmhZ {X„| Vmìdir YmoZw© _‚mm§Vwcmo coIZmMmo 
gwá JwUw ^m`a Am`cmo. 
hm§do ~ao{`ë`mo H$m{U`mo, {d{dY _amR>r _m{gH$m§VwWmÞw àH$m{eV 

Om§dÀ`mH$ cmJë`mo. dmMH$m§Joct àe§gmnÌ§ `|dÀ`mH$ cmJcr. 
 _m½Jrar, H$mX§~arMr _mJUr Am`cr. coI, àdmgdU©Z§, H$Wm, 
H$mX§~ar ~moam|dÀ`mH$ gwê$ Ho$„|. {d{dY H$Wm ñnYmªVy nwañH$ma _oùio. 
nm§M nwñVH§$ à{gÕ Om„t. Omë`m[a, hm§d "H°$Zam gmañdV'' _m{gH$mH$ 
{dñgaZo. øm _m{gH$m{_Vt hm§d co{IH$m Om„t. _‚mm§Vwco gwá JwU 
^m`a Am`co. BËc|{M Ýh§{`, øm _m{gH$mZo doimodoir {d{dY nwañH$ma 
{XdZw _m¸$m gÝ_m{ZV Ho$„|, àmoËgmhZ {X„|, Am{O _Joc| coIZ Mmcww 
Amñg, V| \$º$ ""H°$Zam gmañdVm'' {_Vt. AmaW«m`Q>rg, ñnm±{S>cm`Q>rg  
{_Vt _m¸$m \w$S>o åhUHo$ ~moam|dÀ`mH$ Om`Zm _mÌ, ""H°$Zam gmañdVm§''Vw 
gmZgmÞ coI ~moamdZw, hm§d _Jocr coIZmMr ^yH$ nyU© H$Vmª.
_Joë`m øm coIZmÀ`m N>§XmH$ àmoËgmhZ {Xcoco, JwéZmW_m_, 
pñ_Vm _m{dZHw$d}, CX` _§{H$H$a Ver{M g§nmXH$ _§S>imMo BVa gXñ` 
hm§Joco Am^ma H$íer Am{Z {H$Ëco _mZMo ho _m¸$m H$iZm. hm§d Vm§Jocr 
OÝ_^ar F$Ur AmgVct.
h| d¡{dÜ`nyU© ""H°$Zam gmañdV'' _m{gH$ e§^ar nyU© H$aVm hmÁOmo 
_ñV AmZ§Xþ OmÎm Amñg. øm _m{gH$mH$ CX§S> Am`wî` _oimo 
Am{Z VmÁOr AerMr àJVr Omdmo Aíer XodmcmJr àmW©Zm H$Vmª.  
W«r {MAg© \$m°a "K S Magazine."

(for Mumbai local, Outstation & 
airporttransfers)

we organize tours for astaviniyak Yatra, 
Chitrapura Math yatra, 11 Marutiyatra, 
Jyotiling etc

we also organize all domestic tours 
packages.

Contact : Sameet Upponi
Mobile : 9820440443
Email : upponisameet@gmail.com

_Joë`m CJS>mgm§Vwcr ""Jm°Q>acr''
aoIm amd
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It seems like just yesterday that I was a growing teenager 
residing in Talmaki Wadi’s building no.8.

Having grown up on a daily diet of reading the Times of 
India, the Illustrated Weekly of India, as also the Sunbeam 
and the Kanara Saraswat magazine that my Dad subscribed 
to, and the Indian Express, Evening News and Bulletin that 
were available in the KS Reading room - gave me a nice, 
solid grounding in the art of writing. With some hesitation, 
I approached the editorial team at Kanara Saraswat and 
offered to assist them in whichever way I could. They were a 
great team and welcomed me with open arms - B.U.Kumble, 
popularly known as ‘Babudi’, ‘Dada’ Gopal Mavinkurve, 
the Nadkarni brothers, staying at extreme ends of Wadi - 
Sadanand and Vithal in Guruprasad building and Gajanan 
and Shivanand in building no. 17. I cannot forget Ramesh 
Gokarn, the ‘walking-talking encyclopedia’ and his brother 
Ratnakar Gokarn. And then there was Krishna Kurwar, fondly 
referred to as ‘Wadi ka Gulzar’ for his looks and creative 
writing skills. Amongst the ‘outsiders’ or non-residents of 
Wadi who diligently worked on the magazine were Ravindra 
Udyavar, Suresh Chandavar, Sadanand Bhatkal, Gurunath 
Gokarn and Kunda Kagal.

I had the proud privilege of working with all of them at 
one time or another, through the 70s and 80s. All of them 
were rendering honorary services with selfless zeal. Those 
days, the magazine was printed by what was known as the 
letterpress type printing method wherein each sentence was 
composed out of metallic fonts which were then impressed 
onto paper. The Sirur brothers who also lived in building 
no. 8, owned and ran the Sirur Printing Press. The brothers 
Premanand, Krishnanand ‘Kutnu’ and Kishore were simple 
hard working people. When they came home for lunch, they 
would carry the ‘proofs’ which were on strips of paper with 
the black ink still wet and I would collect those and run to the 
elders waiting in the KS office and help them proof read for 
any mistakes/corrections in the text before the final printing 
of the magazine.

Gradually, I got reporting and writing assignments besides 
the proof reading, with a great deal of encouragement from 
each one of them. The late Babudi, Sadanand Bhatkal and 
Gurunath Gokarn provided me good guidance and invaluable 
tips that have helped me hone my writing and editing skills 
and have made me what I am today. The biggest thing I learnt 
from all of them was their extreme sense of humility. Some 
of them were holding government jobs and would work on 
each issue of the magazine with a great passion, giving it all 
their spare time. Such was their commitment that I particularly 
remember the efforts that they put in, by sometimes working 
overnights, especially for the Diwali issue which would be 
the highlight and most looked forward to issue of the year! 
The late Suresh Chandavar who ran a design agency, would 
unfailingly provide a bright cover design for the Diwali issues 

The KS magazine through the 70s and 80s as I knew it
ramKiSHore manKeKar

and these lent an added colour to the contents. Remember, 
those were the days when there was very less TV - just 
boring Doordarshan and the Internet was still in its nappies 
in the US of A!

Babudi, with a typical style of holding the cigarette between 
his fingers and thumb, was a specialist in magazine design 
and layouts.. I learnt the ABC of design and layouts from him. 
I was shocked when he passed away rather untimely, due to 
a massive heart attack.  

Sadanand Bhatkal had a print/publishing background, 
running the Popular Prakashan establishment and during his 
tenure as the Editor, he gave me full freedom to write freely. 
I particularly remember covering the Konkani Drama festival 
and the reviews that I wrote - he published them virtually 
unedited, without wielding the Editor’s blue pencil! My only 
regret is that I could not complete his assignment of creating 
an archive of all the old KS magazines, as I got busy attending 
evening classes for my Post graduate Diploma in Journalism.  

Gopal ‘Dada’ Mavinkurve was a person who wore so 
many hats! Apart from his deep involvement in the Editorial 
committee he was always busy directing plays etc. Very 
versatile, he too brought along a great sense of dedication 
and complete focus to the job on hand.

Krishna Kurwar was, what I would call, the ‘thinker-editor’. 
Very quiet and introvert, his style of writing was very unique.  

With Gurunath Gokarn too, I had a free run and got to 
learn a lot on how to write very objectively, keeping aside 
one’s personal feelings and biases. I used to be amazed 
by the commitment that he brought to this honorary work! 
Almost every evening, after completing his office, he would 
come straight to the KS office in Wadi and immerse himself 
in the planning of the forthcoming issues of the magazine. 
By the time he left for home which was in Khar, it would be 
post dinner time! That was his dedication to the KS magazine! 
But his association was multi-faceted and he was involved in 
organizing a lot of activities including the Kala Vibhag events 
and more...... 

A word about the only lady in the Editorial team then, would 
not be out of place here - Kunda Kagal - she came from an 
advertising and publicity background and brought in many 
good, refreshing ideas to keep the magazine going.

Over the years, the letterpress type got replaced by the 
offset printing method and the tasks became that much easier. 
And in today’s e-world, convenience has reached new levels 
with the Editorial committee probably exchanging ideas on 
email in addition to their meetings....

As for me, on completion of my post graduate education 
including diplomas in Journalism, Advertising and Marketing, I 
got into the routine of a regular job. Staying at Prabhadevi, my 
visits to Wadi substantially reduced and so did my connection 
with the KS magazine. To add to the separation were my 
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 I still remember my good olden days when the ‘Lady Of 
The House’ used to grind masala for either Sambar ,Ghashi, 
Sukhe, Bendi or Kodel, every day or alternate day. As is 
known, we  amchis are fond of masla randap!! Sitting on 
the floor for hours together she would grind masala on the 
grinding stone called ‘ragdo’ till the masala paste got smooth 
(lhan). Her concentration on this assignment  required lots 
of patience as well as determination. Once the masala was 
ready she would remove it expertly into a vessel and then 
wash the grinding stone properly. Lifting this stone or keeping 
it aside was really a body builder’s feat!

Much before the advent of Diwali, she would churn out 
chaklis  from the so called ‘Dante’. The amount of pressure 
required to allow the thick paste to roll on a plate or a paper, 
is a question worth asking. But she would do her job without 
showing any frustration on her face.

Thanks to the electric and electronic manufacturers for 
introducing the ubiquitous mixer-cum- grinder to replace 
ragdo, the grinding stone! Today in no time is the masala 
ready at the press of the button –with little efforts!. The 
present generation Lady just holds the button of the grinder 
for some time and the smooth masala is ready in a jiffy! In 
between this lady (generally speaking), can either watch the 
TV serial from the kitchen or talk on the mobile.

Gone are the days when the lady of the house used to sit 
on the floor to prepare food on the kerosene stove. She was 
accustomed to hearing the deafening sound of the stove. Her 
nose was familiar with the smell of kerosene oil .She was 
habituated to pumping the stove for brighter flames. Then 
came the ‘Nutan stove’ (thanks to Indian Oil Corporation), 
which was noiseless and worked with wicks. No need of 
pumping again and again. If you recall the cover page of 
‘Rasachandrika, the Saraswat Cookery Book, published 
years back shows the photo of a lady of the house, sitting 
on the floor,  preparing some dish on the shegdy or chulha!

Again, in winter when everybody required hot water for 
bathing purpose,  she used to prepare hot water on the so 
called ‘chulha’ or ‘shegdy’. In order to work the chulha prop-
erly she would put wood, coal and also pour  kerosene oil 
and wait patiently for the water to get heated.

Once the water was hot, she would hold the hot utensil 

loH - the lady of the House
arUn LaBHaDaya, virar

with two napkins and take it to the bathroom and pour the 
hot water carefully into the bucket. ard work - and remember, 
it was a daily routine duty and the length of this exercise 
depended on the size of the family!

Now, talking about the present day scenario, how times 
have changed! The lady of the house in the modern times, 
uses the electric geyser for heating the water for bathing and 
keeps herself free from those tedious job and tension. But 
we should not forget the sacrifice the lady of the house of 
those olden days had done for the entire family!. She never 
used to grumble and would  do the household chores calmly.

My salute to those ladies for the sacrifice they had made.
Dedicated to the LOH column which used to appear in 

the KS and was penned by B U Kumble, popularly known 
as Babudi.

stints out of Mumbai from 1989 until 1993 and then again 
from 2007 to 2012.

God willing, now with the Internet connecting us across 
distances, I might probably get to play a second innings with 
the Editorial Committee of KS in the coming years.....

I would like to end this piece with my best wishes to all the 
current and past members of the Editorial Committee with 
whom I did not have the good fortune of collaborating - you 
all have kept the flag of KS magazine flying high and bringing 
together our fast dwindling community, across continents. 
God bless each one of you.

a name that spells its Class !

CATERERS
Marriages, Thread Ceremonies,

Engagement & Birthday Parties, etc.

D J / Music System / Games / Entertainment

WE DELIVER FOOD / SNACKS

FOR PARTIES AT HOME
Lunch / Dinner tiffin Service 

Amchi food & Variety cuisine available!
Contact :

Vinod Kaval / Rupali Padvekar
98208 43392 / 98923 00608

Address:
4, Andrea Apartment , Off Azad Road ,
Ville Parle (East), Mumbai -400 057,

Ph : (022) 2618 2689

WINOVER



June 2011 Cover Sangeet Sammelan
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1889Since 

A Legacy of Purity, Trust & Integrity

Indian & Imported 
Homoeopathic Medicines

Biochemic Medicines, 
Bach Flower Remedies
Books on Homoeopathy 
& Alternative Therapy

Homoeopathic Pharmacy & Clinic

176,  Princess Street, Shamaldas Gandhi Marg, Mumbai - 400 002.
Tel.: (022) 2201 0504 /      7710080557

Email : royco1889@gmail.com • www.homeopathic.co.in
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Shlok Kumble - 9 years 

Kiddies’ Corner

Samved Kumble (9 years)

GiraffeDog

60thwedding anniversary
It is with great pleasure that we announce the 60thWedding Anniversary of our dear parents 

Smt. Mangala nagarkatti (nee Krishnabai Harihar Baindur) and Shri Mohan Shripad nagarkatti,
who got bonded in marital bliss on March 11, 1960.

On this occasion we seek the blessings of our kuladevata Shri Shantadurga, Lord Bhavanishankar 
and our Holy Guru Parampara for their long, healthy and happy lives

Congratulations on your special day, dear Aayee and Pappa !!
Sabita & Nandkishore Harite, Sushant (grandson),

Rajiv & Anuradha Nagarkatti, Shivani & Shivam (grand children)
Aparna & Yatin Ullal
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It is a proud moment for KSA when “Kanara Saraswat” Magazine has completed its centenary year and we 
are ushering into the next phase, with the same popularity of our Magazine and even with a higher zeal.
On this happy landmark occasion - on behalf of the President, Vice President and Managing Committee of 
Kanara Saraswat Association, I would like to make a special appeal to all our Chitrapur Saraswats and those 
of you who are married into other Communities to be on our Membership List. In this connection, I would 
like to give some of the following facts for the benefit of our Community:

• As of today, we have only 4242 Live Members on our list and we are trying our best to reach a figure 
of at least 4500 Members by 31,03.2021.

• There is a big vacuum in our Membership, in the age group of 25 to 50 years, in comparison with 
those who are in the age group of 50+. 

In order to increase our membership, we announce the following schemes for the benefit of our Community:
• If there is already a Member who is either a Patron (paying Rs.7500.00 as onetime fee) or a Life 

Member (paying Rs.5000.00 as onetime fee) – the Spouse of such Member can become a Life 
Member by paying only Rs.3000.00, instead of Rs.5000.00.

• If there is already a Member who is either a Patron or a Life Member – the children or even the 
parents of such Members can become a Life Member by paying only Rs. 2000.00 each, instead of 
Rs. 5000.00, if they stay at the same place.

• KSA takes it as a pride, if those from our Community Members who are honoured  on our Foundation 
Day and International Women’s Day in the past for various achievements, are on our Member’s List. 
It is our sincere request to such persons to be our Patrons or Life Members.

By being a Member of KSA you can be in touch with the activities within our Community, whether you 
are live in India or abroad, through our “Kanara Saraswat” Magazine. Moreover, there is always a sense of 
belonging to our Community by being a member of this Prime Institution of Chitrapur Saraswats.
The magazine is free to all our members, with postage being charged only for our members abroad. You can 
also help us by being a part of our Green Initiative by opting for a Soft Copy of the Magazine.
Our Membership Form is attached herewith for your benefit and you may send the Form duly filled in with 
your payment at the following address:

Admin Manager,
Kanara Saraswat Association, 13-1/2, Association Building,

Talmakiwadi, Tardeo Road, Mumbai 400007.

You may as well send your completed forms duly signed and scanned to the following 
E Mail ID: admin@kanarasaraswat.in.

In such cases, you may make your payments at the following KSA Account:  
Name of the account : The Kanara Saraswat Association
Name of the Bank :The Shamrao Vithal Co-op Bank Ltd,

Branch : Sleater Road Branch
A/c no – 100903130096969

NEFT /RTGS/ IFSC Code no - SVCB0000009
In case payment is made on line, we would prefer a communication to our Admin Manager by mail to 

this effect.
Looking forward to see many of you on board with us soon.

Jairam Khambadkone
(Chairman – Kanara Saraswat Association)

KSA’s Appeal to Chitrapur Saraswat Community
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                                KANARA SARASWAT ASSOCIATION
13/1-2, ASSOCIATION BUILDING, TALMAKIWADI, J.D. MARG,

MUMBAI – 400 007
TEL NO –022- 23802263 / 23805655 Telefax-022-23802263

Email : admin@kanarasaraswat.in  Website-:http://www.kanarasaraswat.in

                                                                               MEMBERSHIP FORM

Name: Mr/Mrs/ Ms    ___________________________________________________________________
                                     (Surname,               First Name,              Father’s / Husband’s Name)
Date of Birth: ________________           Blood Group:________    Gotra &Nakshatra :______________                        
Occupation: ______________________ Nationality: _________________________
Passport No: _______________ (In Case of NRI) Issue Date ____________Exp Date ______________  
Residential 
Address:________________________________________________________________________________                  
City: _____________    State : ___________Country : ____________ PIN / ZIP : ___________
Mobile No.___________________         Email id: _____________________________________________
Tel No (Res) __________________     Office Tel. : ___________________  
* NEE NAME (If Applicable): ____________________
Would you like to be a Champion of KSA’s Green Initiative __________      Yes / No  
(If yes, then KSA will not be sending the hard copy of Kanara Saraswat Magazine to you and you will be 

able to read the soft copy online, for which you will get an Email communication from KSA).

                                                                                                        Signature ___________________________

* In case of woman (referred herein as “said woman”)  married outside Chitrapur Saraswat Community or her 
direct descendents desire to  become member, then nee name of such “said woman” to be mentioned. (Resolution 
No 5 passed in Annual General Meeting dated 26th September 2010).

(Please tick relevant in bracket)

(  ) Life Member (5000/-), (  ) Patron (7500/-), (  ) Life Membership for Spouse of existing Patron/Life Member 
(Rs 3000/-), Associate Membership (1200/- per annum) (to pay for 3 years at the time of membership) Student 
Membership (480/- per annum), Life Membership for  Third & Subsequent Member from the same family 
and with same address Rs 2000/- (   )
Membership details: (For Office Use Only)                           Introduced by  __________________
Membership No.: __________                                                 Membership No __________ Sign___________
Payment details : Cash / Cheque  No. __________ Dt________ drawn on __________________
for  Rs.__________/ Receipt No. ________dated___________
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Letters to the Editor

Regular Section

Dear Editor, A tribute to Benegal brothers by Dr. Anil 
Shetty in MangaloreToday and contributed by Sri Vijay 
Gokarn in the January 2020 issue of KSA was truly inspiring.

The four “talented” brothers, with their wisdom and 
charisma, excelled in their respective space. Benegal 
SanjivRao, Sir Benegal NarsingRao, Sir Benegal Rama Rao 
and Sir Benegal Shiva Rao are iconic figures not only in our 
Chitrapur Saraswat Community (a microscopic community) 
but in the annals of Indian history.   

On completion of assisting in the drafting of the 
constitution of Burma, Sir Benegal Narsing Rao began 
working at the Reforms office of the Government of India and 
was subsequently appointed as the constitutional advisor of 
the Constituent Assembly.  Sir B.N. Rao wrote the first draft of 
the Indian constitution which went on to 243 articles and later 
extended to 315 articles by the drafting committee headed 
by Dr. B.R. Ambedkar.  Constitution of India is the tallest 
pillar of democracy and Sir B.N. Rao stands tall amongst all.

As the Prime Minister of Jammu & Kashmir, a permanent 
representative at United Nations Security Council, and being 
on the bench of the International Court of Justice speaks 
volumes of the towering personality that late Sir B.N. Rao 
from Mangaluru was.

During the deliberations on the passing of GST bill on the 
floor of the RajyaSabha last year, the late Finance Minister 
Sri Arun Jaitley made a special mention on the commanding 
and flowery English of late Sir B.N. Rao in the drafting of the 
Indian Constitution.

On 26th January 2020, we celebrated the 71st anniversary 
of the Republic of India which is also celebrated as 
Constitution Day.

Mangaluru International Airport is awaiting the christening 
and Sir B.N. Rao’s name should be strongly considered. 
His name has to be etched on glass on the portals of the 
airport and this would the best tribute paid posthumously by 
the Government of Karnataka and Government of India to a 
legendary icon from our community.

Sanjay Mudbidri, Mangaluru

For All Vaidik & Relegious Rituals 
& 

Horoscope Matching & Predictions 
In the City of Pune / Mumbai 
CONTACT Ved. Raghavendra Bhat

Mob. No. 8169463662 / 9987790883

For Bridal Make-up 
You can Contact Smt. Gayathri Bhat

Mob. No. 9834455296 / 9004301737
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~~~~~~ Parisevanam~~~~~~

“ The ancient classical creations of the Samskrit tongue, 
both in quality, body, and abundance of excellence, in their 
potent originality and force and beauty, in their substance, 
art and structure, in grandeur and justice of charm and 
speech and in height and width of the reach of their spirit, 
stand evidently in the front rank, among the world’s greatest 
literatures. The language itself, as has been universally 
recognized by those competent to form a judgment, is one 
of the most magnificent, the most perfect,and wonderfully 
sufficient literary instruments developed by the human mind,  
at once majestic and sweet and flexible, strong and clearly 
formed and full,and vibrant and subtle.” 

- Maharishi Aurobindo

 “If I was asked what is the greatest treasure which India 
possesses and what is her finest heritage, I would answer 
unhesitatingly – it is the Samskrit language and literature 
and all that it contains.”

- Jawaharlal Nehru

“ The Samskrit language, whatever be its antiquity, is of a 
wonderful structure; more copious than Latin, more perfect 
than Greek and more exquisitely refined than either, yet 
bearing to both of them a stronger affinity, both in roots of 
verbs and in the forms of grammar, than could have been 
produced by accident; so strong indeed that no philologer 
could examine all three, without believing that they have 
sprung from a common source, which perhaps no longer 
exists”.

-  Sir William Jones, eminent philologist and Judge, 
Bengal 1786

It was sometime in the mid ’90s that Parama Pujya 
Swamiji’s clarion call for Samskritam, led to the organizing 
of Samskrit Sambhashana Shibirs in various Sabhas in 
Mumbai and Bengaluru. A dedicated group of sadhaka-s 
led by Savnal Archanapachi, formulated teaching modules 
and thus blessed by Parama Pujya Swamiji, the Samskritam 
wing of Shri Chitrapur Math – “Girvana Pratishtha” was 
born.. Today, a huge band of teachers conduct the carefully-
graded Aradhana, Sadhana and Dharana classes at 
various locations across India and guide a large number 
of students through the intricacies of learning the divine 
language- Samskritam. The easy- to- learn modules of the 
net -based Samskritam course of Shri Chitrapur Math have 
inspired many to take up learning Samskritam and it has 
won accolades world over. Learning the ancient language 
has opened up a huge treasure of spiritual knowledge for the 
sadhaka -s in our Samaj. They can now grasp the deeper 
meanings of the shloka-s  and stotra-s from the wide range 
of ancient Samskrit religious texts available. Parama Pujya 

Why Samskritam?
A brilliant essay by Dr. Chaitanya Gulvady - Chief Coordinator of Shri Chitrapur Math’s 

Girvanapratishtha

Swamiji has led the way with Pravachana-s in Samskritam 
and by constantly conversing in the language with sadhaka-s.

However, the question “Why Samskritam” and its utility 
in the technologically advanced world of the 21st century, 
continues to plague many a sceptic.

Samskritam has been the most evolving and developed 
languages unlike any other language in the world since the 
time when it is supposed to have originated from the sounds 
of the “damaru” of Lord Shiva Himself. Its unique emphasis 
on phonetics ensures perfect congruence between the 
written (ancient Brahmi and present Devanagari scripts)  
and the spoken language. The ancient seer Panini in his 
“Ashtadhyayi”, systematically recorded the grammar of the 
language and this work is referred to as the most composite 
and systematic treatises. The alphabets or “Swara-s” and 
“Vyanjana-s” of the language have been so composed that 
their sequence confirms to the anatomical structure of the 
vocal apparatus of the human body, hence making it a live, 
life- giving - breathing language. In the spiritual discourse, 
every Swara and Vyanjana assumes the form of a Bijakshari 
Mantra for sadhana. Samskritam has the unique ability to 
compose new words and this has enabled composition of 
words such as “Unnayani” for an elevator, “Sanganakam” 
for computer and so on.. It has also been acknowledged by 
technologists to be a very suitable language for computers.

It is universal knowledge that almost all Indian languages 
owe their origin to Samskritam ,wherein 70 to 80% of their 
vocabulary is composed of Samskrit words. Learning of 
Samskritam thus enriches the regional languages. A majority 
of words in European languages also display a marked 
similarity to Samskritam. Therefore, it would be reasonable 
to assume that Samskrit is not just the mother of Indian 
languages but also of Indo- European languages. Teaching 
and learning Samskritam from childhood has been found 
to increase the ease of learning other languages as well as 
improve the learning of Mathematics and Science in European 
schools, where a large number have taken up Samskritam in 
kindergarten and primary sections.

The entire literature of Sanatana Dharma such as the 
four Veda-s- Rig, Sama,Yajur and Atharva have been 
composed and  scripted by the ancient Rishi-s in Samskritam. 
The Vedanga-s, which includes the Shiksha, Chhandas, 
Vyakaranam, Nirukta, Kalpa and Jyotisha are also in 
Samskritam. The phenomenal epics of Ramayana by Rishi 
Valmiki and Mahabharata by Rishi Vyasa are entirely in 
Samskritam, of which the most famous- the “Bhagawad Geeta” 
is considered the most sacred teaching by Hindus all over the 
world. The vast literature of the Bauddha and Jaina religions 
is also composed in the same language. Compositions by 
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~~~~~~ Parisevanam~~~~~~

Samvardhan ShibirPujya Swamiji with the participants of Samskrita Divasa  at Santacruz, Mumbai

lesson-time at Bengaluru 

renowned poets such as Mahakavi Kalidasa who wrote 
the “Shakuntalam”, “Shishupalavadham” by Magha  and  
“Naishadha Charitam” by Sriharsha are well-known and 
are referred to by scholars frequently for their brilliance 
in poetry.

Samskrit subhashita-s are a compendium of short 
stanzas which carry a wealth of knowledge and philosophical 
messages “Subhashita  Ratna Bhandagara” is a collection 
of 10,000 subhashita-s. These could well be incorporated 
in our elementary school education to inculcate and enrich 
moral values among children, a need felt sorely by society 
in present times.

“Hebrew”- the divine language of Judaism, was 
considered by the masses to be the language of the Gods 
and was considered to be too holy to be spoken by the 
masses. However, a consistent and coordinated effort by 
Yahuda Ben Elizier and his band of teachers in the early 
part of the nineteenth century, encouraged the Jews to 
learn and speak the language. Hebrew today, is the mother 
tongue of the all Israeli Jews and reigns gloriously as the 
national language of the proud nation of Israel. 

Samskritam was the court language of all kingdoms 
in India and even abroad in countries such as Nepal, 
Burma,Thailand, Vietnam, Cambodia, Indonesia, Malaysia 
since ancient times, until the advent of Islamic monarchies. 
Samskrit was part of the elementary education in all 
pathashalas across the country. But neglect and apathy 
during the rule of the British, who actively encouraged 
the learning of English, led to the decline of Samskritam. 
Post- independence, Samskritam was considered for the 
position of “Rashtra- bhasha”, by the Constituent Assembly 
led by Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar. Hindi was subsequently 
chosen to be the official language given its preponderance 
in the Indian population. However, the Constituent assembly 
recommended that recourse be taken to Samskritam to 

increase Hindi vocabulary for official usage. “Satyameva 
Jayate” is the national motto below the Ashoka Chakra 
which is considered the national emblem.The mottos and 
logos of  Governmental bodies have been extracted from 
our Samskrit scripture and are proudly displayed all over 
today.

Post- independence Samskritam continued to be 
taught in a few pathashalas and secondary schools in 
some States as a third language. Due to the inefficacy of 
Samskritam teaching techniques,children soon forgot the 
language when they left school. The early ’70s witnessed 
the birth of “Samskrita Bharati” by a band of dedicated 
Samskritam lovers who focused on the need to not just 
learn but also speak the language. Their efforts earned 
fruition with success in reviving the language among the  
masses to a great extent.It is truly a matter of pride that 
quite a few  significant members of the newly elected Indian 
Parliament took their oaths in Samskritam.  Indeed, amidst 
the language controversy between regional languages, the 
day is not far when Samskritam can become the national 
language of Bharatam.

Many a western scholar has lamented the fact that 
the revival of Samskrit has not taken place in modern 
India,whilst it is increasingly being taught in Western 
Universities. Taking a myopic view of secularism, the 
political masters in the past, ignored the humungous 
treasure of Samskritam and did not incorporate the same 
in school and college education, thus depriving generations 
of Indians from this great cultural heritage bestowed by our 
ancestors. It is time for all of us to wake up and ensure that 
Samskritam once again regains its pride of place as the 
premier language in the world.

(For online lessons in Samskrit please visit our website:
www.chitrapurmath.net and click on ‘Girvanapratishtha’) 
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Parisevanam 

With the Blessings of and Âdesh from Parama Pûjya 
Sadyojat Shankarashram Swamiji and the entire Guru 
Parampara, I start this series summarizing the central 
teaching of Shrimad Bhagavad Gîta chapter-wise. Each 
chapter will be covered over an issue or two, depending 
upon the content.  

Every jîva, be it a human being, an animal or even 
a plant is in constant search of Peace, Security and 
Happiness. The only difference is that in the human it is 
an active pursuit and in the other two it is programmed.

In this search, the human jîva does not understand 
where it can find all the three effortlessly and constantly. 
It runs after the world of objects, situations and people to 
find them and this makes him totally dependent on the 
objects of the jagat. Our scriptures say sava-prvaSaM du:Kma\ (any 
dependence on the “other” begets sorrow) and sava-M Aa%mavaSaM 
sauKma\ (ultimate happiness-peace-security is within one-self).

What is the reason for this basic human problem? 
Acharya Sureshvara in his excellent work naOYkmya- isaiw: says 
in the introduction Aa%ma AnavabaaoQamaova du:Kma\ Aa%maavabaaoQaat\ sauKma\ 
which means that the bondage (samsara) experienced 
by us is a result of “Self- ignorance” and the only way to 
freedom (moksha) is “Self- Knowledge”. All our scriptures 
be it Shruti (Veda-s or primary scriptures), Smriti (secondary 
scriptures), Purânas or Itihâsa have their central teaching 
based on this fact. 

Veda-s are the body of knowledge revealed to our seers 
(rishis or dRYTara:) in the beginning of every cycle of creation. 
These revelations are then passed on by word of mouth 
to their shishyas. This is why they are called EaRit:. This 
knowledge is not a product of human intellect and hence 
it is called ApaOruYaoya:. All the four Veda-s including their two 
parts Vedapûrva and Vedânta come under this category. 
They are perfect in themselves and cannot be altered.

Smriti is the body of knowledge called the secondary 
scriptures. This encompasses a huge body of work 
written by various illustrious âchârya-s like Vyâsâcharya, 
Gaudapâdâchârya, Shankara Bhagavadpâda and all the 
later and contemporary jnânis. Brahmasûtra, Bhagavad 
Gîta and all prakaranagrantha-s come under this category.

Shrimad Bhagavad Gîta is one such smritigrantha, 

BHAGAVAD GITA
An Introduction

Beginning with this issue we bring you a new series of thought-provoking articles on 
the Bhagavad Gita by our erudite contributor Dr. SudhaTinaiker. The gist of each 

chapter will be presented along with its relevance to modern lifestyles and attitudes. 
Here is the ice-breaker…

composed in verse form by Acharya Vyâsa. The name 
comes from the 
term Bagavata gaItma\ 
that which was 
given out by Lord 
Narayana himself 
during his Avatâra 
a s  B h a g a v a n 
Kr ishna to the 
Nara-Arjuna. True 
to our scriptures, 
the entire teaching 
is in the form of a 
dialogue between 
the divine Guru naarayaNaona svayama\ to the warrior disciple Arjuna 
paqaa-ya p`itbaaoiQatama\. Bhagavad Gita is considered as an 
Upanishad as it contains the central teaching of the entire 
Vedanta shâstra. Hence, it is also called maaoxa Saas~:, that 
which transforms or liberates the one who understands it 
in its true spirit with the help of the Guru. Though it talks 
about many other aspects of human life, it stresses on 
human sorrow and delusion and ultimately points to Self-
knowledge as the only way out of our eternal search for 
peace-security-happiness. Gîtâ is the central member of 
the p`sqaana~yama\. Shankarâcârya says tiddM gaItaSaas~M sava-vaodaqa-
saarsaMga`hma\.

The Gîta starts with the basic human problem of sorrow 
and confusion taking Arjuna as the prototype and Lord 
Krishna weaves a beautiful song of 700 verses distributed 
over 18 chapters. The chapters are called yoga yaaoga:; the 
meaning here is not of the colloquial word. It means that 
which “connects” the seeker maumauxau: to the central teaching of 
that chapter. The Gîta is a part of the great epic Mahabharat 
in the Bhîshmaparva section. 

The situation is the impending war between the 
Kauravas and the Pandavas. In this stressful situation, 
Arjuna loses his sense of right and wrong and in a helpless 
state surrenders to Lord Krishna who is his charioteer for 
salvation. Arjuna knows that Krishna is not a mere friend, 
but something much more than that. He accepts Lord 
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Krishna as his teacher /saviour and completely surrenders 
to him, with a mind full of trust Eawa and devotion Bai@t:. The 
divine Guru takes his disciple forward step-by-step; guiding 
him through the genesis of his problem and the solution to 
it. The Lord points out very clearly through Arjuna to all of us 
that “you are the problem and you alone are the solution”. 

The Gîtâ is not a mere theoretical teaching to one person, 
Arjuna. Krishna as the Jagadguru reaches out to the Arjuna 
in each one of us through His teaching. All the verses have 
a solid base in the Upanishads, especially Kathopanishad. 
Some verses are bodily lifted from the Kathopanishad. 

Datta Jayanti Utsav 2019 was celebrated in Talmakiwadi 
from 06 Dec to 13 Dec 2019 by Shri Chitrapur Math under the 
auspices of Shri Chitrapur Math Grant Road sabha alongwith 
All Chitrapur Saraswat Youths Assoc., KSA and Tamakiwadi 
Coop Hsg Soc. This year some major changes were made in 
the celebrations.The major change was that the main pandal 
instead of Shirur Square was erected in the Wadi Garden 
and was used for all the functions. Initially the Havan Kund 
was placed in front of Datta Mandir but later was shifted to 
the front of Naga Katta for convenience. The Prasada bhojan 
was arranged in the Shirur Square.The Utsav commenced 
with Vana Durga Havana conducted in the Wadi Garden on 
06 Dec 19..

Pujya Swamiji arrived in Wadi on 06 Dec evening and 
Shri Mahesh Kalyanpur, President of Grant Road Sabha 
welcomed Swamiji at the Wadi gate and later delivered the 
inaugural welcome speech. Representatives of All Mumbai 
sabhas performed Paduka poojan to welcome Swamiji in the 
city of Mumbai. Swamiji, in His Upadesha gave a brief on 
the importance of Datta Jayanti being celebrated every year 
in Wadi which was started by H.H. Shrimat Parijnanashram 
Swamiji for the benefit of Mumbai laity. 

On 07 Dec, Gita Jayanti day, Geeta Havan was performed 
and also there was prize distribution at the benevolent 
hands of Pujya Swamiji for the Bhagawad Gita competition 
and Abhivyakti participants. This year there was record 
participation of over 100 participants in both the events. On 
Sunday, 08 Dec, Mumbai Prarthana Varga gave a dance 
drama cultural performance, which was appreciated by 
everyone. 

On Datta Jayanti day, 11 Dec, there was Shri Dattayaga 
& Satya Datta Vrata in the morning with Palki Utsav in 
the evening and then Yuvadhara gave scintillating dance 
performances to the delight of everyone.

This year Varada Shankar Vrata and Navaka 
Kalashabhishek Purvaka Sanidhya Havan were also 
performed in Wadi for the first time.

On 12 Dec, the concluding Dharma Sabha by Pujya 
Swamiji was held. As usual all the Sabhas of Mumbai sang 

Datta JaYantI UtSaV 2019
reporteD By Smt. SHanta HoSKote

Though very simple to chant due to their pleasing AnauYzup\ 
Cnd:, many verses have a deeper meaning. Commentaries 
BaaYya of Âcharyâ-s like Shankarâchârya and Madhusûdana 
Saraswati are guiding lights to the right understanding of 
each and every verse.

As my effort is to unfold the Gita in a short and concise 
form, every verse will not be individually discussed. It is 
advised that the reader keep the book in hand as the verses 
may be referred to by their numbers.

 (To be continued)

bhajans with great fervour on all the days. The day started 
with Suprabhat followed by Freehand exercises, breathing 
techniques and Ninad conducted by Smt. Sharayu Haldipur. 
This was followed by Gayatri Japa, Navaratri Nityapath and 
Devi Anushthana being conducted daily.

 Pujya Swamiji left for Santacruz Colony on 13 December 
after blessing the devotees and reminding them on doing 
selfless samaj seva. Overall the Datta Jayanti Utsav -2019 
was celebrated to the satisfaction of the laity and the changes 
made this year were well appreciated.

Vinay V Gangavali
Phone: 2380 0460
Mobile: 9892407934

!

WE AccEPt outdoor cAtEring
ordErS for

gEt-togEthErS, BirthdAy PArtiES,
MArriAgE, thrEAd cErEMony And 

Any othEr occASionS.
3-5/18,	2nd	Floor	,	Talmakiwadi,	Tardeo, 

Mumbai	-	400	007.
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Booey the Ghost
anaya SHiraLi, GraDe iv

Once there lived a foolish ghost. He was scared of 
everything. He was even scared of his own shadow! He was 
called Booey. One day, Booey saw a basket of juicy ripe fruits 
in a scary haunted castle. He longed to have them. His mouth 
was watering. He decided to eat them up. He didn’t know 
that the fruits were guarded by a two-headed, three-eyed, 
four-legged monster!! As he went into the haunted castle to 
eat the fruits, the monster glanced at him.Once Booey looked 
in the fiery, red, angry eyes of the monster, Booey shrieked 
‘Aaaaaagggggghhhhhh!!!!!! Monster! Monster! Noooooo!!!!! 
Save me…’

When he screamed,the monster neared him. He stopped 
screaming. The monster stopped too.He quietly asked,‘May 
I have your fruits?’ The monster replied, ‘No. These are the 
magical fruits from Cacklefury Castle’s magic tree.’Booey 
said, ‘Please…I’m very hungry.’ The monster said, ‘I may 
give you one. Choose a fruit and you may have it.’

He picked a mango.It was the juiciest fruit he had ever 
eaten. When Booey finished the mango, the monster said, 
‘Each of these fruits has a good quality in them.The fruit you 
picked has the quality of bravery and courage.’Indeed,Booey 
felt very brave and bold.He thanked the monster and went his 
way.He remembered the monster and the magical mango and 
whenever there was a moment of courage, he remembered 
the generosity of the monster.

Mumma
(In loving memory of my mother)

*I heard your voice in the wind today and turned to see 
your face;*
*The warmth of the wind caressed me as I stood silently 
in place*  
*I felt your touch in the sun today as it’s warmth filled the sky;*
*I closed my eyes for your embrace and my spirit soared 
high;*
*I saw your eyes in the window pane as I watched the falling 
rain;*
*It seemed as each drop fell it quitely said your name*
*I held you close to my heart today*
*It made me feel complete*
*You may have died....but you are not gone*
*YOU WILL ALWAYS BE A PART OF ME MA*
*I LOVE YOU MUMMA*

By Disha Ameet Pandit (14 yrs) Bangalore

Kiddies’ Corner

ACME Soap Works adverisement of 1960
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2007
Chief  Guest: Smt Geeta Prakash Gokarn
Smt. Mirabai Mavinkurve                                      
Smt. Snehalata Vokettur
Smt Shashikala Sharma
Smt. Shanta Sujir
Smt Girija Shirur
Smt, Snehalata Kulkarni
Dr.  Shalini C Basrur
Smt. Nirmala Bhatkal
Smt Sumatibai Chandavarkar
Smt. Shanti Vasant Kalbag
Smt. Mira Hattiangdi
Smt. Sarla Kalthod
Ms. Krishnabai Khambadkone

2008
Chief Guest: Dr (Mrs) Vrinda S Trikannad
Smt. Nirmala S. Basrur (Mulund)
Smt. Kumud Hattangadi (Virar)
Smt. Shobha N. Kalbag (Virar)
Smt. Nirmala Karpe (Nerul)
Smt. Shalini Sirur (Pune)
Smt. Sushila Anant Nadkarni (Thane)
Smt. Kusum D Vithalkar (Thane)

2009
Chief Guest: Prof Sadhana N Kamat 
Smt. Krishnabai Basrur (Mumbai)  
Smt. Usha Bijoor (Mumbai)
Prof. Kalindi S. Muzumdar  (Mumbai)
Ms. Nilambari Kundapur (Mumbai)
Dr. Lalitha Dhareshwar (Deonar)

2010
Chief Guest: Prof Smt Kalindi S Muzumdar
Smt. Vimal Ramdas Amladi (Mumbai)
Ms. Purnima Mohan Chickermane (Pune)
Smt. Shreejaya Dattu Mallapur (Bangalore)
Smt. Sadhana Ajit Kaikini (Bangalore)
Smt. Smita Prakash Mavinkurve (Mumbai)
Smt. Prasanna Rajiv Invally (Pune)
Smt. Kavita Devrai Shanbhag (Mumbai)

2011
Chief Guest: Prof Smt Kalindi S Muzumdar 
Smt. Chandrama Bijur (Mumbai)
Smt Anuradha Mankekar         (Virar)
Dr, Shamala Masurkar (Gokak)
Dr. Anupa Kowshik (Gokak)
Smt Kamla Idgunji  (Pune)
Smt Anjani A. Pandit  (Shirali)
Smt Anjali Gokarn (Mumbai)
Smt. Kumud Mohan Nayel  (Bangalore)

Smt. Laxmi V.Nayampalli (Mumbai)

2012
Chief Guest : Dr Suma Chitnis
Smt Radhika Trasi 
Smt Sarita Lokur
Smt Vidyagouri Kundapur

2013
Chief Guest : Prof (Smt) Kalindi S Muzumdar
Smt Sitabai R Padbidri (Posthumously)
Smt Kalyanibai Ratnakar Samsi (Posthumously)
Smt Jayashree Dilip  Panjikar
Smt Lalan Suresh Sanade

2014
Chief Guest: Dr Vrinda Trikannad
Smt Sulochana  Padbidri (PosthumouslyI
Smt Sumati B Madiman (Posthumously)
Smt Savitri Babulkar
Smt Jyoti Ashok Kalle

2015
Chief Guest: Dr Suvarna Koppikar
Smt Hira Nagarkatti (Posthumously)
Smt Sonibai Shibad (Posthumously)
Smt Vasantlata Mirjankar
Smt Usha Nadkarni

2016
Chief Guest: Smt Jaya Row
Smt Umabai Arur (Posthumously)
Smt Laxmibai Beltangady (Posthumously)
Dr Padmini Paidhunghat
Smt Mangala Khadilkar

2017
Chief Guest: Smt Shakuntala Kilpady
Smt Kamladevi Chattopadhyaya (Posthumously)
Smt Girijabai Heble (Posthumously)
Smt Kumud Anand Mangalore
Smt Nilima Vivek Kalambi

2018
Chief Guest: Dr Mrs Gita Koppikar
Smt Kamlabai  Talcherkar (Posthumously)
Smt Lalithadevi Hattangadi (Posthumously)
Smt Mrinalini Kher 
Smt Sonali Savakoor

2019
Chief Guest: Dr (Mrs ) Mira Varalakshmi Savakoor
Samvit Sudha Team
Smt Vimla Patil
Ms Deepika Kundaji
Smt Lalita Lajmi

women honoured on International women’s Day  
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SHRI ANANDASHRAM
(KhAR MAth)

PLOT NO 497, 16TH ROAD, KHAR (W) MUMBAI 400 052. TEL 26486752/26482363

TWENTy-NINTH  VARDHANTI  CELEBRATIONS
The Annual Vardhanti Celebrations will be held at Khar Math on 

saturday  14th March  and  sunday 15th March  2020

P  R  O  G  R  A  M  M  e
saturday, 14th March 2020 :  Religious ceremonies including “DuRGA hOMA” 
9.00 A.M. to 12.00 P.M.                followed by Kumarika Pooja, Aarti and Prasad

sunday, 15th March 2020 :   VARDhAntI DAY
9.30 A.M. to 10.30 A.M. :   Discourse By Dharmapracharak Shri V. Rajagopal Bhat
10.45 A.M. To 12.15 Noon         :  “Bhakti Dhara” by Shailesh Mavinkurve
  and Prashanti Rajesh Bhat    
                                                  Welcome Speech By Managing Trustee
12.30 P.M. :   Pooja And Aarti Followed By
  PRAsAD BhOJAn

Permanent Sevas: Rs 1000/- (As Corpus. To permanent seva fund):
Devotees are provided with the opportunity of having sevas performed every year on such day as may be special 
to them,such as Punyatithi of parents or other near and dear ones,Birthday,Wedding anniversaries or in token of 
memorable events.

SEVAS:
Sponsorship Donation (minimum) Rs.  2000/-
Poornahuti Rs.    101/-
Pada-Pooja Rs.     50/-
Panchamrita-Rudrabhishek Rs.     50/-
Kumkumarchan Rs.     50/-
Day Pooja Rs.     50/-
DONATIONS OF ANY AMOUNT ARE WELCOME:
Donations of Rs.1000/- and over will include ‘Panchamrita Rudrabhishek’

========================================================================

BooKS aVaIlaBle on SIte
1. Chitrapur Saraswat Temples and Shrines
 (including Saraswat Saints) by Shri Ugran Sunder Rao Rs.  40/
2. “Anand” by Dr Gopal Hattiangadi                                                Rs.  10/-
3. “Anandi-Anand” by Dr Gopal Hattiangadi                                 Rs.  25/-

(The above books are Shri Anandashram publications)
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Rohit started working with solar technology in high school 
while working on a research 
project at the University of 
Southern California to optimize 
Chevron’s sensors in their oil & 
energy fields. He then went on 
to study Electrical & Computer 
Engineering at the University of 
Illinois at Urbana Champaign 
(UIUC) where he founded 
Optivolt Labs with 2 other co-
founders from the engineering 
school. At UIUC, Rohit went on 
to be a winner of the Cozad 
entrepreneurship competition two years in a row and was 
a finalist for the Illinois Innovation Prize, awarded to the 
most innovative student on campus.

Here and there
Bengaluru : Special Programmes: On 11th January, 

Vardhanti puja of Naga, Annamma, Chamunda, and 
Marikamba Sannidhi-s was performed at Bengaluru Math. On 
13th January, Shri Ganapati Atharvashirsha Homa was held 
on Sankashti day. Shri Varada Shankar Vrata was observed 
for the first time in Shri Chitrapur Math, Bengaluru on 14th 
January. On 15th January, laity participated in Chintan by 
Dr Smt Sudha Tinaikar on Shrimad Bhagavadgita Chapter 
6: Shloka 35 and 36. Shri Shankaracharya Ashtottara 
Shatanamavali Parayana commenced on 19th January for 
15 weeks. On January 25th a special Lec-Dem on “waste 
management” was conducted by Smt Rekha Mavinkurvepachi 
and Smt Purnima Karnadpachi for Prarthana Varga children. 
On January 27th, Samaradhana of Parama Pujya Shrimat 
Shankarashram Swamiji II was observed with Bhashya 
Pathana, Shiva Pujana and Ashtavadhana Seva. 

 HH visit: The laity was blessed with the visit of Parama 
Pujya Shrimat Sadyojat Shankarashrama Swamiji from 10th 
to 16th January. The laity welcomed HH with Swagat Geet 
written by Smt Srilekha-Katre Goveas and composed by 
Ved Badukulli Radhakrishna Bhatmaam. Devi Pujana was 
performed by Parama Pujya Swamiji on 14th January. Dharma 
Sabha was held on 15th January and the laity was blessed 
with Ashirvachana by Parama Pujya Swamiji. Prarthana 
Varga also presented a programme in the evening- Khel-Ekka 
Pashi Ek Vishesh which was based on learning our sanskruti 
through games.  The laity recited Niropa Geet written by Shri 
Anantakrishna Hirebetmam and composed by Ved Badukulli 
Radhakrishna Bhatmaam. The Sadhaka-s were again blessed 
with HH visit from 25th to 27th January. The laity got a wonderful 
opportunity of   Paramarsha with Parama Pujya Swamiji on 
26th January.   

Regular programmes: Pujan was performed by 
Gruhastha-s at Bengaluru Math, in garbha-gudi every day 
and in Anandashram Sabhagriha on Mondays, Thursdays 
and Fridays. Sadhaka-s performed Samoohika Gayatri 

Samir Kumtha (alumus 1991 batch) was felicitated as the 
Illustrious Alumni this year at the SAR 2020.

He completed his basic medical education at K J Somaiya 
Medical College and 
Research Centre.This 
was a memorable day 
at  Somaiya Alumni 
Reunion 2020 that took 
him back to his roots, 
being in its first batch.

Sameer has been 
associated with the 
foundation  and has 
contributed to the HIV 
and TB portfolio at the 
foundation. He has 
worked on the Avahan 

India AIDS Initiative focused on scaling up HIV prevention 
interventions for key populations and phased transition of the 
program to the government. His work is currently focused on 
a new grant reducing risk and vulnerability among key 
population in the four southern states. He also contributes 
to the TB portfolio, focused on reducing incidence of TB 
through early diagnosis and prompt treatment, notification of 
TB in private sector through contracting private health care 
providers and ICT innovation. 

Sameer headed Clinton Foundation’s Maharashtra 
program specifically focused on pediatric HIV, diagnostics 
and laboratory strengthening.He has a Master’s in Public 
Health from Brown University, Rhode Island, USA, a M.D in 
Microbiology (LTMGH, Mumbai, India), Diploma in Pathology 
and Bacteriology.

Presently Dr Sameer Kumta ,is a Senior Programme 
Officer ,Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.

Rohit Kalyanpur (22), the Founder & CEO of optivolt 
Labs, was selected as a Forbes 30 Under 30(2020), for his 
achievements in the energy field. Rohit’s company Optivolt 
Labs is creating a solar charging platform to enable machines 
and devices (such as EV’s, Rickshaws, Robotics, IOT & 
Mobile devices) to self-charge in ambient light. Rohit is the 
eldest son of Sandhya and Gautam Kalyanpur of Seattle, 
USA. 

Optivolt Labs has raised 2.6 Million USD in funding 
from notable investors and executives from Tesla, Google, 
Motorola, Intel, Qualcomm, & Amazon. In 2019, Rohit was 1 
of 20 entrepreneurs awarded the thiel Fellowship, a 100,000 
USD grant sponsored by Peter Thiel (Founder of PayPal, & 
1st investor in Facebook) to support young entrepreneurs 
working on cutting edge technology. Rohit was also the 
youngest person in history to participate in techstars Chicago 
in 2018. Techstars is a startup accelerator program which 
invests 120,000 USD into 10 tech companies a year (out of 
over 3000 applicants). Optivolt Labs recently won a contract in 
late 2019 with the US airforce (Space & Missile Command). 

Personalia
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is magnificent.
This vast temple is one of the most ancient in India 

having been in existence since at least 600 AD. The sthala-
virutcham or temple tree is believed to be a 3,500-year-
old mango tree whose branches are said to yield four different 
types of mangoes from its four branches.

4. Kanchi Kamakshi Temple is at the heart of Kanchipuram. 
This temple is about 1600 years old going back to the days of 
the Pallava dynasty. Kamakshi comes from the conjunction 
of three words – Ka, Ma & Aksh. Ka means Saraswati, Ma 
means Lakshmi and Aksh means eyes - she i whose eyes 
are Lakshmi & Saraswati.

 Kamakshi Temple at Kanchi is one of the 51 Shakti 
Peethas in the country, a very important Shakti Peeth. This is 
where the Nabhi or the Navel of the Goddess Sati had fallen 
when Shiva was taking around her body. It is also believed 
to be the Nabhisthan or the center of the earth or at least  of 
the eastern hemisphere.

Each temple has its own tall Gopurams, carved pillars 
and different deities. The carvings are a treat to see. We 
also visited the Kanchi Adishankara Mutt. Shopping for 
Kanchipuram sarees was part of the package. It was a 
memorable trip.

Reported by Dr. Purnima Rao

Saraswat Mahila Samaj, Gamdevi

Sankranti Sammelan – a program of vocal music was 
held on 18th January at the Samaj hall on 18th January. 
Anand Bhajan Mandal from Bandra-Khar gave a melodious 
programme of bhajans. They were welcomed and introduced 
by Padmini Bhatkal. Vijayalaxmi Kapnadak gave the vote of 
thanks appreciating the artistes for their gifted voices, energy 
and dedication at the age of eighty plus.. Refreshments were 
sponsored by Maya Maskeri in memory of Smt. Shobha 
Beltangady and Smt. Ratna Maskeri.

                                    Reported by Vijayalaxmi Kapnadak
“Ladies Day Out”  - a much eagerly awaited event was held 

on 22nd January 2020 in the Senior Citizen’s Park at Hanging 
Garden, Malabar Hill, a South Mumbai  location.  this is a very 
pleasant venue with bushes and tall trees and a bower with  
benches to seat around 30-35 persons just what we needed. 
This short outing was organized mainly to enable senior ladies 
who find it difficult to travel to distant picnic spots.

President Vidyalakshmi Kulkarni extended a warm cheerful 
welcome along with a welcome drink and til laddoos. Then 
followed  a series of games organized by Geeta Balse on 
different puzzles - an interesting Quiz game on “Amchi 
Mumbai” which  kept everyone engrossed; games on words 
with clues ending  in English , Marathi / Konkani. She also 
organized a unique game of songs to be sung in Konkani 
which was thoroughly enjoyed by all and at times sounded 
very humorous due to dearth of appropriate words in Konkani. 
All in all, the ladies managed it very well. Hon. Sec.  Priya Bijur 
gave a helping hand in conducting these games efficiently.

Then followed an impromptu dance to the lilting music of 
garba-raas, koligeet, bhangra, jogwa etc and even a ‘jhuk 

Japa Anushthaan on Sundays. The series of talks by Smt. 
Dr. Sudha Tinaikar on Vedanta Dindima continued every 
Tuesday. Bhashya Pathana (Bhagvadgita, Upanishad & 
Brahmasutra) practice is held every Sunday morning. A short 
5 minute Ninada practice was a part of all regular activities.

Reported by Saikrupa Nalkur

Mumbai - Santacruz : On 27th January 2020, our 
Santacruz Sabha devotees read the Navratri  Nityapatha 
and performed Shri Devi Anushthana to observe Punyatithi 
of HH Shrimat Shankarashram Swamiji II.  This was followed 
by Deepanamaskar, Mangalarati and Prasad.

Pattabhisheka Vardhanti Of H.h.shrimat Sadyojat 
Shankarashram Swamiji :  To celebrate the auspiciousness 
of this memorable day, on 13th February 2020, our Sabha 
laity performed Shri Devi Anushthana and read out the 64th 
and 65th Chapter on Pattabhisheka from Chitrapur Guru 
Parampara Charitra. This was followed by Deepanamaskar, 
Mangalarati and Prasad.

Reported by Kavita Karnad

Mumbai -Thane : Samaradhana of H. H. Shrimat 
Shankarashram Swamiji II was observed on 27th January at 
the residence of Shri. Rajendra and Smt. Vaishali Koppikar 
in Mulund. Sixteen sadhaka-s gathered to sing bhajan-s and 
recite stotra-s. A chapter on the life of Pujya Swamiji from the 
Shri Guruparampara Charitra was also read out.

Sadhaka-s of Mulund have been gathering on Mondays at 
the residence of Smt. Nirmala Basrur to study the Bhagavad 
Gita under the guidance of Smt. Vaishali Koppikar.

Reported by Savni Haldipur

our Institutions 

Saraswat Mahila Samaj Chennai
The Samaj organised a Temple Tour to Kanchipuram on 

19th January 2020.
A small group of member visited the temples in 

Kanchipuram. It was a wonderful experience to visit the 4 
main temples in Kanchipuram. For some people it was their 
first visit to these temples.

The 4 temples visited were 
1. Varadaraja Perumal temple - It is a Vishnu temple 

and the temple along with Ekambareswarar Temple and 
Kamakshi Amman Temple in Kanchipuram is popularly known 
as Mumurtivasam (abode of trio).This temple was built by the 
Cholas in 1053 AD. The main attraction of this temple is on 
Chaitra Purnima day the sun shines directly on the Idols face. 

2. The Kailashanath Temple - Temple dedicated to Shiva 
was built in 685-705CE by a Rajasimha (Narasimhavarman II) 
ruler of the Pallava Dynasty. The main Shrine has a 16 sided 
Shiva linga. There is a  UNIQUE passage, explaining the life 
cycle including aging process, death and rebirth.

3. Ekambareshwar Temple dedicated to the deity Shiva. It 
is significant  as one of the temples associated with the 
five elements, the Pancha Bhoota Stalas, and specifically 
the element of earth, or Prithvi. Shiva is represented by 
the lingam, with his idol referred to as Prithvi lingam.  The 
Linga in the shrine is made of sand. The thousand pillar hall 
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jhuk gadi! Were we in a picnic for senior ladies? Nope! We 
were carefree, young at heart “Girls” enjoying their day out!

A sumptuous lunch was then served complete with soup 
and dessert too! This was enjoyed with chitter-chatter, jokes, 
laughter and anecdotes. Oh! It was time to leave and we 
departed after promises to meet again.

Reported by Geeta Suresh Balse

Forthcoming Programmes : Sunday 15th march 2020 
– Yuvati Divas – A Workshop and Talk by Smt. Sadhana 
Kaikini –  topic “Managing the Me” at 10.30 a.m. at Samaj 
Hall. Refreshments sponsored by Smt. Vidya kodial in 
memory of Smt. Premlata and Shri Kodial Shankar Rao.

SSCa Vasai Virar - A voluntary organisation of senior 
citizens under the leadership of Karpe Manohar, Nadkarny 
Kishore, Hemmady Raghunandan and Hemmady Shivanand 
oraganised a picnic at Alexson resort on the Arnala beach 
on the 29th January, 2020.  It was well attended by nearly 
32 young seniors who enjoyed a morning walk in the sea 
breeze, followed by games and antakshari too! Everyone  
was treated with breakfast, lunch and evening tea at the 

In view of the fabulous success 
achieved by KSA in organizing the 
1st Mumbai District Open Carrom 
Tournament, the officials of MDCA 
approached KSA with a request to 
conduct the Event again in 2019.
With the unanimous consent from 

our Managing Committee, 2nd Mumbai District Open 
Carrom Tournament was held from 21st November to 24th 
November,2019 with more than 225 participants from all 
over Mumbai displaying their superb talents. Both the KSA 
Halls, were packed with the disciplined spectators & well 
wishers watching 24 matches at a time being played, 12 
on each floor.
The MDCA supported Tournament was inaugurated by 
reputed Ads & Film Producer, Writer, Director, Editor and 
a versatile Actor Shri Bipin Nadkarni in the presence of our 
Vice President, Shri Kishore Masurkar and senior Carrom 
player and former State Champion,  Shri Ramesh Chitty 
besides over 100 viewers. 
Shri Bipin Nadkarni in his inaugural witty speech welcomed 
all & wished the participants good luck. He then made 
a humble request to the MDCA Members to allot KSA 
four such days prior to next Diwali festival if possible, to 
conduct 3rd Consecutive Mega Sports Event in the year 
2020, which was immediately agreed to by the MDCA Hon. 
Treasurer, Shri Arun Kedar. 

Report
2nd Mumbai District open Carrom tournament - 2019

resort and all of us returned with beautiful memories  of the 
day in the evening.

Our annual gathering was held on 8th February, 2020, 
at Trishul in Saraswati Baug in Virar West.  It started with 
our annual meeting to decide the future course of the 
Association, where bimonthly meeting instead of monthly 
meeting and a monsoon picnic were discussed and agreed 
upon.  The gathering was presided over by Sangeeta Amladi, 
a multifaceted personality who is an expert in ‘Ahaar Yoga’ 
, food for health.  She explained the importance of sprouted 
grains, fruits and sugarcane juice as supplementary food 
more healthy than cooked food and other beverages like tea 
and coffee. Our annual magazine by name Horizon, compiled 
composed and edited single handedly by Hattangadi Vasant, 
and  dedicated to health issues, was inaugurated at the hands 
of the chief guest Sangeeta Amladi.

A karaoke musical program was rendered by Sumangala 
Hattangadi and Shailesh Kalyanpur with hindi film songs of 
golden era.

The attendees enjoyed both the music and pavbhaji with 
icecream !

Reported by Chaitanya Nadkarni

Four Singles events - Men’s, Women’s, Girl’s & Boy’s  
(U-18) were organized and  every match proved to be a 
great visual treat. The finals were played on the last day 
i.e. 24th November, 2019 in presence of an encouraging 
100 plus viewers. Every event witnessed White Slam & 
Black Slam. 

The Chief Guest for the Prize Distribution Function was the 
Shiv Chatrapati Award Winner for Kabaddi, Shri Jaya Shetty, 
who was accompanied by his wife, also the Shiv Chatrapati 
Award winner for the same game.Shri Jaya Shetty enthralled 
the audience with interesting incidences of his youthful days. 
Our Hon Treasurer, Shri Raja Pandit also graced the Closing 
Ceremony & shared with the audience about the great 
sportsman spirit & joy people have experienced in the same 
Hall in past with the presence of top Carrom & Table Tennis 
players from Mumbai District playing Exhibition matches 
during Diwali festival. 

The Hon Secretary for Sports & Cultural Events, Shri 
Sunil Ullal, who with inspiring support from the KSA Team, 
conducted the entire Mega Event, thanked all the Sponsors 
viz. SBI Life, SVC Co-op Bank, NKGSB Bank, Union Bank, 
Entod Pharmaceuticals, Bell Surgicals for their wholehearted 
support & also all the participants, viewers & the MDCA 
Officials for their excellent cooperation throughout the 
Tournament. He then requested MDCA to ensure over 300 
top class participants for 3rd Pre – Diwali Tournament 2020, 
a Hat-trick event for KSA.
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ClaSSIFIeDS
 aCKnowleDGeMentS

Maya and Anil Bijur, of Pune (ex. Mumbai) along with 
Sugandha and Ram Butte of Thane gratefully  thank all 
their relatives, friends and well wishers for their  gracious 
presence, love, blessings showered on the occasion of the 
marriage of their children Amogh and Vaishali on 28th Nov. 
2019 at Mumbai and reception on 30th Nov. 2019 at Pune.

Flat For rent
one BHK flat on second floor semi furnished near Parle Agro 
Andheri (east) available on rent. Contact no 8655089665. 
No broker please.

SALES & SERVICE
Sales & Service (New Desktops, Laptops & Repairing) 
Desktop Computer (Assembled), Laptops, Spare parts, etc. 
Contact (Mumbai): ABHAY COMPUTERS. Prop.: ABHAY 
TALMAKI - 8080151572, 7021201371;
email:abhaytalmaki@gmail.com. Was on contract with 
Hyderabad based company for 1 year

ContaCt For PaIntInG....
alI ContraCtor. Specialist in Painting (Inside-Outside 
of Building, Society, Office), Waterproofing, Civil Work, 
Furniture Polishing. Contact: ALI BHAI (MUMBAI). Mob: 
9920741021, email: alimohammadshaikh85@gmail.com. 
Recommended by ABHAY TALMAKI

attentIon!

IT’S YOUR DAY TO MEET, GREET & EAT TOGETHER! 
YOUNG AAMCHI SR. CITIZENS

Kanara Saraswat association (KSa) 
happily announces 

“towards feeling Younger” 
the  6th get-together of our PMs – Pachchis and Maams  

On Sunday April 5th, 2020
from 10 am onwards at 

Shrimat Anandashram Hall, Talmakiwadi
followed by Delicious Contributory lunch 

(@ Rs 200/- per head).

an event to cherish for Pachchis above 55
years & Maams above 60 years

RSVP: Mrs Shobhana Rao: 23802263
( 11am to 1 pm and 5pm to 8 pm)

DoMeStIC tIDInGS
BIrtHS

2019
Dec 20 : A daughter NITARA to Mihika (nee Bolangadi) and 

Siddharth Southekal at Bangalore

tHreaD CereMonY
Jan 26  : Nachiket Gautam Bhat at Thane.

MarrIaGe
We congratulate the young couple

Jan 19 : Garima Arun Kumar with Aditya Gautam Hosangadi.
Jan 31 : Samata Narendranath Honnavar with Vaibhav 

Vinayanand Kallianpur.
Feb 7 : Sheeka Nitin Gokarn with Kazaan Murad Talib at 

Mumbai.
Feb 15 : Bhamini Ramappa N.T. with Kunal Nandakishore 

Nadkarni at Belgavi.

oBItUarIeS
We convey our deepest sympathy to the relatives

of the following:
Dec 17 : Hemmad Suresh Marutirao (90) at Bandra, 

Mumbai.
2020
Jan 23 : Suniti Bhavanishankar Kulkarni (96) at Mumbai.
Feb 2 : Devidas Durgadas Kagal (77) at Bankikodla, North 

Kanara.
Feb 12 : Vimalanad Ramkrishna Pandit (100) at Pune.
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Guruprasad reunion – ‘anandyatra’… Celebrating Sixty Years
reporteD By SHriKar taLGeri anD maHeSH B. KaLawar

4th January 2020 turned out to be an unforgettable 
andmemorable evening for residents of Guruprasad Society-
Vile Parle. Members and ex-Members of Guruprasad 
(GPites) herein referred as the Organizing Committee (OC), 
collectively got together to work out a programme to hold 
the GP-REUNION and celebrate it’s completion of sixty 
years. We decided on the name – “Anandyatra” for the GP-
REUNION.

The Organizing Committee comprised Shyamala S 
Bhatpacchi (Cultural/Catering), Dr Ashok Balsekarmam 
(Gifts/Memento), Mahesh Kalawar mam (Registration and 
Communication), Ashwin Bellaremam (Catering/Decorators), 
Subhash Kamathmam (Cultural and Entertainment Activities), 
Suvarna Waghmodepacchi (Cutural/Catering), Eknath 
Panemangaloremam (Decorators/Catering) and Vijay 
Kalambimam (Finance and Accounts). The preparations 
for the GP-Reunion started three months in advance from 
mid-October, 2019 with the sole objective to have maximum 
participation (old andyoung ex-GPites) to revive and reliveold 
memories for making the GP-Reunion – Anandyatra, a grand 
success.

It was by the sheer grace of Gurushakti that GPites had the 
blessings of our Guru Parama Pujya Anandashram Swamiji 
with Shishya Parama Pujya Parijnanashram Swamiji III laying 
the foundation of “Guruprasad” then, on March 12th, 1959. 
We were further blessed by P.P. Sadyojat Shankarashram 
Swamiji visiting our Guruprasad during December 2016 and 
were fortunate to receive His blessings for the Anandyatra.

In a span of less than three months, a total of three 
hundred members (285 adults and 15 children (aged from 
3years to 94 years) self-registered their names for attending 
the Reunion on a WhatsApp Group formed by the OC. We 
had GPites from Bangalore, Pune, Kochi, Gauhati, Hubli, 
Goa and abroad (USA/Australia)registering for the mega-
event. The OC members began to work enthusiastically and 
collectively on the nitty-gritty details of logistics, decorators 
and acoustics, catering, cultural activities andsponsors for 
the Reunion. The teasers and trailers by Kaustubh Nadkarny 
leading upto the event helped to build further excitement for 
the GPites attending the grand reunion.

On the evening of Jan 4th, 2020, after the prayers and 
traditional cocunut-breaking vidhi, Smt. Shyamala Bhat and 
Dr. Ashok Balsekar began the Anandyatra by welcoming the 
large audience by reliving memories of Guruprasad from the 
early 60s to the 90s and recollecting all the activities, fun 
times, events and anecdotes that GP had in the yesteryears. 
This was followed by the Cultural and Entertainment 
programme meticulously planned minute to minute without 
any vya%yaya by Subhash Kamathmam and his team which 
was well anchored by two budding yuvas- Arjun Kamath 
and Rujuta Nadkarny who kept the audience spellbound 
for the next more than four hours. The audience was kept 
entertained with performances in dance, vocals, stand-up 

comedy acts, Bollywood satire, mimicry, audio-visuals and 
instrumental ensemble by the musicians. It is imperative 
to give credit and hence make a special mention here that 
all the forty participants who voluntarily participated in the 
entertainment programme were all in-house members of GP 
and ex-GPites.

To cap up some of the highlights of the evening’s 
programme:
	 Shri Gurudutt Heblekarmaam, 94 years and still young at 
heart, who specially flew down from Bangalore, showcased 
his skills on the harmonium.
	 Raishesh Nagarkatti articulately recited a poem 
written by Chaitanya S Nadkarni who was in attendance to 
acknowledge the claps and ovation from the audience.
	 A power-packed solo acting performance by Vivek Mudur 
on a dramatic scene from the hit Marathi play ‘NataSamrat’ 
had the entire audience gripped (and some in tears) as he 
performed.
	 Master Satvik Kulkarni, 8 years, showcased his oratory 
skills by giving a solo extempore talk.
	 The children of GURUPRASAD expressed their solidarity 
by holding out a colorful banner which read - “WE LOVE OUR 
GURUPRASAD”

The entertainment programme concluded with a musical 
ensemble conducted and orchestrated by Narhari Savoor 
and his team of musicians who got a standing ovation.

The icing on the cake was an audio-visual presentation-
”The Journey Of Guruprasad:1959-2019” conceptualized 
and prepared by Kaustubh Nadkarny.

The OC further honored 25 -above 80 years of age and 
special invitee Dharmapracharak Vittal Rajgopal Bhatmam 
along with two employees of SVC Bank Sponsors, by 
presenting each one of them with a tulsi sapling.  Moreover 
all the attendees, on arrival, were presented with a magnet-
memento depicting the Logo of Guruprasad Reunion-2020 
designed by Yatin Ubhayakar. Two banners depicting the 
GP-Reunion logos were merrily signed–off by greetings and 
best wishes by the audience – both old and young. 

The evening also had its full share of serving everyone 
with garma-garam vadapav and chai. The evening concluded 
with ‘Mitra Bhojan’ consisting of a superb buffet spread of 
sumptuous food that was enjoyed by all.

The Guruprasad Reunion-Anandyatra was overall a grand 
success - thanks to the tireless efforts of the Organizing 
Committee members, Sponsors of Gpites,  SVC Bank, 
volunteers, musicians, singers, participants, caterers, 
decorators, music and sound contractor and the overall 
enthusiastic participation of all those who attended. Heartfelt 
thanks to the Managing Committee of Guruprasad Society 
for allowing us to use the premises to hold the programme.

The much enjoyed GP-Reunion will remain special and 
etched in our memories for a very long time to come.



Guruprasad reunion – ‘anandyatra’… Celebrating Sixty Years
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CONGRATULATIONS TO KSA ON
A SPECIAL MILESTONE

FROM
KALYANI & SHYAM AMLADI

AND
 

www.briskwalkers.com 

     
A website that guides you to a healthier, positive lifestyle

Here is a sample of the content you can get for free, just by joining

•	 Traditional recipes from different countries -How to makeShakshuka(Israel)

•	 Where to stay, eat and learn about sights to see -Like Rumania (was Dracula 
real?)

•	 Health news from research organizations – Ready for Robotic surgeries?

•	 Myths busted-Do dietary supplements help? 

•	 Money matters – Real, practical way to grow money S.M.A.R.T way to save

Questions? Email: shyam@briskwalkers.com

WWW.BRISKWALKERS.COM

Become amember—it is free. Join the growing community of Briskwalkers,

and  pick up                    your pace!
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Vasant Icecream
Ranjana KulKaRni

When I saw this Marathi ad for “Vasant Ice cream” in 
the 1965 issue of the KSA magazine, a wave of nostalgia 
swept over me. Passing before my mind’s eye were 
vivid scenes of the party atmosphere that engulfed all of 
us, including our cousins on our floor in Kanara House, 
whenever dear Papa returned home after catering ice 
cream at weddings or other parties! Sometimes we 
got to taste a big round ball of cassata ice cream rolled 
in powdered nuts, at other times it was multi-colored 
rectangles of pista, vanilla and raspberry flavors. Then 
there was tutti-frutti, kesar kulfi, mango, chocolate, and 
the list goes on! Those were enchanting times for us 
children. Papa loved seeing the joy on our excited faces. 
For me, my Papa, Vasant Masurkar, was Superman! He 
was kind-hearted, ever ready to help anyone in need, 
always doting on us, his children, as well as others in our extended family. He would take us on long magical vacations to 
beautiful distant places around the country. Many weekends were spent on family trips to fun spots nearby, or at temple 
events or tasting various cuisines at different restaurants. I remember boat rides at Gateway of India, our encounter 
with a huge python sunning himself after devouring a frog at Vasai Fort, a special biryani at Kala Ghoda, and amazing 
art exhibitions at Jehangir Art Gallery. I remember the cool evening breeze at Worli Sea Face, and hopping on rocks 
in the river after a beautiful puja at the Titwala Ganapati temple. Papa’s love for travel and adventure was legendary. 
Every year, during our two-month summer break, we would go on long train journeys to visit our ancestral villages on the 
Konkan coast, soaking the scenic beauty of the coastline, feeling the warmth of the devotion in our temples and Math, 
and enjoying the hospitality of our relatives. Dear Papa instilled in us a sense of adventure and awe that has stayed 
with us as his special gift. To provide a happy and comfortable life for his family, he happily worked long hours after his 
work at the head office of N. Sirur & Co. and Sundatta Mills. He did several entrepreneurial ventures in addition to social 
work, such as campaigning for Jana Sangh and collecting vantiga for Sri Chitrapur Math.

Coming back to this sweet advertisement that triggered the above chain of thought, I recall that my Aai would compose 
Papa’s ice cream ads and posters because she was the artistic and creative genius in our family. When I was in middle 
school, she asked me to make a large poster for Papa’s ice cream stall at our Karnatak Colony fair, the “Anand Bazaar”. 
She had me paint some happy kids in the background, and a couple of kids in the foreground holding ice cream cones, 
with hands raised, saying, “I Scream for Ice Cream!”. Papa was the first ice cream caterer in our Bhanap community!

I am proud of my dear Papa, and am filled with respect for his tenacity, determination and work ethic. He merged 
with the Divine last year and this article in the March issue of the KSA magazine is my loving tribute, my bhaavapoorna 
shraddhanjali to him on his first varshantik which falls on March 8.
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Expression of Gratitude
The Managing Committee and Editorial Committee of Kanara Saraswat 

Association are grateful to the following for their generous donations 

towards the Centenary Year Celebration of “Kanara Saraswat” 

Magazine:

•	 Individual Members from India and abroad.

•	 All well wishers of KS Magazine.

•	 Advertisers in our Regular and Special Issue of March 2020.

•	 Regular past and present contributors of articles in KS Magazine.

•	 Printers and others associated with cover design, composing etc.
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